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WELFARE REFORM PROPOSALS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1978

IT.S. SPINAr,
SunCoMMIrEE oN PUBLIC ASSISTA NCE
OF THE COMMIrTEE ON FINANCE,

Waslungton. D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m. in room
2221, l)irksen Senate Office Building, lIon. Daniel P. Moynihan
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Seiialors Moynihan, Iong, and Dole.
Senator AfoYIn.,N. A very pleasant good morning to you all and
especially to Governor I)ukakis of Massachusetts who is our first
wit ness and a most (list inguished and welcome one.
Governor, if you would come forward, we are very much awaiting
Your vikw on these matters. Governor Dukakis.

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS, GOVERNOR,
STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
Governor l)UK.\Ks. Thank you very much, Senator. It, is a pleasure to appear before you and to speak with you about. an issue that
you and I have worked on together in other fora and you have
worked on a lot longer than I have.
Senator
May
aOYyIII.N.
I just say that the Democratic platform
of 1976 was frequently invoked in these hearings
governorr I)UK.AKIS. Well, I am going to invoke it. again, with your
indulgence.
Let me also say that I have submitted for the hearing record the
vritten statement of other Governors who are interested in this
legislation. When I testified before the Corman committee this past
'ear, Governor ('arey and Governor Straub joined me and we all
discusse-d the bill with that committee. They cannot be here today
but their testimony will be submitted and I also have statements of
Governor Boren of Oklahoma and Governor Askew of Florida, both
of whom have been deeply involved in this effort, with the National
(Goverior's Associat ion.
In addition, I would like to submit the text of a recent resolution
by the (Coalition of Northeast Governors on the subject from the
)erspet ive of all of our Northeastern States.
I have tried to reduce the scope of my prepared testimony, Mr.
('hair1i, so let Ie see if I ,an do that, and my full statement will
be subm)JIit ted for the record.
(87.5
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Senator MoYNIAN. Well, take your time, Governor. You have
come a lot further than we have with this ease.
Governor DUK.Kis. Thank you.
Senator MOYNII AN. And I will put the statements of the other
Governors in the record.
Governor DUKAKIS. I appreciate that.
First, I want to begin my testimony this morning by thanking you
for your efforts to bring meaningful fiscal relief to State govern-

ments which, like my own, are running very hard just to keep up

with increasing medicaid and welfare costs. I think all of the, Governors appreciate what you have done and we look forward to working with you to assure that that continues in the fiscal 1979 budget.
I also want to recall, as you have this morning, the long evenings
that we spent together on the platform committee of the Democratic
National Convention in the summer of 1976 hammering out, the principles on which the present legislation is based. Those princiIfes,

you will recall, included a requirement that people able to work be

provided with jobs and job training and be expected to work; an
income floor for poor people who are working, as well as for those
who are not, equal treatment for stable and )roken families; and a
simple schedule of work incentives to guarantee fair levels of assistance to the working poor.
These principles are as important today as they were then and I,
for one, feel that a Democratic Congress has a responsibility to move
more quickly on vital legislation which embodies those principles
than it has over the past 7 months.
We are all aware by now of how important welfare reform is for
tile future of this country. And we all know as well now, as we did
7 months ago, and 2 years ago, that the states cannot deal individualiv with national issues of poverty and employment. Those are.
national problems and they are national problems which urgently
require national solutions.
We are closer now to genuine reform of our welfare system than
we have ever been and we cannot let this opportunity to slip by.
'We cannot afford further delays, piecemeal solutions and "incremental approaches." We have a chance to change the way America
thinks about and deals with work and welfare and we must. seize
that opportunity.
To apply patchwork to the present programs, an increase here in
SSI, an iml)rovement there in AFDC, hut do not touch food stamps
-- such an approach might make the system work it little better, but
i does not attack the root causes of our problems.
Our system of democracy is based on principles of equity and
ijst ice hut the manner in which we now treat out' neediest citizens
dellies those l)rinciples, for there is little justice and less equity in
tie way we help those who are unable to provide for their own basic
needs.
Every American pays dearly for this failure-the taxpayer who
is sul))orting at wastel'ul program that does not work; the uneml)oYC\ed father who should be entitled to a job, not a welfare check;
and tle elderly' citizeli who needs help and is not getting it.
lime Presidei s program, on which, as you know, Senator, the
( governors Associat ion and nmany others worked very hard, to reform
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1his system offers humane and logical answers to the welfare mess
liat we have aIll denounced for yeaIs.

The key to the plan is jobs. This legislation deals with work in a
vay that is more sensible, and more acceptable, inI my opinion, than
any previous effort at reform. People want to work, they want the
dignity that self-sufliciency brings with it. Peo p le who want work
and cannot find a job ar caught in a system that can lead to a series
of defeats which can destroy lives. Self-respect erodes, dreanis ad
aspirations fade, families suflfer and childreui, deprived of example,
and also of education, cannot break the pattern.
The success of welfare reform will rise or fall on our ability to
help people move from welfare to work.
Now, the President's program addresses these three fundamental
issues. It provides jobs. It provides training ni(1 work experience for
peol)le who have spe.-ial problems entering the labor force, and it.
provides changes in the present system so that people who are able
to find work are not penalized for it.
In ,.NMassachusetts, we have been trying to develop a range of efforts
to achieve similar goals. We have Improved the system for finding
private sector jobs for welfare recipients. We have made welfare
recipients a priority for CiETA positions. We have developed a
means of investing transfer payments in the creation of permanent
private sector jobs. And we have established a work experience program to help that small portion of employable fathers on AFDC
which need special assistance to find and hold a job.
Our experience in Massachusetts has graphically demonstrated
that welfare recipients indeed want to work. In the last Federal fiscal
year, the Massachusetts WIN program helped 9,000 people find
private sector jobs-those 9,000 people made up about 13 percent of
the present welfare recipients in Massachusetts. Some 6,000 of them
were welfare fathers who found their way out of the welfare system
and we are rumning somewhat ahead of last year's record in the first
6 months of this Federal fiscal year with more than 5,000 welfare
recipients entering employment in the private sector.
But while jobs are the key io this program's ultimate success, its
income support provisions also bring a rational measure of security
to the fragmented, categorical, overly bureaucratic methods now
used to provide cash assistance.
Principles we hammered out in the National Governors' Association
are part of this legislation. Those principles promise a unified programn for all eligible people below minimum income levels. They
assure a national minimum benefit and they simplify and consolidate
income maintenance. The result is a program that will be both fairer
antimore manageable.
A system of cash grants with combined Federal and State supplements is logical and allows for some regional differences where
States want to be more generous. The increases inithe earned income
tax credit enhance the incentives to And work in the private sector
an( I support them.
Many of us have been working toward the goals embodied in the
legislation before you now for the past 3 years. In that time, I have
seen a consensuss blildiijg that recognizes lhe urgency of the need for
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reform. The positive emphasis on work has already won broad popular, political, and editorial support for the concept of welfare reform.
Everyone loses under the present patchwork--everyone from the
citizen who can barely get by on inadequate benefits, to the Nation's
taxpayers who have to wonder just what, it is they are buying with
their $60 billion welfare bill.
In short, Mr. Chairman, I think the time is ripe, and an overwhelming majority of the Nation's Governors agree, that it is time
to make the changes which will give all Americans the confidence
that our system of work and welfare is both just and fair.
We cannot do that without, rebuilding the present system from the
ground up. Governors who have to work within the bureaucratic
nightmare of the present categorical programs know what we need
and incremental additions and changes are not going to give us a
system that is unified and clear.
It has been 7 long months now since the Congress received the
President's proposals to reform our welfare system. Representative
Corman and the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform worked
hard to improve on that legislation. I think they have done so.
I urge you to accept their challenge and to move as quickly as
possible to see that. welfare reform becomes law this year.
The President's proposals and the work of the Corman committee
can get us out. of the welfare quagmire. The program stresses jobs
and social justice and nothing could be more different from the present system.
Jobs and social justice. There is ver.; little on the national agenda
that can be more important than that.
I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have,
Senator.
Senator MoYNHIN. 'Well,sir, that is a good start, for the day.
One of the things that needs to be said, and here is a good place
to say it, is that the degree to which we have got some strong political
movement toward welfare reform here in the Congress is very much
a measure of your performance up in Massachusetts.
I do not have to tell you this is an intensely emotional issue in
which feelings are often dominant and in which there is often not a
very great deal of attention to fact, but a gi tt deal of disguising of
facts. One of the reasons people have distrusted welfare reform, I
think, in the Congress, is the feeling that the persons who wanted
it were not particularly tough-minded and that they did, in fact,
have very soft ideas l;e, life is best, if you do not have to work, and
you do not have to account for yourself. But you came along in
Massachusetts, a Governor of iml)eccable liberal background, but
tough-minded. It may have something to do with being Greek. I
mean, early in life you assumed that if yoti work for a living, it is
better than not working for a living.
Governor DUKAKtS. Yes.
Senator MOYNS1AN;. And you have made it clear that welfare reform is on the top of the agenda of people who, in the end, would
like a system in which there. was very little welfare and who do not
see it as a preferable alternative, but as a transition, and one which
should be made.
Governor DuKmKms. Yes.
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Senator Moymn.N. You have really been very successful. You,
and, I guess, we have been saying with one other very large group
which is, obviously, the wonensmovement, that work is not something punitive. Most people, most women, do work.
Governor DUK.KIs. Yes.
Senator MoNiHsm%.. You have been very successful in Massachusetts, and you have not. had the best economic climate in the past 3
years in which to do it. Would you tell us a little more, because it is
so important. It is the one thing that has really been added to the
President's program, and you are absolutely right, it is the key to
the program.
Governor DITK.1S. Well, I wish I could say to you that we have
been as successful as I would like to report to you, but we still, as
you know, are facing caseloads that continue to creep up despite a
great many things that. we have been able to do.
And the work experience program about which my impeccable
liberal credentials have been questioned in my own State rather
vociferously over the past year or two is moving more slowly than
I would have hoped, because we have faced almost daily court
challenges from people in our State who do not want to see a work
requirement in effect as part of our unemployed fathers program.
But with all of that, I think I can say to you that the combination
of a much-improved work incentive program; the pulling together
of the various pieces of our manpower efforts-CETA, our Division
of Employment Security and our Welfare Department who are really
working very closely and very effectively together for the first time in
a long time; and the effort to create or graft on, really, the present
system in a not very satisfactory way a transitional work program
for unemployed fathers in intact families-has had, at least in my
opinion, a salutary effect on people's perception of the system, on
what it means, and has helped to encourage what I think is a healthy
view. That view is, as you put it, that those of us who are working
for welfare reform are not, working for it because we are soft or we
think that, everybody ought to have a handout. Quite the contrary.
What we feel very strongly is that the most dignified kind of
existence is one in which people are engaged in productive employment, whether in the public or the private sector. And we have been
able, as the figures that I gave you and others in my prepared statement indicate, to help a great many people get back into productive
employment-in some. cases in public service employment, but increasingly in the private sector, using both training and transitional
programs to do that.
How have we (lone it. Well, we have gone ahead and tried to do
it. I think the effort has broad public support. I think everybody
agrees that Government has a responsibility to people who cannot
be expected to work and help themselves whether it is SSI where,
incidentally, we have the highest SSI benefit for single, elderly people in the Nation and I tiink we are fifth oi- sixth when it comes to
AFI)C. We have tried to be as generous as we possibly could under
what have been very difficult fiscal and economic circumstances.
But the notion that, if i-e are going to make a guarantee, Senator
-and I think we should-to people who, for one reason or another
find themselves unemployed, that that guarantee ought to be a job
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and not, a cleck, is one. that has very broad public support, as you
know. And it is not difficult, as a Governor, to win broad public support for that kind of a program providing it is done well and sensible
and it is viewed as what it is supposed to he, which is not a permanent kind of a (lead end existence on some kind of a grasscutting job,
but a transition into the world of work, particularly for people who,
in many cases, have not been employed-and, as you know, it is very
difficult to place somebody in the private sector when he comes in
with a work record which consists of 3 years of welfare.
Employers are very skeptical about his ability to work. And one
of the things that we are trying to do through this work experience
program is to help that person develop a work record that he can
then take to that private sector job and use as a means for reentering
the job market.
So it is beginning to work. We are facing constant court. challenges and we will be )ack in the courts, I suspect, once again
within a few days, but I think it is working and it has been a combination of a lot of things that have made it happen.
Senator MoYxnHAN. I do not want to press you, but let me just
ask, is it not a curious kind of upper middle class disdain for the
experiences of other people that insists that nobody should have to
work? It devalues the only experience available to most people,
which is to earn a modest living, raise their family and be part of
a community. This is the life that most of us live, and I (1o not think
the class bias in all of this has ever really been, as the Marxists might
say, demystified. If you come from the leisure class you should
work,
If they had not
to necesnaturally feel nobody should have to work.that.
you were
the? might make you work. It is something
sarily entirely interested in.
Do you have some of that feeling?
Governor DUK.KATs. Well, to some extent. There is, I think, a reasonable apprehension on the part of the people who, by no means
could be considered upper middle class people, at the lower end of
the scale, particularly among minorities that-Senator MOYNIIAN-. I mean the places in Harvard Square where
these initiatives come from.
Governor DuKmTs. Well, in those places, I am inclined to agree
with you. As I say, I think there is a reasonable concern that we have
to be sensitive to among others, minorities and people who are at the
lower end of the economic scale. The concern is that mothers will be
forced to do domestic work for the rest of their lives, and that is, for
many, what a work program means when we talk about it-I think
that places on us a special responsibility to make sure that, when
designing work programs and training opportunities, we are doing
so for good jobs and permanent jobs and jobs which, I hope increasingly, we can bring to our urban communities. And that sentiment
is one that I think we have to be sensitive to and we try to.
But I am as puzzled as you are by the other response, which I
confess I have heard more of in the 'past year, year and . half, in
Massachusetts-and that is that there is something demeaning about
working. I do not umiderstand it, and frankly, I think it is demeaning to a great many people who are working, and working oftentimes
in jobs which are inot the greatest jobs in the world, but which they
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believe are worthwhile and which bring with them dignity and income and a feeling of self-respect.
Senator MoYxilAN. 1 will not d('tain you on this point, but I will
offer you an old professor's observation of what the Marxists refer
to wlheni they talk about demystitication. To demystify is to reveal
the class interests behind otherwise inexplical)le activity. It seems to
me that most of this disdaining of work comes from a group of people
who are not exactly of the leisure class hut are of a social class where
work is not entirely necessary.
And to disdain !he work in others means to exempt, yourself from
the same demands. It is a very easily biased kind of social class
action, and it demeans one of the most meaningful experiences most
people have, and people ought to be ashamed of it.
I am happy to see that the chairman of our committee is here.
Governor )ukakis has just given us a very straightforward statement in which he talks about the success in Massachusetts of the
work orientation in their welfare program. lie invoked that famous
l)emocratic Platform of 1976, which you have heard before, Senator
Long.
Would you like to ask some questions?
Senator Lo.c, Governor, please pardon ine for being late. Some
years ago, someone instructed me that if you want to remain in this
body you ought to be sure to make a little TV program once in
awhile and send it home so that the home folks know what you are
doing and that you are here on the job. That is what made me late.
I have been reading your statement while I have been hearing your
discussion. Let me jus-t congratulate you for the imaginative work
that you are doing in your State to improve on your program. I
notice that in the child support enforcement program that, by some
standards, your State heads the list. of people who are putting the
pressures on fathers to do the right thing by their children.
We in Louisiana do not measure up that well, but we have ambitious plans. I talked to Governor Edwards about it and, after this
session of the legislature, we hope to profit by your experience. If
we can get, fathers to do what they ought to be doing for their children, and if we can assure everybody an opportunity to work and then
make the work effort more attractive than just sitting there drawing
a welfare check, I believe that we have a chance to do something for
the people of this country.
I really think we cannot applaud too much the Governors like
yourself who do not just sit there and let a bad situation get worse,
but who take ahold of a situation, put some good people into it and
l)roceed to see what, can be (lone to improve on it. We ought to be
partners in that and while I may have some differences of opinion as
to just exactly how it should be done, I am willing to let you do it
however you think it should be done, provided you show us the same
consideration in Louisiana and let us do it the way we think it ought
to be (lone.
Because if you can prove that you are right, then I would be
willin, to move in that direction, providing you offer me the same
consideration. I do not think any of is are perfect, but it has been
my experience that even a blind iog can find an acorn now and then.
I think we can all try to improve on what we have.
32-'!2f
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I thank you for your statement.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Governor, I would just like to report that
what the chairman was referring to is that in this little blue book
called staff data and materials on public welfare programs, there is
a table, No. 20, which ranks the child support enforcement in terms
of the ratio of expenditures to collections, and Massachusetts comes
out first in the Nation.
I have said in this hearing, and probably much to the distress of
some people, that I often wonder why it. is not deemed to be a
legitimate right of women to have the men who father their children be required to help in their support. Among all the elemental
claims of the social bond, that parents should share in providing for
their children, seems to me most important.
One last point I would like to make to you, sir, is to say that you
very properly urge us to accept the challenge of Representative Corman and the House subcommittee, and to move as quickly as possible
to see that welfare reform becomes law this year.
Well, as you know, we are still waiting on the House, and we cannot accept a challenge which has not been presented to us. We have
had a very important independent development here in the Senate
which is that Senators Baker, Bellmon, Danforth, and Ribicoff have
come forward with a program of their own which is a very attractive one. You might want to comment on it.
But I guess I want to ask you, do you have any feeling what the
situation over on the House side is?
Governor DUKAKIS. Well, Senator, I am very loathe to try to
suggest, or make recommendations. I have enough problems in my
own legislature, let alone trying to advise the Congress of the United
States.
Senator MOYNIJIAN. We are trying to give you a day off. You can
come down to Washington and just complain to your heart's content
and nobody
Governor DUKAKIS. I am not quite sure I know what is going on
back there in my absence, but there we are.
But I would say this, very respectfully-I am speaking to two
Members of the Senate whom I have a great deal of respect for and
whom I think are strong and thoughtful and very strongminded
people. Every once in a while. I find, at least at the State level, that
the niceties and the courtesies have to be dispensed with and that
sometimes I havw to encourage my upper branch to go to work on
things because the lower branch is not moving, and sometimes it is
the other way around.
I had a very sweeping court. reform bill which was my major
legislative priority last year and I am still waiting for it. But if it
had not. been for my senate, which began to get very impatient at
the delay over on the house side on that bill, which was probably the
key legislative issue that. year, we would not, be as close to passage
as I think we are today.
I guess the only thing I can say to you, particularly since, I think,
)oth of you were monitoring and, to some extent, involved in the
process that led up to the President's bill, that there has to be some
way wherebv this Alplhonse mind Gaston act can be broken. And if
that means that the Senate has to take things into its own hands a
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little bit and has to go to work with like-minded people on the House
side, then it seems to me that would be highly desirable.
The Baker-Bellinon bill does not satisfy what. I think are the criteria thnt we set for ourselves as governorss, although it is a step in
that direction. But each of us, I Sul)pose, in the privacy of our own
office could come up with our own version of welfare reform.
I guess that what I am saying to you is that. I think we know
what is needed. I think we agree that it, has to be comprehensive,
however one defines that, and I would just strongly urge you to
exercise some initiative here and give the House a sense of your own
sense of urgency about grappling with this problem. And I think
that one can do that without violating whatever traditions or rules
that there may be between the branches.
Senator MoYAlNnIN.. Well, certainly, it is more than a tradition. It
is the Constitution. This bill is supposed to originate in the House of
Representatives. It is essentially a revenue measure.
We are holding these hearings precisely for the reason of telling
the House that we are here, and we are ready, and men like Michael
I)ukakis are watching us both. I want to thank you very much for
coming down.
Senator ION(i. Senator, could I just make one more comment about
the sitiuation that we have?
You like the idea of a comprehensive plan, and I do not know of
anybody who does not favor a comprehensive bill, provided lie agrees
witl1vervthing in it. That is just like I find the same thing on this
taxwritig committee. I do not know of any Senator who would not
be willig to vote for a tax if you spent the money the way he wants
4) spend the money.
There are some things about the President's recommendation that
some of us are not going to be able to buy, at least not now, on an
overall basis. For example, I cannot buy the idea that where a mother
has only one child and you are able to provide her with an opportunity to work in a day care center, let's say, and take the child to
the day care center with her, that she should not be expected to work,
that she ought to be offered the option to sit there in the home with
$-300 a month and do nothing.
Now to me, and also to the welfare administrator of my State, and
to at least a dozen welfare administrators with whom I have talked,
they feel that this mother is going to have to go to work to do something to help support that little family, and the sooner she is at it
and forms the right kind of habits, the better off she is going to be.
We just (1o not buy the idea that a mother should not work until
the child is in school. We think that. she ought to be trying to find
a place in the mainstream for herself as soon as possible.
We camot agree with that part of the administration recommendationi. But on the other hand, we would be willing to vote to find the
iobs, or to find the tax credits or incentives, and I believe the House
is going, to send something like that over to us on their tax bill.
you can take 10 different things, all of which would have to
Ihe Iflart
of a good welfare program, and if you can get about 5 of
I iin 1o0w and see how those work, if you think that we can agree
oil that 11ulch, and then give people th'e option to experiment and
(o Iry t he rest of it and see how it works.
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For example, I would have no objection, just from my point of
view. to let von try to apply tie recommendation of the President in
Massachusetts--piovided we have the option to try something that
we think would work better with an equal amount of money in some
other States. Then we could judge by the experience we had as to
which we think would work best.
That is one way we might resolve this matter. But a lot of us do
not want to Let locked in in a situation where we think it would be
a mistake. We would find ourselves in a trap that we might have
difficulty getting out of. The best way to get out of a trap is to stay
out of it at the beginning. So some'of us feel that insofar as this
plan leaves something to be desired, we ought to go forward with
the parts that we believe would be good for the country and allow
those who have a difference-in opinion to experiment with some of
the other approaches.
Now, thus far, the experience on this guaranteed income approach
in Denver and Seattle has shown an alarming rate of family breakup and also it,has shown a work disincentive.
If I were in the Department and this were my pet program and I
were going to try it somewhere, I would pick the two cities, or a city
at -a minimum, where I thought it had the best chance. Mr. Veneman
was advocating a similar program, the family assistance plan, and
I challenged him to try it. in 1Washington, D.C. right, under the nose
of Congress to-see how it worked out. Ile said that is the last place
he would try it was here in Washington.
Well, they picked the two cities where they thought it would work
best, and the results are not at, all encoura 'ging on the idea of guaranteeing someone an income. for (loing nothing and then trying to get
the person to go to work.
It just makes a lot, better sense, in my judgment, to tell somebody
that we are not going to order you to go to work, we are just not
going to pay you for doing nothing or, if you do nothing, all you
are going to get is x amount. You are not going to get twice that
much, becaiise if you make it too attractive, the people who do
nothing will find ways either to do nothing or to beat the system.
That happens where mama is drawing the check and she says she
does not know where papa is-but she spends every night in the
same bedroom with him and when somebody comes around asking
the first question about it, they raise the dickens about it violating
their right of privacy. What I want, and I think you want the same thing, is something
that will work. Just to hand people money is not going to solve the
problem unless you see that, it is used in ways that encourage them
to do the right thing.
Governor DiKTIAKSS. Senator, we, as you know, have had a discussion l)out this, and while we may differ somewhat in just what is
apm'opriate in the case of that individual mother with a very young
child, let me make my own view clear, and I think I represent and
reflect the views of the vast. majority of Governors. As I said before
you arrived, if we are going to talk al)out a guarantee, it ought to
he a job, not a check. And we hope that this Congress will write a
welfare reform bill with tlhat guaraniee in it---and, again, I want to
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emphasize where the requirement to work begins and under what
circumstances is something where, I suspect, we might disagree.
Assuming that can be resolved, it seems to me that that is critical
to the success of this program, and it is critical to the success of a
lot of transfer programs in this country, not just welfare. And that
is where it seems to me we all agree, and if we can write a bill
together centered around that principle, so that what we end up with
ultimately is a welfare system, if you want to call it that, or an
income maintenance system for those who cannot be expected to help
themselves and a job guarantee system for those who can, then .
think we are well on our way toward something.
I do not want to suggest, or to conclude, Mr. Chairman, that the
Senate violate any constitutional prohibition on its right to act, but
a certain amount of moral suasion at this point would be very much
in order.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, you have helped us in that objective.
We thank you, Governor, and we much appreciate your coming.
Governor DUKAKIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statements of Governors Dukakis, Carey, Straub,
Boren and Askew follow:]
STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR MNICHAEL

S.

DUKAKIS OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senator Moynihan and Members of the Subcommittee:
I want to begin my testimony this morning by thanking you, Senator Moynthan,
for your efforts to bring meaningful fiscal relief to state governments which are
running hard just to keep up with increasing Medicaid and welfare costs. I think
all the governors appreciate what you have done and we look forward to working
with you to ensure that that relief continues in the 1979 budget.
I also want to remind you of the long evenings we spent together on the platform committee of the Democratic National Convention in the summer of 1976,
hammering out the basic principles on which the present legislation stands.
Those principles included:
A requirement that people able to work be provided with jobs and job
training;
An income floor for poor people who are working as well as those who are
not;
Equal treatment for stable and broken families;
And a simple schedule of work incentives to guarantee fair levels of assistance to the working poor.
These principles are as important today as they were then. And I for one feel
that a l)emocratic Congress has a responsibility to move more quickly on vital
legislation which embodies those principles than it has over the past seven
months.
We are all aware by now of how important welfare reform is for the future of
this country. And we all know as well now, as we did seven months ago, and two
years ago, that the states cannot deal individually with national issues of poverty and unemployment. Those are national problems; and they are national
problems which urgently require national solutions.
We are closer now to genuine reform of our welfare system thai we Tave ever
been. And we cannot let this opportunity slip by. We cannot afford further delays,
piecemeal solutions, or "incremental approaches." We have a chance to change the
vay America thinks about and deal with work and welfare, and we must seize
that olqprtillty.
To apply patchwork to the present programsn-an Increase here in SS1, an Improvenment. there in AFOC, but don't touch Food Stanips-su(h an approach might
make the system work a little better. but it does not attack the causes of our
problems.
Our system of democracy i bsed on principles of equity and justice. But the
manner in vieh we now treat our neediest citizens denies those principles, for
there is little .usti.e ind less equity in the way we help those who are unable
to provide for their own basic needs.
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Evei-T American pays dearly for this failure-the taxpayer who is supporting
a wasteful program that doesn't work: the unemployed father who Is entitled
to a Job, not a welfare check: and the elderly citizen who needs help and Isn't
getting it.
The President's program to reform this system offers humane and logical
answers to the welfare mess we have all denounced for years.
The key to the plan is jobs. This legislation deals with work In a way that Is
more sensible and more acceptable than any previous effort at reform.
People want to work. They want the dignity that self-sufficiency brings with
it. People who want work and can't find a job are caught in a system that can
lead to a series of defeats which can destroy lives. Self-respect erodes; dreams
and aspirations fade. Families suffer and children, deprived of-example and often
of education, cannot break the pattern.
The success of welfare reform will rise or fall on our ability to help more
people move from welfare to work.
The President's program addresses three fundamental issues. It provides Jobs.
It provides training and work experience for people who have special problems
entering the labor force. And it provides changes in the present system so that
people who are able to find work are not penalized for it.
In Massachusetts, we have developed a range of efforts to achieve similar goals.
We have improved the system for finding private sector jobs for welfare recipients. We have made welfare recipients a priority for CETA positions. We have
developed a means of investing transfer payments in the creation of permanent
private sector jobs. And we have established a Work Experience Program to help
that small portion of the employable welfare population which needs special assistance to find and hold a job.
Our experience in Massachusetts has graphically demonstrated that welfare
recipients indeed want to work. In the last federal fiscal year the Massachusetts
WIN program helped 9,000 people find private sector jobs-thoqe 9.000 people
made up about 13 percent of the 70,000 employable welfare recipients in Massachusetts. Some 6.000 of them were welfare fathers who found their way out of
the Welfare system. And we're running somewhat ahead of last year's record in
the first six months of this federal fiscal year with more than 5,000 welfare recipients entering employment in the private sector.
But that kind of thing doesn't happen by accident. You have to make Jobs for
welfare recipients a priority. And you must have a state network that can work
to get results.
In Massachusetts we have such a network. CETA prime sponsors, and the
state's Division of Employment Security and Welfare Department are now
working together to see that people on welfare have a real chance to return
to jobs in the private sector.
This Job-placement network is proving invaluable in helping people move into
unsubsidized employment. But if we are going to make sure that the three crucial
actors on this scene--CETA, Employment Security and Welfare-continve to
work together, they need leadership and direction. The Massachusetts experience
argues strongly for enlarging the states' role in the administration of the Jobs
program in accordance with federal performance standards. The bill reported
out of the Corman Committee recognizes that principle, and I hope you will
support it.
Our experience in Massachusetts also emphasizes the importance of creating
Jobs that last. The Corman Committee has voted to guarantee a Job for those
who are expected to work. I wholeheartedly support that change. but I also
feel strongly that we have to find ways to make these jobs self-sustaining.
I would like to see a much greater commitment to experiments with real
Job creation-jobs that can continue without government subsidies. In Massachusetts we have developed this concept of Job creation very carefully.
We are working to establish non-profit corporations which will combine
transfer payments and contract Income to perform such tasks as rehabilitating
public housing, weatherizing low-income housing, providing home care for the
elderly, and removing lead paint from public and private buildings. The income
generated by these projects will he reinvested to make the Jobs completely selfsustaining. The transfer payments are then phased out.
This kind of project offers a dual benefit. It creates long-term Jobs-private
sector jobs with a future. It also meets some urgent social needs. In the words
of Secretary Marshall-"a fully implemented welfare reform jobs program has
the potential for providing local communities the equivalent of a $1.2 billion
child care program ; a $1.6 billion program of home services for the elderly and
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ill ; a $200 million program to build facilities for the handicapped; a $2.4 billion
program to aid public schools; and a $900 millionpublic safety program."
While jobs are the key to this program's ultimate success, its income support
provisions also bring a rational measure of security to the fragmented, categorical, overly bureaucratic methods now used to provide cash assistance.
The principles which we hammered out in the National Governors' Association are part of this legislation. Those princil)les promise a unified program for
all eligible people below minimum income levels. They assure a national minimunm benefit. And they simplify and consolidate income maintenance. The result
is a program that wilt be both fairer and more manageable.
A system of cash grants with combined federal and state supplements is
logical and allows for some regional differences where states want to be more
generous. The increases in the Earned J ieome Tax Credit enhance the incentives to find work in the private sector and I support them.
Many of us have been working toward the goals embodied in the legislation
before you now for the past three years. In that time I have seen a consensus
building that recognizes tile urgency of the need for reform. The positive emphasis on work has already won broad popular, political, and editorial support for
the concept of welfare reform.
Everyone loses under the present patchwork of jerry-built programs; everyone-from the citizen who can barely get by on inadequate benefits, to the
nation's taxpayers who have to wonder just what it is they're buying with their
$60 billion welfare bill.
In short, the time is right to make the changes which will give all Americans
the confidence that our system of work and welfare is both just and fair. We
cannot do that without rebuilding the present system from the ground up. Governors, who have to work within the bureaucratic nightmare of the present
categorial programs, know what we need-and incremental additions and changes
are not going to give us a system that is unified and fair.
It's been seven long months now since Congress received the President's proposals to reform our welfare system. Representative Cormnan and the House
Subcommittee on Welfare Reform worked hard to improve that legislation. I urge
you to accept their challenge and move as quickly as possible to see that welfare
reform becomes law this year.
The President's proposals and the additions of the Corman Committee will
get us out of the welfare quagmire. Their program stresses jobs and social
justice and nothing could be more different from the present system.
Jobs and social justice. There is A'ery little on the national agenda more
important than that.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Boston, March 6, 1978

Chairman, Committec on Finance,
Rusell Senate Office Building,
1l'ashington, D.C.
I)EAR SENATOR LONG: At its most recent meeting on February 28, the Coalition
of Northeastern Governors unanimously adopted the following policy statement,
The Coalition of Northeastern Governors supports the Better Jobs and Income
Program, H.R. 9030, as amended by the Special House Committee on Welfare Reform. The Committee's changes will promote regional equity, aid recipients and
provide fiscal relief for the Northeast.
The Coneg Governors consider welfare reform one of the highest legislative
priorities. In Novenmber, 1976, at the Saratoga Conference, we endorsed several
key principles that must form the foundation of any comprehensive revision of
the welfare system: consolidation of existing programs, establishment of a national minimum benefit, provision of a decent income for those who need support,
Iprovide jobs and a series of financial incentives to seek regular employment and
to provide fiscal relief to state and local governments.
II.R. 9030, as amended by the House Committee, goes a long way toward
accomlishing these goals. A total of $3.2 billion in fiscal relief would be allocated to the states to relieve the strain caused by welfare expenditures. Ite
Northeastern states will benefit by the provision to index the basic federal benefit schedule and federally subsidized state supplements according to tile Consumer Price Index. This provision will protect individuals in the Northeast from
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a gradual erosion of purchasing power. It will nlso protect states from incurring
added costs of malntaining actual benefit levels.
Several additional
1
anienduents will allow federal cost sharing of benefits to
groups that ('oneg states most likely would have covered at state expense under
the Administration bill :
Federal benefis will be provide to families with more than seven
members
Federal participation will be available for state sup[plements to single
adults and childless couples
Step-parents income will lie excluded in determining cash benefit levels
IIEW estimates that 3.3 million more households w1ll lie eligible for cash assistaone becau ,e of the reduction in the aceountable period front 6 to 1 month. However, the amendment to provide a jot) to all (ash assistance families expected to
work will reduce the increase in caseloads. The shortened accountable period will
also reduce emergency needs expenditures for those in financial need, but who
would not have received federal benefits. The actual cost of the 1 month account-

able period is difficult to estimate.
The ('onunittee amendments also protect states from the increased cost of
determining medicaid eligibility. While this is a step in the right direction, a
simpler, more feasible basis must be found to determine eligibility.

The Committee has improved the jobs component of the bill by ensuring that
sufficient jobs will be available, at an adequate wage, for all expected-to-work
families receiving cash assistance.
Finally, the Adminstration has agreed to provide these jobs in addition to
those that will be funded under CETA, which will remain an integral part of our
effort in the Northeast to provide jobs and training during periods of high

uneml)hoyment.
The Welfare Reform Bill embodies the basic principles endorsed by ConegTherefore he it resolved, that the Coalition of Northeastern Governors supports II.R. W030 as amended by the Committee and calls for its speedy passage
by the Congress.

The Coalition of Northeastern Governors feels that this bill is sound, and urges
prompt passage by the Congress.
Sincerely.
MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS,
Chairman, Coneg.
TESTIMONY OF Hucmu L. CAREY, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, AND CIhAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON WELFARE REFOtiM OF TIE NATIONAL GOVERNORS*
ASSOCIATION
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you for this opportunity
to testify on the issue of welfare reform.

I am here today in two capacities. As Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Welfare Reform of the National Governors' Association. I am presenting the
position of the National Governors' Association. And as Governor of the State
of N"\w York, I will later address the views and needs of the people of my State.
As you know, the National Governors' Association has sought comprehensive
welfait reform. In that context, we have maintained that certain principles
must be incorporated into any welfare reform proposal. These principles include:
A unified program for all eligible people below minimum Income levels;
A national minimum benefit to promote equity among recipients and
states;
A strong work requirement;
Elimination of work disincentives;
Fiscal relief for state and local government; and

A more rational income maintenance system through program consolidation and streamlined administration.
President Carter's legislation for welfare reform, the Better Jobs and Income
Act (19.2094), which we at the National Governors' Association worked with
the Administration to shape, and which you. Mr. Chairman, introduced In the
Senate last September, Incorporates these principles.
Yet we all know, there are deficiencies in that proposed legislation. The
National Governors' Association worked with members of the House to improve
that proposal. The legislation was marked up and reported by the House
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Ad lioe Committee as 11.11. 10950. And this, the Corman legislation, is better
legislation. But it too continues to need modifications.
Now there are other pieces of legislation to address the issue of welfare
reform. An alternative was introduced in the House by Congressman Ullman as
the Welfare Reform Act of 1978. In the Senate in March, S. 2777, the Job
Opportunities and Family Security Act of 1978, was introduced by Senators
Baker, Belimon, Danfortb, Ribicoff, Mark Hatfield, Stevens, and Young.
The National Governors' Association is encouraged that there are other bills
which provide new ideas and approaches for dealit.g with the problem of
welfare. Yet we continue to believe that welfare reform must be comprehensive
in nature. And the best basis from which to achieve such reform is through
additional modifications of the Administration's proposal, beyond those already
attained in the work of the House Ad Hoc Committee.
Yet I am concerned whether any more work will be done at all. These are
the first hearings held in the Senate on the topic of welfare reform during this
session of Congress. And the House has been silent on the issue of welfare
reform since the Ad Hoc Committee completed its work in February.
I am concerned that we have lost momentum. And I am concerned lest, as
you, Mr. Chairman, once so eloquently said, we let the best become the enemy
of the good.
As I have said before, five years ago, we lost an opportunity for major
welfare reform, in part becatise too many people who agreed with the goal of
welfare reform refused to compromise on the details of the Family Assistance
Plan. Let us not close our eyes to history; rather, let us learn from our
mistakes.
I hope that the Senate, through this subcommittee, can recapture the
momentum needed to enact meaningful welfare legislation this year. I commend you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, for holding these
hearings.
Meaningful legislation must be comprehensive welfare reform. That must
be our ultimate goal. If necessary, we must achieve such reform in stages, and
use this year as the beginning of such reform efforts.
But one point must be made very clear. Reform this year milst include true
fiscal relief to all the states. We must be very blunt about this. If it is impossible to achieve any type of structural welfare reform soon, then the
Congress and the President must give real fiscal relief to the States and
localities.
In summary, the message I wish to leave with you from the National
Governors' Association, is that comprehensive welfare reform must be our
goal. And if such efforts must be undertaken on a phased basis, then so be it,
but that stages approach must include Immedirte fiscal relief, this year.
On behalf of the National Governors' Association, I thank you for this
opportunity to present our views, and urge you to make comprehensive welfare
-reform a reality, as soon as possible.
With the Chairman's permission, I now want to address the subcommittee
concerning the perspective and particular concerns of New York State.
As I have stated numerous times, we from New York come before the
Congress with proof that we can administer our public assistance program
according to strict standards of accountability.
For the three years ending at the close of this State Fiscal Year. we are
)rojecting an increase of only six percent in Medicaid expenditures. This is a
dramatic achievement, since the average costs of the Medicaid program have
escalated as much as 22 percent per year during the past ten years. In addition,
we have to cut in half the ineligibility rate for the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children program during the past several years.
Our success in reversing long-term trends of expansion is becoming known
throughout the nation. Other states are contacting us to identify those management techniques and programs which are producing such dramatic results
without jeopardizing necessary care and services.
We in New York are proud to take the lead in these efforts, but controlling
the costs of existing programs will not solve our problems.
We need comprehensive welfare reform, and we need immediate fiscal relief
for the State and local share of welfare costs.
Any comprehensive welfare reform proposal must contain certain elements to
which we must strive:
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1. Universal coveragc.-We in New York have long maintained that we have
an obligation to provide at least minimum support to all needy, including single
persons and childless couples, the working poor, and all families without regard
to the number of parents in the home.
2. Benefit standards.-We must have national minimum benefit standards to
promote equity among the recipients and states. Those benefits must vary
according to family size. To do otherwise is once again to develop -Re!al Pollcy
which does not recognize the importance of the family, and which forces us to
face the dilemma of either advantaging small families at the expense of large
ones or accepting increased costs to assure sufficient benefits for larger families.
In addition, benefits must recognize the problems of regional variations in
living costs and differing judgments as to the appropriate levels of benefits. 3. iVork requirements.-Ablebodied persons should work. The integration of
income maintenance and employment opportunity programs is the only way to
break patterns of poverty which afflict generation after generation of our
families. But there must be a sufficient number of such Jobs; there must be
ways to stimulate private sector creation of such Jobs; and there must be
recognition that the problem of welfare dependency cannot be solved until we
deal with the massive unemployment of our youth, particularly minority youth
in urban areas.
4. Administration.-Certain basic standards regarding administration should
exist throughout the nation. But decisions regarding how programs will be
administered within there parameters, should be the responsibility of the states.
There must be such flexibility to ensure sensitivity to the needs of Individual
states, and to assure that those levels of government which have financial
responsibility -for cash assistance also can maintain some administrative
responsibility and accountability if they so desire.
5. Fiscal relief.-We need fiscal relief, we need it now, and we need it on a
permanent long-torm basis. I was frankly quite disappointed to learn that the
Senate Budget Committee failed to include this money during their deliberations on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1979 and thus demonstrated their unwillingness to face the reality of how much the states rely upon this money. I
hope that reason will prevail and that this money will be restored before the
budget is adopted by the Congress.
In addition, such fiscal relief must be based upon indicators which can be
measured. Projected savings which are based upon assumptions concerning
changes in caseload patterns, economic conditions, etc. are not reliable savings.
These are goals toward which we must be striving. They are goals which we
should seek to achieve through modifications of the Administration's proposal.
H.R. 10950 moves In that direction, but certainly additional changes are
necessary.
But we in New York are also realistic. I served for 14 years in the House
of Representatives, and I know how difficult it is to enact broad, far-reaching
changes In our social programs. I do not want us to come away with nothing,
as happened five years ago. We debated for three years, and in the end,
despite everything we said about the inadequacies of the welfare system, we
all held our ground, intractIble and uncompromising. As a result, everything
stayed the same.
If comprehensive welfare reform is not possible In this Congress, then I
suggest that this subcommittee seek passage of those provisions in various bills
which %.nuld provide the first steps toward our ultimate goal.
Many of my fellow governors are looking seriously at the Baker-Bellmon
proposal as just such a vehicle. Our initial review leads us to the conclusion
that there are several features which appear promising.
First, there is increased federal matching, beginning in October 1979. The
federal match In New York State would increase from the current 50% of the
existing AFDC grant levels, to 60% of the poverty level in 1979 up to 80% in
October 1981. Such a provision would provide measurable fiscal relief.
Secondly, the bill would mandate AFDC coverage for two parent as well as
single parent families. Currently, New York has such a program, but we
believe that such a program is necessary throughout the nation as a means of
encouraging family integrity, and providing equity in benefits among the states.
In addition, this proposal would change the definition of unemjuloynient from
100 hours per month to 30 hours per week times the federal minimum wage,
thus linking eligibility to actual family income.
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Another provision of the bill would permit, up to three variations of the
standard of need within a state, based on variations of cost of living. This is
critical in states like New York which have wide variations in such costs
between large cities, rural areas, and more moderate metrol~lman areas.
However, we would recommend that such a provision be timed to coincide with
the provisions altering federal reimbursement.
Fourth, the legislation seeks to provide inentives for the private sector to
create jobs through both a voucher program and a job creation tax credit
program. Creation of private sector Jobs is the only true long-range solution
to the problem of unemployment. The concept of a voucher at $1 an hour for
30-40 hours per week at prevailing wages is an intriguing idea. Certainly we
need to examine the difficulties of program implementation which are being
experienced in Philadelphia; but the idea has merit.
There are other provisions of the Baker-Belinon legislation which we would
oppose. For example, the bill creates a financial incentive for State administration of welfare programs, and therefore conversely, provides a fiscal penalty
for any State which does not do so. I continue to believe that such a decision
should be left to the states.
Secondly, the bill would modify existing earned income disregard provisions.
New York State has traditionally sought modification of such provisions for two
reasons; the theoretical breakeven point is very high; and the net income available to a working AFDC family Is higher than that available to the working
poor family who makes the same amount in wages. Both of these problems are
addressed b3, the Baker-Bellmon provisions. However, a change in the disregard.
when added to the already significant reduction in total income which will
result from recent changes in Food Stamp eligibility, creates a double reduction.
For this readon, New York opposes any changes in the current earned income
disregard for at least one year. During that time, we can evaluate the effect
fo the new Food Stamp Act and determine an appropriate alternative proposal.
Although I haven't addressed all the segments of the Baker-Bellmon
proposal, I just wanted to inform the Committee that there are portions of
the proposal which we can support as a first step. Let me emphasize that I
still am a strong supporter of the comprehensive approach to the welfare issue.
However, if the political reality of the situation demands that we attempt to
achieve welfare reform in stages, then we must begin the process this year. If
nothing is done, we will probably have lost any chance for reform for ieveral
more years. I don't believe that those in need can afford to wait any longer.
Thank you.
TESTIMONY BY OREGON

Gov. BoB

STRAUB

Chairman Moynihan and members of the Public Assistance Subcommittee of
the Senate Finance Committee:
I regret that due to the demands of my schedule, I am unable to address you
today in person as I did six months ago on behalf of the State of Oregon and
the National Governors' Association in support of President Catter's plan for
achieving comprehensive welfare reform. I want, however, to express my
sincere concern that the important goals of welfare reform be pursued
vigorously toward enactment In this Congress.
It has been more than a year since I submitted to HEW my proposal for
comprehensive welfare reform. The President. in his Program for Better Jobs
and Income, offered us a comprehensive welfare reform plan which embodied
most, if not all, of the principles called for by the National Governors' Association with respect to equity among the states, adequate benefits to those in need,
fiscal relief for state and local governments, strong work requirements with
ami emphasis on job creation. consolidation of existing programs, elimination of
categorical distinctions which limit assistance to special categories of the poor.
and streamlining of administration.
Six months ago in my remarks before the Welfare Reform Subcommittee, I
stated that President Carter and HEW Secrelary Califano were deserving of
high praise for producing a comprehensive welfare reform package which
offers a carefully considered alternative to the present system of historically
a&cumulated programs of categorical aid and its complicated administrative
structure. Today I %%ould add my simmere aliprevioti,,n to tihe Welfare Reform
Subc,Imnmittee itself a ld to Representative .anes Corniman. mnder whose
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leadership the subcommittee has patiently addressed the concerns of the states,
while endorsing the principle of comprehensive welfare reform and preserving
the basic structure of the Administration's proposal.
In HR 10950, the subcommittee has responded to most of Oregon's major
concerns by removing the provision to limit payment to households of seven,
by providing for cost-of-living adjustments in the basic benefit. by giving
states the option to administer the eligibility and payment system, by reducing
the proposed asset limitations to current SSI levels and eliminating imputation
of income from assets, and by including a provision to hold states harmless
from increased cost due to new eligible cases under Medicaid. Certainly,
Oregon has some remaining concerns. But while we governors have identified
enactment of comprehensive welfare reform during this Congress as being in
the nation's vital interest, we have also recognized that if reform of the
welfare system is to be accomplished, it will be born of constructive compromise. I believe we can be encouraged by the strong and sincere interest in
passing welfare reform legislation during this Congress as evidenced not only
by HR 10950, but by the introduction of additional welfare reform bills by
Congressman Ullman and by Senators Baker and Bellmon. Each of these bills
has some unique provisions which warrant serious consideration. Hopefully,
the better provisions of all of these bills can be incorporated into one comprehensive welfare reform bill.
I am acutely aware of the fiscal ramifications of removing some of the
inequities of the present welfare system in departing from the categorical
approach to respond to the needs of all the poor, but I am .hopeful that a
comprehensive plan for welfare reform can remain relatively intact, and that
If necessary, to reduce the immediate fiscal impact, this comprehensive plan
can be implemented by phasing in its various components over a period of time.
Both Oregon and the National Governors' Association are pleased to have
contributed staff assistance to the subcommittee. We remain hopeful that
through a continued cooperative effort, Congress can build on the base established in the Better Jobs and Income Act and successfully enact effective
welfare reform legislation this year.

STATEMENT ON WELFARE REFORM By Gov. DAVID BOREN, OKLAHOMA

I Join my colleagues in urging the Senate Finance Committee to produce a
welfare reform bill for congressional action this year. It appears that a political
consensus is emerging in favor of several important changes in our welfare
system. Waiting until next year may be a serious mistake, as none of us can
be sure how long a consensus will hold together or what other problems might
push welfare reform into the background.
It is most encouraging that the two major welfare reform plans which have
been put forth as alternatives to the Carter Administration's approach, share
with each other and with the Administration's plan many common features.
Bipartisan sponsorship of Senate Bill S. 2777 shows that support for welfare
reform does exist on both sides of the political aisle in Congress. While this
measure is far from perfect, it is a step in the right direction In several
critical areas. It is definitely preferable to the Administration's proposal. I am
hopeful that its costs can be reduced. To the taxpayer, welfare reform definitely
does not mean greater welfare spending. Nor does it mean a federal bailout
of one region of the Country at the expense of another. Increasing transfer
payments are undermining capital investment and the productive side of our
economy.
One of the most crucial ingredients in the consensus that I referred to
earlier is the recognition that we ought to inr,-est much more in Jobs for welfare
recipients and those who are in danger of falling into welfare than we have
in the past. This includes, particularly under S. 2777, efforts to place present
and potential welfare recipients in private sector Jobs, with a smaller public
service jobs program than some would advocate. I support these directions. By
investing in private sector and public service jobs in the next few years, we
will reduce the long-term cost of welfare substantially. We will also begin to
break the vicious cycle of dependency in which too many of our citizens have
I)eeome locked.
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I also agree with the premise reflected in S. 2777 that "federalizing" the
welfare system is an unnecessary step. While welfare administration will
always be troublesome for whatever level of government is responsible, I
sincerely believe that we have demonstrated In Oklahoma that welfare can be
both efficient and humane when run at the state level. I would strongly oppose
any effort to federalize administration of the system.
Again, I urge the Congress to proceed with welfare reform this year. You will
be contributing to our nation's economy and to the health of our social systems
by doing so.
STATEMENT BY Gov. REUsIN

O'D.

ASKEW, STATE OF FLORIDA

On behalf of the State of Florida and the National Governors' Association, I
am pleased to supply the following statement for the record of the Senate
committee on finance. Since it was not possible for me to come to Washington
to present my thoughts personally, I have asked my distinguished colleague
from Massachusetts to deliver them for me.
During my tenure as chairman of the National Governors' Association, I was
particularly impressed with the broad-based interest and support expressed on
the subject of welfare reform and the urgent need for a comprehensive National
policy dealing with the treatment of the poor and disadvantaged. Governors
from all over the country-from small States and large, from so-called highbenefit States and more conservative States like my own, and from raral and
urban States-were virtually unanimous In their call for a more rational
public assistance system:
A system of equitable and adequate benefits to those in need which, more
important, provides jobs and incentives and training to make a work requirement meaningful.
A system which consolidates the patchwork of existing programs and
eliminates the artificial and destructive categorical distinctions which tend to
disrupt families and create welfare dependency.
A system which provides for simpler and streamlined administration and
which removes some of the fiscal burden from the State and local tax base.
We worked closely with the administration in developing a proposal which
meets these goals and continued to work with the special house subcommittee
on welfare reform in refining that proposal.
It is interesting and, indeed, encouraging to see the same kind of broad-based
and bl-partisan interest developing in the Congress. While there are clearly
differences of opinion as to the scope and specific details, it is also clear that
there is a growing recognition of the necessity to address the issues raised in
the Carter proposal and the Corman bill.
Our hope is that this recognition and the tremendous amount of work
already put into the various proposals by the Congress, the administration, the
governors and their respective staffs will provide the impetus needed to assure
passage of a workable, affordable program in this session of the Congress.
It is not enough simply to attempt to patch up the gaps in the current system.
That type of piecemeal approach is precisely what has led us into the maze
which is popularly called' the "welfare mess". It is essential that the comprehensive complaints which we have all voiced and the review of the current
situation which has been undertaken result In a comprehensive solution. That
solution will no doubt be expensive-meeting the challenge of setting humane
National public policy often is. It probably cannot all be accomplished at once.
But neither of these facts should deter us from meeting the challenge that all
of our constituencies are demanding. Let us set the framework of a comprehensive system now. If we must Implement that system incrementally over the
next several years instead of altogether, at least we will have charted the
course and can present to he American public a National policy which
preserves the dignity of the individual and the family unit, while providing
work instead of welfare as often as possible.
Thalnk you for allowing me the opportunity to share my thoughts on this
important subject. As always my staff and I stand ready to assist the committee
as needed as you deliberate the specifics of the various proposals before you.

Senator MOYNIJIA-N. Next we will hear from Mr. Charles D. Hobbs
who is president of Charles D. Hobbs, Inc. of Sacramento.
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Mr. Hobbs, before you begin, may I just say that we are working
under somewhat difficult, constraints imposed by the endless Panama
Canal debate. The Senate has begun coming in early in the morning,
as against its normal practice of coming in at noon, and there is a
restriction on committees meeting while the Senate is in session.
Therefore, we will have to finish here at 11:30. We have plenty of
time if we keep to the time limits which each of you was asked to
abide by, which is 10 minutes for individual witnesses and 20 minutes for panels, and a bell will ring at the expiration.
Mr. Hobbs, good morning, and welcome.
Mr. HonBs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES D. HOBBS, CONSULTANT,
SACRAMENTO, CALIF.
Mr. Honns. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles D. Hobbs and I am
an independent public policy and management consultant from Sacramento, Calif. From 1970-72, I was chief deputy director of social
welfare for California. I am not here to propound any specific welfare reform proposal, but rather to tell you about some research I
have done in the past year and a half related to the welfare system
which would indicate that that system is far larger than the reforms
that are being proposed in the Carter plan and that perhaps those
Carter reforms will not work in the context of this larger welfare
system. That research has been published recently by the Heritage
Foundation here in Washington in a book titled The Welfare Industry. I believe that. copies have been distributed to all of the Members of Congress and, if not, it is available through the Heritage
Foundation.
Senator MoYNIHAN. I do not have mine.

Senator LONG. I would like to see it.
Senator MOYNII-AN. Oh, yes. Here is one.
Mr. Honns. I would like to start by saying that it is my opinion
that welfare reform is a political idea, created in response to public
dissatisfaction with the welfare system. There are major gaps between the way the system operates and the way the public thinks
it should operate. There have been opinion surveys that indicate public desire for reforms that would eliminate "cheaters"-cut costs,
provide adequate aid to those who cannot work, require work of
those who can, and simplify the distribution of benefits. The key
issue of welfare reform to the public is the conflict between work
and welfare, Personified by the resentment of the taxpaying worker
toward his welfare-collecting neighbor.
In order to asess the economic and social impacts of any welfare
reform proposal, it is first necessary to understand the scope and
development of the national welfare system. That system, in my
definition, consists of all Government programs designed to alleviate
lioverty through wealth redistribution. When you look at the Carter
welfare reform in the context of that system, it is like the cartoon
I oi)':e saw of at couple of Greeks looking at a 3-foot high Trojan
horse, and one says to the other, "It's a great concept, but it lacks
scope."
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I believe that that can be said of the Carter welfare reform program when looked at, it in terms of the entire welfare system.
In the context of the welfare system, poverty and wealth are
relative terms used to define conditions deemed by the Government
appropriate for redistribution. While poverty refers to financial
deprivation, wealth is ostensibly earned income that is subject to
Federal and State wage and sales taxes. In fact, national welfare
programs are essentially earnings redistribution programs in which
the earned incomes of some workers are taxed to provide unearned
incomes in cash and in kind to other workers and nonworkers.
My research has identified 44 major Government programs that
make up the national welfare system. There are six food programs,
seven housing programs, seven health programs, seven cash assistance programs and seven service and miscellaneous programs and a
couple of major education programs. Between 1971 and 1976, the
growth of these programs combined was 125.54 percent, an average
annual rate of 25.1 percent.
By comparison in the same period, the Federal budget grew at an
average annual rate of 15 percent, the GNP at 10 percent, the cost
of living at 8.6 percent, and average gross hourly wages in private
industry at 7.67 percent.
In other words, this welfare system during that period of time,
1971 to 1976, was growing 21/2 times the rate of the economy and
three times the growth rate of wages.
The 1979 Federal budget shows continued growth at a slightly
slower rate-the 1977 welfare expenditures for these programs are
estimated to total more than $210 billion and 1979 expenditures are
projected, very conservatively, at $250 billion.
Of the 44 programs that I examined, 21 had expenditures in 1976
in excess of $1 billion each, and total expenditures for these 21 "billion dollar plus" programs was about 95.7 percent. of total welfare
expenditures. The programs have been created in principally two
decades, the 1930's and the 1960's. Ten programs were enacted in the
1930's and 20 more were enacted in the 1960's.
In recent, years, however, the legislation of welfare policies and
programs has been accomplished principally through amendments to
existing acts. rweinty-six of the forty-four programs, including all
of the 10 most expensive, have been initially expanded in the last
10 years through amendments. There is a strong correlation between
how old a welfare program is and how big its expenditures are; 13
of the 21 "billion dollar plus" programs and 8 of the 10 most expensive programs were enacted before 1960.
There is also an interesting correlation between the types of benefits and how old the programs are. You could characterize the benefits as either being cash, or services, or a combination. Of the 11
cash-only programs, 7 were enacted prior to 1960, whereas 17 of the
23 service-only programs have been enacted since 1960. In other
words, there has been a tremendous impetus over the years toward
more service programs instead of cash programs.
Coincident with the extraordinary growth of welfare expenditures
has been the development of a national welfare industry which is
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now composed of 5 million public and private workers, distributing
goods and services to 50 million beneficiaries. The Federal Government, with its taxing power and authority to regulate the States,
has controlled this industry since its inception in the 1930's and has
established and imposed goals created for the industry on the development of the welfare system itself.
In my definition, these goals have had very little to do with helping people who need it on a welfare program. The goals are: First,
that welfare expenditures grow at a faster pace than national economic growth; second, that welfare control and administration be
eventually centralized here in Washington in the power of the Federal Government; third, that there be ever-increasing complexity of
welfare programs in operation, and this is quite simply a protective
mechanism for the industry-the more complex the system the less
the Congress understands it and the less the Congress can affect it;
and finally, that the welfare industry employment be continually
expanded. This is best indicated by the fact that the tremendous
increase is in the number of service programs.
These goals have been met to a remarkable degree. Expenditures
are now growing at two to three times the pace of the economy. All
but a handful of the 44 programs are controlled by the Federal
Government. Interactions among these programs are so complex that
the industry itself cannot calculate their benefits, and there have
been many attempts, both by the Congress and by Federal agencies.
Industry employment has expanded to the point where the Government is a monopsony to several welfare-related service trades, particularly those who provide health care.
These trends are not popular, as you well know. Public dissatisfaction with welfare policies and the size and cost of programs has
made reform of the welfare "mess" a perennial political issue. Yet,
every attempt at national reform either has not been enacted or has
resulted in even faster growth and higher costs, because the welfare
industry itself in controlling the program designl and evaluation
process through the Federal bureaucracy has altered reform concepts to meet its own expansionary goals.
In recent years the welfare industry has sought enactment of a
national guaranteed income policy, and two concepts have been
developed to implement that policy. The first is the concept of family allowances-payments based only on family size, and. not determined by need. . Family allowances were first conceived as a
stimulant to population growth in France by 1932, as the chairman
has indicated in one of his books, and currently Canada and several
European nations have family allowance plans. As a means of implementing a guaranteed income policy, the concept of family allowances is simple and efficient, but as a means of redistributing
wealth, the concept is politically unacceptable since it pays the same
amounts to rich and poor alike.
The second concept is the negative income tax originally proposed
by economist Milton Friedman in the 1940's. In this concept the
('over mi nt takes taxes from l)eople with incomes above a certain
level. just as it does not, but pays taxes to people with incomes below
,*
level.
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Friedman envisioned the replacement of all existing welfare programs by the negative income tax. He also proposed transferring the
administration of the negative income tax-based welfare system to
the IRS, a move calculated to destroy existing Federal and State
welfare bureaucracies.
In assessing these concepts, the industry was faced with a Hobson's choice: a family allowance program would greatly expand
industry scope and power but was politically untenable, while a
politically appealing negative income tax system would reduce the
industry itself to a handful of tax accountants. The dilemma was
solved by accepting the negative income tax concept and altering it
to conform to industry goals in a massive application of the industrycontrolled program design process. That process has produced a
series of conceptually identical reform proposals: the first was proposed in the Johnson administration and rejected in 1967; the second, the Nixon family assistance plan and all its varieties; and
finally, the Carter welfare reform plan which you are considering
now.
The term reform implies a significant departure from past policies
and practices-and I will finish up in the next 30 seconds here.
Senator MOTNIHAN. Take your time, sir. You are giving us careful
testimony.
Mr. HoBBS. Thank you very much.
In this sense, the Carter welfare reform plan, like its conceptual
parent, the Nixon family assistance plan, is not a reform at all. It
covers only 5 of the 44 programs in the national welfare system and
less than 20 percent of national welfare expenditures. Its single
innovation-the negative income tax concept-has been altered to
extend the policies and accelerate the ractices which have in the
past increased taxes and dependency and fostered public dissatisfaction. The Carter plan is simply another welfare industry plan
designed to meet industry go0s.
Welfare costs, in my opinion, cannot be controlled by reform of
one or a few programs, even if the industry can be kept from influencing design of that reform, because of the way welfare programs overlap and interact. Adding new recipients to one program
adds them almost automatically to a dozen others and, in fact, there
are outreach programs that solicit people who have gone into one
program to join others, while removing them from one program
usually does not affect their eligibility for others. Moreover, what
might seem to be a reasonably modest benefit package from a single
program becomes part of an unexpectedly generous, and costly, benefit package when the combined effects of all programs are calculated.
For example, a single-parent family with 2 children is theoretically
eligible for 23 of the 44 national welfare programs. I do not say that
that is a common thing, but I think it is quite common for such a
family to participate in 12 to 14 of those 44 welfare programs simultaneously.
Among the programs for which this family is eligible is medicaid,
food stamps, free nutritional supplements for mothers and infants-the WIC program, which is being expanded rapidly-free summer
and school meals for school-aged children, low-rent housing, free
32-926--78-3
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child care, family planning and other "Ecial" services legal aid and
job training and placement. If the parent gets a job, chances arer
the family will remain eligible for all, or almost all, of these programs, including AFDC payments, becaus3 the family program for
single parents is nationwide in its scope.
Taking away the family's AFDC payments will usually not affect
its eligibility for the other proL rams and, in some cases, will actually
increase the benefits from them. For instance, a drop in income
because of taking away the AFDC payment would raise the amount
of food stamps available for that family.
The compounding of benefits through overlapping programs is
'the major cause of the high welfare cost growth rate. Many welfare
families are better off financially by their participation in several
programs_than are the families of workers whose taxes pay for the
welfare.
Forcing workers to subsidize welfare recipients at higher standards of living than their own is the ultimate absurdity of the wealth
redistribution theory. The problem cannot be solved by adding welfare to the incomes of more workers, as President Carter has proposed, because as long as welfare costs grow faster than wages, the
welfare burden on all workers, including those receiving welfare, is
bound to increase.
The costs and inequities of the welfare system are products of
the policies and programs of the federally controlled welfare industry. Welfare reform must encompass the entire system and must
start with a restructuring industry to remove the incentives for
growth, complexity, and centralization that have operated in the
past.
I believe welfare reform is a worthy goal, not just politically, but
socially and economically as well. The welfare system has failed
those who need it and those who pay for it. Dependency and taxes
have increased in concert. Only the welfare industry has benefited
and it is the industry which must be reformed if welfare is ever to
be refocused on its purpose-to help those who cannot help themselves.
Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I thank you very much, sir. That is powerful
testimony.
Are the 44 national programs you mentioned listed in the bookI
Mr. HOBBS. They are cataloged. A page is devoted to each one,
with an explanation.
Senator MOYMHAN. Fine. I wonder if you would submit with your
testimony those pages, so we could make them part of the recordI
We would like our record here to be exact.
Mr. HoBBs. All right.
[The material to be furnished follows:]
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PROGRAMS:OF THE NATIONAL WELFARE SYSTEM
Controlling
agency'

Program title
m
s: ..................
roodChild
prolpanutrition
Elderly feeding .................
food donations (commodities)....
Food stamps ------------------Special supplemental food (WIC)..
Special milk ...................
Housing programs:

Rural housing ...........

......

Type of
benefits'

DA

Service .......
.......

DA
DA
DA
DA

Cash .........
do-- -do ------

DA

1946

1965
1935
1964

1966

1966
Service .....
......
1949
Multiple
Service ------- 1974
do1968

DA

Lower income housing assistance.. HUD
Homeownership assistance -----HUD
Rent supplements ------------- HUD
Rental housing ----------------- HUD
Low-rent public housing ......... UO
College housing gants ........... HUD
Health programs:
Public health services ........... HEW
Medicaid ------ _------------- HEW
Medicare (hospital) ------------- HEW
Medicare (supplemental medical). HEW
Community mental health----- HEW
Community drul abuse treatment. HEW
Community alcoholism treatment.. HEW
Cash assistance programs:
Social Security old age and sur- HEW
vivors insurance (OASI).
Social security disability insur- HEW
dance
(D).
Special benefits for disabled coal HEW
miners.
Supplemental
Income HEW
(SS0) -'ne security
a
Public assistance grants (AFDC)-. HEW
Refugee assistance ----------- HEW
General assistance .............. States
Employment and work training programs:
Work Incentive (WIN) --------- HEW/DL
Comprehensive employment and DL
training assistance (CElA).
Employment Service ............. DL
Job Corps --------------------- DL
Community Service Employment DL
for Older Americens.
DL
Unemployment compensationRailroad unemployment Insurance. DL
Workers compensation .......... States
Education
programs:
Financial
assistance for eloen- NEW
and secondary education.
Finanial assistance fr higher HEW
education.
Service and miscellaneous programs:
Public assistance services (AFOC). HEW
Human development services-.H.. NEW
ACTION domestic------------ ACTION
Legal Servies .................. LSC
Veterans benefits ............... VA
Indian benefits ................. Dl
Community servIces---------CSA

First year
enacted

do-- -_do .......
....... do
do ...
-----do .......

1965
1968

1937

1950

1946

1966
1965

1965

.....
do .......
_....do
.......

1963
1966

1970

do.......
Cash ...

1976
recipients
(in Expenditure
sources
millions)

1976
expenditures
(dollars In
billions)

16.8 Shared .......
NA.do Federal ......
.0 Shared .......
18.7 . ----do .......
...
.5
Federal ......
NA ... do -

2.379
.011
.008
5.773
.155
.144

NA ..... do----.128
do----NA -.
'.269
----.
NA
do----4.919
NA
.do. -_do ----4.219
do----NA
4.464
. -'1.617
NA
---- do ----4.020
NA .-_ do-5-8. -.
do .......
.785
23.9... Shared.....
14.666
6.1 Federal ......
12. 574
3.033
do .......
14.0 -.
NA Shared.....
.752
NA _- -do ----.474
NA.... .- do ----. 303

1935

27.5 Federal ......

do.......

1956

47.350

..

_do .......

1969

4.4....._--do.......
.5 ----do-----

...

do .......

1935

4.3 Shared .....
11.6 -.. do .......
.1 Federal ......
1.3 States........
.003.....Shared ----.. Federal ......
NA
4.2
--- do......
.06 -:--.do
.02 -- do .......

6,363

_...do_.

Multi e......
-

.?

.

1935

1962

-------------......

do.......
1967
do..---- 1973
Service .......
Multiple ......
Cash ---------

1933
1964
1973

1935
..... do .......
.-..
do ------1938
Multiple
................
Service .......

1965

.......

1965

..... do..---..... do .......
... do.
Multiple......
.... do.

1935
1964
1964
1964
1917
1921

1964

3.5
.2
NA
5-10
-do
1.5-2

449.000
1.004
10.666
.295
41.400
a.395
4.982

Shared .......
Federal ......
Shared----Federal ......

.532
.134
.038
20.501
.267
S8,000
2.451

_....do
---

2.590

12-15 Shared-....-1.5-2 -... do.--NA Federal ......
NA .. _do .......
7-9 ----do .....
.45-.55 ...--do.--NA .-. do.....

3.702
1.846
.100
.095
18.415
1.297
.650

I DA-U.S. Department of Agriculture, HUD-U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. HEW-U.S. Department of Health Education, and Welfare. DL-U.S. Department of Labor. ACTION-U.S. Federal ACTION Agency.
LSC-Faderal Leai Services Corporation. VA-Federal Veterans Administration. 01-U.S. Department of I nteror..C$AFederal Community Services Administraton.
'Seetext for definitions of cash and service benefits. Multiple benefits Include both cash and service.
* "Share" programs are those funded jointly by federal and state governments.
*Estimated. See individual program descriptions infollowing chapter for explanations of estima
NA-Not avliable.
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I would like to make a brief point of distincSenator Mo1~fIHA..
tion, that a family allowance is not a guaranteed income. It is a
family allowance, and nothing more. You can have no other income
and get your family allowance since it is not wealth based at all.
I might take issue with, unless you have new
The other isthing
information
the thought that Canada and several European nations have family allowances. I began speaking on their behalf when
I was an Assistant Secretary of Labor under President Kennedy. At
that time, the United States was the only major industrial democracy
in the world which did not have family allowances.
I believe I see a lady in the audience nodding. I believe they are
universal, save for the United States.
Senator Long?
Senator LONG. Thank you for your testimony. I am looking
through your book. I think you have some very useful thoughts.
Thank you.
Senator MOYWIHAN. Senator Dole ?
Senator DOLE. I listened to the statement. I would appreciate having these 44 programs that were in the book.
What do you suggest, then, that we do? I think that is the one
thing that I did not gain from the statement.
Mr. HoBBs. I started outside the context of my written statement
by saying that I was not here to propound a specific reform. In this
book I have indicated what I consider to be principles, and there are
essentially four principles for reform which I think must be considered.
First of all, we have to reduce the number of welfare workers. I
believe that reducing the number of workers and the influence they
have had on the design of programs throughout the Nation is the
first step for reform.
Senator DOLE. What is the ratio now of workers to recipients?
Mr. HOBBS. I think it is about 1 worker for every 10 who receive
some form of welfare benefits. These workers are not all Government workers, they are in the public and private sector, because the
Government is purchasing private services for welfare on a large
scale.
I believe that the second step is to simplify the welfare system and
I think that this must be done through bringing all of the programs
into focus as being part of the welfare system, and then simplifying
that system. Perhaps, as I have indicated here, the original negative
income tax is a prototype for that simplification, which should eventually cash out all service programs and reduce the employees
attendant on them.
Because it has been my experience with welfare recipients that
most of them neither want, nor would pay for, the services, if they
had the cash to do it, and many of those services simply are inappropriate to the intents of the legislation and the needs of the poor.
The third is to decentralize control of the welfare system, which
I do not think can be done until the first two steps have been taken,
but it seems to me, in the long run, the only way to determine need
is not through the Federal Government but at the community level,
specifically the neighborhood level, and until we are able to decentralize welfare, even if we are paying for it out of Washington,
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and turn the money over to the neighborhood level, we are simply
going to be perpetuating the bureaucracy and the bureaucratic control of a large part of the population that has gone on in the past.
Finally, to reduce welfare expenditure growth by a monitoring of
Congress of welfare expenditures related to economic growth. As I
have pointed out, one of the major goals of the industry is to grow
economically faster than the Nation grows economically and I think
that Congress needs to monitor that and, hopefully, to stop it through
that monitoring.
Now, those are my principles for reform, but I do not advocate a
specific pro m.
Senator OLE. Well, I do not have any quarrel with the principles,
but it is difficult, of course-we say reform and then we sometimes
complicate what we already had. I do not suggest that we will do
anything this year, although there are a number of proposals floating around. Some may have more merit than others and some may
not have any. I will look forward to reading the book; maybe I can
gain additional information.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MoYNIHN. Thank you, Senator.
Thank you, Mr. Hobbs. We appreciate that not everybody comes
bearing a book. I wanted to ask one last question.
Did I hear you to say that a simplified negative income tax would
be, in your view, a sensible thing?
Mr. HoBBs. The original negative income tax-

Senator MOYNIAN. As Milton Friedman proposed it, it was a

replacement for the other programs, not in addition to them.
Mr. HoBBs. Yes, I believe that he said originally that it would be
necessary for his program to work to cash out other programs, and
what I have tried to indicate here is how many other programs there
are and how big they are.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, that is much too complex an idea for
the U.S. Senate, but we do appreciate your assistance.
Mr. HOBs. That is why Idid not come to advocate it, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We now have a panel of persons concerned
with child welfare.
Mr. Richard Zeilinger, who is the executive director of the Children's Bureau of New Orleans; Mr. William Pierce, who is assistant
executive director of the Child Welfare League; and Ms. Helen K.
Blank, who is executive director of the American Parents Committee
who is appearing on behalf, also, of the Child Welfare League of
America, one of the oldest and most honored institutions of its kind
in our country.
We welcome you. Mr. Zeilinger, do you wish to begin?
STATEMENT OF RICHARD ZEILINGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CHILDREN'S BUREAU, NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Mr. ZEminoER. My name is Richard Zeilinger and I am executive
director of the Children's Bureau of New Orleans. However, I appear today on behalf of the Child Welfare League of America and
accompanying me are William Pierce, assistant executive director
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of the league and Helen Blank, executive director of the American
Parents Committee, a division of the league.
In the past, the league has appeared before Congress to seek an
improvement in public welfare programs for children and their
families because we believe that a family income sufficient to meet
minimum standards of health and human decency is essential for
the optimal growth and development of children and basic to any
program of services for children.
The league believes that there should be a national policy, setting
national standards, to assure that all people, including children, may
have this minimum standard of living.
We are concerned about welfare reform because we believe the
existing welfare system has caused irreparable
damapA to children
needs.
by not meeting their basic or special
More specifically, we are concerned about how the welfF re system
directly affects the lives of children and their families. We therefore suggest that any job or income policy under consideration
should be carefully examined with a view towards its potential to
help or harm children. We believe that work and income programs
should encourage family stability, protect the welfare of children by
providing proper care for them in their own homes and with their
own families. Welfare is first, a children's issue, with almost 8 million out of 11 million AFDC recipients being children.
The situation of pending welfare reform legislation is complex.
With respect to the President's welfare reform legislation, S. 2084,
our testimony is approximately the same as that which we gave on
its House counterpart, H.R. 9030. We feel we must take note of, and
comment the bill, H.R. 10950 which incorporates the decision of the
House welfare reform subcommittee.
In a recent letter, subcommittee chairman, James Corman expresses the hope that this bill will shortly be acted on by the three
parent committees. If acted on favorably by the House, it will also
be before the Senate Finance Committee. Since this bill corrects
mostly deficiencies in the original proposal, we hope that this committee will give it favorable consideration. The structure and approach of this proposal offers the basis for a forward movement in
welfare policy.
We also incorporate in our testimony some comments on the aspects
of S. 2777 affecting the welfare of children.-A number of the basic
children's issues which concern us in S. 2777 are similar to those we
note in S. 2084. To further complicate the picture, the foster care
and adoption provisions of S. 2777 would replace provisions in
H.R. 7200.
Our testimony must,-therefore, touch on this testimony also.
Turning to the original Carter welfare reform proposal as incorporated in S. 2084, we support the basic thrust of the administration's welfare reform proposal. We agree strongly with the plan's
recognition that mothers of young children are performing important work and should be exempted from the expected-to-work tract.
We believe, however, that certain provisions of S. 2084 must be
amended if the new plan is to offer a realistic opportunity for family stability and to alleviate familial pressures that increase the
foster care caseload.
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Basic benefit levels are inadequate. Food stamps should not be
,eliminated given the present structure of the bill. States should be
required to supplement.
The maximum payable amount should not be limited to a household size of seven.
Mothers with children over the age of 7 should be the judge of
when they are able to work outside the home.
A work exemption must be included for mothers with specialneeds children of any age.
All mothers should receive comparable income disregards.
A social services approach to day care should be offered. If an
earned income disregard is used, it must reflect actual costs of care.
Both the 6-month accounting period and the $2,300 job search
stipend will nurture family instability and are unacceptable.
The number of public service jobs are inadequate. Public service
-employment jobholders should be entitled to an earned income tax
credit.
Emergency funds are insufficient and must not be included as a
part of title XX.
Income earned by children under 18 who are in school at least
part time should be exempted from family income.
Unlimited protective payments could interfere with parental
rights.
Treatment of children receiving SSI must be clarified.
Finally, due process provisions are inadequate.
We have studied the alternative proposals for incremental changes
incorporated in S. 2777 with some care. Some of these changes would
move considerable distance in overcoming major deficiencies affecting
-children under our present programs. However, the bill fails to
remedy a number of the basic inconsistencies inherent in the existing
system.
We are very concerned by the inequities existing under the present
AFDC program from State to State. Payments in some States are
now so tow as to make it impossible to rear children in decency and
health. We therefore welcome the minimum requirements.
We have always favor-d the continuation of the food stamp program because of its specia. values in assuring an adequate nutritional
diet for poor children. We do not, however, feel that it should serve
as a substitute for adequate cash income.
We question the desirability of combining the two in establishing
minimum and maximum limits for Federal financial sharing in
AFDC cash payments. 'While low cash payments have typically resulted in higher food stamp allotments, we feel it is important to
reverse the process and place the emphasis on an increase in money
payments.
We are also concerned about the impact of a combined ceiling at
the poverty level for the States now making higher cash payments.
The reduction in Federal financial aid that this would bring about
would create pressures on the States to reduce their cash payments
to families with children. Since these are generally the higher livingcost States, the damage to children could be very great. We urge
that the minimum apply only to cash payments and that the maKimum be eliminated.
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Under any bill, we support the determination of eligibility based
upon current need as a maximum protection for children.
We strongly support the provisions of this bill to include the
coverage of intact families in need because of the unemployment of
a parent. The exclusion of such families in almost half the States,
the narrow definition of unemployment and other measures of exclusion have created severe su fering for many-needy families. The
fact that available unemployment compensation benefits, CETA
wages, or other sources of income would, where they exist, be taken
into acount in determining eligibility precludes any problem of
duplication. It would, of course, be more equitable to move to universal coverage, as in S. 2084.
We are always concerned about requirements on single mothers of
young children to take work outside the home. A mother is the best
judge of her children's need for her presence in the home and her
ability to carry a double workload. The occurrence of a seventh
birthday does not automatically reduce a child's need for its parent's
care and supervision. This is especially true where a child is handicapped, has special needs, is part of a large family, or lives in the
high tension world of our urban or suburban neighborhoods.
School-age children spend much time out of school owing to
hours shorter than a working day, school holidays, illness, and such.
This amounts to at least 80 days a year. We are paying a high price
for latch-key children and forms of neglect of children of all ages
in terms of delinquency, truancy, runaways, drug and alcohol abuse,
excessive numbers in foster care, and other evidences of inadequacy
in our child nurturing arrangements.
We view the present exemption of mothers and children under 7
as absolutely minimal and favor the provision of H.R. 10950 for
exemption of mothers of children with special needs as a step in the
right direction. The amendment reads as follows:
An adult member of an eligible household unit which Includes a child over
the age of 6 who requires (because of factors or conditions specified by the
Secretary in regulations) special supervision or care, if such adult member Is
the only adult member of such household unit who can provide supervision or
care of such child (or Is the only adult member of such unit) capable of providing such supervision or care who has not been referred by the Secretary
under this section.

When, however, mothers of children of any age choose to work
outside the home, it is essential that high quality day care for preschool children to cover the full period of the mother's absence from
the home and afterschool care for schoolage children be available.
We prefer that this care be furnished as a social service with a graduated fee schedule for mothers who can afford to pay something.
When, however, as in this bill, day care is financed by provision
for a disregard of the mother's earnings, the amount must be sufficient to pay for good developmental care and not simply babysitting. High standards must be mandated. The $100 a month
authorized in this bill could only result in the kinds of horrors described in the report "Windows on Day Care" by the National
Council of Jewish-Women. An adequate disregard should be allowed
for all children in a family requiring some day care arrangements.
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We also feel it important that the small earnings of children under
18 be disregarded in calculating the family income as was done in
H.R. 10950 and S. 2777. It is important to encourage growing selfreliance among young people. We are imposed to the inclusion in
the family group for assistance purposes of an unrelated individual
without legal responsibilities toward the family. This is a question
which should be left to State law.
We have grave misgivings about the authority to set three assistance standards within a State. Cost-of-living differences can be taken
care of now through the budgeting process. Any other basis for
arbitrary differentials would seem to open the way for discrimination.
We are also concerned about the provision that places a ceiling on
benefits, limiting them to the amount available to a 7-person family.
This would be so inadequate for large families that it would seem
to offer inducement for such families to break up, either to create
two units, one with each parent, or to place one or more children in
foster care. Either way is costly and contrary to keeping families
together.
We favor an increase in the amount and applicability of the earned
income tax credit for low-income families with children. This is a
means of easing the burdens of child rearing for many of the working poor and, as such, constitutes our country's equivalent of the
child allowance program in other industrialized countries.
The Child Welfare League is directly concerned with the foster
care and subsidized adoption provisions in S. 2777. Subsidized adoption is an important step forward in assuring permanent families for
children who are hard to place. The foster care provisions in S. 2777
are a modified equivalent of those contained in the Senate Finance
Committee version of H.R. 7200.
The ceiling on foster care payments proposed in H.R. 7200 is
eliminated. We strongly oppose a ceiling, believing it could result
in damaging situations for children in need of care. We do support
constructive measures to reduce reliance on foster care by making
preventive and restorative services available to families. If this is
to be done successfully, it requires an assurance for full funding for
title IV-G child welfare services through an entitlement process,
plus a maintenance-of-effort provision on the States.
These funds are important to provide the services pnecessary to
improve the foster care system. We would also prefer that provisions
be made for foster care provisions for children placed voluntarily,
providing certain protections are mandated. Judicial action is not
the best route in all cases.
Another concern of the league is that certain costs of administration and operation of a child placement or child care agency providing foster family home care or of a child care institution must
be taken into account when determining foster care maintenance
payments.
Indirect costs related to the foster care program such as administrative salaries, clerical costs, attorney fees, audit costs, office supplies, membership dues in local and national organizations, insurance,
licenses, and permits are among the expenditures which should be
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considered allowable when determining amounts of foster care
maintenance payments.
The definition of "foster care maintenance payments" in S. 2777
must include the reasonable indirect costs op administration and
operation of child placement or child care agencies or child care
institutions.
In conclusion, we wish to commend the guarantee of a CETA public service job to one member of every two person family receiving
aid and the preference given in such jobs to other family security
recipients who wish and are able to work. We do not feel qualified
to comment with any authority on the job subsidy proposal but would
fear its impact on the regular job market and its potentiality for
exploitation of young and other eligible workers.
We are also concerned about changes in the WIN program such as
the elimination of the requirement for 60-day counseling before
terminating assistance.
We do believe that the reform of the present welfare system is
sorely needed. We urge this committee to seriously consider the issues we raise in our testimony. We would want any changes to move
in the direction of administrative simplification and to offer parents
the kind of support that would enable them to carry out their critical
function in our society.
Thank you.
Senator MOYNITIAN. Well, sir, I do thank you. We do not have a
lot of time left for the panel.
I wonder if Mr. Pierce and Ms. Blank would wish to speak?
Mr. PIERCE. We will be happy to respond to any questions that
either you or Senator Dole have.
Senator MOYNIJIAN. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. Well, as I understand it, you prefer that we not
eliminate the food stamp program, is that correct?
Mr. PIERCE. That is correct.
Senator DOLE. What is the full impact of the statement "States
would he required to supplement?"
Ms. BLANK. That whole package is related to the benefit level in
H.R. 9030. H.R. 9030 would set a benefit level of $4,200 and we feel
that, at that point, you need a requirement that, the State supplement, so that children in States paying more, do not lose. The reason
we support, the continuation of the food stamp program is that we
feel that if you guarantee an amount of income that is inadequate,

then there is not going to be enough money left over for food and
we may reach a situation where we abolish food stamps and 5 years
later down the pike find a need for food stamps, with the same kind
of malnutrition that we find in the early sixties in Mississippi and
in the South Bronx, we will find again.
We are not. in favor of another layer of bureaucracy, but if there
is not going to be an adequate income guarantee, we think that the
food stamp program works very well now, and should be continued.
Senator DoLF. That is similar to the view that I share. It seems
to me that it would be one thing to recommend we abolish the food
stamp program, but if it is not replaced with an adequate program,
then we have not accomplished anything.
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I know that some of those who support that change make the
classic argument that poor people spend their money as wisely as
anyone else, but I think that that misses the point. You touched on the
point, or the concern, that some of us have who have worked with
the food stamp program for some time. I think we have finally made
the necessary improvements in it where it is a more responsible and
a more responsive program.
I think last year's food stamp reform is perhaps the biggest, most
effective, and positive change in the welfare system during the past
15 or 20 years. Just to throw out food stamps under the name of
reform is something that many of us will probably resist.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have to interject at that point, Senator. A
distinguished predecessor of mine, a Senator from New York State
in the late 19th century named Roscoe Conkling, was the author of
the dictum that when Dr. Johnson said that patriotism was the last
refuge of a scoundrel, he underestimated the potential of reform.
That is Republicans; they never change.
Senator DOLE. I am joined in this effort by Senator McGovern who
is another radical like myself.
If the States are required to subsidize at the level that you suggest,

do you have any estimates on the total additional costI
Mr. PIERCE. We can provide that for the record, Senator.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
RE: SENATOR DOLE'S QUESTION CONCERNING COSTS OF MANDATORY STATE
SUPPLEMENTATION
According to HEW, In order to maintain benefit'levels for recipients who
have zero income including those on AFDC, 9SI, and General Assistance, it
would cost states $2.5 billion.
It would cost an additional $1.3 billion to grandfather current AFDC
recipients, to compensate for changes on eligibility rules. In order to similarly
cover SSI recipients, states would have to provide another $570 million.
Senator DOLE. Because, as I understand the total additional cost

of the President's basic program is in the neighborhood of $20 billion. I am not certain of the additional cost of the so-called middleof-the-road approach introduced by Senators Baker and Bellmon
and others, but I think it is around $8 billion.
Senator MoYNIHAN. $23 billion for the President's program.

I have just one question which I will put to you. For example, on
page 9, you say that we are concerned about the provisions of H.R.
10950 and S. 2777 that place a limit on the amount available to the
seven-person family, and you suggest that this would offer an inducement for families to break up.
Has the league got any data on that?
Mr. PIERCE. Basically we have a very simple position, and that is,
so long as the family unit is larger than seven, we should provide
enough of a benefit level to enable them to live decently. While we
may have a policy of encouraging smaller families in this country,
we still have a lot of big families, and if there are more than seven,
treat them decently.
Ms. BLANK. The other thing is, you are talking about a very
small percentage of the welfare population. So it would seem to be
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awfully punitive for the very limited-the average welfare family

is 3.5-

Senator MOYNIHAN. I could not more agree. But you do know, or
you do if you have been following these hearings that we have been
receiving testimony from some of the'research people in the field,
; aiticularly from an economist at the Institute for Research on
overty at the University of Wisconsin which we set up after we
got the poverty programs started. This testimony argues that most
of the things people know on this subject are not so, and that the
number of what we call, for better or worse, counterintuitive findings is pretty devastating. His was quite devastating testimony. It
will be 15 years before it makes its way into something concreteif it is true, it will be 15 years before it will be something that
"everybody knows," and by that time it will probably not be true
any more. That is one of the problems of research in this thing, but
I have been interested in family policies for a long time and started
writing about this while I was in the Kennedy administration. And
I would like to put it to you that there is no organization more
interested in this field than yours. You have been there since 1920.
I am sure you are familiar with the newest Census Bureau information on family structure in America, the P-23 series of the current population reports entitled "Characteristics of American Children and Youths: 1976."
The report, for the first time in history, contends that now only
80 percent of children under 18 live with both parents in this country
now-that is at one moment. So that, over time I would say 60
would not be too low a figure.
Among minority groups that are associated with, or that have the
experience of, welfare, the figures are dramatically lower. They are
the lowest in the history of American data. Never has there been
fuch a small proportion of children living with both parents.
'And the only thing that correlates with this decline is the rise in
social welfare activity. And, as you would know, my sentiments are
entirely different, but we have some responsibilities here. What we
do know is that living in a two-parent family, the normal experience
of nurturing, or what we thought of as normal, was never entirely
normal. I mean, if you went back to 1883, a third of the parents of
cliildren then were either dead of cholera or snake bite or Apaches,
but still, we have had a notion that it takes two parents to conceive
the child and if you have two to raise them, that is probably better.
Probably never in our modern history have so few children had this
experience.

What do you think has happened?
Mr. ZEnLINGER. It is difficult to answer a very complex question
like that, Senator. I would say this, that if the correlation between
what-and I know that you did not use that term, but I will--the
brvakup of the American family and the rise of the welfare system,
if that appears to be a correlation, then I would not give it causal
effect, and I think that perhaps we might be confusing cause and
effect here.

I think that perhaps there is a correlation, but I do not believe
that the attempts that Congress has made, that various levels of
government have made, to alleviate the sufferings of children, to try
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and provide jobs for those who need it, I do not believe that those
really contribute to the breakup of families or to children living
without one parent or both parents.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I know that, sir, but let me say to you that
there is a very high correlation between fire engines and fires, and
one does not necessarily cause the other, but, do you accept that the
condition of American families has been deteriorating, in these
structural terms?
Mr. ZEILINoER. Yes, I do, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And do you accept that this is a large ques-

tion of public policy, and that we really ought to have some more
theory about it?
Mr. ZEILINOER. Yes, sir, I do. I would like to add something to
that, sir.
I think perhaps one of the reasons why we find ourselves in the
situation that we do, is that perhaps in the past we have paid some,
not sufficient, attention to families, but in my view, not nearly sufficient attention to the importance of children. In our entire plethora
of legislative acts, there is not nearly enough attention paid to the
rights of children. There is not nearly enough attention paid to the
importance of children for the future of everything-not Just for the
country, not just for the economy, not just for defense, but everything.
I think that this is where we have failed and these are the benefits
that we now reap when we see a deterioration in the family-not
because we have ignored the rights of parents, per se, because they
have always been upheld, but because we have ignored the rights of
children, and these children, in turn, become parents and become
poorer parents because their rights were not sufficiently recognized
when they were children.
Senator MOYNIHAN. NOW, are you familiar with Alva Myrdal's
book, "Nation and Family"?
Mr. ZEILINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I got it reprinted and wrote a long introduc-

tion in 1968. It puts that proposition very well.
With a certain subtle transition, the question of rights of children
is sort of adversarial and argumentative, as against interests of
children.
When you let lawyers take these things over, I wonder if you get
the best results?
Well, we do not know the answer, but we do know that a very
considerable effort, and maybe it is not enough, has nonetheless been
associated with extraordinary changes in family structure in our
times. This is the first time in the history of the world that the
breaking up of nuclear families is associated with something other
than traumatic experiences of disease and accidents. And you should
know that, much to their discomfort, research scientists are begin- ning to think that there is a closer relationship between our efforts
to preserve family structure and its decline than we might have
thought.
This is the work of academicians at Wisconsin. It very much
echoes the original thoughts of Nathan Glazer in his essays at City
College in 1971 on the limits of social policy. He put forth the con-
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tral proposition that it seems to be inevitably the case that all efforts
by governments to strengthen private institutions necessarily weaken
them.
Senator Loxo. Let me ask one question. I gained the impression
from your testimony that you think that any family with children
shouldbe ,rivileged to live comfortably without doing any work at
all. Is that correctI

Mr.

ZEILINGER.

No, sir, I would not say that. I would say that-

Senator LoNo. You suggest that a mother with children should
not be expected to do any work unless she wants to do it, is that not
right? That is the impression I gained.
Mr. ZEILINGER. Our proposal, Senator, is that a mother with children under seven is as gainfully employed as anyone in the Nation.
She is raising children. I do not know of a job that is either more
important or more difficult.
Now, if she wants to take an additional job outside the home, that
should be her choice and she should be free to do so. We feel that
she should not be forced to do so.
In addition to that, Senator, if she were to go to work, then someone would have to take care of these children. NowSenator LoNG. All right. Now, let me ask you this. You think she
ought to be privileged to live comfortably without taking a job if
she prefers to stay in the home, right?
Mr. ZEILINGER. She ought to be able to live in decency, and so
should her children.
Senator LoNo. I think you could answer the question yes, that
you think that she should be privileged to live comfortably in the
home with the child without doing anything to earn any income for
her own keep-not only the child, but herself as well.
Mr. PIERCE. Senator, one of the things that you have said year
after year, and I think it is a recognition that you have of the value
of providing day care, is that we ought to make it possible for
welfare recipients who want to provide day care,-to provide day
care in their own home.
You recognize that that is a real job, and our tax laws, thanks to
a lot of your efforts, recognize that if a family day care mother provides care for another person's family that that is real work, it is
counted as real work, and that she should get paid for it.
All that'Mr. Zeilinger is saying, and all that we are saying, is
that if someone cares for someone else's three children and it is real
work, and it is worth $400 a month, for instance, if a mother cares
for her own three children, that is real work. We may not be able
to monetarize it, we may not be able to recognize it in the GNP, but
caring for three kids is real work, whether it is your own three kids
or somebody else's three kids.
Senator LoNo. All right. Now, suppose we drop that down to
where she has one child. You still take the view that the mother
should be privileged to live comfortably if she looks after the one
child without taking any other work on the outside, or doing any
work for anybody else, such as looking after other people's children'?
Mr. PIERCE. Most of our experience, Senator, is that if you offer
most mothers with one child a very high-quality day care oppor-

I
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tunity, they will indeed put that child in that high-quality day care
center and seek employment.
Senator LONG. I am talking about the privilege that you would
give that mother to live comfortably without doing any work, except for caring for her own child.
Mr. PIERCE. The key element is that there is no one, and particularly
in the bureaucracy, there is no social worker who understands whether
that child is physologically ready to go somewhere else, in our society,
we believe, other than a parent.
I have three children and they are in preschool. Two cf those
three children went to preschool and they went happily. One, it
would have destroyed the child and so we, as parents, made a decision that that child should not go to day care.
There are some individual children who just should not go to day
care because it will destroy them. They will be useless citizens later.
They are not phychologically capable. We know that all children are
not alike.
Serator LONG. You would give every mother the right to make
that decision for herself ?
Mi. PIERCE. We believe that the mother is the only choice. We
cannot assign it to a bureaucrat, we cannot assign it to a social
worker. It is the mother-she has that responsibility as the parent.
Senator Lox.o. If that is the case, you realize that others have to
pay for that?
Mr. PIERCE. Yes, Senator.
Senator LoNG. Their neighbors, or other people who are working,
will have to pay for her staying in the home. Now, what wouldyou
do about the husband? Would he ha7e the privilege of just abandoning that family, or pretending that he is not there, as the case may
be, and therefore dump that family off on other workers to su port?
Mr. PIERCE. When you introduced legislation to tr an have
fathers support their children adequately, Child Welfare League
came and had others testify to some length, supporting that testimony with some very careful protections to the rights of the mother
to make sure that she is not damaged. We supported your legislation
saying that the father, if he is able, ought to contribute to the support of his children.
We certainly believe that, Senator.
Senator LONG. Well, it seems to me that my view is about the same
as the majority of people in this country, that we tend tW feel that
everybody ought to do something to help earn their own keep. If we
are not going to require that the mother do anything to earn any
income for that family, and we are going to permit fathers to escape
their burden of supporting that family, and you are going to support
people comfortably without working, you are going to have a major
increase in the number of people who would enjoy living that kind
of existence, I would think.
Mr. PIERCE. We would not dare to quarrel with the experts on the
other side, but I think that there is a lot of data, including one of
the Brookings books by a man by the name of Goodwin, "Do the
Poor Want To Work?" and one of the findings, at least apparently
one of the findings of that book was, the answer is that basically
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most do want to work, because the welfare onus is such and the benefits levels are so low that they indeed want to work.
This is a country that does, indeed, believe in the work ethic and
that includes welfare recipients.
Senator LONG. I cannot buy that in its entirety. It is my impression that people we are trying to benefit with this program are
unfortunate people for a great number of reasons, but one of the
facts is that they found themselves the least successful in school, and
they have had misfortune along life's path. As a group, they tend
to be more poorly adjusted to the society in which they are living
and perhaps less talented than those who are earning their own way.
The kind of jobs that you would make available to people in this
country would not the job of being President of the United States
and it would not the job of being chairman of the board of a corporation, it-would be down on the other end of the line. And those
jobs are not a lot of fun. I regret to say it, but the kind of work that
the average man does in this Nation is not fun at all.
Some people talk about the joy of work-well, there are not that
many kinds of jobs that have that kind of joy. It can be a pain, to go
out and report in every day for the average job. People work very
hard for what they get in life. The people who tend to be the least
successful in this society, if offered the opportunity just to sit there
and get by without doing any thing, I regret to say, would do so. The
most poorly motivated people we have in the crowd tend to be that
way.
I once had the privilege of being in charge of a Hobson's choice
crew in the Navy. They had about 30 landing craft and they had
about 10 men on each one of them. One of them broke in two and
they said, well, we will put a crew on that one that broke in two.
We will put it back together in due course.
Every man give this craft one man. You do not think they gave
it the best one, do you? I am not sure they gave it the best officer; I
wound up being in charge of that outfit.
And I am telling you that that crowd just about drove me insane.
Every one of them had more problems than the average whole crew
on an average ship.
Now, when you are confronted with people who for some reason
just never seemed to make out very we l at anything, somebody is
going to have to push those people to turn to and do what they
ought to do. A typical problem I had with the crew was that they
felt that when they got up in the morning, if they washed their face
and shaved off their whiskers, they had already done an hour's work
before they turned to do some work on the boat. You almost felt
that if they went to the bathroom to relieve themselves they ought
to be paid for that.
To get that crowd to turn to and do the kind of hard work that
needs to be done if you want to win a war, was a very, very difficult
thing to do. But somebody had to push people to do thing like that
-and it does not make you popular, if you are the guy doing it. If
you hear their conversations behind the scene, it would turn the air
blue to hear what they say about you, because you are the guy pushing those people.
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Somewhere along life's path, I think we have to recognize that
the least successfu people in our society need to be prodded, they
need to be pushed. You can lead them, but you cannot always get
them there just by pleading with them. Sometimes it occurs to me
that the good Lord makes us get hungry for a reason. Did it ever
occur to you that maybe He is trying to tell us something?
Ms. BLANK. What we are most concerned about in this whole issue
is the-children and the kind of support that they get and that they
need to be capable, productive adults. And what we really fear-we
believe that raising children is a job and we feel that some women can
handle one job and some women can handle two jobs very well, but
we really fear that the day-care system in this country is terribly,
terribly inadequate and that millions of children now under 6 are
in inadequate day-care arrangements that are not giving those children the attention they need to be ready to learn, to be ready to
become productive, contributing adults, and that they are neglected
children who are psychologically unable to relate to other people in
many cases, and that a forced work requirement for mothers of
children under 6 without the combination of a very good, decent,
and what we admit, will be an expensive day-care system, will be
very harmful.
Senator LoNG. I share your objective, but it sounds to me that in
considerable degree you would advocate that people who have never
made the first wise decision in their lives continue to never make the
first wise decision, and that is to turn to and do something for their
own benefit, and that of their children.
Mr. PIFRCE. We believe very strongly in encouraging people to
change their lives, to improve their lives, because we know how important it is for a child to have a good model in their parent. Not
everyone of any race or any income level is normally ambitious. My
father is 79 years old and he is still working as a carpenter. He is a
very ambitious man, and I came out of that family and it will be
fair to say, Senator, that I hope when I am 79 1 will not still have to
be a carpenter. All of us have to learn role models and we knowand we believe in social workers. We believe that social workers can
help some poor people learn the kinds of things that they need.
Senator LONG. You should think in terms of one thing that is wise
and one thing that is not wise--or maybe you just ought to put it
basically on what you think is right and what you think is wrong.
Let's say you have a person whose conduct is moving down the
wrong path. What he does is not good for him, it is not good for his
children, it is not good for society. I gain the impression that you
would permit him to continue to do that, and you would pay him
money that you tax away from other citizens to let that person do
what we just think is basically wrong.
It is something that is not good for society-not necessarily unlawful, but just not good for society. It seems to me it would be
better to say, look, we are willing to help you if you are willing to
move in the right direction and do what makes sense, but we are not
willing to subsidize a course of action that we think is not good for
you, not good for society and not good for your children.
32-926---78------4
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ir. ZEILINOER. Senator, there is hardly a week that goes by that
I do not get a call from some woman-of all ages, incidentallywho says I am a widow, I am divorced, my husband has deserted me,
I have two or three children, I have a job to go to. I cannot have a
place to put these children. Will you take them into foster care?
Now, my agency does not provide that kind of foster care. The
only agency that does is the department of public welfare. And I
would not want to recommend to that poor woman that she place
that child in foster care, first of all because of the terrible drain on
the taxpayer, it is bad for the children and it is bad for her. But she
is caught in an impossible situation. She wants to work. She has been
offered a good, decent job, but there is no place.
Now, there are one or two places. If they take her children, it will
cost her more than she can possibly earn. It is a losing proposition.
What we do not have is the proper backup system. There are lots
of women who do want to work, but we do not have the backup
system that will enable them to.
Senator LoNG. Well, we ought to provide day care, but now when
we try to do that, we should not be met with those who run the cost
up so that that is out of sight. For example, at the time we were
talking about day care when we were working on the family assistance
plan, we were confronted with those who wanted to run the cost of
day care up to $3,500 a year for one child.
Well, now, in my office at that time I had a very good secretary
making enough money to support two families very easily, or three.
She had known what it was to have someone look after her children
while she was working and fully understanding the problem and
knowing many people working in this office building had parallel
problems, she said to me, Senator, do you think we have to pay that
much for day care? I can show you places where you can get good
day care for a child for about $125 a month and adequately take
care of the child while the mother is working. This amount was less
than half of what they wanted to charge us for day care.
What is the big difference? It is a matter of paying someone the
wages that you would pay a college teacher or a high school teacher
when basically all you' need is someone that loves little children to
supervise play on a playground and things of that sort. But if we
are going to pay high wages I think you would be better to break
those jobs up to where instead of paying one person $12,000 a year
for what is basically a job of watching children play on a playground, to pay two of them $6,000. Assuming they each had one
child, you would take the two families off of welfare and put them
both to work instead of having them both sit there doing nothing.
Does that appeal to you?
Mr. PiERcE. in some instances you can make the economics of day
care work very well, Senator. The problem is-and I wish there was
some answer I could give you that would be other than the uncomfortable truth, as we see it, and that is good day care, the kind of
day care where my children or your grandchildren should be, costs
a lot more than we wish it did. It costs more than $100 a month. It
costs more here in the District, it costs more in New Orleans, it costs
more everywhere. Because, unfortunately, food costs are high, space
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costs are high, energy costs are high and the most important part of
the cost is staff.
We cannot have a person in charge of children who does not have
a certain amount of skill and who does not have a certain amount
of training, who is not competent, because if they are not competent,
if they make-the effect of their mistakes in a real bad day care
center will be felt in the foster care system, and we Will be paying
extraordinarily higher costs over there.
We do not want to have day care be so expensive so that it keeps
people from going to work. We want it to be just expensive enough
so that children will benefit properly. We want them to be taxpayers
like the rest of us when they grow up and unfortunately it costs
more than any of the welfare bills that are now here, say, should
allow. It costs more-I have gone to day care centers all over the
country and the only way you can make the cost lower is either to get
a lot of volunteers or to figure out some other way to make the economics different.
Senator LoxG. Well, at the time we are looking at it, the figures
we are talking about are probably outdated today because that was-we are talking about something that was 8 years ago. But at the
time we were talking about, I gain the impression that if you let
people have their own money and decide for themselves how much
they are willing to pay for day care, what we are being asked to pay
on their behalf greatly exceeds what they would pay if they had the
money to pay for it themselves and had that decision to make.
Mr. PmFcE. The cost issue, for instance, in Senator Moynihan's
State and in New York City, right now the real costs for a nonprofit
center which is running pretty efficiently and where they are taking
advantage of all of the cost cutting that they can, these are centers
that have been in operation since World War II, Senator, the costs
there are running $70 per week per child. And the reason is that all
of these other costs-not just the payroll costs, but all of the other
costs that are related-and we wish that there was some way around
that. We have been trying to figure out ways to make day care more
cost-effective. It is very difficult.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So a woman would have to earn about $20,000
a year to clear $10,000, actually take $10,000 home, if she had two
children in day care.
Two comments. One, meant most seriously, and this is to the Chairman, and perhaps he has forgotten this, the real problem with the
U.S. Navy is that in 1830 they abolished the rum rations and there
was no incentive on board that LCTP. I mean there was nothing to
look forward to at 5 o'clock.
Senator LoNG. They did not abolish it as far as my crew was
concerned, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. In Sweden, homemaking is calculated as part
of the GNP. It might well be here.
It is an honor to have the Child Welfare League testify. We obviously kept you longer than our time permits, because we are so much
interested in what you had to say. We thank you all.
Mr. PrERCE. Thank you very much, Senator.
[The prepared statement of the preceding panel follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA PRESENTED BY RICHARD
ZEILINGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S BUREAU OF NEw ORLEAN8
SUM MARY

The Child Welfare League of America is concerned that any income policy
be carefully examined to see whether it would help or harm children. We
think welfare reform should strengthen family stability by supporting proper
care for children in their own homes and with their own families. We believe
that the structure and approach of the Administration's welfare proposal, as
amended by the House Welfare Reform Subcommittee, offers the basis for a
major forward movement in welfare policy. Concerns we had with the initial
bill's limitation on benefits for larger families, lack of work exemption for
mothers of children with special needs, extended accounting period, unrealistic
stipend during job search, and lack of exemption of earned income for children
under age 18, were remedied by the Subcommittee in H.R. 10950.
We do believe that all cash benefit levels proposed in S. 2084 in S. 2777 are
inadequate to assure a minimally decent standard of living.
S. 2777, although it continues some of the basic inconsistencies of our present
welfare system, does offer some incremental changes that would provide increased supports for children and families. Most critical Is coverage of intact
families.
We are troubled that no bill before the Congress offers disregards for day
care sufficient to pay for sound developmental care or recognizes the need to
allow for day care arrangements for all children in a family.
Other weaknesses that we perceive in S. 2777 have to do with the relationship
of cash payments to food stamps, the concept of a maximum benefit tied to
the poverty level, payment variations within a State, inclusion of an unrelated
individual In a Family group, and limited benefits to larger families. The
adoption subsidy provisions in S. 2777 represent sound public policy, as does
the lack of a ceiling on the foster care program. The League would recommend
some changes in the foster care sections of the bill in order to provide for
necessary preventive and restorative services to families.
STATEM ENT

My name is Richard Zeilinger, and I am Executive Director of the Children's
Bureau of New Orleans. However, I appear today in behalf of the Child Welfare
League of America. Accompanying me are: William Pierce, Assistant Executive
Director of the League, and Helen Blank. Executive Director of the American
Parents Committee, a Division of the League.
Established in 1920, the Child Welfare League of America is the national
voluntary accrediting organization for child welfare agencies in the United
States. It is a privately supported organization devoting its efforts to the
improvement of care and services for children. There are 380 child welfare
agencies affiliated with the League. Represented in this group are voluntary
agencies of all religious groups as well as non-sectarian public and private nonprofit agencies.
The League's primary concern has always been the total welfare of all
children regardless of their race, creed, or economic circumstances, although
our special interest and expertise is in the area of child welfare services.
In the past the League has appeared before Congress to seek an improvement
in public welfare programs for children and their families because we believe
that a family income sufficient to meet minimum standards of health and
human decency is essential for the optimal growth and development of children
and basic to any program of services for children. We feel that it is essential
to assist those families who are unable to earn enough to meet minimal needs.
The League believes that there should be a national policy, setting national
standards to assure that all people, including children, may have this minimum
standard of living.
We are concerned about welfare reform because we believe the existing
welfare system has caused irreparable damage to children by not meeting
their basic or special needs.
More specifically we are concerned about how the welfare system directly
affects the. lives of children and their families. We therefore suggest that
any Job or income policy under consideration should be carefully examined with

-
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a view to its potential help or detriment to children. Policies which harm
children must be reassessed.
We believe that work and income programs should encourage family stability and protect the welfare of children by providing proper care for them
in their own homes and with their own families. We must therefore ensure
that income and welfare policies are designed to foster these goals, and will
not result in problems such as parental desertion, lack of care and protection
for the child and unnecessary placement of children in foster care and
institutions.
We would specially note that the present number of children in foster care
could have been reduced substantially if adequate income supports and social
services had been available to the children in their own homes. Many more
children in foster care under Sec. 408 of Title IV-A could have been reunited
with their families if services for this purpose had been available. Not only
Is it beneficial for children to be cared for by their own family in their own
home, but it is also cost effective since foster care is an expensive service
for taxpayers to finance.
The situation on pending welfare reform legislation is somewhat complex.
With respect to the President's welfare reform legislation incorporated in
S. 2084, our testimony is approximately the same as that we gave on its House
counterpart, H.R. 9030, before the special Welfare Reform Subcommittee in
November. We repeat here a number of recommendations we made at that time
intended to overcome deficiencies in the original proposal. While we realize
that it is not officially pending before the Senate at this time, we feel we
must take note of and commend the bill, H.R. 10950, which incorporates the
decisions of that Subcommittee. In a recent letter, Subcommittee Chairman
James Corman expresses the hope that this bill will shortly be acted on by
the three parent committees, in which case, if acted on favorably by the
House, it will also be before the Senate Finance Committee. Since this bill
corrects, in considerable part, the deficiencies in the original proposal, we
hope that this Committee will give it favorable consideration at that time.
We feel that the structure and approach of this proposal offer the basis for
a forward movement in welfare policy.
We do believe that a major overhaul in our welfare system is necessary
as soon as possible. However, we have also studied the provisions of S. 2777,
the bill sponsored by Senators Baker, Bellmon. Danforth, Riblcoff and others
to enact a number of incremental changes iu the existing welfare programs
and we incorporate in our testimony some comments on those of its aspects
affecting the welfare of children. Just to further complicate the picture the
Foster Care and Adoption provisions of S. 2777 would replace provisions on
the same subjects incorporated in H.R. 7200. now pending before the Senate
following Finance Committee action. Our testimony must, therefore, touch on
this measure also.
Turning to the original Carter welfare reform proposal as incorporated in
S. 2084, we include a summary of our comments on the bill presented to the
House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform. We support the basic thrust of the
Administration's welfare reform proposal. We agree strongly with the plan's
recognition that mothers of young children are performing Important work and
should be exempted from the expected-to-work track. We believe, however,
that certain provisions of S. 2084 must be amended if the new plan is to
offer a realistic opportunity for family stability and to alleviate familial pressures that increase the foster care caseload.
Basic benefit levels are inadequate. Food stamps should not be eliminated
given the present structure of the bill. States should be required to supplement.
The maximum payable amount should not be limited to a household size
of seven.
Mothers with children over the age of seven should be the judge of when
they are able to work outside the home.
A work exemption must be included for mothers with special-needs
children of any age.
All mothers should receive comparable income disregards.
A social services approach to day care should be offered. If an earned
income tax credit is used, It must be granted only when care meets Federal
Interagency Day Care Standards. Earned income tax credit must reflect
actual costs of care.
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Both the six-month accounting period and the $2,300 job search stipend
will nurture family instability and are unacceptable.
The number of public service jobs are inadequate. Public service employment jobholders should be entitled to an earned income tax credit.
The treatment of foster care should be clarified.
Emergency funds are insufficient and must not be included as a part of
Title XX.
Income earned by children under 18 who are in school at least part time
should be exempted from family income.
Unlimited protective payments could interfere with parental rights.
Treatment of children receiving SSI must be clarified.
Due process provisions are inadequate.
Recognizing the pressures on the Congress, we have studied the alternative
proposals for incremental changes In the existing welfare programs, as incorporated in S. 2777 with some care. Some of these changes would move
considerable distance in overcoming major deficiencies affecting children under
our present programs. If, it appears, that a total reform is not going to be
feasible this year, we urge upon the Committee to consider major improvements
In the program including some of those incorporated in S. 2777. We must point
out however, that S. 2777 falls to remedy a number of the basic inconsistencies
inherent in the existing system.
We are very much concerned by the inequities existing under the present
AFDC program from state to state. Payments in some states are now so low
as to make it impossible to rear children in decency and health. We, therefore,
welcome the minimum requirement and the provision of additional financial
aid to the lower income states to make this possible.
We have always favored the continuation of the Food Stamp program because
of its special values in assuring an adequate nutritional diet for poor
children. We do not, however, feel that it should serve as a substitute for
adequate cash income. We, therefore, question the desirability of combining
the twQ in establishing minimum and maximum limits for federal financial
sharing in AFDC cash payments. While low cash payments have typically
resulted in higher food stamp allotments, we feel it is important to reverse
the process and place the emphasis on an increase in money payments.
We are also concerned about the impact of a combined ceiling at the poverty
level for the states now making higher cash payments. The reduction in
federal financial aid that tuis would bring about would create pressures on
the states to reduce their cash payments to families with children. Since
these are generally the higher living cost states the damage to children could
be very great. We, therefore, urge that the minimum apply only to cash payments and that the maximum be eliminated.
Under any bill, we support the determination of eligibility based upon current
need. This would offer maximum protection for children.
We strongly support the provisions of this bill to include In the proposed
Family Security Program, as part of its basic plan requirements, the coverage
of intact families in need because of the unemployment of a parent. The
exclusion of such families in more than half the states, the narrow definition
of unemployment, and other measures of exclusion have created severe suffering for many needy families with children. The fact that available unemployment compensation benefits, CETA wages or other sources of income would,
where they exist, be taken into account in determining eligibility for this
program, precludes any problem of duplication. We would think it more
equitable to move to universal coverage as in S. 2084.
We are concerned in any bill, about requirements on single mothers of young
children to take work outside the home. The intentions of S. 2777 In this
regard are not clear to us, especially in view of the reference in See. 101(b) (3)
to, CETA provisions which do not deal with this subject. It is the League's
position that a mother is the best judge of her children's need for her presence
in the home and her ability to carry a double workload. The occurrence of a
seventh birthday does not automatically reduce a child's need for its parent's
care and supervision. This is especially true when a child is handicapped,
has special needs, is part of a large family, or lives in the high-tension world
of our urban or suburban neighborhoods. School age children spend much time
out of school owing to hours shorter than a working day, school holidays,
illness and such. This amounts to at least 80 days a year. We are paying a
high price for latch-key children and forms of neglect of children of all ages
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in terms of delinquency, truancy, runaways, drugs and alcohol abuse, excessive
numbers in foster care and other evidences of inadequacy in our childnurturing arrangements.
We view the present exemption of mothers and children under seven as
absolutelV minimal and favor the provision in H.R. 10950 for exemption of
mothers of children with special needs as a step in the right direction. The
amendment reads as follows:
"An adult member of an eligible household unit which includes a child over
the age of 6 who requires (because of factors or conditions specified by the
Secretary in regulations) special supervision or care, if such adult member is
the only adult member of such household unit who can provide supervision
or care of such child (or is the only adult member of such unlt) capable of
providing such supervision or care who has not been referred by the Secretary
under this section."
When, however, mothers of children of any age choose to work outside the
home it is essential that high quality day care for preschool children to cover
the full period of the mother's absence from the home and after-school care
for school age children be available. We prefer that this care be furnished
as a social service with a graduated fee schedule for mothers who can afford
to pay something. When, however, as in this bill day care is financed by
provision for a disregard of the mother's earnings, the amount must be
sufficient to pay for good developmental care and not simply baby sitting.
High standards must be mandated whatever the method of financing. The
$100.00 a month authorized by this bill could only result in the kind of horrors
described in the report Windows on Day Care by the National Council of
Jewish Women. Both H.R. 10950 and S. 2777 limit the number of children
covered by a day care disregard. An adequate disregard should be allowed
for all children in a family requiring some day care arrangements.
We also feel it important that the small earnings of children under 18
be disregarded in calculating the family income as was done in H.R. 10950.
Any other approach would obviously have a totally discouraging effect. It is
important to encourage growing self-reliance among young people
We are also opposed to the inclusion in the family group for assistance
purposes of an unrelated individual without legal responsibilities toward the
family. This is a question which should be left to state law.
We have grave misgivings about the authority to set three assistance standards within a state. Cost-of-living differences can be taken care of now through
the budgeting process. Any other basis for arbitrary differentials would seem
to open the way for discrimination.
We are also concerned about the provision that places a ceiling on benefits
limiting them to the amount available to a seven person family. This would
be so inadequate for large families that it would seem to offer an Inducement
to such families to break up, either to create two units, one with each parent,
or to place one or more children in foster care. Either way is costly and
contrary to keeping families together.
We favor an increase in the amount and applicability of the Earned Income
Tax Credit for low income families with children. This important, but little
publicized, program is the means of easing the burdens of child rearing for
many of the working poor and-as such---constitutes our country's equivalent
of the child allowance program In other industrialized countries.
The Child Welfare League is directly concerned with the Foster Care and
Subsidized Adoption provisions incorporated in S. 2777. While subsidized
adoption is a new program, it has already been approved by the Senate Finance
Committee as a part of I.R. 7200, now pending before the Senate. It is an
important forward step in assuring permanent families for children who are
hard to place. This includes those situations where foster parents have developed relationships with a special needs foster child whom they would like
but cannot afford to adopt.
The foster care provisions in S. 2777 are a modified equivalent of those
contained in the Senate Finance Committee version of MR, 7200. The ceiling
on foster care payments proposed in H.R. 7200 Is eliminated. We strongly
oppose a ceiling believing it could result In damaging situations for children
in need of care. We do support constructive measures to reduce reliance on
foster care by making preventive and restorative services available to families.
If this is to be done successfully, however, we feel it requires an assurance of
full funding to Title IV-B child welfare services for the purpose through an
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entitlement process (plus a maintenance of effort provision on the states).
These funds are important to provide the services necessary to improve the
foster care system. We would also prefer that provision be made for foster'
care assistance to children placed voluntarily by their parent or guardian
providing certain protections are mandated. Judicial action is not always the
best route in all cases. Another concern of the League is that certain costs of
administration and operation of a child placement or child care agency providing foster family home care or of a child care Institution must be taken
into account when determining foster care maintenance payments. Indirect
costs related to the foster care program such as administrative salaries, clerical
costs, attorney fees, audit costs, office supplies, membership dues in local and
national organizations, insurance, licenses, and permits are among the expenditures which should be.considered allowable, when determining amounts of
foster care maintenance payments.
The definition of "foster care maintenance payments" in S. 2777 must include the reasonable indirect costs of administration and operation of child
placement or child care agencies or child care institutions.
In conclusion, we wish to commend the guarantee of a CETA public service
job to one member of every two person family receiving aid and the preference
given in such Jobs to other Family Security recipients who wish and are able
to work. We do not feel qualified to comment with any authority on the job
subsidy proposal but would fear its impact on the regular job market and its
potentiality for exploitation of young and other eligible workers.
We are also concerned about changes in the WIN program, such as the
elimination of the requirement for a 60-day counseling before terminating
assistance to a recipient who refuses a Job offer or participation in the WIN
program.
We do believe that reform of the present welfare system is sorely needed.
We urge this Committee to seriously consider the issues we raise in our testimony. We would want any changes to move in the direction of administrative
simplification and to offer parents the kinds of supports that would enable
them to carry out their critical function In our society.

WASHINGTON REPoirr oN CHILDREN'S SERVICES
WELFARE REFORM: DELIBERATIONS HELPFUL AND HARMFUL TO CHILDREN

When we talk about "welfare," we are talking mainly about the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, and right now over two-thirds
of the AFDC recipients are children. As of April 1977, out of 11,212,951 participants, 7,874,588 were children. It is children whose future will be most affected
by any changes or "reforms" in the welfare system.
H.R. 9030, the Administration's welfare reform proposal, has begun its long
Journey through the Congressional legislative process. As introduced to the Congress In September, the Carter bill contains a number of provisions which
threaten family stability and deny children the support necessary to reach their
full potential. Other provisions in the Carter bill represent a significant improvement over the present welfare system.
On December 16, the House Welfare Reform Subcommittee completed the first
stage of decision-making on the basic concepts of the cash assistance component
of H.R. 9030. The House Subcommittee approved the one most basic change
affecting children proposed in the bill-the extension o coverage for Federal
cash assistance to needy, intact, two parent families.
In the first round of Congressional action, the House Welfare Reform Subcommittee has made a number of changes In the Carter bil!- additions and aeletions-which would be beneficial to children and families:
In Its December markup the House Subcommittee deleted the provision in the
Carter bill which would have limited the number of individuals in a filing unit
(household) for whom benefits could be paid to seven persons. If the filing unit
had remained limited to seven persons, single parent families with more than
six children would have received a payment as if they only had six children;
and two parent families with more than five children would have received a
payment as if they were supporting only five children. This wouid have discriminated against children in large families. It would also provide an incentive for
a family to break up into two smaller units.
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The Subcommittee added a provision so that the income of step parents who
are not legally responsible for children in a household will not be Imputed to
children.
The House Subcommittee bill specifies that the basic benefit schedule and
State supplementation on levels for which Federal cost sharing is available is
to be indexed annually according to the C nsumer Price Index instead of only at
the point of implementation as in the Carter bill. This should assist families in
coping with Inflationary pressures.
H.R. 9030 had proposed a six month accounting period which would have
created hardship for families with limited incomes living close to the margin
of subsistence. With no savings, these families facing a sudden los of income
would have been forced to manage on very limited payments or emergency aid
for several months. The negative effects on children and on family stability,
stemming from the pressure of little or no income, is obvious. The House Subcommittee changed to a one month retrospective accounting period.
The emergency needs program Will be a part of the new cash assistance program rather than a part of Title XX as proposed in H.R. 9030. Federal funds for
the program will be expanded beyond $600 million. Children's advocates feared
that a limited emergency needs fund located under Title XX In the Carter plan
would have created serious pressures to open up Title XX to cash grants. Since
most States have reached their Title XX ceiling, a reduction in the quantity and
quality of services was a distinct threat.
The Subcommittee voted to retain present provisions in the AFDC program
which provide Federal matching funds for foster care children and added that
this provision should be modified by the HWuse-passed version of H.R. 7200,
which would allow voluntarily placed foster care children to benefit
TWO OF THE IMPROVEMENTS WERE DWA'NED WITH CWLA INITIATIVE AND ASSISTANCE

Child Welfare League and American Parents Committee Washington staff
were instrumental in prompting the Subcommittee to add two provisions for the
benefit of children.
William Brodhead (D-Mich.) introduced and the Subcommittee accepted an
addition to the effect that the only adult member of a household that includes a
child with a specific factor or condition determined by the Secretary to require
additional parental supervision or attention would be exempt from a work requirement. This could allow single parents of chronic truants, etc., to remain at
home to provide needed supervision and guidance.
Richard Nolan (D-Minn.) introduced and the Subcommittee adopted an amendment specifying that in determining the income of a family unit, all earnings of
students 14 to 18 would be excluded; and earnings of full or part-time students
ages 18 to 25 would be excluded up to the amount of earnings actually applied
to the cost of education. This provision, included under existing Food Stamp
and welfare law but not in the Carter version of the bill, should help to
encourage independence among young people.
The Welfare Reform Subcommittee chose to retain a number of provisions In
H.R. 9030 which either alone or in combination create an unacceptable situation
for children:
A benefit schedule of $4,200 for a family of four was retained. Compare this with
the 1976 Federal poverty level of $5,850 for a family of four and the Bureau
of Labor Statistics Lower Living Standard of $9,588 for a family of four.
A benefit schedule of $2,300 for a family of four during the eight week job search
period for those expected to work was retained. This amounts to $44 a week
when a parent is searching for a job-less than the present weekly Food
Stamp allotment.
The entire benefit will be paid in cash rather than cash and Food Stamps. The
unavailability of Food Stamps becomes a problem in light of the decisions to
maintain payments of $4,200 and to limit income during the job search period.
The nutritional wellbeing of children could be jeopardized if a family cannot
receive Food Stamps to supplement the $44 a week stipend available during the
job search period or if a family cannot provide an adequate diet on $4,200 a year.
Child care costs of a child under 14 will be disregarded in determining income
:1or welfare eligibility up to $150 a month per child, maximum of $800 per
family. This will not allow families to deduct the full cost of day care, nor will
it enable a family to use quality day care in compliance with the Federal Inter.
agency Day Care Requirements (FIDCR) standards. The full costs of quality day
care for every child which meets FIDOR should be allowed as a disregard. The
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optimal plan for children would allow for the sorely needed expansion of day
care services under Title XX or other human services authorities rather than a
disregard approach.
In order to keep "wealthy" college students out of the program, the Subcommittee inserted a provision that single individuals under age 25 who have no children and are not blind or disabled may not file as single units, even if they are
living independently. This discriminates against older teenagers and young
adults, discourages independence and self-sufficiency, and, most of all, deprives
pregnant women (and their babies until birth) of benefits.
The Subcommittee rejected an amendment offered by Representative Augustus
Hawkins (D-Calif.) which would have closed a troublesome loophole in H.R. 9030
affecting the work requirement and day care. Hawkins proposed that single
parents with children over six and under 14 be required to work only if there
is available day care which meets Federal standards and is free or costs no
more than allowable costs under the bill. As the bill now stands, single parents
with children between the ages of seven and 14 are required to work only part
time. However, these parents "shall not be found to have refused a bona fide job
offer for good cause if the job involves hours of work which would make it
Impractical for such persons to be at home during hours when said child is out
of school and at home." This could allow for children's being "warehoused" in
low quality day care facilities after school and during the summer months,
while mothers were shifted to the "expected to work full time" track. The
Hawkins amendment was rejected with members arguing that teenagers do not
require day care, a signal that most of the Subcommittee members did not understand the intent of the Hawkins amendment.
The House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform will reconvene on January 24
to consider the basic concepts of the jobs component of the Administration's welfare reform bill and to scrutinize the language related to changes already made
in the cash assistance section. The resultant bill will be referred to the House
WVays and Means Committee, the Agriculture Committee, and the Education
and Labor Committee. Many of the decisions made thus far could be changed
in the months to come. At this stage, the suggested changes in our welfare system would not assure that children are offered the supports necessary to grow
into productive adults nor that families' basic frustrations stemming from
poverty and- an unresponsive welfare bureaucracy would be eliminated.
PRESENT SCHEDULE FOR CARTER'S BETTER JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM-HOW THE
WELFARE REFORM BILL IS EXPECTED TO MOVE THROUGH CONGRESS

It can be changed at any point along the way

1. II.R. 9030 Introduced in House by Rep. Corman and in Senate by Sen.
Moynihan in September.
2. Special joint Subcommittee on Welfare Reform representing House Subcommittees of Ways and Means, Agriculture, and Education and Labor Committees held public hearings in October and early Nov- mber and completed "conceptual" markup of the cash assistance component of the bill on December 16.
This joint Subcommittee on Welfare Reform will reconvene in late January to
reconsider markup of the jobs component and to complete a more exact markup
of the cash assistance provisions.
3. Joint Subcommittee bill will be considered separately by the full Committees of the House-Ways and Means, Agriculture, and Education and Labor.
4. Bills produced by the three Committees will be considered on the floor of
the House.
5. Corman will reconvene the Subcommittee on Welfare Reform to develop
reconciling amendments to take to the House Rules Committee.
6. If the bill reported by the Rules Committee is passed, H.R. 90M0 will be
referred to the Senate Finance Committee.

Senator YOYNITIAw. And now we have another panel which consists of Mrs. Ruth Clusen who is the president of the League of
Women Voters of the United States, and we welcome you, Madam
President; and Mrs. Dorothy Lasday, who is the chairwoman of the
National Council of Jewish Women.
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fs. LASDAY. If I might correct that, I am the chairwoman of the
Welfare Reform Work Group of the National Council of Jewish
Women.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, we welcome you both and, as you know,
we are going to have to keep to our 20 minutes because the Senate
is going to vote at 12:30, so, Madam President, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF RUTH CLUSEN, PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OF WOMEN
VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Ms. CLUSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I would ask that you
insert the full text of our statement into the record and I will make
some brief comments orally.
For the record, I am Ruth Clusen, president of the league of
Women Voters of the United States and we are glad to have, again,
this opportunity to present our views on S. 2084. We, in tho league,
lave been concerned in a very major way with welfare reform since
1970 when we undertook a study of alternatives to welfare as a means
of combatting poverty and discrimination and, as a result of the
study we did, our membership agreed to support a system of federalized income assistance and we lobbied for welfare reform in
1971 and 1972.
This year we were hopeful when President Carter designated comprehensive welfare reform as a major priority of his administration
early last year. We took that commitment very seriously and we
were hopeful because we know that the present system is indeed in
bad shape. In fact, it is no system at all, but a scrambled mess of
Government programs which fail, in many cases, to serve either those
in need or those who foot the bill.
We were also hopeful, because we know from experience that
without strong leadership from the White House and Congress we
would not be able to achieve meaningful comprehensive reform and
we thought that the President's speaking out on this promised the
kind of leadership we needed.
We think the House Ad Hoc Committee on Welfare Reform has
shown leadership. It worked under a good deal of time pressur-to
report a bill by early February, making what we consider significant
improvements in the administration bill as it was introduced. But it is
now late April and the momentum for comprehensive reform seems
to have come to a halt.
For the past year, the Senate has been distracted by proposals contained in H.R. 7200 to make piecemeal and, on the whole, damaging
changes in existing income assistance programs.
In the 1touse full committees, welfare reform is taking a back
seat to other legislation and no markup dates have been scheduled
thus far.
Now it sounds as if the administration may be giving up before
the fight and moving toward the incremental approach. We fail to
see how the administration's comprehensive welfare reform bill can
be reconciled with the incremental bills that have been thus far
introduced without sacrificing equity, adequacy and uniformity.
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Welfare advocates, including t hr Jeague, have heard the threat
that if we hold out for "utopia" we wilf sacrifice what small gains
may be achievable. Perhaps this is true. But there is also the reality
that, given some of the provisions put forward thus far, the incremental route could leave recipients the same, if not worse off, than
they are under current programs.
We certainly do not intend to sit idly by while incremental bills
are whittled down until only fiscal relief and a small degree of administrative reform remain. It is people and the quality of their lives
that we are talking about.
So we urge this subcommittee to seriously consider S. 2084, the
administration's welfare reform bill, to make the necessary improvements, and to report out a comprehensive welfare bill that will begin
to provide for the needs of the Nation's poor in an adequate and
equitable manner. We think that to do less than this is to sacrifice
what might be our last opportunity to achieve comprehensive reform
for some years to come.
Before listing a few areas that we would like to see amended in
S. 2084, there are two facts of life that we would like to emphasize.
One is that any welfare reform proposal that provides adequate levels
of support will be expensive. And the second is that welfare is increasingly a woman's program and a woman's problem.
In 1975, females headed one household out of every eight. Nearly
half of all poor families are headed by women. And while 6 percent
of households headed by men lived below the poverty level in 1975,
nearly one-third of the families headed by women fall below the line.
If welfare rolls are to be decreased, special attention must be given
to the problems women who want to work face in our society. I think
that was obvious from the dialog that just took place here.
Now, to S. 2084-and I would like to highlight some of the things
that we think would improve it. Many of these have been incorporated by the House subcommittee and are covered in greater detail
in our full statement.
Under the cash assistance portion, we hope that you will adopt a
cost of living increase for the benefits. We believe that, in addition
to the day care, deduction for single-parent families, a deduction
should be made available for two-parent families and that, in those
places where care is not available, day care services should be provided.
This, of course, would mean adding additional moneys to the bill.
We oppose the 6-month retrospective accountable period and would
like to see it replaced with a provision similar to the one contained
in the recently passed food stamp reform-a 1-month retrospective,
1-month prospective period.
We favor increased incentives for state supplementation, and an
increase in the number of public service jobs, both to provide additional relief to States and to encourage more adequate cash benefits.
We believe that States should be required to hold current AFDC
recipients harmless. Like the SSI recipients, the Federal Government
should pay 100 percent of those costs.
Under the jobs portion of S. 2084, we urge the committee to seriously consider making PSE jobs an entitlement to all who are eligible.
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We urge that you include language which will assure an adequate
number of part-time jobs for those who have child care responsibilities, but who want and need to work. We think this is one of the
answers to the dilefima about which there was much conversation.
Under the principal wage earner provision for deciding who in
the family gets the ob, we believe that this is a decision best left up
to the family and should not be determined on an hours worked or
money earned formula.
The league categorically opposes the lower tier benefit level for
the jobs search period. The upper tier of benefits should be provided
for the family in the expected to work category until a job is found
or created.
In the administration of the jobs part, affirmative action should
be required. Women should be given opportunities for jobs that are
in nontraditional fields, and training should also be provided for nontraditional jobs.
The Department of Labor should vigorously enforce compliance
with both the antidiscrimination and affirmative action requirements
of current CETA law.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Ms. Clusen, I would like to put the whole of
your testimony in the record. It is a very detailed and richly informed
statement.
Before we speak to Mrs. Lasday, I would like to make two points.
First, even so distinguished an attorney and political leader as
Governor Dukakis, who opened our hearings this morning, did somewhat chastise the Senate for not moving forward in this matter of
welfare reform, and I had to point out to him that we are bound by
the Constitution. This is for reasons that are complex, but nonetheless inextricable; welfare is a revenue measure, and we cannot easily
act until the House sends us a bill.
What we are doing here is a kind of sympathetic magic. We are
acting as if the House had sent us a bill, and therefore hope maybe
it will. This sometimes works. Sympathetic magic should not be dismissed. The Yule log always brings the Sun back, it is proven. You
have a big Yule log burning at Christmas and in no time at all the
Sun is coming up earlier than it used to.
But, in any event, we are doing our best. People say momentum
has come to a halt in the House and that is why we are here.
Senator Dole, would you like to speak now, or do you want to
wait and hear Mrs. Lasday?
Senator DOLE. I have read the statement very quickly. You do not
comment on S. 2777, the incremental approach?
Ms. CLUSEN. No; not specifically, except in terms of the fact that
it deals with welfare reform in an incremental manner we think,
rather than comprehensively.
Senator DOLE. Will you have some views on that particular bill?
Ms. CLUSEN. Yes; at this point, we are not categorically opposed
to Baker-Bellmon. I guess I could put it most briefly by saying that
we are still hoping for more, but we will be glad to comment on
specific parts of Baker-Bellmon.
Senator DOLE. If we took the sugesion that you make in your
statement, what additional cost would that bring?
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Ms. CLus.N. I cannot tell you that, but we will try to provide it
to you. As we have said, it will increase substantially, or to some
extent, the moneys which are anticipated to be necessary in the administration's bill, but I will see if I can provide you with that.
Senator DoLE. I wish you would do that.
Ms. CLUSEN. We will, thank you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :]
ESTIMATED COST OF LEAGUE-SUPPORTED CHANGES IN S. 2084

Souseca-Congressional Budget Office.
NOTE.-All figures In fiscal year 1982 dollars.
CASH ASSISTANCE COMPONENT
1. Raise cash assitance level to poverty line.
Billon&

Federal cost

State savings
Total -

-----------------------------------------------

$44. 14

---------------------------------------------.

66

------------------------------------------

143.47

2. Automatic cost-of-living Increase.
(NoTE.-S. 2084 would adjust cash assistance benefits to account for cost-ofliving increases between the date of enactment and the spring of fiscal year 1981.
The cost of updating cash assistance benefits to the time of implementation of
the program, assumed to be the beginning of fiscal year 1982, is given below.
Increased costs due to cost-of-living adjustments after fiscal year 1982 would
depend on increases in the Consumer Price Index after fiscal year 1982. CB()
has not estimated these costs.)

Billion#

Federal cost
-----------------------------------------------State cost
----------------------------------------------------.

$1.59

Total -----------------------..-----.
---------1.04
3. Retention of the food stamp program-cost estimates not available.
4. Expansion of the day care deduction to 2-parent families-cost estimates
not available.
5. Adoption of accountable period which takes into consideration income received over last month and anticipated income In coming month.

Billion&

Federal cost
-----------------------------------------------State cost
----------------------------------------------------.

$2.40
23

Total
-------------------------------------------------6. Cost of grandfatherng 100 percent of AFDC caseload.

2.06

Federal cost

-------------------------------------------------

Millons
$230

JOBS COMPONENT

1. Leave choice of public service employment participant to eligible families.
Cost estimates are not available on this change, but CBO staff estimate that any
cost increase would be insignificant.
2. Eliminate job search requirement for expected-to-work family members.
Milflon*

Federal cost
State savings
Total -

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20

-----------------------------------------------

6

I Components may not £dd to totals due to rounding.
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STATEMENT OF DOROTHY LASDAY, CHAIRWOMAN, WELFARE REFORM WORK GROUP, NATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
Ms. LASDAY. I am Dorothy Lasday,-a resident of Duchess County,
N.Y. I am here today to speak for the National Council of Jewish
Women as chairwoman of the Welfare Reform Work Group of its
National Affairs Committee and as part national board member.
The National Council of Jewish Women is a volunteer organization of 100,000 women in over 200 communities across the country
dedicated in the spirit of Judaism in advancing human welfare and
the democratic way of life through a coordinated program of education, service, and social action in the Jewish and gentile communities, locally, nationally and internationally.
We appreciate the opportunity to share with you some of our concerns about welfare reform, based on a long history of concern about
the welfare system

Senator

MOYNIHAN.

Ms. Lasday, could I just interrupt to say that

Secretary Califano is calling me and maybe he knows what you are
about to say and wants toSenator Dole, would you preside for just a moment?
Senator DOLL Surely.
Ms. LASDAY. I would appreciate it if my whole statement could be
submitted for the record, and I will summarize it, Senator.
At our biannual convention in New York in March of 1977, the
National Council of Jewish Women adopted a series of national
resolutions that determined our policies and that directly related to
the welfare system, but specifically, to work for a program of income
maintenance and supportive services which will provide at least a
minimum national standard of living for every individual while
protecting and respecting the rights of individual citizens and maintaining work incentives.
In response to an inquiry from Secretary Califano, our National
Affairs Committee, with input from its 200 members across the
country, at its meeting on March 3, 1977, reaffirmed longstanding
positions in stating that welfare reform should include first, a fedi
eralized income maintenance program to provide at least a minimum
of a Federal poverty level.
Second, reduction of the high cost of administration of the program by determining eligibility by means of an affidavit and by
selected audits to prevent fraud.
Third, provision of adequate services for child care when the
person who has prime responsibility for the care of children wants
to work.
Fourth, implementation of universal national health insurance
and elimination of the medicaid program which requires a high
local and State administrative expenditure for welfare agencies.
As an organization, the National Council of Jewish Women is
convinced that, in the long run, jobs must be made available at a
living wage so that people can be employed and welfare rolls can be
reduced permanently.
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At our biannual convention in 1975, social security program was
adopted as one of the 11 NCJW program priorities for the biannium,
intending to include a wide range of full employment, income maintenance, national health insurance, social security, and so forth. And
we undertook to develop a study guide for examination of welfare
reform as a proposed new national policy and our sections across the
country began using this this past fall.
In developing this, we came up with a list of specific criteria as a
basis for judging proposals for reform of the income maintenance
system. We, in the National Council of Jewish Women, were pleased
that many of these criteria coincided with the general principles of
welfare reform announced by President Carter last May 2d; although
we did not see how it was feasible to meet this first goal, no higher
initial costs in the present program, unless there was a major upturn
in the economy.
Our first examination of H.R. 9030 and S. 2084, the Better Jobs
and Income Act, we came up with some 15 questions for which we
needed answers for our presentation to the House Subcommittee on
Welfare Reform last November 2d. We have attached these to our
statement. And this expressed our major concerns for our organization over nearly 85 years.
Do the proposals now under consideration encourage family stability? Have they been examined in the light of those States which
have implemented AFDC-UF and also those States with home relief
programs for those not eligible for AFDC? .
Has consideration been given to the needs of our most precious
natural resource, the children?
Does the better jobs and income program, as initially designed
or as modified, encourage families with children to become financially
independent of cash grants, whether they are single-parent families
or two-parent families?
Many of the problems which arouse these questions have not been
addressed.
At the IVY national women's conference in Houston in November 1977, an overwhelming majority of the 1,981 delegates from
across the country recognized that welfare is primarily a woman's
issue, and revised the proposed welfare plank, and they changed the
title to women, welfare and poverty. I have also attached a copy of
that, because the plank expressed many of NCJW's concerns formulated in their questions.
f might add that the welfare task force had the list of the questions.
The House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform has modified the
original proposal in some of the areas which were punitive to women
and children, and our testimony today is primarily a comparison
between H.R. 10950 and the original administration proposal, as
evidenced in S. 2084.
The new bill does eliminate the consideration of the income of the
past 6 months for determining eligibility, which certainly failed to
recognize today that families of modest income do not have sufficient
resources to sustain themselves after several months after loss of a
job. Only currently available income will be considered in determining eligibility and benefit level.
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The annual job search requirement, severely reduced income has
been modified so that reduced income would not be required if the
Secretary of Labor determines that there are no available jobs in
the community.
This still fails to recognize that the job search costs money for
transportation and child care, if the job search is to be intensive
and not sporadic-and I have seen this in Dutchess County where
I chair the child development committee and the problems of women
trying to find jobs when they have no child care.
The indexing of cash benefits to the cost of living was a muchneeded modification. The provision that emergency assistance that
should come from the same agency that administrates the cash benefits is also an improvement. The change in the jobs program by H.R.
10950 was responsive to the concerns expressed that providing CETA
jobs only at the minimum wage would cause displacement of workers.
The added provision that the worker could not be paid less than
the rate prevailing for similar work from the same employer also
means that workers would have a chance of making a living wage.
The authorization of use of 5 percent of the CETA overhead costs
for the provision of day care for children of single parent families
in the work program is certainly a recognition that the continued
ceiling on funds for title XX of the Social Security Act would not
permit all needed child care to be funded by title XX, but we urge
that any Federal funding of child care include the requirement that
such child care meet Federal standards.
Our study, we know, on day care published in 1971 and our followup examinations indicate that standards are necessary to .protect the
child and we, too, like the league, feel that it should not be limited
only to single parent families.
Senator DOLE. Are these matters you are going through now on
pages 5, 6, 7 and 8, are these the changes that have been made?
Ms. LASDAY. They have already been made. I am now getting to
the ones that have not been made.
But there is no linkage indicated for necessary title XX support
services for income maintenance recipients if a State chooses the
option of Federal intake as well as computation and payment. We
have seen problems for SSI recipients in many areas across the
country because of poor communication with the Social Security
Administration and the local social services or welfare department,
but this is often because the SSA does not have a local office and
their worker comes into the local community only once or twice a
month.
The earned income tax credit has not really been addressed, either.
There is no-we talk about a certificate in the program so that tax
deductions would be reduced from the pay checks, but there is no
needed assistance for those who do not have taxes deducted todaythe modest income family who really is in need of relief and for
whom the food stamps are needed for meeting the nutritional needs
of growing children.
And, of course, there is no EITC proposed for CETA employment.
H.R. 10950, like other proposals, does not include job training for

CETA placement. This means there will be limited employment.
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There has to be temporary provision until national health insurance
becomes a reality, because most of the limited jobs have no health
insurance.
Only 2 percent of the husband and wife families are below the
poverty level of 40 percent -of the State median income when both
husbands and wives work, according to the Department of LAbor.
We feel that the limitation of employment to one person in the
family is a restriction that limits the family to welfare and limits
family stability.
We think there are problems in the part-time employment design,
in not using the local cost of living. The hold harmless clauses will
not help the States which have done the most to help their poor and
we think that the problems of teenagers are not seriously addressed
and, in fact, made worse by the provision in H.R. 10950.
I would also like to call to your attention that we do not approve
of the use of this bill for preschool education programs fot young
children to establish a pilot program in 10 regions which has been
piloted in many places, has been proven successful and needs implemnentation now, and that is the early home instruction program and
intervention program to help mothers with their young children and
language development problems.
Finally, I would like to say that, as a national organization involved in community services in individual communities across the
country, we in the National Council of Jewish Women have learned
from personal experience in working with public assistance recipients
of the current, inequities in our uniform maintenance program. We
recognize the need for broad reform for a uniform national program.
We urge tle Congress to examine carefully the effects of the proposed
changes on the individual and the family, as well as the total financial
cost to the Federal and State governments.
Each change, each improvement, brings awareness of additional
aspects which must be examined in detail, for which basic information is difficult to find and for which differing answers are provided
by experts. The National Council of Jewish Women recognizes the
urgent need for unification for many programs now called our welfare reform system. We cannot support any unification plan which
is punitive to women and children or which does not strengthen the
stability of the family.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you.
I would like to say to both Ms. Clusen and Ms. Lasday that I, for
one, welcome the proposition that, as Ms. Clusen said in her statement,
welfare is increasingly a woman's program and a woman's problem.
I wrote a long. interminable book on this subject about 7
years ago in which I said that, so far as I was concerned, the welfare
system institutionalized the exploitation of women. And while I
seem to be the only person who read that book, I do believe it strongly,
and I am glad to see the two of you come forward and speak openly
about what we know is not an obscure fact.
Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I tried to follow both statements. I have some interest in food stamps because I worked on that a great deal, as you
know, since you have been before our committee. Do you both suggest
that we retain the food stamp program?
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Ms. CLUSEN. Yes, we are in agreement on this, and I would like
to take the opportunity to say thlat we certainly commend you for
your leadership in this and we think that the way it has worked out
is very good and we would like to see it retained.
Ms. IASDAY. We have seen major improvements in local communities with the changes, and I think that they should be allowed to
work, to stay and to see for awhile what benefits they have.
Senator DoL . It is going to be a very difficult decision, but I think
with the elimination of the purchase requirement we have made
some rather substantial improvements in the program. At the same
time, we have tried to tighten it up in certain areas to take care of
some of the horror stories that were presented to our committee. I
am willing to do whatever is right, )ut I am not convinced yet that
scrapping the food stamp program is in that category.
Thank you.
Senator MOYNITAN. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
STATEMENT OF RUTH C. CLUSEN, PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF TIE

UNITED STATES
I am Ruth Clusen, President of the League of Women Voters of the United
States. The League of Women Voters is pleased to have this opportunity to
present our views on S 2084, the President's "Better Jobs and Income Act."
The League is a volunteer citizen education and political organization of 1.400
Leagues with approximately 137,000 members in 50 states, the District of Colutbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Island-s. Welfare reform has been a major
concern of the League since 1970, when the organization undertook a study
of alternatives to welfare as a means of combating poverty and discrimination.
As a result of the study, the League agreed to support a system of federalized
income assistance and lobbied exte;islvely for welfare reform in 1971 and 1972.
We were hopeful when President Carter designated comprehensive welfare
reform as a major priority of his administration early last year. The League
took that commitment very seriously and we were hopeful because we know
the present system is in sad shape. In fact it is no system at all, but rather
a scrambled mess of government programs which fall in many cases to serve
those in need and thus those who foot the bill. We also were hopeful because
we know, from experience, that without strong leadership from the White
House and Congress, we would not be able to achieve comprehensive reform.
The President's designation, we felt, promised such leadership.
The House Ad Hloc Committee on Welfare Reform has shown leadership. It
worked under a good deal of time pressure to report a bill by early February,
making what we regard as significant improvements in the Administration
bill as introduced.
It is now late April and the momentum for comprehensive reform has come
to a halt. For the past year the Senate has been distracted by proposals (con.
taned in HR 7200) to make piecemeal, and on the whole damaging, changes
in existing income assistance programs. In the House full committtees, welfare
reform is taking a back seat to other legislation and no markup dates have
been scheduled thus far.
And now it sounds as If the Administration may be giving up before the
fight and moving toward an incremental approach. We fail to see how the
Administration's comprehensive welfare reform bill can be reconciled with the
incremental bills that have thus far been introduced without sacrificing equity,
adequacy and uniformity.
Welfare advocates, the League included, have heard the threat that if we
hold out for "utopia" we will sacrifice what small gains may be achievable.
Perhaps this is the reality. But there is also the reality that, given some of
the provisions put forward thus far, the Incremental route could leave reciplents the same if not worse off than they are under current programs. We
certainly do not intend to sit idly by while Incremental bills are whittled
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down until only fiscal relief and a small degree of administrative reform remain. It is people and the quality of their lives that are important. The
debilitating effects of our current welfare system can be felt throughout society. Recent increases in program costs--exacerbated by high rates of unPmployment-have severely taxed government budgets at all levels. Unrealistic
benefit and eligibility requirements plus the inequitable treatment of single
versus two-parent families have encouraged family breakup. And the complexity
and lack of coordination among existing programs have frustrated bureaucrats
and recipients alike.
But the most critical effects of the current system's failings have been on
those whom these programs were designed to serve. Inadequate benefit levels
and the lack of realistic work opportunities condemn too many Americans to
the crippling welfare cycle.
While near unanimity exists as to the failings of the current system and
the need for change, welfare reform means different things to different people.
To the League, the most critical test of any welfare reform proposal will be
the degree to which it provides adequately for the needs of the poor. All those
in need must be eligible-for assistance, and benefit levels must be sufficient to
provide decent, adequate food, clothing and shelter. It is in this light that
we look at S 2084 today.
We recognize that any welfare reform proposal that provides adequate
levels of support for all needy people will be expensive. But we believe that
providing adequately for all Americans will be less costly in the long run,
since poverty is a major cause of so many social problems. Moreover, a country
as rich as ours can no longer tolerate a system that allows 26 million people,
including 11 million children, to live in poverty.
We all must also recognize that welfare is increasingly a women's program
and women's problem. In 1975, females headed one household of every eight,
but nearly half of all poor families were headed by women. And while only
six percent of hous,,holds headed by men lived below the poverty level in 1975,
nearly one-third , families headed by women had incomes below the poverty
line. I need not tell you the AFDC program's clientele are primarily women
with children, but I will call your attention to the fact that 58 percent of
food stamp househ-olds are headed by women. If welfare rolls are to be decreased, special attention must be given to the problems women who want to
work face in our society. Day care must be provided for the children of all
low income parents who want to work. In addition, vocational education and
job training programs must be free of sex discrimination and must encourage
women to pursue higher paying nontraditional jobs. Equal employment statutes
must be enforced. Job creation programs should provide part-time jobs to
enable women to care for their children and work as well. It is with these
criteria in mind, too, that we look at S 2084 today.
S.

2084-BETTER JOBS AND INCOME ACT

The League recognizes the very close interaction between employment policies
and welfare programs. Not only does high unemployment spell high costs for
welfare, but more jobs are, in the end, the only alternative to welfare.
A policy of full employment is the best insurance against uncontrollable
welfare rolls. While the President's plan to reform welfare falls short of embodying a full employment policy, we view it as a significant step toward
guaranteeing every American able and willing to work a Job at a living wage.
We applaud the expanded job opportunities found under Title II of the
bill. The fact that this plan does address the problems of the working poor
is certainly to be commended. We are pleased to see the inclusion of part-time
job slots for single-parent families with child care responsibilities. The League
lobbied hard throughout the spring and summer to get day care Into. the
plan and while the inclusion of a day care deduction for single-parent families
is certainly a step in the right direction, this deduction does not answer ezi6Ugh
day care needs. I will address this later.
The League fully supports the extension of cash assistance under Title I
to two*parent families for we share the Administration's concern that Te
present welfare system contains incentives for family break up.
We believe one of the most significant features of the plan, a policy that
the League has advocated for many years, is the introduction of a federal
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basic benefit level. We support federalization of welfare, and are thus pleased
to see this plan take is a step further towards that goal. The fiscal relief to
states and localities in S 2084 will also help to relieve the burdens of state
and local governments of what is, after all, a federal responsibility.
The League finds much in S 2084 which is commendable. But we do not
believe the plan goes quite far enough to rectify the shortcomings of our
welfare system. It it these points that we wish to address in the remainder of
our testimony.
CASH ASSISTANCE COMPONENT
Poverty line
The cash assistance level for all groups should gradually be raised to at least
the poverty line. While we recognize that the poverty line itself Is too low
to provide an adequate income, raising cash assistance payments to this level
is a first step in meeting the needs of poor Americans. We strongly support
inclusion of language in S 2084 that would provide for incremental increases
in cash assistance benefits until they reach the poverty line.
Cost-of-living
We support inclusion of language providing an automatic cost-of-living Increase for cash assistance benefits. The current food stamp program and the
Supplemental Security Income program both contain an automatic cost-of-living
provision. To omit cost-of-living adjustments, as does 8 2084 is a step backward
for millions of poor Americans, who, as you know, are the hardest hit by
inflation.
Food stamps
We advocate retention of the food stamp program as a means to supplement
benefits until federal benefit levels are adequate.
Day care
As I mentioned earlier, the League lobbied hard for inclusion of day care
in the Administration's welfare plan. We were pleased that the final Carter
proposal contained a day care deduction for single parents of $150 a month for
one child and $300 for two or more children. While this provision is essential
to encourage women with young children to work, it does not go far enough.
First, the day care deduction must be expanded to include two-parent families. Currently, the food stamp program and AFDC permit two-parent families
receiving benefits to deduct child care expenses. Because so many families
require two incomes to maintain a decent standard of living, the day care
deduction must be available to these families to offset some of the additional
e'cpenses of the two parent working family.
Second, S 2084 fails to address the other side of the day care coin-the
supply issue. The day care deduction means little in those areas of the country
where day care is not available-either center care or baby sitters. In 1975,
almost 6.5 million children under six had working mothers. In the same year,
according to a survey commissioned by IIEW's Office of Child Development,
only about three million children were in licensed day care centers, nursery
schools or licensed family day care homes. This left over 3.5 million children
in unlicensed centers or homes, cared for by relatives or, in too many cases,
left to fend for themselves while parents were at work. And, of course, we
have no figures on the number of parents unable to accept work because day
care is not available. Adequate, high quality day care must be made available
for those children and their parents.
The Administration's plan to channel Public Service Employment workers
into day care centers is not sufficient to meet day care needs. We strongly urge
that additional funds be made available, either by increasing amounts earmarked for day care under Title XX or by authorizing funds under S 2084,
to expand the supply of licensed day care slots to meet the needs of all parents
with preschool children participating in either the cash or jobs program who
want to work.
Accountable period
One of the most controversial provisions of S 2084 is the provision which
would base eligibility for cash assistance payments on income earned over the
previous six months. This "six month retrospective accountable period" is a
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drastic departure from the current AFDC and SSI programs, which base
eligibility and benefits on current and prospective income needs.
HEW estimates that the six month provision would reduce benefits to recipients by between $1.5 and $2.5 billion compared to a current needs test under
the Carter proposal. The League, however, cannot support a savings that would
hurt many prospective recipients. The, League would support a reasonable
compromise between retrospective and prospective accounting such as the one
contained in the recently passed food stamp bill, which averages income received in the previous month with income anticipated in the coming month to
determine eligibility and benefit levels.
Under 8. 2084, a family of four with an income over $8,400 annually would
be ineligible for assistance from oneto six months after applying for benefits.
But delays would be even longer considering that under the retrospective
system benefits based on a given month's income will not be processed and in
the hands of recipients for up to 45 days according to IIEW estimates.
The Administration seems to expect that families with an income over $8,400
would be able to save for adversity. We find this expectation unrealistic when
studies show and our own experience indicates that families are not able to
save until their income approaches $20,000. Furthermore, if a low- or moderateincome family wore able to save funds to tide them over in an emergency, they
would be ineligible for assistance if their savings exceeded the assets limit
contained in 8 2084.
The Administration argues that the emergency assistance program contained
in S 20084 could be used by states to provide benefits in emergency situations
for families who were ineligible for benefits due to the six-month retrospective
accountable period. The League does not believe that the harmful effects of
the six-month retrospective accountable period will be remedied by this emergency assistance fund. In the first place, the money will be distributed to the
states as a block grant. There is no assurance that states will choose to spend
part of their allocation to provide for families who are without income due
to the six-month retrospective accountable period. Second, we question the
adequacy of the total $620 million authorization. Comprehensive data on the
total expenditures for emergency needs is not collected, but available statistics
indicate that much more than $620 million is currently spent by all levels of
government.

Again, we would support an accountable period similar to the one contained
-in the recently passed food stamp bill, which averages income received in the
previous month with income anticipated in the coming month to determine
eligibility and benefit levels.
State supplementation/flscal relief
The League has always insisted that any welfare reform plan must assure
that current recipients receive benefits equal to or greater than what they
currently receive. Thirty-eight states and the District of Columbia currently
provide combined AFDC and food stamp benefits that exceed the $4,200 level
for a family of four contained in the Carter proposal. If these states do not
continue to supplement to current levels, large numbers of recipients will receive lower benefits under S 2084 than they now receive.
It is impossible to predict precisely the amount of supplementation in each
state, since this decision rests ultimately with state legislatures and will depend in large part on the state of the economy and of state budgets when
the supplementation question is under consideration. But preliminary' information from the states seems to indicate that while high benefit states by
and large intend to maintain benefits to current levels, at least during the
first years of operation, the same assumption cannot be made for midrange
states. Moreover, even high benefit states may decide to cut back supplementation in the event of an economic downturn, since state costs will increase
dramatically as more people revert to the cash assistance program.
We favor increased incentives for state supplementation and an increase In
the number of public service Jobs, if required, both to provide additional fiscal
relief to states and to encourage more adequate cash assistance benefit levels.
We also urge the committee to consider creating more public service jobs and
expanding eligibility for these jobs as a means of protecting states from additionni costs and providing more adequately for recipients.
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Grandmothcrng
We believe that the provisions in S 2084 that would reimburse states for
"grandmothering" AFDC must be strengthened. Under S 2084, a state is reimbursed for 100 percent of the cost of "grandmothering" current 881 recipients.
Only 75 percent of the cost of "grandmotheriug" current AFDC recipients will
be picked up by the federal government, and this will happen only if the state
spends over 90 percent of 1977 assistance expenditures in the first year of
operation of the new program. The League believes states should be required
to hold current AFDC and S81 recipients harmless, and that they should be
reimbursed by the federal government for 100 percent of these costs.
JOBS COMPONENT

The League has been a longtime advocate of expanded employment opportunities as the best alternative to welfare. We were therefore pleased with the
emphasis on Job counseling and referral and direct job creation embodied in
S 2084. We believe the intent of the Jobs portion of the plan is, for the most
part, commendable. However, Intent is not enough. Specific language to assure
the intent is put into effect is necessary.
Number of jobs
It is our view that the current Administration proposal does not go far
enough in providing employment opportunities for all low income people who
could benefit from them. It seems to us that the 1.4 million public service Jobs
to be created are not sufficient to provide a job for every eligible individual who
wants to work. The Department of Labor's estimate of the number of PSE
jobs required is based on the assumption that unemployment will be down to
5.6 percent by 1981. If unemployment is higher, 1.4 million PSE jobs will clearly
be inadequate.
A last minute addition to the jobs component was the inclusion of 300,000
part-time job slots out of the 1.4 million jobs figure. These slots were added
to provide employment opportunity for single heads-of-households--read
'women"-with children between the ages of 7-14 years. We question whether
these 300,000 part-time positions will be created, since S 2084 does not require
that a specific percentage of PSE jobs created be part-time slots. We doubt
that the figure of 300,000 part-time job slots will cover the pool of eligible people,
which includes those who want to volunteer as well as those who are required
to work. The League urges that you include language which will assure an
adequate number of part-time jobs.
The assumption that PSE participants will stay in a public service Job for
an average of only 26 weeks is optimistic to say the least. The Labor Department is counting on private sector employment opportunities to encourage
PSE participants to move out of public service employment rapidly. But, if
private employment opportunities are limited-and I would point that nothing in the plan would stimulate private sector job creation-PSE participants will remain in publicly funded jobs for longer periods, leaving others
eligible for PSE jobs without work and forced to live on the lower cash
assistance benefit.
Given the program's commitment to expanding job opportunities for the poor,
we believe that the Administration should move toward making public service
Jobs an entitlement to all who are eligible, just as cash assistance is an
entitlement to all those eligible.
Principal wcage earner
The Carter Administration "better Jobs and income" proposal currently
limits eligibility for a public service Job to the "principal wage earner" In two
parent families with children. The principal wage earner is defined as the
person who earned the most in the last six months or, alternatively, worked
the most hours. This provision creates a ready-made bias toward men over
women in two-parent families in the allocation of PSE Jobs. In fact, the Department of Labor's own estimates project that only 14 percent of PSE participants from two parent families will be women.
The League of Women Voters strongly believes that the decision concerning
which family member should take a public service Job is a decision best left
up to each family. The allocation of training and employment opportunities
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should not be based on an outmoded conception of who the family breadwinner
should be, but on the needs of the individual family and their decision of
who best could profit from the Job experience.
Job search
The League is opposed to the lirovision in the Jobs program that stipulates
that all families with a member who is expected to work will receive a reduced
benefit during the initial eight week Job search. The lower tier benefit for the
"expected to work" category is $2,300 a year for a family of four, or $44 a
week. An annual five week Job search at the reduced benefit will be required
of all individuals who remain in a PSE job for one year.
The Administration argues that this period of reduced assistance is necessary to provide "an incentive to seek and accept employment." We would
point out that the lower benefit during the eight week job search creates an
incentive for family breakup, since a family with a member who is expected
to work must wait eight weeks before they are eligible for the upper tier cash
assistance benefit. If the father deserted however, his family would immediately become eligible for-tbe higher benefit as long as a child under seven
was present.
Numerous work incentives-including the $3,800 income disregard, the low
benefit reduction rate, the wage supplement and the earned income tax creditalready exist in S 2084 which make work more financially rewarding than not
working. We strongly believe that these financial incentives are sufficient to
ensure that poor individuals will in fact seek and accept jobs. HEW Secretary
Joseph Califano has stated many times that the poor want desperately to work.
Numerous studies support this assertion. The eight week "job search" payment,
however, does not.
Denying adequate benefits for the initial eight week "Job search" is unnecessary as well as inhumane. The upper tier benefit ($4,200 for a family of four)
should be available to families with a member who is expected to work until
a job-in either the public or private sector-is provided.
Sex discrimination
Prime sponsors administering the public service jobs program under Title II
of S 2084 would be required to comply with prohibitions against discrimination
on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age, political affiliation
or beliefs that are contained in the current Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act.
An examination of participation rates in Title II and Title VI of CETA
suggest that existing prohibitions against sex discrimination are not sufficient
to assure the equitable allocation of Jobs. In 1975, 65.8 percent of participants
under Title II were men, while only 34.2 percent were Women. Under Title VI,
the proportions were even more skewed-70.2 percent of Title VI participantswere males, while only 29.8 percent were females.
We believe that more needs to be done to assure equitable ti-eatment of all
categories of the unemployed, both under existing CETA programs, and under
the Title IX to be created by 8 2084. First, prime sponsors should be required
to develop, submit and carry out affirmative action plans. Prime sponsors should
be required to show not only how they plan to serve the various target
populationB, but also how they plan to ensure that women are given the
opportunity to participiite in training and job placement on an equal footing
with men. As the WIN experience shows, too often women are channeled into
low paying traditional "women's work" instead of higher paying non-traditional
fields.
Finally, the Department of Labor should rigorously enforce anti-discrimination provisions, and make clear to prime sponsors that funds will be cut off
for persistent failure to plan and carry out effective affirmative action plans.
We urge the Public Assistance Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee to seriously consider S 2084, the Administration's welfare reform bill, to
make the necessary improvements and to report out a comprehensive welfare
reform bill that will begin to provide for the needs of the nation's poor in an
adequate and equitable manner. To do less is to sacrifice what may well be the
last opportunity to achieve meaningful, comprehensive welfare reform for many
years to come.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
SUMMARY
The National Council of Jewish Women, an 85 year old organization of
100.000 members, is a volunteer organization dedicated to advancing human
welfare and the democratic way of life through a coordinated program of
education, service and social action in the Jewish and general communities,
locally, nationally and internationally. It has a long history of concern about
the welfare system.
At its biennial convention In New York In March 1977, the NCJW adopted
a resolution "to work for a program of Income maintenance and supportive
services which will provide at least a minimum national standard of living
for every individual, while a) protecting atA respecting the rights and dignity
of recipients and b) maintaining work incentives." In preparation for an
examination of the national Issue of welfare reform, the NCJW developed a
_study guide to assist its local Sections (chapters) in this examination, distributed nationally this past summer for use in-fall programs. This study guide
includes a beginning list of specific criteria as a basis for judging proposals for
reform of the income maintenance system.
The testimony compares HR 9030/S 2084, the Administration proposal, with
HR 10950, the proposal of the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform, both
called the Better Jobs and Income Act, in light of a series of questions raised
in testimony before the House Subcommittee in November 1977. Specifically
addressed are changes relating to eligibility determination, job search, indexing
cash benefits, CETA rate of pay, additional funds for child day care. Also
addressed are areas where no changes have been made: need for linkage of
support services and income maintenance; earned income tax credit; need for
Job training; restriction of CETA employment to one adult in family; parttime employment design problems; necessity to consider local cost of living;
Hold Harmless; problems of teen-agers; fiscal relief to states with heaviest
burden; jobs in the private voluntary sector. Also discussed Is the pilot preschool education program proposed in HR 10950.
The National Council of Jewish Women urges the Congress to examine carefully the effects of proposed changes on the individual and the family, as well
as the total financial cost to the Federal and State governments.
STATEMENT

I am Dorothy Lasday, a resident of Dutchess County, New York. I am here
today to speak for the National Council of Jewish Women, as chairwoman of
the Welfare Reform work group of its National Affairs Committee. The National Council of Jewish Women is a volunteer organization of 100,000 members in over 200 communities across the country, dedicated in the spirit of
Judaism to advancing human welfare and the democratic way of life through
a coordinated program of education, service and social action in the Jewish
and general communities, locally, nationally and internationally. We appreciate
the opportunity to share with you some of our concerns about welfare reform,
based on a long history of concern about the welfare system.
At our biennial convention in New York in March 1977, the National Council
of Jewish Women adopted the following National Resolutions:
We Therefore Resolve:
The National Council of Jewish Women believes that a healthy community,
sound family life and individual welfare are interdependent. It believes, therefore, that our democratic society must give priority to programs which meet
human needs and that the public and private sectors must cooperate to achieve
this end.
We Therefore Resolve:
1. To work for a program of income maintenance and supportive services
which will provide at least a minimum national standard of living for every
individual, whlle:
(a) Protecting and respecting the rights and dignity of recipients.
(b) Maintining work incentives.
2. To work to ensure that adequate amounts of wholesome nutritious food are
available to all men, women and children.
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3. To support a sound social security system which will:
(a) Provide adequate benefits.
(b) Not penalize recipients who wish to !remain In the work force.
(c) Eliminate gender-related inequities regardless of family status.
(d) Provide independent coverage for the homemaker.
4. To support a comprehensive and universal national health insurance
program.
5. To work for the development, expansion, and adequate financing of quality
comprehensive child care programs available to all children.
6. To promote and support programs and services for the care and rehabill.
tation of families and individuals with special needs.
7. To work for safe and sanitary housing without discrimination, including
support of scatter-site, subsidized, low and middle-income housing.
In response to an inquiry from Secretary Callfano, the National Council of
3ewish Women's National Affairs Committee, with input from its 200 members
from across the country, at its meeting on March 3, 1977, reaffirmed longstanding positions in stating that welfare reform should include:
(1) A federalized maintenance program to provide at least a minimum of
a Federal poverty level;
(2) Reduction of the high cost of administration of the program by determining eligibility by means of an affidavit and with selective audits to prevent
fraud. (3) Provision of adequate services for child care when the person who has
prime responsibility for the care of children wants to work; and
(4) Imp!ementation of universal national health insurance and elimination
of the Medicaid program, which requires a high local and state administrative
expenditure for welfare agencies.
As an organization the National Council of Jewish Women is convinced that,
in the long run, Jobs must be made available at a living wage, so that people
can be employed and welfare rolls can be reduced permanently.
At the National Council of Jewsh Women's Biennial Convention In San
Francisco in March 1975, "Social Security Programs" was adopted as one of
the eleven NCJW program priorities for the biennium. The intent was to include a wide range of legislation under consideration by the Congress: full
employment, Income maintenance, national health insurance, social security,
etc. The National Affairs Committee decided that studies undertaken by the
National Council of Jewish Women prior to 1970 on income maintenance were
no longer adequate for examination of "welfare reform" as a proposed new
national policy. The committee leadership undertook to develop a study guide
to assist with this examination, sent to all our Sections (local chapters) early
in the summer so that the study would be included in program plans for this
fall. Many Sections across the country have already scheduled study groups
or are planning community meetings on aspects of welfare reform.
As the National Council of Jewish Women developed the study guide last
fall, with publication delayed until the President announced the Administration's general outline of goals for welfare reform on May 2, 1977, we began to
list specific criteria as a basis for judging proposals for reform of the income
maintenance system:
(1) Simplification of the current welfare system.
(2) Moveijent toward full Federal responsibility for minimum grant programs as quickly as transfer of administration from the states is possible.
(3) Uniform national standards of eligibility.
(4) Coverage of all the poor, including childless couples and single persons.
(5) Income maintenance benefits at a level no less than the officially established poverty level and with adequate recognition of differences in cost of
living and also cost of living increases.
(6) A work incentive program for those able to work which would:
(a) Motivate but not compel enrollment for training and employment;
(b) Provide appropriate job opportunities at no less than the Federal
minimum wage upon completion of training;
(c) Provide cost of adequate services for child care when the person
wlto has the prime responsibility for the care of children wants to work.
(7) Costing out within economically sound limits for the Federal government.
(8) Protection of and respect for the rights and dignity of recipients.
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(9) Encouragement of family stability.
We in the National Council of Jewish Women were pleased that many of
these criteria coincided 'with the general principles for welfare reform announced by President Carter on May 2nd, although we did not see how It was
feasible to meet his first goal-no higher initial cost than the present programunless there was a major upturn in the economy.
In the National Council of Jewish Women's initial examination of H.R.
9030/8. 2084, The Better Jobs and Income Act, we came up with some fifteen
questions for which we needed answers, for presentation to the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform. Summarized, these questions addressed major concerns of our organization for nearly 85 years.
Do the proposals now under consideration encourage family stability? Have
they been examined in light of the experiences of those states which implemented AFDC-UF and also those states with home relief programs for those
not eligible for AFDC?
Has consideration been given for the needs of our most precious national
resource-the children? Does the Better Jobs and Income Program as Initially
designed, or as modified, encouage families with children to become financially
independent of cash grants, whether they be single parent or two-parent
families?
The list of original questions has been attached to this 'statement.
At the IWY National Women's Conference in Houston in November 1977, an
overwhelmng majority of the 1,981 delegates from across this country rceognized that welfare is primarily a women's issue and revised the proposed
Welfare plank, including a change of title to "Women, Welfare and Poverty"
(also attached). The plank as adopted expressed many of NCJW's concerns
formulated in our questions.
Comparison of H.R. 9030/S 2084 with H.R. 10950
1. Eligibility detcrmfnation.-The House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform
has modified the original proposal in some of the areas which v ere punitive
to women and children. H.R. 10950 eliminates consideration of the income of
the past six months for determining eligibility, which certainly failed to
recognize that today families of modest income do not have sufficient resources
to sustain themselves for several months after loss of job. Only currently
available income will be considered to determine eligibility and benefit level.
2. Job search.-The annual Job search requirement at severely reduced income bas also been modified so that the job search at reduced income would
not be required if the Secretary of Labor determines that there are no Jobs
available in the community. While this is an improvement, it still fails to confront the real issue: Most adult welfare recipients are women with childrenwomen who want to work. The reduced benefit for the .family with children
is punitive to those children. It also fails to recognize that job search costs
money for transportation and for child care, if the job search is to be intensive
and not sporadic.
3. Indezing cash beneflt.-The indexing of cash benefits to the cost of living
is a much needed modification in this period of continued high inflation. The
change in provisions for emergency assistance, locating this in the agency that
administers cash benefits, is also an improvement, along with inclusion of funds
to meet special needs including those of migrants.
4. CETA. 'rate of pa.-The changes in the Jobs program by HR 10950 are
responsive to concerns expressed that providing CETA jobs only at the minimum wage could cause displacement of workers: Added is a provision that a
worker could not be paid less than the rate prevailing for similar work for
the same employer, with the average rate not to exceed $7,700, and the
maximum not to exceed $9,600.
5. Funds for child day care; need for 'Federal standard8.-Authorization for
use of 5% of CETA overhead costs for the provision of day care for children
of single parent families in the 'work program Is certainly a recognition that
the continued ceiling on funds for Title XX of the Social Security Act would
not permit all needed child care to be funded by Title XX. But the NCJW
urges that any Federal funding of child care include the requirement that such
child care meet Federal standards. The National Council of Jewish Women's
survey Windows on Day Care, published in 1971, and follow-up examinations,
indicab? that standards are necessary to protect the child.
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0. Linkage of support services and income mainfentance.-But there has been
no linkage indicated for necessary Title XX support services for income
maintenance recipients, if a state chooses the option of Federal intake as well
as computation and payment. We have seen problems in some areas for S51
recipients in need of services because of poor communications between the
Social Security Administration and the-local social services department, often
because the SSA does not maintain an office staffed full time in the local
,community but comes in once or twice a month.
7. Earned income tax credit.-Another area of our concern has not been
addressed: The Earned Income Tax Credit will not provide monthly assistance
to families who do not have Income tax deductions from their pay checks and
consequently will not provide the needed assistance provided by food stamps to
meet the nutritional needs of growing children, and is not given for CETA
employment.
8. Need for job trainin.-HIR 10950, like HR 9030/S 2084 and other welfare
reform proposals, makes no effort to include job training as part of the CETA
Job placement, nor its it specified that employment must Include certain fringe
benefits, especially comprehensive health insurance. Most employment opportunities for untrained women are dead-end Jobs at minimum wage, which
provide no opportunity for the woman and her family to become economically
independent. There must be training opportunities for available jobs at decent
wages, including training for non-traditional employment. A requirement to
take employment which does not include comprehensive health insurance is
truly punitive and not in the best interests of our chief natural resource, our
children. Some temporary provision must be provided until national health
insurance becomes a reality, since hearings on such legislation have not even
begun in the 95th Congress.
9. One adult family restriction for CETA employment.-Not conducive to the
goal of family stability is the restriction that limits the CETA employment
to one adult in the family. A large number of two-parent families today have
Income above the poverty level only because both adults work. Only 2% of
husband-wife families are below the poverty level of 40% state median income
,when both husband and wife work, according to Department of Labor statistics.
10. Part-time employment design problem.-Apparently those who designed
the part-time employment program for women with children are unaware that
in the private sector most part-time and flex-time Jobs are for the convenience
of the employer. During preparations for the Employment Workshops at the
New York State Women's Meeting last July 1, I learned that most such.jobs
occur in the private sector at times when most children are out of school: peak
shopping times at shopping centers (late afternoon) ; evenings for data proc,essors; Saturdays and Sundays in businesses open 7 days per week. In day
-care centers they occur in the early morning (before school for young children)
And after school. Moreover, $150 per month will not purchase licensed fulltime care for young children nor $300 per month for a family of three or four
children when school age children must be ca'-ed for full time In the summer
and during other vacations. While sliding fee scales often list such a limit,
it must be recognized.that these fee scales are subsidized. Employers of parttime and flex-time workers want assurance of reliability of attendance, not
dependent on school schedules of days off.
11. Necessity to use local cost of living.-There is one major problem with
all the current reform proposals: Using the national poverty level is not a
realistic standard In high cost living areas. While $4,200 annual, untaxed
Income for a family of four can give an adequate subsistence level in a few
states, It is grinding poverty in the cities of the highly Industrialized states
because it is based on 65% of the national poverty level. There must be some
recognition of the cost of living in the area of residence, especially in the colder
states with high fuel costs.
12. Hold harmlees.-We must comment on the fiscal relief projected for the
individual states and the Hold Harmless savings projected in material sent
to us in February by Assistant Secretary of State Aaron. Our State Public
Affairs Chairwomen across the country have found that their state and local
officials have expressed concern that the cost projections have not adequately
considered the numbers of newly eligible recipients that this legislation will
bring onto their roles. In those states which do not have AFDC-UF, they
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project a much larger Increase. In most Atahts, no consideration has been given
to ihe increased caseloads due to the elimination of medicaid abortions.
13. Problcma of teen-ager.--No adequate consideration is given to the problems of teen-age mothers and their children, who must be included in their
parents' household under IIR 10950. In New York State we have already seen
how punitive such a regulation can be, not only for teen mothers, but also for
homeless youth, both boys and girls, who have been able to find a home
because" the ADC was available to another relative who could not otherwise
afford to support a teen-ager.
14. Fiscal relief to states with heaviest burden.-But the benefits of the
Hold Harmless provision, as projected in the HEW material, work to the detriment of those states which have attempted in the past to take care of their
needy population. The states with the highest welfare loads in general have no
relief under the Hold tlarmiess provisions, especially the industrialized northern states which have the highest rates of unemployment and which have not
resonded to the up-turn in the economy following the recession.
15. Jobs in the non-profit voluntary sector.-The Jobs Program does not take
cognizance of the fact that employment in the United States is provided by
three areas. Reference is made to public sector and private sector employment.
Little consideration has been given to the fact that the greatest growth in jobs
has occurred in a third sector-the private, voluntary, non-profit sector which
does not have the capacity to provide many of the benefits of so-called private
for-profit sector employment and in general has a lower wage scale. Yet this
is the area of greatest growth in jobs for women.
16. Pre-sehool education program.-A new element has been added to HR
10950 on which we must comment: Title III, Establishment of Preschool Education Programs. This pilot child development program is to be developed in
the period of time prior to full implementation of welfare reform by establishing a pilot program in each of the ten Federal regions using the public schools,
for children 8 months to 4 years. It has two elements, a half-day program
for three and four year olds in school, and an out-reach program for mothers
and younger children, working with them in their own homes and in resource
rooms in the schools.
Such programs have already been extensively tested. A pilot program in each
region would provide no new information-what is needed is broad implemnentation. Unfortunately, results of pilot programs already funded have not been
disseminated widely. Outreach programs to help mothers work with their
toddlers for language development have indeed been very effective. Some have
been piloted working through school,: (1) BEEP in a Boston suburb in a
middle income neighborhood has been widely publicized. (2) In Poughkeepsie,
New York, the proposal is in full operation, combining a New York State Experimental Pre-Kindergarten Program in an unused school building for three
and four year olds from low income families for half a day. In addition, they
have added a pilot Home-Start program, with City School Board funds matched
by a grant from the State Division of Youth through the Dutchess County
Youth Board, which works with mothers and younger children. NursePractitioners In our county well-baby clinics have attested that the program has
had a major impact on the development of toddlers, as evidenced in the
developmental spurt made by several Infants; they had not been aware of the
program but found out about it when inquiring as to the reason for the positive
changes. Yet the funding for the Home-Start program ends In June. (3) HEW
has had a national test of such an early intervention program known as VIP.
(4) We in NCJW are enthusiastic supporters of such programs because of the
success of the home intervention program known as Home Instruction Program
for Pre-School Youngsters conducted in Israel by the NCJW Research Institute for Innovation in Education, which has been greatly expanded by their
Ministry of Education. (Supportive material on these programs is attached.)
8. 2777, Baker-Bellmon bill
A copy of S 2777 was received only on Saturday. A detailed analysis could
not be made in the short time available. But the concept of subsidit.ed Jobs in
the private sector has been tried before for the unemployed. It would be important to examine the results of those programs very carefully. My own limited
experience with them indicated that they seemed to provide a revolving door:
shortly after the subsidization ended, the employee was discharged.
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As a national organization involved in community services in individual
communities across the country, we in the National Council of Jewish Women
have learned from personal experience in working with public assistance recipients about the current inequities in our income maintenance programs. We
recognize the need for broad reform to a uniform national program.
The NCJW urges the Congress to examine carefully the effects of proposed
changes on the individual and the family, as well as the total financial cost
to the Federal and State governments. We are uneasy about our examinations
of each of the new proposals. This is perhaps best expressed in comments made
by Anne R. Greer, chairman of NCJW Los Angeles Section's Welfare Reform
Study Group, after an intensive eight-session study: "I find it very hard to judge the new plan on its own merits without taking
Into consideration its relation to taxation, the Job market, the economy, etc. I
hope more consideration will be given to training older people, such as displaced homemakers, who want or need to enter the job market....
"I am uneasy about the categories of who can and cannot be 'expected' to
work. Who will make the rulings and on what basis? . . . Welfare recipients
should be treated with dignity, courtesy and must be assured prompt access to
determination of problems, grievances, appeals and/or court actions....
"I find no provision for emergency assistance to a state which may become
fiscally impotent. ..

"

And so it goes. Each change, each improvement, brings awareness of additional aspects which must be examined in detail, for which basic information
is difficult to find-and for which differing answers are provided by experts.
The National Council of Jewish Women recognizes the urgent need for
unification of the many programs now called our welfare system. But we
cannot support any unification plan that is punitive to women and children,
or which does not strengthen the stability of the family.
ZXCERPTS FROM TESTIMONY BEFORE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON WELFARE REFORM,
NOVEMBER 2, 1977

In the National Council of Jewish Women's initial examination of HR. 9030,
The Better Jobs and Income Act, we have come up with a number of questions
for 'vhich we need answers:
(1) Will the "cashing out" of food stamps continue the greater equity which
the stamps provided between low benefit and higher benefit states?
(2) Will the EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit) pro' ide the same regular
monthly assistance to the low and modest income wor' ing family as provided
by food stamps? In other words, will there be an adequate information program for- effective implementation of the withholding exemption certifics'e?
What about those who have no taxes withheld now?
(3) Will the proposed program, eliminating SSI (Sspplemental SecurityIncome), provide the same protection for 'our most vulnerable population-the
aged, blind and handicapped-as does SSI, which is indexed to the cost of
living?
(4) Since the Administration's welfare reform proposal includes a Federal
floor for benefits, indicating that the state/local option has not adequately
provided for a minimally acceptable living standard, will there be Federal
standards for support services to be paid for under the plan, such as child
day care? The National Council of Jewish Women's survey "Windows On Day
Care," published in 1971, and follow-up examinations indicate that standards
are necessary to protect the child.
(5) How will linkages be made to necessary support services under Title XX,
SSA, if a state opts for Federal intake as well as computation and payment?
We have seen problems in some areas when SSI recipients are in need of services, because of poor communication between the Social Security Administration
and the local social services department.
(6) -Since there is a mandatory requirement for training and/or employment
for the woman head of family receiving income support when her youngest
child is 7 years or older, at least half time:
(a) What kind of incentives will be provided for employers so they will
develop flex-time and share-time jobs for part-time employment that fits
the child's school day?
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(b) Will the $150/month income disregard or allowance for child care for
only the single parent. family with one child adequately cover the cost
of child care when the mother i employed full-time, especially on schoolfree days, with full-time care during summers and school vacations? Can
this $150/month be averaged out over the full year for school-age children?
Would deducting child care cost from income before calculating benefits
result in a net loss of income to these families?
(c) Will $300/month provide care in urban areas for three or four children, for example, full-time in the summer?
(7) Will the mother of a pre-school child be allowed the option to train for
employment or to work, which may be in the best interests of both the child
and herself?
(a) Will there be Federal financial participation In the cost of child
care meeting minimum Federal standards for the pre-school child?
(b) Would this be limited to $150 per month for one child, $300 for
mo'e than one child?
(8) While we have heard that In 12 states recipients will receive higher
benefits than currently receiving, has there been information to indicate that
the current benefits level under consideration includes food stamps? What will
be the effect on benefits for families in other states, especially in areas of high
living costs?
(9) With the inferred reduction in the extended unemployment compensation
program and the transfer of the longer term unemployed to the Better Jobs and
Income Program after several months of collectisg unemployment insurance,
how many of the unemployed would meet eligibility standards for assets if
they are people who had been previously employed regularly with middle
income for many years?
(10) Will moving those currently on extended unemployment compensation
into the CETA Jobs program eliminate training and employment opportunities
for the most disadvantaged population?
(11) Since a large number of two-parent families have incomes above the
poverty level only because both adults work, how can restricting the CETA
employment to one adult in the family at the minimum wage as proposed, help
the family to move off the cash assistance rolls? (Only 2% of husband-wife
families are below the poverty level of 40% state median income, when both
husband and vife work.)
(a) Is 40% state median income a realistic poverty level? Why has the
percentage been lowered steadily in the past 20 years?
(b) Is the national poverty level a realistic standard in high cost
living areas?
(12) Will the change in CETA, from Jobs at the going rate of pay to Jobs
at the minimum wage, eliminate Jobs at a living wage?
(13) What immediate fiscal relief will there be for the state/local governments? Over the long term?
(14) What effect will the Federal take-over of computation and payment
have on state/local social services district employment?
NATIONAL PLAN Or ACTION ADOPTED AT NATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFEaENCE

(November 18-21, 1978, Houston, Tex)
lJAR
WOMEN, WF

AND POVETY

The Federal and State governments should assume a role in focusing on welfare and poverty as major women's issues. All welfare reform proposals should
be examined specifically for their impact on women. Inequality of opportunity
for women must be recognized as a primary factor contributing to the growth of
welfare rolls.
Women in poverty, whether young or old, want to be part of the mainstream
of American life.
Poverty Is a major barrier to equality for women. Millions of women who
depend on Income transfer programs or low paying jobs for their basic life support may be subject to the multiple oppression of sexism, racism, poverty and
they are often old or disabled.
Many other women because of discriminatory employment practices, sodal
security laws, differential education of men and women, and lack of adequate
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child care are just one step away from poverty. Consequently, the elimination
of poverty must be a priority of all those working for equal rights for women.
Along with major Improvements in the welfare system, elimination of poverty
for women must include Improvements in social security and retirement systems,
universal minimum wage, non-traditional Job opportunities, quality child care,
comprehensive health Insurance, and comprehensive legal services. A concerted
effort must be made to educate the public about the realities of welfare, the
plight of the blind, the aged, the disabled, single-parent.families and other low
income women.
We support increased Federal funding for income transfer programs (e.g.
Social Security, SS1, AFDC). Congress should approve a Federal floor under
payments to provide an adequate standard of living based on each State's cost
of living for all those in need. And, Just as with other workers, homemakers
receiving Income transfer payments should be afforded the dignity of having
that payment called a wage, not welfare.
We oppose the Carter Administration proposal for welfare reform (HR 9030),
which among other things eliminates food stamps, threatens to eliminate CETA
training and CETA Jobs paying more than minimum wage, and does not guarantee adequate day care, and we oppose proposals for "workfare" where welfare
mothers would be forced to "work off" their grants which is work without wage,
without fringe benefits or bargaining rights, and without dignity. IR 9030 further requires those individuals and families without income to wait weeks or
even months before even the inadequate grant is available.
We strongly support a welfare reform program developed from on-going consultation with persons who will be impacted.
This program should 1) be consistent with the National Academy of Science
recommendation that no individual or family living standard should be lower
than half the median family income level for substantial periods (after taxes)
and this income should not fall below the government defined poverty level of
family income even for shorter periods; 2) help sustain the family unit; and 3)
insure that women on welfare and other low income women who choose to work
not be forced into jobs paying less than the prevailing wage.
In order to improve the status of women, the following actions should be
taken :
(a) To insure that welfare and other poor are not discriminated against as an
economic class, affirmative action guidelines should be drawn up to provide that
all employers who are recipients of Federal and/or State contract monies be
required to show that they are hiring recipients.
(b) There should be targeting of funds by local CETA advisory boards for
the placement and training of women in non-traditional higher paying jobs,
consistent with the original mandate.
(c) The Department of Labor should make a study of Jobs and wages based on
a standard of comparable worth, and speedily move the implementation of that
gtudy in all government positions.
(d) Unions should devote additional energy to the organization of women to
upgrade pay and working conditions for women in traditional employment.
Quality child care should be a mandated Title XX service, available to all
families on an ability to pay basis throughout training, education, job search
and employment.
Congress should encourage education of women by insuring-that Federal and
other education grants do not reduce an individual's or family's eligibility for
public assistance in AFDC or any other program.
Comprehensive support. services and social services must be provided and
adequately funded.
SEPHARDI PARENTS TRAINED To HELP CHILDREN NARROW GAP IN EDUCATION

(By David C. Gross)
Although the number of Jews in Israel today who originate from the Middle
Eastern countries is about 55 percent of the population, the percentage of their
children enrolled in Israeli institutions of higher learning Is only 15 per cent.
Nevertheless, this is a doubling of the number who were studying in Israel's colleges and universities a decade ago.
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In an interview with "Tile Jewish Week", Dr. Chaim Adler, who heads the
Research Institute for Innovation in Education at tile IHebrew University's
School of Fducation in Jerusalem, said that the education gap between tile
so-called Oriental Jews In Israel and the Ashkenazim, or European Jews, is
closing, albeit slowly.
The Prague-born educator, who reached Israel with his family just before the
gates of Europe were slammed shut with the outbreak of World War II, is visitIng tile U.S. where he and top officials of the U.S. Office of Education will confer
on educational problems of mutual Interest.
Among the top items on the agenda of both countries, Dr. Adler noted, are
using the family as educator and educational strategies for the disadvantaged.
Although the general approach of the Israeli educators is that the United
States has a great deal of data and expertise to offer Israel, there are a few
areas in which Israel has innovated new approaches which are of great interest
to the Americans involved with baste educational problems and policies.
EXPERIMENT SUCCEEDS

Dr. Adler cited for example the experiment first initiated by his institute,
which is sponsored by the National Council for Jewish Women, in which the
mothers of small children soon to enter the primary grades were first given a
smattering of education, so that they would be able to relate to their own Ohlldren when they started coming home from class, enthusiastic about their new
experiences.
The initial experiment was found to be most successful, and today there are
some 5,000 mothers taking part in the program, with expectations that in a year
the number will grow to twice that. What is involved, Dr. Adler explained, is
that a corps of para-professionals are assigned to a given neighborhood where
there are ifiothers whose children will in a year or two -beeligible for school.
The mothers are Introduced to the basic materials of education-drawing
books, math games, pictures-and made to feel comfortable with the whole learning process. "The scheme gives the mothers the self-confidence to help and guide
their children, and it often introduces them to a whole new world o: learning,"
Dr. Adler added.
Next to Israel's defense and security budget, the largest part of the country's
budget goes to education, the Israeli visitor said, noting that there are one million young people in Israel enrolled in school, from kindergarten through the
university. Although Israel has no shortage of home-grown educational problems,
it also has sor,, special conditions that compare favorably with the educational
achievements and standards of various western countries.
Dr. Adler noted, for example, that in all of Asia, only Israel and Japan have
free, compulsory education for all boys and girls, from the age of five through
fifteen. Although high school, from age 15 to 18, requires tuition fees, none of the
children f-iom the disadvantaged sectors are deprived of schooling for economic
reasons. The Israeli Govrnment pays their tuition fees, and the youngsters from
more affluent homes wind up paying higher fees, often as high as those charged
in the university.
ORIENTALS DROP OUT

The academic high schools account for those planning to go onto higher education, Dr. Adler explained, but although some 40 percent of the students are
Oriental in the first year, there is a heavy drop-out rate and only 20 percent of
the graduates come from the Oriental community. Conversely, some two-thirds
of all the students in the country's vocational and agricultural high schools are
Orientals.
Among the results of recent surveys cited by Dr. Adler were the following
salient points:
Oriental children whose parents were either born or raised In Israel are
higher achievers than those whose parents are recent immigrants.
As the Oriental Jews become more integrated into Israeli society, the cultural differences between them and the Ashkenazic Jews tend to attenuate.
Israel's official school system is divided between "State" schools and "Rellgions" schools, with the latter comprised 80 percent of Oriental Jews.
Ttiere is a serious shortage of manpower in all fields in Israel, including
education.
32-920--78-----6
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Problems of drug addiction, violence and discipline are practically absent
from the Israeli schools.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And now, on our closing panel of the morning, we have Mr. Irving Schloss, who is a representative of the
American Foundation for the Blind. Dr. Elizabeth Boggs, who
represents the National Association for Retarded Citizens; and Mr.
Richard Verville, legal counsel for the National Easter Seal Society.
Welcome to you all, and how would You like to beginI
Mr. Scitoss. Mr. Verville will lead off our panel.
Senator MOYNHIAN. Mr. Verville.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. VERVILLE, LEGAL COUNSEL FOR
NATIONAL EASTER SEAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN
Mr. VERVILLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There is really a panel within a panel here, because the three of
us, Mr. Schloss and Dr. Boggs and I, have been working on behalf
of some 14 organizations representing tie blind and disabled to keep
track of this welfare and jobs legislation, work with it through the
House, and are now working with it again, we hope to some conclusion fairly soon.
I just have a very brief opening on behalf of our 14 organizations,
and then Mr. Schloss and Dr. Boggs will get into more substance.
My opening simply is to commend this committee, first of all,
because it was the father, or mother, or whichever term we use now,
of the SSLand that, in a way, is the starting point for our testimony
and it is against SSI that these bills need to be measured.
That is not to say that SSI does not need improvement. We think
it was a major revolution in social welfare law and are extremely
supportive of the Federal administration, of the Federal minimum
benefit, of the work incentives that are there for the aged and the
blind, not so much the disabledSenator MoYNIII AN. I might say, Mr. Verville, that I know you
worked in HEW at that time and that many people recall the family
assistance proposal as having come to nothing, but, indeed, it produced SSI.
Mr. VERVILLE. That is correct, and I think you are due a great deal
of commendation for that. and I would not want to forget to mention
that Senator Dole has done so much for the disabled-not just in
SSI law, but in the Tax Code and many other areas.
The areas where we think SSI probably needs improvement are
areas of jobs. And I think it may be one of those realities that is
counterintuitive that you referred to before that the blind and disabled can work and we are lett out of the jobs programs that have
been created in the various bills.
The jobs subsidies program in S. 2084 and the jobs program in
the Baker-Bellmon bill are targeted on families with children, and
when you look at the data on the disabled and blind who are recipients of SSI they are generally unmarried.
We also have some data to support the proposition that approximately 20 to 25 percent of the new SSI cases will have job potential.
They get referred to rehabilitation but they do not usually end up
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working; 17,000 of 100,000 referrals to rehabilitation !ast year ended
up rehabilitated and in a job, and we think, in part, that is because
there is not a jobs program to match them to after they get rehabilitated.
So we are very interested, and we really want to be listed as one of
those groups that is for work.
Second, we think that there are some needed changes in the benefit
levels in the various programs including the current program to reflect the needs of disabled people, particularly severely disablMT-And
just very quickly, and then Iwill turn it over to Mr. Schloss and
Dr. Boggs, in looking at the three bills before you, 2084, 2777 and
10950, the administration's proposal really does weaken SSI substantially.
It eliminates the price indexing, it confuses administration because
it is no longer Federal, it eliminates work-related expenses and the
earned income disregard for the SSI population.
10950 restored those provisions and 10950 added one very significant thing and that is improved work incentives for the disabled.
As an attachment to our testimony, four pages from the end, you
will see a chart which shows in the broken line here the notch that
the disabled have as a result of earnings.
If they earn $231 on the average per month, all of a sudden they
become no longer disabled and they lose their SSI benefit and their
medicaid eligibility. You can see the notch effect on this graph.
Senator DOLE. We are trying to change that.
Mr. VERVILLE. Right, and the House did change it. You see our
line on 10950 is basically a line similar to, fairly similar to, the line
on the blind and disabled under SSI.
So 10950 makes a significant improvement in addition to restoring
SSI provisions to the administration bill, it does change the definition of disability. But it still does not deal with jobs for the blind
and disabled.
Of course, 2777 pretty much leaves SSI intact, so it is positive in
that respect, but we think there are some real work incentives and
some benefit improvements that could be made.
Mr. SchlossI
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Verville.

Mr. Schloss?
STATEMENT OF IRVING SCHLOSS, AMERICAN FOUNDATION
FOR THE BLIND
Mr. Scimoss. Thank you.
I would like to speak to some of the specifics which we are recommending on behalf of the 14 organizations, namely an increase in
the maximum payable amount proposed in the- administration bill
and in H.R. 10950 from $2,500 a year for an individual to $3,000 a
year; and from $3,750 for an eligible couple to $4,500 a year.
As it now stands, the maximum payable amounts do not quite
take into account the bonus value of food stamps which bothbills
would cash out. In addition, there are major costs which blind and
disabled individuals have which able-bodied individuals do not have
which would justify increasing the maximum payable amounts.
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The Social Security Administration study, "W.Vork Disability in
the United States," indicated that blind and disabled individuals:
have out-of-pocket expenses which exceed those-for medical care-which exceed those of able-bodied persons-and projected from
1972, when that study was made, to 1978 with a 10-percent inflation
rate for increases in medical care costs, the differential seems to be
about $400 a year.
In addition, there are other out-of-pocket expenses which blind
and ,disabled individuals have. Those would be for transportation
costs, other costs which are just in the nature of having handicapping conditions which have to be dealt with through purchase of
certain services, and certain types of equipment, which are helpful.
IL.R. 10950 does correct the problem of indexing the benefits, and
we would commend that provision to you.
In addition, we are recommending an aide and attendance allowance for a severely disabled individual in the amount of $100 a
month. This would be analagous to the special aide and attendance
allowance that is currently in title XXVIII of the United States
Code relating to totally disabled veterans from nonservice connected
causes. Dr. Boggs will elaborate on that position.
Senator Dot. Would the blind qualify?
Mr. ScHLoss. Yes. We do believe that the decision should be left
to a physician to determine those individuals who are so severely
handicapped that they do require some regular aide and attendance
in order to function. In eff ct, it would be quite analagous to a day
care expense and would really, for many individuals, only be partial
payment for what would be substantially costlier out-of-pocket
expenses.
In addition, with regard to living arrangements, H.R. 10950 does
restore the provisions in current SSI law for group living arrangeinents, and Dr. Boggs will discuss that in more detail, too.
Let me go now to work incentives. Before I do, let me touch on
recommetidat ions for the unearned income disregard.
The administration s bill and H.R. 10950 provide for a disregard
of 20 percent of unearned income. We are recommending $25 a
month or 20 percent, whiliever is greater. This would take into
account the situation of individuals who are actually not receiving
minimal social security payments and would have some unearned income which should justifiably be disregarded in computing their
SSI benefit. It is a small increase from the current $20 a month.
With regard to removing work disincentives, H.R. 10950 did restore the provision for disregarding work-related expenses for the
blind. It added another provision which would treat attendant care
for the physically handicapped as a work-related expense. However,
we would like to recommend that work-related expenses for the disabled, as well as the blind, be incorporated in any bill that the
committee does report.
The costs of going to work, social security taxes, income tax, transportation costs, all of these factors, should not serve to deter an
individual who is capable of working and who wants to work from.
doing so.
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With regard to the earned income disregard, the present SSI law
and
H.R. 10950, in contrast to the administration's bill, did restore
this provision, provides for a disregard of the first $65 a month or
$780 a year of earned income plus 50 percent of earnings over that
amount until the individual is no longer entitled to SSI benefits.
We would like to recommend an increase in the disregard of the
'first, monthly earnings from the current $65 a month to $158.
In 1962, when the public welfare amendments of 1962 provided for
.a disregard of first monthly earnings of $85 a month for the blind
and disabled, across the board, the consumer price index was 91.
In December of 1977, it has risen to 186.1. There is an increase
between December of 1962 and December of 1977 of 104.5 percent.
"The increase in the disregard of first monthly earnings that we are
-suggesting does not equal the increase in the Consumer Price Index,
but annualized, it does equal $1,900 a year, which is the disregard
allowed for able-bodied workers in the administration's bill. When
benefit reductions are calculated.
Since time is short, let me skip down to the idea of job search as•sistance which Mr. Verville touched on briefly. We believe that
blind and disabled individuals should clearly be entitled to the jobs
search assistance under the new proposed title IX of CETA and
also to public service employment in the event that jobs are not
forthcoming in the general economy.
Finally, we would definitely recommend continued linkage to
medicaid, continued entitlement to medicaid services for SSI beneficiaries until a comprehensive national health insurance is firmly in
place.
Thank you.
Senator MOYNIIAN. Well, thank you, sir. Dr. Boggs, are you next?
Ms. Booos. I am next and just as a technicality, sir, we hope you
will insert our entire statement in the record. It seems rather lengthy,
but I figured out it is less than three double-spaced pages per organization and less than one word per thousand people who are likely
-to be affected by what you do on this subject.
STATEMENT OF DR. ELIZABETH BOGGS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
Ms. BoGos. I am going to address myself very quickly to the issue
of the allowance for personal services which is covered on pages 9
to 13 and 23 to 25 of our testimony. I was interested, Mr. Chairman,
that you referred to the family allowance mechanism which is so
prevalent in other countries, because, as you are also aware, it is
-common in most advanced European countries to have a so-called
attendant care allowance or other recognition of the extraordinary
needs of people who are the most severely disabled.
People who. study these functional impairment problems recognize that.there are two notches. There are the people who are handi-capped and have extraordinary expenses due, primarily, to the kind
of mechanical types of aides they need-dialysis machines and
wheelhairs and sensory devices and so forth. There are, also people
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who require the personal assistance of another human being on a
regular and recurring basis. They are in a still more dependent
category and have costs which are extraordinary relative to the rest
of the disabled population, and we think that that should be more
clearly recognized.
Senator MoYNmAN. Could I just interject to say, you know, it
would be helpful if you could give a list of such countries and maybe
a little chart of the kind of provisions. That is important.
Ms. BoGus. We would be very glad to do that. We have that in
hand.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
The following countries provide a supplemental amount within the disability
benefit for eligible disabled adults who require extensive personal care (attendance allowance). Three of these have been added since 1975. Additional
countries (not listed) pay such allowances only for work-related disability.
Country

Flat sum

Albania ----------------------------------------------------------

Percent of benefit

Other

211 ..........................

Algeria ---------------------------------------------------------40 ............................
Austria --------------------------------------------------------50 ............................
Australia ------------------------ x ------------------------------------------------------Belgium- ..............
Range
Benin
Range ----------------------------------------------------------.
Bolivia . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...--------------------------------------50 ----------------------------Bulgaria --------------.....-------------------------------------13-38 --.......................
Burundi .---------.........................---------..-----------------------------.
Cameroon -------------------------------------------------------40 ----------------------------Colombia ---------------------.---------------------------------- 10-45 -------------------------"C--echoslovakia ---------------- Range ........................................................
Denm ark -----------------------------------------------------------------------El Salvador----------.
.
..------------------------.---50 ---------------------------X
France -----------------------------.---------------_------_-- 80 ----------------------------Germany -----------------------Range --------------------------------------------------Greece ---------.
. . . ..--------------------------------------50 ----------------------------Guatemala -----------------------------------.------------------25 ----------------------------Guinea -----------------------------------------------------20 ............................
Honduras -------------------------------.-----------------------Up to 50 -----------------------Ireland ------------------------Range ........................................................
Ja n-----------------------------------------------------------25.. ------------_--------_Libya
-------------------------------------------------------Malay(sia
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . U
30..
. tO
. .50......................
. . . . . . . . . .
Mauritania-------------------------------------..........50...............

Morocco --------------------------------------------------------20 ............................
Netherlands -----------------------------------------------------20-25 .........................
Panama ---------------------------------------------------------16 ..........................
Peru ---------------------------Minimum wage ..................................................
Poland---------------------------Portugal
20percent minimum wae ...
..........................
Romania ------------------------ X ---------------------------------------------------------Rwanda ---------------------------------------------------------40 ----------------------------Saudi Arabia ----------------------------------------------------50 -----------------------------

South Africa ---------------------X------------------------------------------------------------

Spain ---------------------------------------------------------- 50............................
Sweden -----------------------------------------------------U to 60 -----------------------Switzerlad --............
------------------------------ ----- 20-80 (income tested)............

Togo ---------..........---------------------------------------uii ....................................-------------------------

50 ----------------------20-25 .........................

Turkey..................----------------14 --.........................
U.S.S----------------------------------------100-110' .......................
United Kingdom .................. X ..............................
-.............................
Upper Volta ----------------------------------------------50 --..........................
Ve lzuella -------------------------------------------------Upto 50 ......
.........
Zaire -----------------------------------------------------5 ............................
is

'In these countries attendance allowances are figured on earnings rather than benefits. Since benefits reflect earnings,
a figure has been calculated which approximates the ratio of the supplement to the benefit which is also received.
Source: Social Security Prorams Throughout the World. Social security Administration, Research Report No. 50 HEW
Publication No. SSA-78-118.

ALLoWAZWS TO FAMeS FoR CARE

or DsAmLD CHILD

Many countries pay family allowances (without means test) to all families
(based on family size) with a breadwinner in covered employment. The following
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countries provide an additional allowance where the family includes a child who
is handicapped. The usual rationale is that the child requires additional attention. In most of these countries health costs as well as social services and education are separately covered.
Argentina
Italy
France
Luxemburg
Belgium
Portugal
Colombia
Spain
Czechoslovakia
Sweden
Denmark
United Kingdom
Hungary
Sources: "Social Security Programs Throughout the World" (see above).
"Social and Economic Conditions of the Mentally Retarded in Selected Countries," by Richard Sterner, published for the U.N. Department of Econdmic and
Social Affairs, by the International League of Societies for the Mentally Handicapped, Brussels, 1976.
Mrs. BoGos. Mr. Schloss mentioned that we are seeing some analogy
here to the day care assistance given to mothers who want to work.
There is a certain economic analogy here and we think that there
should be some options. The House reported bill does permit a workrelatei expense allowance for attendant care for people who work.
That is an option we would like to maintain, but we would also like to
see the alternative available of having what might be called a standard
allowance which applies to people who do not work, cannot work or
who, if they work, work only for very low wages such that not the
disregard would not be effective.
We have expanded on that in our statement and I will not go
further.
Finally, we do want to mention that providing that kind of assistance does add a certain set of jobs to the labor market. It is a
labor-intensive activity, personal assistance, and there would be a
ripple effect of replowing back economically the funds made available.
Senator MOYNHIAN. Surely.

Dr. BoGos. Thank you.
Senator MOYNMIRAW- f-would like to do something that cannot be

done. I think it is Mr. Verville who would like to have you put on
the list of organizations who are in favor of work. I would like to
put you all on the list as number one, but I cannot do that, because
there are 15 of you, but each of you will be high on the list.
And I think you make excellent sense. I wonder, I think it may
have been Mr. Verville or it may have been Mr. Schloss, who suggested that it might be counterintuitive thot disabled persons are a
good source for the work force, and if it is counterintuitive, the great
success with which this has gained recognition is surely one of the
most salient experiences of modern social policy.
It is not new to the experience of the world. Hephaestus, the.
armorer of the gods, was a cripple, lame, and anybody knows that all
of the great fiddlers were blind. The Greeks do it in their mythology
'and we, I think, have also learned it.
There is a limit, and there are resource limits, and you are going
to have to live with them like everybody else does, but within the
capacity of this subcommittee to do the kinds of things that you
suggest, we will do, because we trust you. We trust your prudence,
and we know your experience.
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Mr. Gashel, did you want to say anything, or were you just joining
your colleagues for moral support there ?
STATEMENT OF JAMES GASHEL, CHIEF, WASHINGTON OFFICE,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND
Mr. GASHEL. Mr. Chairman, I think you will find in our statement
that most of our positions agree with those taken by the other organizations. I am going to confine my remarks to a couple of things.
We very forcefully, oppose the repeal of title XVI-"welfare reform". in the area of serving the aged, blind, and disabled. Increasingly we move away from the consideration of people's special needs;
yet it is very important to make allowance for those special needs.
The cash assistance program, no less than any other program such as
rehabilitation services or social services, should focus on the real
iieeds which people have as individual recipients.
We see S. 2084 as the latest Federal effort to overgeneralize about
the problems of poor people in America. Title XVI should not be
abolished, because in many ways, it has focused-in on some of the
special needs which the aged,.blind, and disabled have-and much of
the discussion here this morning was about problems of poor people
which do not particularly relate to those of the aged, blind, and
disabled. In general, the rules will be guided by the larger mass of
recipients and the special categorical problems of the groups that
we represent will be overlooked in this.
One of the ways you can see this is in the overgeneralization about
people as to their ability to work, and that has already been discussed here this morning. Also, S. 2084 omits many of the work
incentives for the aged, blind, and disabled, particularly work expenses for the blind which are in the present SSI law.
So, an appeal to retain title XVI.
Then, finally, on the point of participation in the jobs program,
were just outraged that the administration would come forth with
a proposal which would seem, in our judgment, to be openly discriminatory because it seems that participation in the jobs program
is based on a consideration of whether a person is disabled or not.
The jobs program should be open to all, regardless of disability.
In fact, there is a good reason to argue for an affirmative action program to recruit disabled and blind people into the jobs program.
According to HEW statistics, T0 percent of the employable blind
population is either uneniployed or underemployed. I doubt that you
would find such a high unemployment random sampling of the poor.
So we would like to see some affirmative action in the jobs program
and not be left out of it.

--

That would be the extent of my remarks.
Senator MOYNIIIAN. Well, you could not be more generous. I am

going to have to run. You have heard the five bells, that means that
have 41h minutes to get to the Floor to vote.
I want to thank each of you. I want to express my appreciation.
Your statement, Mr. Gashel, about title XVI is a very clear one
to me. I want to say just once more that we appreciate what you
said because we trust what you said, and as any legislation moves
through this committee we want you-to be right outside the door
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Thank you so much.
Mr. VERVILLE. We also want to commend you for the bill whicl
you cosponsored, which I did not mention in the beginning, which
deals with the work, eliminating the work disincentive, and that is
S. 2505 that deals with the medicaid eligibility of the disabled. That
is an extraordinary movement toward eliminating a work disincentive.
Senator MoYIAN. We are getting along just fine this morning.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
STATEMENT OF JAMES GASHEL, CHIEF, WASHINGTON OFFICE,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND

SUMMARY
With respect to S. 2084, the Administration's proposal to establish a better
Jobs and income program for poor people in the United States, the National
Federation of the Blind takes the following positions:
(1) We favor retention of Title XVI of the Social Security Act and oppose
combining AFDC, SBI, and the food stamp program into a new cash assistance
program designated as Title XXI of the Social Security Act.
(2) We favor the continuation of a federal floor for cash assistance benefits
payable to the aged, blind- and o!sabled, but oppose the levels established ir.
S. 2084, recommending that the bas:. federal benefit payment for a single aged,
blind or disabled individual be $3,0O annually, and $4,500 annually for an
eligible couple.
(3) We oppose the overgeneralizing about the poor in America and especially
reject the presumption that the blind should be classified among the category
of those who cannot work.
(4) We supp:t a package of work incentives aimed at encouraging aged,
blind and disabled persons to seek employment. This package includes the same
level of earned income exclusion as is provided for non-aged, blind or disabled
cash assistance recipients who are expected to work, the reduction of benefits
on a scale of 500 for every $1 earned above the basic earned income exclusion
amount, an exclusion of the work expenses for a blind person which areincurred in connection with producing his or her income, and exclusion of any
income and resources which are necessary for a recipient who is aged, blind
or disabled to fulfill a plan for self-support.
(5) We support the exclusion of unearned income at the levels specified
In S. 2084, but recommend that at lea-t an amount of $25 ot unearned income,
may be excluded as the basic unearned income exemption. With respect to
assets, the $500 total exclusion which is proposed in S. 2084 should be raised
to $2,250 for an eligible household unit with the overall exclusion of assets
placed at $5,000 (as proposed in S. 2085) above which level cash assistance
benefits would not be payable at all.
(6) We support cost-indexing of benefits between the present time and theimplementation of S. 2084 as well as after adoption.
(7) We support mandatory state supplementation of benefits to assure that
no recipient will suffer a reduction in cash assistance as the result of S. 2084
and we propose that states be required to pass along all future cost of living
increases to recipients in order to assure that no individual fails to receive
the proceeds of increases due to inflation.
(8) We support specific provisions assuring eligibility for aged, blind and
disabled person to participate in the jobs program on a non-discriminatory
basis and requirements which assure a priority for such person to participate
in the jobs program (including Job search) as proposed under Title II of
5. 2084.
STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, my name is James Gashel. I am here today representing theNational Federation of the Blind; I serve as chief of the Federation's Wash.
ington Office. Our address is Suite 212 Dupont Circle Building, 1346 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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Thirty eight years ago the blind of this country came together to form
the National Federation of the Blind, believing in the American principle that
self-organization can serve as the means for self-expression. Today the Federation, through its network of 51 state affiliates and more than 450 local chapters
is the most broadly based, fully representative body of blind persons who are
organized to speak for themselves. As the Federation began its work in 1940
it established three principal objectives for the blind--security, equality, and
opportunity. Although there has been progress on each of these goals, much
remains to be done. Clearly the hearings which are being held currently by
the Public Assistance Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee will have
an impact on the lives of thousands of blind people whom we as their national
organization represent. The proposals and legislative actions which emerge
from your deliberations will determine the extent to which the blind achieve
the security, equality and opportunity which we desperately seek to enjoy.
There are many groups affected or potentially affected by any set of proposals which seeks to reform our nation's welfare structure. The number of
interests which must be attended to is overwhelming, and the diversity of these
interests is mind-boggling. This is what makes the job you face in this subcommittee so difficult, but as I begin this statement I want to urge you not
to be overcome by the tendency to generalize the problems in the hope that
simplicity alone can bring some measure of common sense to our welfare system
which many say has fallen into disorder if not disrepute. Universal solutions
may meet the convenient needs of administrators and analysts, but the welfare
programs (above any programs) must be aimed at meeting the unique needs
of people, not the needs of the bureaucrats. Of course, there may be times
when we can find harmony between administrative convenience and human
necessity, but where there is no harmony we must move on the side of those
who are the intended beneficiaries, even if the action offends our sense of
bureaucratic orderliness. Equity does not necessarily demand consistency; in
fact it may call for quite the opposite,
For several years the blind have had a rather well-defined welfare agenda.
The priorities are work, personal independence, and personal dignity. I propose
to analyze the Administration's welfare reform proposal (S. 2084) in light
of these priorities, and I will now turn to this analysis.
(1) A standard of presumed minimum need. The establishment of a federal
floor below which cash benefits may not fall is a plus factor in S. 2084, but
it is nothing new for the aged, blind and disabled who become eligible for the
Supplemental Security Income program (Title XVI of the Social Security Act).
When you consider the cashing out of the food stamp program which is proposed in S. 2084, and a provision which we support, you find that the cash
grant for aged, blind and disabled recipients would be approximately the same
as it is now under Title XVI. While we approve the idea of establishing a
federal floor for benefits, we believe the amount which is proposed Is too low,
and we suggest that the amounts for individuals and couples on the upper tier
be increased to $3,000 and $4,500 respectively. These higher amounts are not
only more-in keeping with the real costs of living at the subsistence level, but
they are also arrived at recognizing that aged, blind and disabled citizens must
often meet special costs related to their condition. If at all practical we would
like to see higher levels approved.
(2) Allowance for special needs. The cash assistani.z program, no less than
those of rehabilitation and social services, should focus on the real needs of
recipients as individuals. S. 2084 is the latest federal effort to overgeneralize
about the problems of the poor in America. It begins by abolishing the present
SSI and AFDC Titles of the Social Security Act and mixes them into a grand
scale cash assistance plan (Title XXI). In our judgment this should not be
done--Title XVI should be retained essentially as it is since that law and its
administrative structure have shown themselves to be workable. Yes, it may
be that SSI needs improvement, but abolishing it is not the appropriate remedy.
The grossest example of overgeneralization is the conclusion that the poor
can be classified into two categories--those who can work and those who cannot. The group I represent, the blind, are said to belong among those who are
unemployable, but this is erroneous on the face of it. I will have more to say
about this point later, but it is enough to point out here the effect of overgeneralization and to suggest that-there are many other more subtle ways in
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which the special needs, abilities and disabilities of the blind are overlooked.
This is equally true of any other subgroup in the grand category labeled "the
poor."
Six years ago, during the last round of welfare reform, when the Supplemental Security Income program emerged and was signed into law, the blind
of this country expressed their deep concern because for the first time their
special programs of financial aid, targeted to meet their unique needs, were
being mingled with programs serving other categories of recipients, specifically
the aged and disabled. We said at that time (and subsequent events have
proved us right), "If the aged, blind and disabled are to be scrambled together
in one administrative heap, if a uniform budget is to be established for all wid
applicants without regard to their special categorical needs, If agency rules
and regulations are to be applied to all recipients on the assumption that they
have identical problems, if caseloads are to be an indiscriminate mixture of
the aged, blind and disabled, and caseworkers are required to be all things
to all clients, then the high purposes of self-care and self-supIjort will soon be
smothered and stifled by generalized administrative treatment rather than
fostered by categorical considerations which highlight the special needs of the
aged, the blind, and the disabled. Public welfare for these people will cease
to exist as we have known it, and it will become merely a paymaster of public
funds to public charges. Though they may be well provided-for, though they
will neither starve, go naked, nor luck for shelter, they will not be rehabilitated
into normal, independent, and self-supporting lives; but they will be, and they
will remain, public charges."
Six years ago the Congress was somewhat sensitive to the views which I
have Just expressed, and few (a very few) special provisions for the blind
were enacted as a part of Title XVI. Today, in S. 2084 we have another attempt
to substitute the convenience of the administrators for the special needs of
people. But in no way is it proper or appropriate to view the needs of an
87 year old enfeebled patient of a nursing home facility as being the same ah
those of a 23 year old healthy, energetic and blind individual. Nor are the
needs of the blind person in this example the same as those of a totally disabled woman who- is bed-ridden with three children on her hands. Each of
these individuals comes with a distinctive set of problems and a unique set of
needs. In this example, the blind persons, for instance, may need to hire a
reader for limited employment or training in connection with carrying out an
approved plan for self-support. This is a special need for that individual and
a program of public assistance which Is responsive will make allowance for it.
S. 2084 must be written to reflect the desire of blind persons to achieve rehabilitation, self-sufficiency and productivity. The blind who seek to move into
the mainstream should be encouraged, not put down.
(3) Work incentives, not Just welfare. I have already mentioned the presumption In S. 2084 that the blind are in the category of those who cannot
work. This presumption standing alone is bad enough but coupled with a serious
reduction in work incentives over what is provided in Title XI, the Administration's proposal asks us to swallow a bitter pill. As a threshold matter, the
principle that the blind are entitled to the same amount of incentive to work
as is provided for other recipients must be accepted, and once this is done,
there are several work incentive features which must be added to S. 2084.
In the first place, our public assistance law has long reflected the principle
of exempt earnings. Under Title XVI, the first $65 dollars of earnings is exempt,
but S. 2084 ignores this long-established concept and proposes to reduce the
cash assistance grant of an aged, blind or disabled individual by 500 for every
dollar earned beginning with the first dollar. By contrast, it would appear that
a single Individual *who is not aged, blind or disabled would be entitled to
exclude the first $1,900 of earnings annually while a family which constitutes
an eligible household unit could exclude $3,800. We see no justification for the
lower level of earned income exclusion for the aged, blind and disabled, so we
propose that it be made the same as for others. In the bill which was reported
out of the House Special Welfare Reform Subcommittee there is now an exclusion of the first $65 per month of earned lucome for an aged, blind or disabled
individual, but this only amounts to $780 per year-a far cry from the kind
of equity We are proposing.
As an additional work incentive, blind persons should also be allowed to
deduct their expenses which are incurred in connection with producing earn-
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ings. This is now permitted under Section 1012(b) (4) (A) of the Social Security Act. The blind know well the work expenses exclusion of income of*
which I speak. In calculating the countable income of a blind person under
present law, such expenses from gross income as federal, state, and local income taxes, FICA taxes, the cost of meals away from home during work,
transportation to and from work, payment of union dues, purchase of special
equipment or tools, purchase of travel aids or instruction in the use of such
aids, Braille instruction, and the maintenance and upkeep of a dog guide can
be deducted, but this is not true under S. 2084. This must be changed during
markup.
Another work incentive (or at least an incentive to self-improvement) In.
the exclusion of income which may be received in connection with carrying out
an approved plan for self-support. This can also be done at present under
Section 1612(b) (4) (A) of the Social Security Act. There is no comparablesection in S. 2084, another crippling weakness in the Administration's bill, and
it is hard to understand why. Experience has shown in several states that it
is only reasonable and equitable to permit such approved plans for self-support
as a means of self-betterment and self-help. Income and resources necessaryfor carrying out an approved plan of self-support should be exempted as income
and resouTrces as long as the plan continues to be reasonably adequate andl
the individual recipient is putting forth a sincere and sustained effort to.
fulfill it.
The foregoing provisions are each essential in an adequate package of work
incentives for the blind. I am pleased to say that with respect to work expenses.
for the blind and the exclusion of income in connection with carrying out a
plan for self-support, the House subcommittee heard our plea and heeded it,.
for the House bill now contains these provisions as they were written in TitleXVI. We hope the Senate will do at least as much and more by increasing the
basic amount of earned income which can be excluded before a sliding scale
reduction in benefits occurs. These work incentives are key to giving us a
hand-up, rather than offering us only cash assistance as a hand-out.
(4) Welfare must not pauperize the people. S. 2084 proposes exemption of'
certain amounts of various types of unearned income. For example, 20% of'
Social Security payments would be exempt. This might be a bit more generous
than Title XVI, but we suggest that at least the first $25 of such unearned
income be exempt, thus building in a floor below which the unearned incomeexclusion could not fall. Furthermore, this exclusion of unearned income should
be cost-indexed annually to keep pace with inflationary increases in the cost
of living.
Turning to exclusion of resources, compared with Title XVI, the proposed'
new Section 2109 which is created by S. 2084 has a lower exclusion of assets:
which can be held by a recipient. Title XVI permits individuals to exclude$1,500 in personal assets and $2,250 for couples. We have always thought that
these levels are too low, but the Administration's proposal lowers them even
more, stating that regLrdless of the size of the household unit, the level at
which resources will be totally excluded is $500. We propose a change in
Section 2109 which would liberalize somewhat the exclusion level. We recognize that the House subcommittee adopted the Title XVI provisions for excluding assets. We would go a bit further than this by providing an overall
exemption of the first $5,000 in personal assets held by a household unit,
although we would not oppose some level of cash assistance reduction at thp,
point where a household unit's assets reach $2,250 dollars. In other words, all
we are asking is that the $500 exclusion be raised to $2,250, but that the
overall $5,000 partial exemption be retained. This higher level of assets would
allow recipients to retain at least some decent margin of security. We should
not pass a welfare reform proposal which drives people into personal bank-ruptcy in order to receive an adequate level of cash assistance.
A related matter arises in reviewing proposed new Section 2108. This section
sets forth the provisions for increasing a household unit's available income
during any month of eligibility for cash assistance by the amount of thehousehold unit's "excess available income," as calculated over the previous five.
months. The effect of Section 2108 Is to penalize poor people for their effortsto rise from poverty. Since a household unit's need is current, its cash assistance should be based on current income. What income the unit had six monthav
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previously bears no relationship to this current need. Proposed Section 2108
is an incredible disincentive, and it should be struck from the bill. We recognize that the House went a good way toward doing this, but still decided to
retain at least a one month retrospective accounting period, whereas we contend that the accounting period should be prospective, not retrospective. The
day an individual loses a job or otherwise falls into a situation which would
likely render such a person eligible for cash assistance is the very day that
-eligibility should commence.
(5) Cash assistance payments should keep pace with rising costs of living.
"The concept of keeping cash benefits in line with the rising cost of living is
-today accepted in Title XVI, as well as Social Security anid other benefit
programs. S. 2084 is weak on this since it does not retain the commitment to
-cost-index benefits. The Special Welfare Reform Subcommittee in the House
has included a cost of living increase provision in its version of the Welfare
Reform bill, and we hope the Senate will do likewise. It is shocking that the
Administration did not propose to do so, but I assume they were leaving this
to the Congress.
(6) State supplementation of federal cash assistance benefits. We believe
strongly in the principle that states should be encouraged (in fact, required)
to supplement at least to a certain amount the federal share of the cash
assistance program. In this regard, S. 2084 has some serious weaknesses. The
major problem Is that while the states are required to maintain their levels
-of effort, there is no assurance that particular categories of recipients will
not suffer as the result of instituting this new program. There are a few states
which currently pay more, for example to the blind, than to disabled or aged
S81 recipients, and the question arises, what insurance is there that these
states will continue such practices with welfare reform? Of course, they may
not, and there may be some serious cuts in store for particular categories of
recipients.
An equally perplexing problem is the age-old difficulty of passing along the
cost of living increases. Assuming the Congress agrees to ensure that there
will be annual indexing of the federal share of benefits, where is the requirement that this amount be. passed along to recipients? Would it not be possible
for a state simply to reduce its share as the program develops and the federal
government begins to pay more and more of the costs? Recipients have been
caught in this cost of living squeeze before. Now this problem has largely been
solved in the SSI program, but it seems to be reoccurring with welfare reform.
(7) Individuals in need should be able to work and still receive some cash
assistance. I have already discussed the failure of S. 2084 to appropriately
-categorize recipients, but the problem is much deeper than that. On the face
of it, it is unrealistic to categorize people into the categories proposed-those
who can work and those who cannot-but beyond that it is openly discriminatory to base eligibility for the jobs program (Title II of S. 2084) on the
basis of the stated categories. The new proposed Section 951 of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 is ambiguous as to the eligibility
for participation of blind persons, but it isn't hard to clarify the intent. Proposed new Section 2103 for the Social Security Act retains the Title XVI
-provision for referring blind and disabled individuals to vocational rehabilitation while requiring that certain other cash recipients be referred to the
Secretary of Labor for participation in the Jobs program, So far the House has
failed to do anything about this, and it may be up to the Senate to take some
affirmative steps to be sure that blind and disabled people will not be prevented from participating in public service as well as subsidized employment
established under S. 2084.
The requirement that blind and disabled persons be referred to vocational
rehabilitation, in lieu of a referral for participation in the programs established under Title II, has doubtful validity, because ihe placement record of
vocational rehabilitation agencies has been so poor. The committee should refer
to the studies done on this question. The committee should also consider that
favoring the participation of nonblind or nondisabled persons in the jobs
program will impact negatively on the ability of blind and disabled persons to
secure suitable employment opportunities, not to mention the ability of vocational rehabilitation to develop such opportunities. Referral to vocational rehabilitation, then, will likely be a meaningless and hollow gesture, with no job
at the end of the line.
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When you sum up what we are being offered with respect to the Joba program, it amounts to flagrant discrimination, and this is in violation of federal
law-Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended. That law
prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap in any program receiving
federal financial assistance. It is unthinkable that the Administration would in
one breath speak of equal rights and opportunities for the handicapped while
it is with another taking these rights awy. To overcome this, we recommend
specific language in the appropriate sections of the new Title IX for the
Comprehensive Employment and Trainitio Act which In the first place would
make it clear that aged, blind and disabled persons are entitled to participation
in the jobs program, including job search, and also such persons are to be
granted a priority in competing for positions which are created with funds
authorized under this program. This is consistent with Sections 501, 503, and
504 of the Rehabilitaition Act of 1973 as amended (all of which speak of
affirmative action and nondiscrimination on the basis of handicap).
(8) Summary and Conclusion. While the foregoing does not purport to be
a comprehensive analysis of S. 2084, the comments indicate that there are certain basic principles which have crucial importance to the blind but which
are also violated by 8. 2084. The overriding problem in this welfare reform
proposal is the lumping of recipients into slots which look neat from an administrative vantage point but are absolutely inappropriate when you consider
the real needs of people. The first problem is the presumption that needy
people can be classified into the categories of the employable and the unemployable. The second problem is that the proposal does not view people as
individual recipients; it looks at household units. The individual has been
forgotten in this welfare reform plan. He has been subordinated to the needs
of the state, the federal government, and the computer. We no longer talk about
people; we speak of household units. This is )vrong. The Administration argues
that the basis for this welfare reform proposal is simplicity-to make It easier
for needy people to get benefits--but this vill not occur under S. 2084. The red
tape will be as great, the law equally or more complex. Nor is this welfare
reform proposal any more generous in meeting the needs of recipients. When
you consider the reduced work incentives for the blind, the lower amount of
resources which may be retained before reducing the cash assistance grant, the
cashing out of the food stamp program, and so on, you come out with a benefit
comparable (if not lower than) that in the SSI program, which itself is none
too generous.
The aged, blind and disabled have nothing whatsoever to gain and mostly
everything to lose by being merged in this crazy quilt of welfare reform. If
the objective is truly simplification and administrative convenience along with
the standardizing of requirements, those objectives were achieved, at least to
the most desirable extent, when the SSI program was created six years ago.
The real need for reforming the welfare system is not in the programs which
serve the aged, blind and disabled since that reform has already happened.
For SSI recipients this proposal is not reform; it is retreat.
T.STIOY OF PANEL ON BLINDNESS AND DISABILITY

Representing: American Association of Workers for the Blind; American
Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities; American Foundation for the BJind;
American Council of the Blind; American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine;
Epilepsy Foundation of America; National Association tor R0tarded Citizens;
National Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults; National Rehabilitation Association; National Society for Autistk Children; United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc.; National Association of State Mental Retardation
Program Directors; National Conference on Development Disabilities; and
National Association of Private Residential Facilities for the Mentally Retarded. (By Elizabeth M. Boggs, Irving P. Schloss, Richard H. Verville.)
On behalf of the aforementioned organizations, we submit the following joint
statement on S. 2084, the Better Jobs and Income Act, H.R. 10950 and other
welfare bills.
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I. OGNEBAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS

These organizations represent a wide spectrum of severely disabled and
blind Americans, of which there are estimated to be some 10 million. (PHS,
"Health 1975-1976;" "Comprehensive Service Needs Study," Urban Institute,
1975.) We share a common concern that any reform of the nation's welfare
programs be responsive to the varying needs of those blind and disabled citizens
who are unemployable and necessarily depend upon public assistance program
and those who, despite their handicaps, are employable and seek to become
participants in the workforce. We desire to assure decent incomes, employment
and needed services for these Individuals and the aged. Within the categories
of blindness and disability, we urge the Subcommittee to recognize the variation in functional ability which exists and relate support and progr im assistance to such variations. It is important that Federal policy be responsive to
these variations.
In order to address these variations In a -systematic and equitable fashion,
it is necessary to take account of several classes of factors, and to consider
how these relate to similar factors which are taken into account for persons
not considered disabled. These factors are: (1) subsistence costs, (2) work
expenses and earnings disregards, and (3) medical costs.
For the blind and disabled who cannot work, we believe that higher payment
levels than in present 551 law and H.R. 10950 are necessary, and that there
should be some special allowance for those needing attendant care or personal
supervision. The reason why a large percentage of disabled (75-80%) may
have no employment potential is that many may be severely disabled with a
condition such as severe mental retardation or with multiple handicaps. Although the majority of the disabled are over age 55, (tLe median age of the
totally disabled according to the 1972 Social Security survey mentioned above
is 53 years, see Chart I attached) those adults who are disabled in childhood
constitute an estimated one-third. Also, the education level is low with only
one-third -of the tbtally disabled having a high school education or better.
See Chart 2.
With regard to the type and severity of disability Involved, the 1972 Social
Security survey and the Urbau Institute Study of the "Comprehensive Service
Needs" of the disabled have relevant data. The Social Security survey is of
those not in institutions who have work disabilities, with those "totally disabled" being unable to work regularly. Of those 7 million totally disabled, 55%
had either a cardiovascular or musculos'celetal impairment including heart
disease, stroke, arthritis, and spinal injury. The "Comprehensive Service
Needs Study" attempted to survey the needs of those with disabilities which
were severe in their impact on functional limitations. A sample of 450 disabled
rejected by vocational rehabilitation as having no vocational potential and of
300 patients at comprehensive medical rehabilitation facilities was used. Both
of these samples are likely SSI recipients. In fact, 80% of the sample of 450,
and 60% of the sample of 300 were receiving either SSI, disability insurance
or both. Of the 450 sample, 51% had orthopaedic impairments, primarily of the
back or spine, and 162 had cardiac problems. Of the sample of 300, 100 had
spinal cord injury and 100 had neurological impairments, particularly cerebral,
such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy or stroke.
These samples are not indicative of mental disabilities because the mentally
disabled would not generally be in a medical rehabilitation center and often
are too severely disabled to even apply to vocational rehabilitation. Also, those
disabled who are in certain institutions are underrepresented. However, we do
have specific statistics on the following areas regarding SSI: In 1976, an
estimated 370,000 of the 2 million disabled and blind recipients of 81 were
retarded (almost 20%); 33,000 (1.6%) had cerebral palsy; and 40,000 (2%)
had epilepsy. ("Income Maintenance and the Developmentally Disabled," 1977
(HEW Grant No. 54-P-7156-3-02)).
Statistics presented in the abstract do not adequately reflect the problems
faced by individuals, especially those which add to the cost of living. We have
Attached to this statement the letter of Carol Ann Doyle of Massachusetts,
which wab inserted into the Congresafonal Record of February 6, 1978, by
Senator Dole. While no case is "typical," Mo. Doyle's account of her own efforts
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and her accounting of the costs she incurs, either as a working, or as a nonworking disabled person are indfca-tive of the interactive effects of the various
provisions contained in different titles of the Social Security Act, along with
the options chosen or not chosen by the several states. We invite you to test
out our various proposals against this specific case, bearing in mind that
Massachusetts has one of the more liberal state supplementation schedules, as
well as a Medicaid plan that includes the services of a "health aide." If Ms.
Doyle cannot make it in Massachusetts, the plight of others elsewhere is indeed
precarious.
The organizations represented by this panel have reviewed the Administration's proposal, S. 2084, H.R. 10950 as reported and other bills, and have agreed
on a number of specific issues which need to be dealt with before enactment
of any major reform. We believe some reforms are clearly needed and that
the enactment of &welfare reform bill could be of great significance to the
country's blind and disabled.
In 1972, the Congress created what we think is an effktive and beneficial
program, the supplemental security income ("881") program. The enactment
of SSI was what we all consider to be a great milestone in the history of social
security legislation. It establishes a uniform payment level, and it established
a national commitment and responsibility for payments to the aged, blind and
disabled. We want to build on that foundation. We are obviously very supportive of the S81 program and see no reason to eliminate It except by substitution of an improved program for this same population. Improvements in
SSI regarding benefit levels and work incentives are needed, however, and if
welfare reform bills would achieve this without eliminating positive SSI provisions, we would support them.
Generally H.R. 10950 achieves improvements, including a special income
disregard for attendant care for those who can work, and a new requirement
regarding the definition of disability which would encourage work, but it does
make some negative changes in 881 as well, such as reducing benefit levels of
disabled children. We would clearly like to see the negative changes eliminated
and the positive maintained. H.R. 10950, however, is far superior to 8. 2084,
because S. 2084 does not make the improvements noted above while eliminating
numerous positive provisions such as price indexing of benefits, earned income
disregards and work-related expenses. As for S. 2777. it makes few changes lu
SSI but could obviously be a vehicle for significant improvement in benefit
levels, work incentives and jobs. S. 2777, because it makes few changes, I%
relatively better than S. 2084 which eliminates many positive present 881
provisions.
II. CASH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

A. General Income Support Issues
1. Basic beneflt amounts
We recommend $3,000 for Individuals and $4,500 for Disabled Couples Plus
Attendance and Supervision Allowance for the Most Severely Disabled.
Substantially handicapped persons experience a higher cost than that computed for the same standard of living in the same locale for persons who are
competent and able bodied. The work disability is usually accompanied by
functional limitations in other activities of ordinary living; such as shopping,
transportation, self-care, communication, ability to carry out household tasks
in approximately the same time as others allow,-all such activities which
non-handicapped persons take for granted require extraordinary efforts and in
many instances extraordinary expense, for seriously handicapped persons.
It has been found that there are two major categories among the disabled
with respect to these extraordinary expenses-those who can manage if
mechanical assistance is available, and those for whom some level of personal
assistance is reqaiired. In each group there are people who may or miiy not
have extraordinary ongoing medical costs. The former group may incur signiftcant extraordinary expenses for the maintenance and replacement of equip:ment, such as hearing aids, wheel chairs, dialysis machines, symbol boards and
specially fitted vehicles, and for alternative means of economic and social participation such as use of taxis in place of own automobile or public transportation, special foods and adaptive clothing. There may be a need for higher
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rental for an accessible living arrangement. Although all these expenses are
occasioned by the disability, most are not counted as medical expenses under
usual health coverages, public or private.
When these are taken into account, i'c Is clear that the maximum payable
amounts for aged, blind and disabled in both S. 2084 and H.R. 10950 are too
low, They do not represent Increases over current maximum 851 cash benefits
due to the proposed elimination of Food Stamps In both bills and the elimination In S. 2084 of certain SSI provisions such as the earned income disregard
and work-related expenses. We recommend that the maximum payable amounts
be increased from $2,500 to $3,000 for a single aged, blind or disabled persons
and from $3,750 to $4,500 for aged, blind or disabled couples. The current
551 maximum benefits are $2,133.60 for a single recipient and $3,200.40 for
a couple, but such SSI recipients are eligible for Food Stamps. The average
value of Food Stamps has been estimated at about $400 a year per Individual.
(See the House Ad Hoc Welfare Subcommittee Explanatory Chart.) Thus, a
$2,500 payment level would just about equal the current package of SSI and
Food Stamp benefits.
S. Cost of living ad poverty levels--a differential for the disabled
However, Mr. Chairman, 18 of the 50 states, almost 40%, already supplement
well above $2,500 annually to SSI recipients when the bonus value of Food
Stamps, about $33 a month on the average, is included. (See Ad Hoc Welfare
Subcommittee Explanatory material, "Current Law Benefits.") Some 15, or 30%
of the states, pay about $2,900 or over; 9 states pay substantially above $3,000
a year. We r5kIleve this constitutes a pragmatic recognition of the actual cost
of subsistence experienced by the disabled.
The Administration's bill with fts special 75% matching provision for AFDC
families brings the AFDC level to about 80% of the poverty index. The most
recent poverty Index for a single individual not residing on a farm is $3,120
per year. (CSA Guidelines of April 5, 1978, Federal Register, Vol. 43, page
14316.) We estimate that the added costs of living for disabled people must
be from $400 to $500 per year higher than the non-disabled. Thus, a reasonable
poverty level or threshold for the disabled or blind Individuals not in need of
personal attendance or supervision might conservatively be $3,500 to $3,700
per year. (Some will have far higher costs than that. The "Comprehensive
Service Needs Study," by the Urban Institute indicates that a quadriplegic has
living costs of $18,000 per year for independent living activity. See page 88 of
the "Study.") Thus, a $3,000 payment level for a disabled individual would be
about 80% of the poverty index adjusted for disability. In addition, as noted
previously, about 15 states have set payment levels at about $3,000 Including
Food Stamps. It seems reasonable to now set a more adequate Federal floor
which would be $3,000 per indivihual. Also, If you look at other countries, you
will find that of the industrialized, many have set national assistance levels
higher than SSI. In 1975, the Canadian payment to the aged exceeded ours
by $46 per month, or about $550 a year....
A more detailed rationale for our estimate of $400-$500 excess cost of
living for the disabled, exclusive of personal services, Is based on the following
considerations. The HEW 1977 publication, "Work Disability in the U.S., A
Chartbook," estimated that a disabled person In 1972 had out-of-pocket medical
costs which were two-thlrd9 greater than those of the able-bodled. In 1972,
a totally disabled person had $502 of out-of-pocket medical expenses. Inflated
at a rate of 10% per year, the 1978 figure would be about $800 while the nondisabled person's out-of-pocket expense In 1978 using Inflated 1972 dollars would
be $480. Thus, there is an estimated $320 of increased medical cost. See "Work
Disability in the U.S., A Chartbook," supra. While Medicare was amended in
1972 to include disabled beneficiaries, It falls far short of covering all costs,
even for those who have it, and furthermore, there Is a 29 month waiting perlkd
after disabillty'befdre coverage Is extended. In addition, many disabled people
need special equipment. Of the 600 individuals sampled in the "Comprehensive
Service Needs Study" ("CNn") (HEW Contract No. 100-74-0309, 1975), 70%
needs some equipment and 47% had to bear the cost themselves. (See pages
139 and 140 of CNS.) Obviously, costs of repair are also involved. The equipment used included walkers, crutches, wheelchairs, dentures.
32-926---78-----7
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S. Allowance for personal scrvires-attendan carc and/or personal supcrvi;ison
The level of benefit outlined above should be available to all those( who.
qualify as blind or disabled. An addillonal $150 a month or $1,800 a year
should be available to anyone requiring substantial personal assistance.
The personal service allowance Is intended to recognize the economic cost
(whether paid for in cash or not ) incurred by individuals such as Ms. )oyle
who cannot get through a day without some help from others, whether at Lomoe
or at work. It is also intended to cover the need manifest among many plrs,,ss
with moderate mental impairments for intermittent but frequent social supervision.
Among persons requiring personal assistance. many are now found In nursing
homes and intermediate (are facilities, where the high per capita costs are
pro-rated to the federal government under Title XIX.' Yet there are niany
persons both in and outside of institutions for whom personal assistane or
supervision in their own homes or in non-medical congregate housing would
be more cost beneficial and "tess restrictive." An excellent study done in
Brandeis University documents this problem in Massachusetts. IPersonal ('are
and Disability Stsudy-Gereir De .Jong, Ievinson Policy Institute, 1977.)
The study Identified about 5.000 working age adults and more than 16.000
disabled children living In the community who need extra help with personal
care: about a quarter of the adults have unmct needs. Table 1-2 indicates the
total number requiring other kinds of assistance and the proportion of unmet
needs in each. (The population of Massachusetts In the 18-t age range is
slightly less than 3% of the comparable national population.)
TABLE 1-2.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIB'JTION OF CHRONICALLY DISABLED WORKING AGE ADULTS NEEDING
KELP FROM ANOTHER PERSON BY SOURCEOF HELP AND TYPE OF ACTIVITY, MASSACHUSETTS, 1975
Type of activity

PersonaI cars

Source
of help
Within home support system

(N - 34,600)

..

Outside home support system......

.

Uncertln I-------.-------------------

Need unmet
Total

..................
.................

7.

73.1
NA

21.9
100.0

Food
preparation Housekeeping

Food
Shopp ng

Transportation

(N - 2,000)

(N - 7940)

39.1

57.7

40.9

20.1

34.4

11.6
22.5
100.00

30.4

35.6.

2.3

24.0
100.0

8.0

(N -90,0F)

3.2

25.6
100.0

(N =75,200)

5.9

38.4

100.0,

Uncertain asto whether need was
met or not ,*L
NA-No available.

Again, some of this need could be categorized as "medical" and as such
could he supplied by "home health aides" reimbursed under Medicaid in a
liberal state system, as found in California or Massachusetts. The bill. S. 2MI3.
introduced by Senators Javits. Dole, Moynihan and others in February. is
designed to make this option more readily available to disabled persons with
some earnings, However, we are In grave danger of over "niedicaliziug" some
of the assistance which disabled persons need. In doing so. we may also he.
over-professionalizing the activities themselves and over-regulating the oppor.
tunitles for the individual needing help to enter the market place or to seek
informal solutions to his personal assistance problems. For example, Ms. Doyle's
"health aide" is paid $7.25 an hour for health care and doing laundry.
It wosld be desirable, in the view of ousr organizations, to provide an additional allowance within the SSI or BJI benefit structure for persons deemed
to be extraordinarily disalsed to the extent of needing personal assistance or
personal supervision in the activities of daily living (technically defined as self('are and self-sufficiency in the home) or personal supervision or Intervention
in ttle instrumental activilies of daily living (technically defined as out-of-home
activities such as shopping, handling money, and moving about in the community.
This allowance. whicl we would initiate at a flat $150 per month. should be
available based on functional need for personal assistance or supervision as
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assessed during disability determination. It should not depend on a month-bymonth accounting or a specification as to tile manner in which tile individual
chooses to alleviate his problem. Persons requiring more help than this would
pay for should remain eligible, as now, for social and health care under Title
XX and XIX. Also, if the one-third reduction rub, is retained (which we
oppose) the reduction should not apply to the personal services supplement.

4. Price indexing beneflt
The basic benefit should be price indexed from 1978 through the actual effective date of the bill. S. 204 does not have a price index for the benefits to be
paid for any period, although present SSI law and I.R. 10950 do. Also, In
S. 2OQM4
the maximum amounts payable for the aged, blind and disabled, ald
for other members in their households need to be increased yearly thereafter
to reflect Increases in the Consumer Price Index, In effect, we urge retention
of the indexing presently in the Supplement Security Income program and
included in H.R. 10950 for the aged. blind and disabled and its application to
benefit levels specified in the bill between this time and the effective date of the
bill.
5. Maintenance of effort ("MOE"'). State supplementation and hold harmlesi
provisions-Mandatory supplementation
These provisions all affect the benefit level also. SSI law mandates state
supplementation to levels of payment equal to the December 1973 payment level.
In effect, this provision held all recipients of aid prior to SSI's effective date
harmless at current levels and covered new cases at the same level. State supplementation levels are now in many cases above the mandated levels. This
increase results not from federal requirements but from state choice to recognize the realities of costs. S. 2084 and H.R. 10050 would hold all current SS1
recipients harmless at the level of payment in effect prior to the effective date
of the new program. States would also be required to maintain effort at 1%77
expenditure levels indexed for subsequent years at a declining rate for three
years t90%, 75%, 65%) and would always have to pay 10% of total program
costs under both S. 2084 and H.R. 10950. However, states would be held harm.
less at 90% and 100% in succeeding years.
New disabled and blind cases under the new program as proposed by the
Administration, would not be guaranteed the same level as cases in the system
prior to the new program. For example, In New York State the current mai.
mum SSI payment is $238 a month and the Food Stamp bonus is another $21
per month. Under S. 208,14 and II.R. 10950, the monthly maximum for a disabled
individual is $208, or $51 less than the New York State payment. The cases
in the system prior to the new program would get $51 more per month tIaa
the new cases under the new program unless New York voluntarily continued
to supplement for new cases.
9. 2084 and II.R. 10950 do not mandate supplemention but provide supple.
mentation incentives in the form of shared fiscal responsibility for Increases.
However, the Federal share of supplementation for the aged, blind and dlsabled to current levels at the effective date of the new law is only 25%.
While this is 25% that is state-supported now, it is far less than the 75%
Federal share of supplementation to $4,700 for families with children. Misen
fiscal incentives to maximize Federal financing, we fear that state investments
in supplementation may give priority to families with children at the expense
of the aged, blind and disabled. If our suggested $3,000 Federal floor with
indexing were accepted, supplementation would be less of an issue since only
9 states are above $3,000 now; correspondingly, the costs would not be great.
Whether or not our $3,000 payment level for an Individual is aeeeted. We
urge that state supplementation be mandated to at least current levels In the
year before the new program is effective, but that the Federal Governraent
absorb a major share of the mandated Increase. This could he done by either
specifically requiring a -We sharing or through general hold harmless requirements. Our present estimate of total cost of supplementation above $2,500 WVuld
be about $1.7 billion. The states are now bearing all of that cost. If supplementation were mandated in the states above with Federal sharing, that cost to
the states would go down depending on the extent of the Federal sharing in
exlpendit ures.
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6. Unearned income disregard-20 percent or $25, tchichctcr higher
With regard to the unearned income disregard, we recommend a combination
of present law and the Administration's proposal which is included in It.R.
10950: a disregard of $25 monthly or 20% of unearned income, whichever is
higher. Current law allows $20 of unearned income to be disregarded but does
not have a progressive rate applied as the Administration bill does. Twentyfive dollars represents only price indexing of the $20 figure. It would also be
more responsive to the needs of those with low unearned incomes than a
simple 20% requirement. This formula needs to be price indexed.
7. Group living arrangement: Benefit eligibility and amount-retain "Keys"
amendment
Current Title XVI law permits disabled Individuals residing in group living
arrangements to retain eligibility for SSI benefits as if they were living
separately. SSI law has always included this provision for private facilities and
the Keys Amendment of 1976 extended this provision to those living in public
institutions with 16 or fewer residents. The intent of these provisions was to
make community group homes a more viable alternative to costly institutional
care and, via the Keys Amendment, to encourage the public sector to assume
a larger role in financing such community-based alternatives. S. 2084 is unclear
with regard to eligibility of disabled individuals residing In group living arrangements. We urge explicit inclusion of both the above provisions in any
welfare reform legislation.
In a related matter, S. 2084 provides for a reduction in benefits for individuals living in household units with related individuals. It is unclear with
regard to those living in group arrangements with related individuals.
Current Title XVI law stipulates that the benefits of any 8SI recipient
"living in the household of another" must be reduced by one-third if the aged,
blind or disabled individual receives In-kind support or maintenance. However,
many knowledgeable experts feel this statutory provision should be repealed.
This recommendation stems from the fact that the one-third reduction provision
acts as a significant disincentive to families who are willing to keep a vulnerable and socially-dependent individual in their home and drastically reduces
a recipient's freedom to choose the most appropriate living situation.
With regatr to a reduction in benefits for persons living with related individuals, S. 2084 seems unworkable due to the administrative complexities
created by its emphasis on the issue of co-ownership, and the resultant burdens
on recipients. As far as benefits for persons living with unrelated individuals
is concerned, we strongly suggest that Congress wake clear that "unit of one"
rules prevail. We prefer the provisions of H.R. 10950 on these points.
8. Boeflts to disabled childrcn-Payment level same as adult disabled like 88I
Under current SSI law, a disabled child is entitled to the same benefit amount
as a disabled adult: $2133.60 per year. If the child lives with his or her family
or, though in an institution, frequently and regularly returns home, the income
and assets of the family are imputed to the child. Where the child is in an
Institution and independent of the family, no such imputation occurs. The
benefit level for the child in the institution depends upon whether the lnstitution receives Medicaid financing for the child in which case the payment from
SSI is only $25 a month. Otherwise, it is the full benefit of $2133.60. To some
extent, these provisions are incentives for leaving the child in the institution
and not visiting frequently.
S. 2084 Is not clear as to the eligibility of a disabled child In an institution
though it does clearly provide a payment of $1100 per year to an eligible family
for each disabled child. hI.R. 10950 is clear in that such eligibility is extended
to the child In the Institution since the child is treated as part of the family
where the family is exercising parental responsibility. Section 2101(c) (5).
Where no parental responsibility is exercised, the child is a "household unit"
itself. Section 2101(b) (5). However, like S. 2084, the benefit payable for the
disal ed child In both cases is only $1100 per year. Thus, the benefit level for
disabled children under both S. 2084 and II.R. 10950 is $1000 per year less for
disabled children than under current law.
In addition, the imputation of income from the family to the child under
current law Includes disregards related to subsistence amounts for the family
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members of about $8400 a year. Under both S. 2084 and II.R. 10050, the treatment of family income in a family with a disabled child will generally not
exclude as much as $,1400.
This confusion generated by S. 20,94 and II.R. 10950 results from the family
unit of those bills and the merger of SSI into such an approach. Under 851,
applicants are all treated as individuals and not as part of a larger unit,
though 81 does include imputation provisions as described above.
We suggest that if an integration of SSI with family assistance is recommended by this Committee, that disabled children at least receive a benefit
equal to that of disabled adults. This case does suggest that perhaps such a
merger Is not sufficiently feasible to recommend it.
B. Work Inccntivcs
Not all blind and disabled are unemployable as the structure of the Administration's proposal implies. There are 2.1 million blind and disabled recipients of SSI; and while only a small percentage have earnings, we estimate
that perhaps 20-25% are employable. Social Security data indicates that in
1977, 24.5% of the new 1977 disabled SSI recipients (103,000) were referred
to rehabilitation initially because they had vocational potential. Also, the 1972
Social Security survey of the disabled, "Work Disability in the U.S.." indicates
that of 15 million work disabled it, 1972, 25% of totally disabled men and 10%
of totally disabled women were in the workforce. 12% of men were full-time
employees and 13% were part-time. (Of the partially disabled, 87% were in
the workforce.) In these statistics there were 7 million totally disabled and
another 8 million who were unable to do their prior work or limited in their
capacity to do it. The totally disabled of this survey probably have similar
characteristics to the SSI disabled.
Many disabled and blind who are unemployed need only an active Job trainIng and placement program in order to become employable. Others need substantial services as well as Job placement and training to become employable.
All of these individuals should be provided assistance which is responsive to
their needs. With regard to job training and placement, most of the activity
is through state rehabilitation agencies who rehabilitated 17,000 SSI recipients in FY 197C. This is only about 5% of all rehabilitations for that year. In
total, vocational rehabilitation served about 60,000 of all public assistance recipients in 1076. CETA, on the other hand, spent about $144 million of its $7
billion FY 1977 budget on the handicapped. It is not clear how many individuals
served were public assistance recipients.
The issue of work incentives is related to both the cash assistance programs
and the jobs programs of S. 2084, IH.R. 10950 and other bills. The current casb
assistance program, SSI, and S. 2084. contain a very significant work disincentive: the limitation on earnings of $230 a month inherent in the definition of
disability. 11.11. 10950 has eliminated this disincentive and has adopted provisions which treat disabled like blind, aged or other recipients in that after an
initial disregard of $780 of earnings, benefits are reduced at a rate of 50% of
each dollar earned. This was our recommendation to the House Subcommittee.
In addition, SSI includes work Incentives in the form of deductions from
earned income for work-related expenses and a base earned income disregard
as noted above. S. 20S4 has neither of these though H.R. 10950 has both.
With regard to the employment programs, it is evident without elaborate
argument, that eliminating economic disincentives to work in cash assistance
programs does not result in work. Such changes only create circumstances
which encourage those who do want to work to enter the labor market if they
are able to and jobs are available. Thus, a major Job placement and job
creation effort is needed to accompany the elimination of work disincentives
in the cash program. We shall direct ourselves to this aspect of our recommendations in the next part of our testimony. What follows now, are more
detailed points dealing with the principle of work incentives in the cash
assistance programs.
1. Limits on carnin.s for disablcd-Substantial g7ainful.activity ("SQA") deflnition: Phase out at $481 a month; same as agcd and blind
We believe that it is essential to eliminate the current destructive and
arbitrary limit on earned income which is the test for disability (not blind-
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hesS), imposed by the Title II definition of disability and used also in Title
XV. The result of this limit, which is to define disability as earning less thfin
$230 a month, Is: (a) unfair treatment of the disabled who can earn something but not an adequate amount to live on; (b) a destructive notch resultiTig
in loss of all income support and Medicaid eligibility if $230 or more is earned;
and (c) a perversion of real work incentives. The Administration's proposal
continues this notch since its definition of disability is the Title II definition
and, if adopted, would ergender rules like those under Title 11.
The Administration's charts on its proposal show a phase-out at $5,000 and
$7,1500, respectively, for a disabled individual or couple. This is a misrepresentation since it overlooks the effects of the $230 a month earnings limit inherent
in the Title It definition of disability used in S. 2084. With that limit, the
phase-out under the Administration proposal is actually $3,700 and $4,950, for
a disabled individual and couple, respectively.
In its place, the use of the earnings disregard suggested above and a 50%
benefit reduction rate is suggested. This is the same benefit reduction formula
used for the aged and blind under SSI and all recipients under S. 2084. This
approach, eliminating the $230 a month ceiling on earnings, would result in a
phase-out of benefits at $5,000 for individuals and $7,500 for a couple under
the Administration's proposal, $5.780 under H.R. 10950 (such a provision is in
H.R. 10950), and $6,900 and $10,900 under our proposal.
H.R. 10950 includes such a change in the definition of disability thereby
treating the disabled just like the aged and blind and restoring some work
incentive in the system. (S. 2110 9(c)). Without such a change, a disabled
individual can earn $2,760 a year and also retain about $1,200 of his S81 benefit
($2,200 benefit - 50% of $2,000). Thus, that person has total income from 87
and earnings of about $3960. However, if that person earns $231 a month, or
$2,761 per year, his total income drops to $231 a month of $2,761 because SSI
eligibility is terminated. This loss of total income as earnings increase is
shown graphically on Chart 3 attached to this testimony. Chart 3 shows the
gradual phase-out of welfare benefits as earnings increase under H.R. 10950,
our panel proposal, S. 2084 and current law for the blind and aged. A sharp
drop in income is shown in the two lines showing earnings and total income for
the disabled under S. 2084 and 81. These lines are designated "B" and "D".
In addition, Medicaid eligibility will terminate. The notch effect In this case
is severe enough to be characterized as more like a cavern than a notch. Our
proposed change in approach to disability, as embodied in H.R. 10950. is estimated (by HEW) to cost only $40 million, as indicated during House Subcommittee consideration of H.R. 10950.
In this same connection, we fully support S. 2505 co-sponsored by Subcomcommittee Chairman Moynihan, Javits and other Finance Committee members
including Senators Dole, Haskell and Hathaway. This bill would enable disabled people with incomes above the welfare level, $5,772 under H.R. 10050
and $3,880 under S. 2084, to retain Medicaid eligibility If their incomes were
not sufficient to pay medical expenses. Le., If they are medically indigent. These
provisions simply allow the disabled to be treated similarly to the aged, blind
or families with dependent children in states with so-called "medical indigency
programs." The disabled eligible for this treatment under S. 2:505 are those
who depend upon assistance from others to function independently, such as
those needing home care or attendant care. In essence, it waives the S.G.A.
rules specifically with respect to Medicaid eligibility of those most likely to
have ongoing health care costs.
I. Work-rcated expcsc-Retait current work-related expcn8ca plus attendant
carm per E.T?. 10950
Reasonable expenditures as determined by the Secretary of Health, FAucation and Welfare, for work-related expenses for the blind and disabled should
be disregarded under 8. 2084. Handicapped individuals who work or want to
work would suffer substantial reductions in cash benefits over present S8
benefits if the Administration's proposal is enacted without a disregard for
work-related expenses. Under 551 and H.R. 10050, work-related expenses for
the blind and disabled are disregarded, though in different forms, and this
disregard should be retained. The concept of a work-related expense also needs
clarification, Handicapped people who work encounter extraordinary expenses
for transportation, special clothing, interpreter service for the deaf, reading
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service for the blind. and initial costs of maintenance of devices such as
wheelchairs, and symbol boards. Deducting such expenses from countable Income for the working handicapped would ensure that the cost of working
would not outweigh the benefits of working.
Ti test of a work-related expense should be whether it is essential to enable
the person to work, though it may also enable the person to function indepe t dently in a non-work setting. In this connection, 1I.R. 10950 includes as a
special work-related disregard, the costs of attendant care for the physically
hauditcapped. Thus, for those who work and pay an attendant from their
inoine. the cost of the care could be disregarded in calculating the countable
inticime of that disabled person for purposes of determining his eligibility for
benefits. This provision of It.R. 10050 is a significant work Incentive. In
concept. this expanded deduction from earned income is in economic terms
similar to allowing day care as a work expense for a working mother. Thus,
day care for children of low and middle income working mothers is federally
subsidized in the following ways: (1) allowance as work expense under Title
IV-A; t2) payment to providers under Title XX; and (3) allowable deduction
from gross Income for income tax purposes. Our proposal would allow the same
kinds of alternatives to a working disabled person with respect to costs of
attendant care. A person whose disability Is severe enough to qualify him for
a personal services allowance, as we recommended earlier, and who with such
care is able to work, should have the option of taking the "standard" supplemental allowance ($150 a month) as part of his benefit or of taking the actual
costs as a work expense.
.1. Earned income diarcgard-First$1,900 of earnings

The Administration proposal also eliminates the earned income disregard
for the aged, blind and disabled. There should be a basic earned income disregard for each eligible blind and disabled person to encourage him or her
to lead more economically independent lives. Under SSI and I.R. 10950, there
is such a basic disregard of $65 per month or $780 a year per unit, but the
Administration's proposal omits this Important work incentive. Consistent with
the provisions for other welfare categories, we recommend a disregard for each
disabled or blind person of $158 of monthly earnings increased proportionately
in accordance with increases in the Federal minimum wage.
This recommended $158 monthly earning disregard equals $1900 a year which
is equivalent to the real value of the $3800 earned income disregard proposed
to le made available to able-bodied workers in 1I.R. 10950. The able-bodied
have a $1900 differential In benefits compared to those who are not expected
to work.
A 1 00 disregard would still be less than the increase in the Consumer Price
Index since December 1962 when $85 of first monthly earnings were excluded
in computing cash benefits for blind public assistance recipients. There has
been a 101% Increase in the Consumer Price Index between 1962 and 1977.
This disregard of first monthly earnings coupled with the 50% disregard of
eParned income above that base disregard would ensure a more realistic incentive for blind and disabled individuals to work themselves out of welfare
dependency.
Ill. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMS

Under Section 2103(b) of 8. 2084 and HI.R. 10950. as under current SSI
law. adult disabled individuals must be referred for' vocational rehabilitation
evaluation and services. This program. one of our nation's oldest social programs, provides comprehensive rehabilitation services to the disabled including
health care, social services, education and job training. It Is not a job creation
program and it is not primarily job placement. It is primarily rehabilitative.
The program is presently 100% Federally financed for 8.1 recipients to enconrage expansion of rehabilitation efforts and this approach would be continued under S. 2084 and II.R. 10950. Failure to accept recommended services
where offered results in benefits being reduced or terminated under current
law, S. 2084 and I.R. 10950. However, after accepting services, there is no
assurance or even probability of finding competitive employment. Of 100,000
referrals and 50,000 service recipients In 1977, only 17.000 cases were closed
as rehabilitated in a 1 to 12 month period, Thus, Mr. Chairman, there Is little
to indicate that Jobs under 8. 2084 or IH.R. 10050 will be forthcoming despite
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this Federal inveslmeni and despite the desire of the disabled and those
serving them that they work. The basic intent, as we gather from briefings
and materials of the Jobs programs in 4. 2084 and II.R. 10950 is to focus the
proposed subsidized jobs program on the able-bodied only. We do not oppose
in any way employlnent

opportunity for unemployed able-bodied people. We

see their unemployment, like that of many blind and disabled, as a national
catastrophe which must le dealt with,
The present effort under way to review our welfare system must of
necessity review our employment policy. In this respect, there must be a major
effort to develop real, long-term employment opportunity at prevailing wages
for all qualified Americans, disabled or not. Perhaps, differential job strategies
would have to be developed varying with the cause of unemployment, but the
basic goal is the same-Jobs.
Also supporting the inclusion of the blind and disabled desiring to work
In both joh search and Job subsidy programs Is the basic policy of equal
treatment for the handicapped which has become an integral part of Federal
law since 1973. The Rehabilitation Act of that year clearly established that
policy in Section 501 of Title II.
We have Indicated previously in this testimony the likelihood of SSI disabled and blind participating in the workforce. In our opinion, approximately
20_231% of
1SSI
disabled could work with some exiting the welfare system
entirely and others drawing less in the way of benefits since benefits are
reduced by 50% of each dollar earned; 24.5% of all new SSI disability or
blind cases in 1977 were referred to vocational rehabilitation as individuals
with job potential after receiving rehabilitation, and 21% of the totally disabled in the 1972 Social Security disability survey had full-time or part-time
work. We know that this many disabled SSI recipients are not being placed
in jobs each year since only 3% of the disabled and 6(% of the blind have
earnings and only 17,000 disabled and blind SSI recipients were fully rehabilitated and placed in jobs-after referral and rehabilitation. The reasons for
this low job placement rate are not clearly proven but some reasons seem
self-evident and have no relationship to ineffective services. First the loss of
income and Medicaid coverage which occurs when a disabled person earns more
than $2.30 a month is a serious disincentive to work at above $2.31 a month.
If Medicaid eligibility is worth $2000 a year, a disabled person would have to
make $000 a year to break even with the public assistance system. Earnings
of $231 a month result in a loss of Medicaid eligibility and about $1100 of
income. Second, since the average disabled person is about 53 years old, with
less than a full high school education, opportunities to work in competitive
employment are limited. Third. the high general unemployment rate of the
past few years and the very high rate for the disadvantaged (e.g., minorities
and youth) are good evidence that the economy is not presently providing
Jobs in sufficient numbers for any disadvantaged populations including the
disabled and blind.
We believe that an active job search program for the disabled and blind
and subsidized jobs for them would increase and have a major Impact on the
employment rate of the blind and disabled. Such a program would reduce
outlays for cash assistance and pay dividends on the rehabilitation investments
being made.
In particular, we have the following suggestions to improve the "Better
Jobs" part of S. 2084 and II.R. 10950:
1. Job search program
Job search assistance, under Title II of these bills, amending Title IX of
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973, would be available
to any adult individual who Is a member of a household unit which includes
a child or any adult who Is a member of a household unit receiving cash
assistance which does not include a child. However, Section 931 would allow
the Secretary of Labor to prescribe regulations for eligibility. We recommend
language to ensure that those regulations would clearly permit Job search
assistance for aged, blind and disabled persons who have children or who
receive cash benefits. We feel this clarification is necessary in light of recent
Administration statements which imply that both the job search assistance and
subsidized employment and training programs would be available only to those
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"required to work"; and, as you know, "the blind and disabled are not required
to work".
We do not recommend that blind and disabled individuals be subject to the
work requirement under Section 933 and elsewhere in the bills, since not all
of them can work full- or )art-time. However, participation in Job search and
subsidized employment and training should be available for those handicapped
persons who voluntarily seek work.
2. S'ubsidizcd jobs-For all cash recipients
Eligibility for the subsidized training and employment program is limited
to those adults in a household unit which inclules a child. Thus, single and
childless blind and disabled persons are ineligible for the program. This Is a
significant exclusion, for studies indicate that a much higher percentage of
blind and disabled persons are single and childless than able-bodied persons.
We are concerned by this attempt in the bills to restrict participation in the
subsidized employment and training programs. We also believe that either
Labor Department regulations or practice would limit these programs only to
those individuals referred to the Secretary of Labor who are required to work.
This would have the effect of excluding all blind and disabled people from the
program. We are led to believe this by the constant reference to priority for
those in the "second benefit tier."
Clearly, job subsidy and training programs should explicitly include all
blind and disabled persons receiving income support who seek to work, regardless of family status. There should also be a stronger legislative mandate to
assure greater participation of blind and disabled persons in other CETA
programs, as well. (Additionally, we urge that no blind or disabled persons
currently enrolled in ('ETA programs be displaced by the proposed Title IX.)
In this regard, Section b54(a) relating to requirements for plans submitted
by prime sponsors, should recognize the need for the development of training
and employment opportunities for blind and disabled Individuals. We recommend the following new paragraph:
"Appropriate provisions for subsidized training opportunities including classroom instruction, skills training, on-the-job training, and appropriate work
experience for blind and disabled individuals."
3. Rcferral to rehabilitation and jobs
We would also urge that the referral Section of S. 20P4 and H.R. 10950,
Section 2103, indicate that disabled and blind Individuals are eligible for Job
search and subsidized jobs and, where appropriate. should be referred to those
programs. In some cases, this referral would be after a rehabilitation referral
and program are provided, but in other cases the referral could be made
immediately since only a Job is needed, not rehabilitation services. Under S.
2a4 and IH.R. 10950, the aged, blind and disabled are excluded from the
referral requirements of 8. 2103 which require referral to the Labor Department and to the Title II jobs programs. The blind, disabled and Incapacitated
are to ie referred for rehabilitation where appropriate under Section 2103(b)
of loth bills, while the aged have no referral provisions at all. We think a
much better system of dealing with the job needs of the blind and disabled
and aged is necessary. We think there should be provisions for referral immediately to job programs if the person has Job potential and does not need
rehabilitation. For those needing rehabilitation, a referral to that agency Is
appropriate but after the rehabilitation services are provided, Job search or a
subsidized job under Title II of S. 2084 and I.R. 10950 should be provided.
This would be done by allotting job slots to the rehabilitation agency or referral of the disabled to the Labor Department programs under Title II.
IV. MEDICAID

Finally. we urge that Medicaid eligibility be extended to all recipients of
cash assistance, both recipients under the old program and the new. To discriminate on the basis of the time of entry into the same cash assistance
program would be inequitable. To attempt to operate two administrative systems with two sets of eligibility criteria, the old SSI criteria and the new
criteria, would be unmanageable.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
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The totally disabled average 58 years of age;
the nomidisablcd, 38 years
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DFaR SENATOs DOLE: My name is Carol Ann
Doyle. I was born on September 27, 1941 with
a congenital disease called Arthrogryposis.
This diease caused stiffening of the joints
with incomplete muscle development resultIng in deformity of all the extremities. I walk
with a brace and crutches and also use a
wheelchair for fuller mobility. My wrists are
In a fixed position with limited motion in
the elbows restilting in extreme hardships in
manual dexterity.
To ive you a more complete picture of my
limitations. I would like to cIte specific ways
which I am able to do things. I can often
reach the same goal as you but my means
of getting there may differ. It Is necessary for
lme to arise at 6:20 A.M. each morning so
that I will he ready to leave for work by
7:00 A.M. Although my speed in getting
mytelf dressed has improved over the years,
I still require this amount of time. I am not
able to get into a shower or bath tub but I
am able to give myself a partial bath. I place
a soapy facecloth over the top part of my
crutch and I am able to reach most parts of
my body. My health aide comes In five days
a week to assist me with bathing my legs and
feet and also washing my hair. It Is not possible for me to change my nylons each day
rnyself so It is necessary for me to sleep with
them on and' she changes them when she
arrives. I can put my brace on and dress
thyself u sIng a long stick with a hook on tho
end. I again utllliz my crutch by placing my
clothing over the top of it and then over my
head. I use the stick to pull my clothing off.
It is n ccssary for me to buy certain types of
clothing and tops that have a vlde neckline
and pants with elasticied waist bands and
no 7ippers or buttons can be used. Because
.of the lack of motion in my elbows I have to
use a comb that Is attached to a long stick;
by maneuvering my head around I can reach
all sides. Just before going out of the door
In the morning I put my. coat on one arm
and carry out my school bag. My driver helps
me Eet my other arm In. I have been able
to walk since I was seven years old, Before
that I used to crawl around. Because of the
constant use of crutches for the past twentynine years. I am experiencing constant a17graVation under my arms in tie form of sores.
They often open and it is neccsary for me
to have them bandaged. Again, my health
aide Is of utmost importan:e as I am not
able to do this myself. I also have a problem
with chronic swelling in my le-s and feet.
This Is at mechanical problem brought on by
the lack of muscle development which norralIlv would act as a pump to assist in propolling the blood upward. because the Olooot
pools in my legs; fluids seep out and fill the
surrounding tissue. Fluid pills and low sodlum diet do not effectively alter this as it
Ut more of a mechanical than a chemical
Condition.

.1 am able to clean any apartment on L.
limited basls. My health adde changes the bed
and does my laundry, she also dusts and
sweeps the floor. I also have assistance from
my sister who does the heavier housework
such as washing the floors and walls. etc.
I am able to make my bed each day and wash
the dishes. I cook my own supper. My'health
aide puts out the necessary pans and utensils
I will need. I am not able to raise my handt
to my mouth so I lower my head to my hand
when eating. I was dolng my own grocery
shopping with my sister; but, because of the
problems with sores -under hmy arms, my
health aide has taken over the task.
When teaching, I use a wheelchair to get
around the building with the assistance of
students. I am able to plan and Implement
educational programs for the Learning Disabilities students I work with as a teacher
aide. It Is necessary for me to cross my right
arm over my left cupping one hand In the
other to write.
The above Instances are a few examples of
my daily routine. I often take for granted
the way In which I do things.
I have had extensive hospitalizations in my
earlier years for the purposes of corrective
surgery and rehabilitation. To my knowledge,
the expense of these stays were paid for by
The Crippled Childrens' Association and durIng my four years of high school, at the
Massachusetts 11o-pital in Canton, I believe
part of the expen-e was paid for by the veteraris and my parents;
When I finished high school I started workIng at the Anna Jaques Hospital In Newburyport, MA as a switchboard operator. I
lived at ho'ne and paid my own medical bills
such as dentist, eye doctor, etc. I was covered
under a Blue Cross plan and Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission paid for corrective shoes, braces and other necessary appll
ances relating to my disability.
In 1968, my mother passed away and I was
no longer able to live at home and I needed
a certain amount of attendant care such as
dressing and personal needs.
A social worker at the local welfare office
assisted me In applying for Disability Assistance and also in finding a private home
where I could live In as normal a family
situation as possible. A very costly alternalive to this placement was a nursing home.
'I was granted Disability Assistance because I
did not earn enough money a week to pay
for my living arrangement ud personal care
needs. I did, however, pay'for what'I could
out of my limited incorte.
I continued to work at thehospital and
almos', completed eleven years there. I
strongly felt that I was meant to do something different with my life than being a
switchboard operator and I also had hopes Of
becoming financially independent. So, I pursued a career In education.
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To this end, r was accepted at Boston College and attended classes on campus for four
years. I earned my Bachelor of Ars (le-ree in
Elementary Education, with certification in
peclal Education. Massachuetts Rehabili4ation Commission paid for my education
and because I no longer worked while attendIng college, I was put on full disability assistance to pay for my living expenses and
health needs.
Encouraged and motivated by the Idea of
a new career, my life took a now ineaning. I
was determined to become more self-sufficlent
and by using different gadgets and techniques. I learned to dress myself and take care
of my personal needs. I decided to try and
live on my own and four years ago, at Age 31,
I was accepted Into an apartment for Ihandicapped persons at a local elderly housing
project. Because I was now living on my own,
roy disability assistance was decreased considerably. Consequently, disability assistince
paid the people I formerly lived with over
$400.00 a month but was now reduced to approximately $265.00 a month for me to take
care of myself.
VUpon graduating from college, I was hired
as a teacher aide In a public school program
for handicapped children. I earned $3.50 per
]hour for 30 hours a week. As a teacher's aide,
I was paid only for the hours I worked,
When holidays, sick days or vacations carne I
,was not paid. Because of this irregular pay
pattern, I asked if Supplement Security Income supplement my Income until I got a
lull teaching position.
6.8.1. agreed to pay me $131.00 per month
for the period from September 1175 to 6e.pUember 1977. During this time, I was Also
covered under Medicaid for my medical
Yieeds.
Presently, I am still a teacher aide, in a
different school systern, earning $3 50 an hour
for 30 hours per week with no fringe benefits
lor 10 months a year.
On August 18th, 1977, 1 received a letter
lrom-6.S.I. Informing me that I was be longer
eligible for supplemental Income as of October 1. 1977. because I was earning more than
$200.00 a month and that my status for recelvlng Medicaid assistance is questionable
because If I earn more than $200.00 a month,
7 am no longer considered disabled. This
change was due to the fact that S.S.T. asal6tance was merely a transition period until
It was shown that I was able to continue
working.
Last winter, from January through May, I
Was hospitalized for three months with a,
deep rooted Infection and bedridden at home
for the remainder of the time. Because my
Job offers no benefits, I was totally dependent on S.S.I. Income aud Medicaid benefits.
Just prior to this hospital stay, I depended
on friends and relatives to come when they
could. At present. Medicaid pays for this aide

at the cost of $7.25 per hour, $56 25 per week
If I am not able to maintain Medicaid support I will have to forfeit the health aide as
my annual income of $37R.t)00 as a teacher
saide could not support the yearly cost of
$2,925.00 for a health aide.
Not only aml alarmed by this unexpected
change In supportive assistance, but I am
fearful of what lie- ahead far me, both physfcatly and ntentally. Considering the amount
of Income I Dresently earn, *and the establiaied and unexpected expenzcs ahead of me,
I may be forced to stay at home, because of
the financial leasibility rather than to conpnue working.
JPleae consider the following figures:
Monthly Income, Sept. 1977-June 1978 (oedluding non pald holidays and vacfitlon.poriods) :
September, 18 days at $21.00 a day,$378.
October, 20 days at $21.00 a day, C420,
November, 19 days, $392.
December, 1Gdays, $330.
January, 20 days, $420.
February, 15 days, $315.
'March, 22 days. $462.
-April, 15 days, $316.
May, 22 days, $462.
Jimne. 13 days, $273.
$3.780,00 (10 month year).
$316.00 average mothIly Income.
My gross nial
income of 53,760.00 over a
10 nionth period would be reduced by $21.00
pcr day for every d.ay I was nbscnt duo to IllMy annual deductions from this gross annualnAmouzt Is as follows:
Federal 'axes, 423.40 bi-weekly. $321.20
yearly.
State Taxes, 1037 bl-wecekly, 10.60 yearly.
Retircinet based on 7 percent of gross.
14.70 hi-weekly, 26 Go yearly.
Life hsuirnce, .28 bi-wecekly, 7.20 yearly.
Total, $48.76 bl-weckly, $790.08 ycrly
deductions.
Oross Income. $3,780.00.
.Deductions, 770.66.
Net Yearly Income, 03,000,34e
According to the monthly standards of
eligibility for S.S.r. recipients In Ma~schu.
sects As of September 1077, a disabled Indlvidual paying the full cost of living expenses
will receive $285.12 clear, per month, with.
out any deductions.
On a yearly basis, If I were on 8.51., I1
Would receive $3.421.44 which comes to
$421.44 more than my net Dnniial income
vorlklng as a teacher's aide for ten-months.
In evaluating these figures, the financial
Incentive for me to continue working Is defi-.
nitely not there. The road to rehabilitatloi,
has been a long and tedious one for me an;i
I am proud to say that I indeed have made It.
Psychologically, I am healthier and happier
when I can be involved In a work experience,
as I am now, by teaching the handicapped,
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Daily. I am meeting m7 own needs and '

aim enriching my own life as well as sharing
:my experiences and offering encouragement
and perspective to the handicapped Children I work with,
However. finances and medical insurance
coverage for someone a myself with a chronic
disease are of major consideration and
Importance.
As It Is now, my annual income -is far
below the national poverty level.
8ince graduating from college, I have been
In constant search for a full time teaching
position. I am hopeful that someday this
will become a reality. However, even if I were
to become a full time teacher, and in light of
any additional medical and health care
assistance being denied me, that. too, would
become financially unfeasible.
Consider my Income and expenditures if I
were on a full time teacher's salary-without
Medlcald assistance.
Gross Annual Income,'$9,862.00.
Net Annual Income, $6.966.90."
Withholding Deductions:
rcd. Tax bl-weekly................
$56. GO
State Tax bl-weekly ---------------- I. 72
Retirement ------------------..----- 26. 55
Insurance --------------------------.
28
'Teacher Dues ----------------------.
61
3.69
3lue Cross --------------------Total --------------------1 .S5
111.35 X 26 "pqy -,perlod=$2M5J:tO "total
deduction yearly.
"Oross salary -------------------- . , 862.00
'Deductions yearly --------------- .-,'895.10
Net Income yearly --------- ...... $%66.90
Annual living expenses:
HFealth Aide-------------------- $2, 025. 06
,Zent -------------------------- "2,2.75.80
-'ransportation ----------------225.00
'Orthopedic Bhoes Brace adjusteats --------------------180.00
ood ..--------------------------1.s300.00
Clothing* (Specially fitted) --------

60.00

'Doctors Visits --------------------..
.
00
,Dentis' Visits ------------------'100. 00
Prescriptions ------------------60,00
Telephone -------------------180.0
2v scc!laneous ------------------200.00

Total .....................

8,085.8O

Annual Income ---------------- $.968.90
Living Expenses .................
8,085.80
Deficit ----------------------

1.118.00

Because I am still disabled, my medical ex-

plenses are somewhat out of the ordinary. It
L nece'sary for ine to have a health aide: It
Is necessary to be outfitted with orthopedlo
shoe,; it Is necessary that I havs the proper
health care and medical treatment: and It
Is necessary that I have suffilent income to
support my varied needs. Will It become
nece.ary for me to turn down the opportu.
nity for profeeslonal employment?
I find it difticult to believe that financlatlr
I may be forced to pass up a teaching position.
The ciuctinn arlees In my mind a to what
other severely handicapped individuals are
doing who are attempting to live Independently as possible, but are prevented from
doing so because of financial burdens that
are incurred because of health aid and
medical stpport services required because or
the'r physical handicans.
Could the handicapped, in situations such
as mine. be covered under rrotp Insurance.
suci as llue Cross-Blue Shield. for routine
medical neels? Could the out of the ordinary
expenses relating to the chronic conditions
of some handlcanped persons, not covered
by general health insurance, be met by. a
State or Federal Health Plan?
Such coverage coaild and would- give
handicapped Individtals the Incentive to
pursue careers, which they possibly have
been trained for through nmhabilitation programs, without being,financially penalized
because of their handicaps.
My fears are real. I fear being forced to
give up my Job: I fear the log of motivatOi
which has enabled me to attempt life at its
fullest in spite of my handicap. I want to
continue maintaining my apartment. I want
to teach and to continue to share the hopo
of rehabilitation with the handicappedchildren I work with: I want to be productive
and to have a feeliltg of self worth; and lastly. I want to continue to work towards becoming all that I can be.
I greatly appreciate that you have takeui
the time to listen to and evalmte my situation. My only hope is that I will not be
forced Into stagnation alter the long trying
years.
* In November 1916. the Massachusetts DIvision of Employment Security awarded me a
citation recognizing- my success in employment and making note of my achievements
as a handicapped person.
My handicap is not what Is going to prevent me from continuing to be employed.
but rather it is the system that Is making the
public acknowledgment of my success become a mockery by not allowing me to Costtinue to be employed.
I need your help I want to remain employed and to become aa Independent a. I
can become. Will you please help me?
sincerely,
CaaoL Amm Doms.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The hearing is adjourned.
[Thereupon, at 12:40 p.m. the hearin:, in the above-entitled matter
was recessed, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
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WELFARE REFORM PROPOSALS
MONDAY, MAY 1, 1978

U.S. SNATE,

S4UBCO33tir.E

ON PUnLIc ASSISTANCE OF THE
CoMMul-rEE ON FINANCE,

Va8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:40 a.m. in room
2221, 1)irksen Senate Office Building, Ifon. Carl Curtis presiding.
Present: Senators Curtis and Dan forth.
Senator CURTIS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our first witness is Mr. Seidman.
Mr. Seidman, will you identify those who are with you?
Mr. SEID f N. My name is Bert Seidnian. I am director of the
Department of Social Security of the AFL-CIO and with me, to my
left, is Mary Logan, who is a member of our social security department and to my right is Robert McGlotten, who is a member of our
legislative department.
Mr. Chairman, I have a summary of my statement, but I ask that
my full statement as well as the attachment to it, be included in the
record of the hearing.
Senator CURTIS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
STATEMENT OF BERT SEIDMAN, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SECURITY, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY MARY LOGAN,
SOCIAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT; AND ROBERT McGLOTTEN,
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Mr. SEIDMAN. On February 4, 197, the AFI-CIO Executive Council adopted a statement whiich we have adopted to our testimony
calling on the Congress to reform and strengthen the programs designed to help the Nation's poor by enacting legislation which would
meet the needs of: One, those employed in jobs which do not pay
enough to keep them out of the poverty; two, those who could work
outside the home but are unable to find employment; three, those
who are unable to take jobs out of the home.
This summary, and my longer statement, should be regarded as
supplemental to the executive council's statement, which we have
asked be made a part of the record of this hearing.
The council welcomed a number of badly needed improvements
made in the administration's proposal by the special House subcommittee but nevertheless found the subcommittee bill far short
of what is needed to provide decent jobs and income security for

the Nation's poor.
(971;)
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From over a year of hearings and discussionss, a consensus seems
to have enierged that any welfare reform proposall must provi(le
for a minimum Federal cash benefit for the poor with uniform eligibility standards and universal coverage; jobs for those able to i'vork:
assistance to the working poor; and fiscal relief for State and local
governments.
The administration bill, S. 2014: the committee bill, MI.R. 1095);
the Ullman bill, 1I.R. 10711; and the Baker-Bellnon bill, S. 2777all reportt to meet many or all of these goals.
Au additional goal that these and all other welfare reform proposals should be measured against, Mr. Chairman, is the one raised
by Senator Moynihan when lie asked in his article in the Institute
for Socio-economic Studies' Journal, "The question that we must ask
about any welfare reform plan is what are apt to be its consequences
on family stability."
A HEW-funded project. completed by John Bishop, of the Institute for Poverty Research of the Unive sity of Wisconsin concluded
that merely extending cash assistance to two-parent families increasedl the marital dissolution rate by as much as 70 percent. This
study showed that, instead, family stability was encouraged by a
program focusing on jobs and concluded, "A jobs strategy must
simultaneously provide more jobs for the unskilled to drive up the
wage rates for these jobs."
Mr. Chairman, we agree with the findings of this study and in
fact feel that jobs of the kind it speaks of are equally necessary for
many single-parent families when recentt, child care arrangements

are available as well as single individuals and childless couples. We
are pleased that all of the major welfare reform measures before
the Congress stress the importance of jobs. However, none of the

jobs programs in their present form will result in jobs providing
either real economic security or family stability for the poor.

S. 2084 requires that all eligible for the jobs program, regardless
of their education or ability or the nature of the jobs to which they
are assigned, be put in a position which completely ignores tI
principle of equal pay for equal work. According to Tbor Department estimates, 2.5 million people a year are to be, moved into approximately 1 million jobs, most of "which pay only the minimum
wage, regardless of what other workers in the community doing
similar jobs are being paid.
The administration has openly expressed its intention to purposefully make jobs so unattractive that large numbers of people will
not seek them and those who are required to take them will not want
to stay in them. We think this is a completely wrong-headed approach to any decent, rational, or workable jobs program.
Although the special House subcommittee improved the situation
somewhat by accepting the principle of equal pay for equal work in
I.R. 10950, this principle will apply only to a very small proportion
of the workers assigned to the program. The jobs proposal in both
H.R. 10711 and S. 2777 fall far short of AFL-CIO recommendations
and are even less acceptable than the administration proposal, as
they involve low wages and heavy reliance on tax credits and vouchers
for private employers.
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The AFL-CIO opposes the use of a voucher system as it is inevitably open to serious abuse,extreumely difficult to enforce, and contrary
to a provision in the CET'A prograin which plrohibits testing of subsidized or submininmun wages.

We feel that tax credits, for the most part, siml)ly reward employers for doing what they would do anyway and there is no evidence that their use has indeed produced additional jobs.
Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CLO believes that the Congress should
provide for the creation of whatever number of public service jobs
is necessary to Jill the gal) in the private sector until inl)lementation
of national economic policies results in an adequate number of private sector jobs. The jobs in both the private and the public sector
to which people are assigned should pay the prevailing wage.
A Federal responsibility should be required along %vithassistance
to State and local governments in the identifying of existing, or
development of new, job placement and training programs leading to
decent jobs at fair wages.
The benefit level of the Federal cash payments of less than twothirds of the poverty level with no provision even for cost of living
increases provided under S. 2084 is totally inadequate.
Although States are encouraged to supplement these payments and
administration officials insist they will, they are not required to do
so and a number of State welfare officials have admitted to doing so.
Indeed, a recent Congressional Budget Office report reveals that
over 1.8 million families below the poverty level would lose benefits
under the administration's proposal.
The special House subcommittee improved the bill somewhat by
providing for cost of living increases and eliminating the extraordinarily harmful 6-month accounting and prior month's budgeting
systems. However, it did not increase the benefit level and did not
provide a satisfactory guarantee against severe cutbacks for millions
of people if States failed to supplement.
Although H.R. 10711 provides a more acceptable level of benefits
for AFDC families of four, it would be seriously deficient for larger
AFDC families and leave out altogether single individuals and childless couples. S. 2777 would also exclude these people from coverage,
provide a less acceptable benefit to the AFDC recipients, and not
requires States to supplement.
The AFI-CIO urges that those unable to work at jobs outside
the home be assured a Federal minimum payment brought in stages
to no less than the poverty level. We oppose abolishing the food
stamp program as it is essential to supplement benefit payments which
fall below the poverty level. Moreover, it. is the only means of relief
for those individuals and their families who are in short-term periods
of deprivation due to unemployment or other loss of income.
None of the bills under consideration do anything to improve on
inadequate SSI programs and, in fact, would seriously undermine
existing protections provided to the low-income aged, blind and
disabled persons.
The AFL-CIO has repeatedly stressed the importance of effective and immediate measures to relieve the plight of the hard-pressed
cities and States that now bear an unfair share of the fiscal burden
32-926----78-8
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of welfare. Administration officials claim that S. 2084 would provide
$2.1 billion in fiscal relief to State and local governments, but not
until 1981.
Even then it is feared that if States are to realize this savings, it
will have to be at the expense of current recipients.
Although H.R. 10950 improves somewhat on the amount of fiscal
relief provided in S. 2084, it would still place far too heavy a burden
on States with higher payment levels which try to maintain or improve on them.
The AFI,-CIO believes that both goals, providing fiscal relief and
protecting recipients, can be achieved by mandating state supplements
that gradually fade away as the Federal payment, increases toward
the, level of the higher paying States.
The AFL-CIO supports the thrust of those proposals which would
broaden the scope of welfare reform to include most of the disadvantaged, the working poor as well as the young, old, disabled, and
unemployed, in contrast to those whicl-would classify certain categories of needy Americans as being unworthy of assistance or incapable of working.

Senator

DANFORTH

presidingg. I am afraid your time has ex-

pired. How much longer do you have to go in your prepared statement?
M'. SEID.MA-. About a minute or two.
Senator DANFORTI. Fine.
Mr. SEIDMAn-,. However, all of the proposals in their present form
are unacceptable as none will adequately meet the needs of the
Nation's poor. The AFL-CIO, therefore, urges this subcommittee
and the Congress to reject the proposals in their present form and
instead, enact legislation which will: one, establish a cash assistance
proaramn to provide income support at no less than the poverty
level, if necessary, to be achieved in stages as soon as possible, in a
direct, equitable and efficient manner to poor families and individuals
who are unable, or cannot be expected, to work outside the home.
The benefit levels should be indexed to reflect increases in living
coqts.
Two, take whatever actions are necessary to increase jobs in the
private as well as in the public sector, including unifying and restructuring the employment and training systems in order to make
them vastly more responsive and accountable for providing assistance
to persons who, with proper placement or training, could be selfsufficient.
Three. expand the earned income tax credit so that those workers
who have large families or who have suffered extraordinary circumstances will not have to rely on welfare payments to keep their
families out of poverty.
These, and other recommendations, are laid out in greater detail
in both my full statement and the executive council's statement.
Mr. Chairman and memberN of the subcommittee, the AFI,-CIO
stands ready to cooperate with the Congress and the administration
in developing effective welfare reform measures to nrovide genuine
help to the poor and real fiscal relief for States and cities.
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The aim must be decent jobs and real income security for all
America's poor. Mr. Chairman, that concludes the summary of our
statement. We would be very happy to reply to any questions you
might have.
Senator I)ANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Senator Curtis?
Senator CrRTIS. I just have one question. Mr. Seidman, even the
most conservative estimate of the Congressional 4get Office is now
that the President's plan, as modified by the Corman committee,
will cost an additional $23 billion more to the taxpayers the very
first year. You are representative of a union that represents a great
many working men andwlomen.
How can you justify support for a measure that taxes those who
work for those who do not work in such a massive additional way?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Mr. Chairman, we are not satisfied with the situation
where those who work are taxed for those who do not work, unless
those are people who ought not to be expected to work because they
are disabled or old or have young children in their care.
We urge. instead, that tlere should be a large-scale jobs program
for those who can work. To the maximum extent possible, this should
be done through improving the employment service so as to provide
decent jobs for these people in private employment. This involves
many other measures which are not taken up in this particular statement, but which the AFL-CIO has advocated before other committees of the Congress.
To the extent that those jobs are not available in private employment, then we think that there should be public jobs where these
people can be doing useful work for decent wages. Under those
circumstances, workers would not be asked to be paying for people
who could be working, but are not.
But until such time as we do have work for those who want to
work, then they and their families have to be maintained in some
way and that is what this program is all about.
Senator Cr-iTis. Is your contention that the situation with regard
to the unemployed at this time is the result of lack of jobs available?
Mr. SEM. -,.A-. It certainly is my contention that people are unemployed because of lack of jobs available. All you have to do is to see
what happens when an automobile company or a public agency announces jobs available and you will find people lined up at 5:00 o'clock
in the morning, and all through the night, as a matter of fact, for a
very few jobs that may be available.
So I certainly do contend that, Senator.
Senator Curs. But your prime remedy would be Governmentprovided jobs?
Mr. SEIMMAN. No, that is not our prime remedy. As I have said
before, the AFL-CIO has testified before committees of the Congress
with a full-scale economic program. I would be glad to put into the
record the economic program of the AFL-CIO as adopted by our
executive council. And that is a program which aims mainly at
bringing about full employment in the sense of the maximum number
of jobs in the private economy.
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But where those obs do not exist, then we do think that they have
to be supplemented by public service eml)loynent.
Senator Ctinris. Without taking time to describe in detail, will
you list those programs that you favor that will increase employment
in the private sector?
Mr. SEMA.%.-. In the first place, we are in favor of enactment of
the Humphrey-1lawkins bill which is aimed at that objective. Second,
we have prograinhe tax field, in the monetary field, in the employment lield generally, employment and training, with respect to
the whole field of foreign trade, which has a very serious impact on
jobs in this country.

Those are the kinds of programs on which the AFL-CIO has
testified before the appropriate committee of the Congress.
Senator CuR'ns. Now, this committee does have jurisdiction over
your recommendations for taxes and also trade. In the field of trade,
do you favor a restriction of imports where they are excessive and
are closing plants in this country ?
Mr. SEIDMNAN-. That is correct.
Senator CuRTis. What, specifically, do you recommend in the way
of tax legislation that goes directly to your point of increasing jobs
in the private sector?
Mr. SEID.MNAN.,. Let me say that I was not prepared to testify this
morning on our tax recommendations, but I would be glad to put
into the record our statements on taxes. But our tax program, generally, is aimed at restoring the economy to full employment as well
as to achieve what we call tax justice, which means closing up loop-

holes which favor the wealthy and thereby detract from the purchasing power of those at lower incomes.
Senator CURTIS. Now, does the Humphrey-Hawkins bill have anything to do with private employment ?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes, it does. It has a number of provisions in it which
are aimed at expanding private employment. Again, I was not prepared to testify on the Humphrey-Hawkins bill this morningSenator CuRTIS. Well, I am not asking you to go into detail, but
these things that are contended to provide jobs have a very definite
relation to our welfare problem.
Mr. SFID.AN. Yes, and the Humphrey-Hawkins bill is aimed at

full eml)lovment.
Senator*CURTIS. But it calls for a sizable part of the action by
Government, does it not?
Mr. SEIDMAN. It calls for the Government to adopt the kinds of
measures which will provide the proper environment for the achieve-

ment of full employment.
Senator Crwns. Do you favor or oppose, a youth differential on
the minimum wage?
Mr. SErDm Af. We are strongly opposed to a youth differential to
the minimum wage. We think that this is no favor to the young
people; they have so testified before the lAbor Committee when they
were considering the minimum wage legislation and, on the other
hand, we think that it would result in displacement of older workers.
Senator CuR-ims. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator l).NiFORTi. Have you costed the welfare program that you
proposed?
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Mr. SEIDMA N. We have asked the Congressional Budget Office to
cost the type of program that we have suggested and they have come
up simply with a conclusion in a report which they issued some time
ago that the approach which we have suggested would not cost any
more than the administration's l)rOl)osal, depending on the speed
with which the improved benefit levels, and so on, were staged, and
So on.
In other words, I cannot give you an exact figure because we have
not made this proposal in the kind of specific terms that you apparently have in mind.
Senator DAN FORTIT. Of course, when you recommend that the
benefit level should be at the same level as'the poverty levelMV. SEIDMAN. To be raised in stages as quickly as possible to the
poverty level.
Senator DANFORTII. That would obviously have a budgetary effect.
Mr. SEIDMAN-. It would have a budgetary effect, but it would be a
budgetary effect over a period of time, 'depending on how those
stages would be developed.
Senator DANFORT. Do you have any recommendations as to what
the time sequence is?
Mr. SEDMAN. In general. we think that this ought to be done over
a period of 5 or 6 years in intervals, let us say, of 2 years, something
of that kind.
Senator DAN.ORTH. I wonder if you could provide us with a sort

of a chart of your recommendations and cost figures over a period
of 5 or 6 ears. Could you do that?
It somds so wonderfulMr. SEIDMAN. We can give you some in a very tentative way, not
necessarily representing our final thinking, some specifications for
a bill which we have been thinking of for some time. But we have

not had, ourselves, the resources to cost out that bill and, to the best
of my knowledge, others have not wished to do so.
Senator DANFOr.rH. All cost projections are estimates. The socalled Baker-Bellnon program has been costed and so has the admin-

istration's and so has Corman's, and so on.
'Mr. SEIDMAN. And if the Congressional Budget Office, or somebody else, would be prepared to provide us with cost estimates for
the specifications that we would make available we would be very
har))y to have this done, but they have not done so up until now.
Senator DANFORTH. I think we could get them if you would just
give us your timetable and, you know, sort of line it up on the same
basis that the other programs are lined up so that we could be talking
about applesMr. SEIDMAN. We would be glad to make available to you a very
rough draft bill which we have had in mind and which in essence
would accomplish the objectives that we have stated in our testimony.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
SPECIFIcATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME SECURITY AcT or 1978

The following are the legislative specifications for the proposed "Employment
and Security Act of 1978" which embodies the "triple track" approach to the
solution of the "welfare problem."
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It is based on the belief that the causes of poverty and the needs of lowIncome people are so varied that no one sweeping approach will be effective in
meeting them. The proposed bills a major step in the restructuring of a number of institutions and programs whose failure have contributed to the "welfare
mess."
TITLE I-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND INCOME SUPPORT IN ABSENCE OF WORK
1. Coverage
Individuals who are able to work or can reasonably be expected to work.
2. Manpoicer provisions
(a) Specific authority to the Secretary to promulgate standards. to assure
the coordination between State Employment Service and CETA offices and to
take such other actions, Including necessary revisions in the Wagner-Peyser
Act. as will assure an effective and Integrated manpower system.
(b) Authority would be provided for expenditure of funds to create meaningful and productive jobs in the public sector (through public agencies and
private nonprofit agencies) paying the higher of the minimum or prevailing
wage for applicants for whom no Jobs or immediate prospects for jobs in the
private sector are available. Protection would be afforded to assure that funds
would not be substituted for State or local funds which would otherwise-be
available for jobs.
3. Eligibility for supplemental vncnploymcnt a8si8tance benefit (SUAB)
(a) Individual, aged 1S or over for whom no work is available, is member
of household in which no other member aged 18 or over is employed on a fulltime basis (more than 30 hours per week), or is receiving regular unemployment compensation or a Special Unemployment Assistance Benefit (SUAB)
under this program.
(b) Family income is less than 125 percent of officially determined poverty
level and family assets are not more than those required to be eligible for Food
Stamp Program.
(c) Applicant must be able to work, available for work, seek work, register
for work with coordinated and expanded employment services and CETA agencies, and meet all other requirements (other than prior wage or employment)
of State Unemployment Compensation Law.
4. Work tests

In addition to being subject to the eligibility and disqualification provisions
of the State Unemployment Compensation Law, applicants would be subject to
more stringent work tests. They would not be able to refuse Jobs based on
distant work history or skills but would be required to accept any job (including public service) available in the local labor market which pays the higher
of the minimum or the prevailing wage for the job-so long as the Job
meets health and safety standards. They would also be required to accept training or other supportive services (including day care) which would better
enable the individual to obtain work.
5. Betrefits
(a) The Special Unemployment Assistance Benefit (SUAB) for a week of
total unemployment would be equal tothe following percentages of the state
average weekly wage in employment covered under the State Unemployment
Compensation Law.
Single worker-20 percent
Worker and dependent-30 percent
Worker and 2 dependents-40 percent
Worker and 3 or more dependents--50 percent
(b) If an applicant has worked during a week he will be eligible for a benefit
equal to the benefit for a week of total unemployment, less his earnings In
excess of the "disregard amount." The "disregard amount" shall be equal to
10 percent of earnings in the week times the number of persons in the applicant's family.
(c) When the "disregard amount" exceeds the weekly benefit amount for a
week of total unemployment, or where the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC),
exceeds the SUAB payable for the week In which he had earnings, the Individual
shall not receive SUAB, but shall be eligible for the Earned Income Tax Credit.
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6. Administration
(a) SUAB Benefits shall be administered by -state unemployment compensation agencies-with Job referral and labor market services provided by state
employment services and CETA prime sponsors.
(b) Dete!.mination of whether individual is expected to work and comes
under Title I or should apply under Title III (the Cash Assistance Program)
for individuals not expected to work will be made by state manpower agency.
(c) State shall enter into agreement with Secretary of Labor to administer
the program in accordance with terms and conditions of agreement and regulations promulgated by Secretary as condition of approval of State Unemploynieat Compensation Law.
7. Financing
States shall be reimbursed by the Federal government for 100 percent of the
costs of Special Unemployment Assistance Benefits paid plus costs of administration.
S. Accounting period
(a) As tinder unemployment compensation laws, earnings will be reported
weekly for the purpose of determining weekly benefit amount.
(b) For the purpose of determining family Income qualification, prospective
monthly accounting.
9. Family unit
Father, mother, and natural or adopted children (nuclear family).
10. Food stamp eligibility
Families in which an applicant receives Special Unemployment Assistance
Benefits shall be eligible for Food Stamps-with SUAB considered as income.
1.

Coverage

TITLE II-EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

All families In which at least one person is working full-time (more than
30 hours per week), including public service employment, or in which the SUAB
is less than the benefit under EITC.
2. Benefits
a) EITC Benefit would be equal to 12 percent of earnings (up to $4000)
times each member of family unit. Benefit would be decreased on same basis
for each dollar of earnings above $4000-no benefits payable if earnings exceed
SS000.
(b) Families would continue to be eligible for Food Stamps with EITC
counted as income.
3. Financing
100 percent Federal financing.
. , Administration

Administered by IRS which -administers current EITC; except where Individual has been drawing SUAB payments made by state agency.
5. Accounting period
(a) Earnings eligibility determined quarterly on a prospective basis.
(b) Payments made monthly.
6. Family unit-Nuclear Family.
TITLE Ill--CASIH

ASSISTANCE FOR PERSONS NOT EXPECTED TO WORK

1. Coverage
All families in which there is no adult member (over the age of 18) who is
expected to work and not covered by the Supplemental Security Income Program (SSI).
2. Not expected to work
Included would be:
(a) Single parent families with one or more dependent children under the
age of 14;
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(b) Adults charged with the care of incapacitated or disabled relatives.
(c) Others who are determined to be permanently or temporarily unable to
work because of physical or mental incapacity.
3. Eligibility

Covered families whose:
(a) Income does not exceed basic benefit plus $900 ($75 a month).
(b) Assets meet a test similar to the Food Stamp Program.

,4. Benefit
(a) Varies by family size with ultimate goal of 100 percent of poverty level
to be reached over four-year period.
Effective Date-75 percent
Two years later-871 percent
Four years later-100 percent
(b) Regional variations in basic benefit would be based on a specified percentage of state median income which is the percentage of the national median
income equivalent to the basic benefit.
(c) Until the benefit equals 100 percent of the poverty level (I) individuals
would be eligible for Food Stamps, and (ii) states would be required to supplement basic benefits up to state benefit level on 12/31/77 for a non-working
family-with adjustments for cost of living.
(d) Prior to the end of the third year after the effective date a study shall
be completed as to whether to discontinue eligibility of welfare recipients for
food stamps.
5. Financing and State fiscal relief
(a) 100 percent Federal financing when basic benefit equals poverty level
(four years after effective date).
(b) For first two years Federal percentage of costs shall be increased by 50
percent of current state share e.g., where states now contribute 50 percentFederal government will contribute 75 percent and state share decreased to
25 percent;
(c) For years two to four, state share will be decreased by additional 50
percent e.g., where state percentage was initially decreased from 50 to 25 percent, it will be decreased to 121A percent.
(d) In no event shall state costs exceed the following percentages of the
actual state welfare costs for fiscal year 1977. 75 percent for first two years
and 50 percent for next two years.
6. Administration
Subject to Federal criteria, program shall be administered by states for the
first 4 years; study to be completed by end of 3 years from effective date as to
whether administration should be transferred to the Federal government--or
whether to continue State administration on same or modified basis.
7. Accounting period
Prospective monthly accounting.
8. Family unit
Nuclear Family.
9. Access to social services
Social Services Would continue to be administered by the states under the
provisions of Title XX of the Social Security Act.
MEDICAID

Subject to the enactment of National Health Insurance, for the first two
years after enactment of the Employment and Income Security Act, eligibility
for medicaid shall continue under provisions of State law in effect on Decem.
ber 31, 1977. If National Health Insurance is not enacted by the end of the
eighteenth month after such effective date, the Secretary of HEW shall within
three months make recommendations as to amendments to Title XIX of the
Social Security Act to provide medicaid benefits consistent with the purposes
of this Act.
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BENEFIT LEVELS-PERSONS WHO AREWORKING OREXPECTED TO WORK
Family size

Ernings

I person .......

Stipend ......................
$1,872 $1,872 $1 872 $1 872 ..............................
Earnings above disregard ...............
-900 -1: 800 1-2,700
Benefit ......................
Food stamps.................
Total income .............

2 persons ...... Stipend ......................
Earnings above disregard
Benefit ......................
Food stamps ..................

0 $1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000 $7,000

972
308

1200
300

1 3O 1 $400 ' $300 ' $200 ' $100
30 ..............................

2,126

2,280

2,500

3,330

2,520

2,520 2,520 2,520 .......
................
-WO -1,600 -2,400
-..............
.........
1,720
920
'120
'800
'600
'400 '200
582
588
588
144 ......................

1,872
254

2,520
588

Total income ............. 3,108

3,302

3,508

4,788

4,400

4,944

5,300

5,600

6,200 7,100

6,400 7,200

3 persons ...... Stipend ......................
3,172 3,172 3, 172 3, 172.......................
Earnings above disregard ------------- -700 -1,400 -2,100 ..............................
Benefit .......................
Food stamps ..................

3,172
F63

2,472
842

1,772
812

1,072 11,200
772
504

'900
354

'600
204

Total income ............. 4,035

4,314

4,584

4,844

6,254

6,804 7,354

4 persons ...... Stipend ......................
3, 838
Earnings above disregard ...............
Benefit .......................
Food stamps...............
Total income ........-...-

5,704

'300
54

3,838 3, 838 3 838 ..............................
-600 --1,200 -100....................

3,838 3,238
1,105 1,015

2,638
985

2,038
925

1,600 ' 1,200
816
696

1800
576

4,943

5,623

5,963

6,416

7,376 7,856

5,283

6,896

1400
456

Benefit under EITC.
NOTES
Annual supplemental unemployment assistance (SUAB) stipend: 20 pct of State average weekly wage for I person;
27 pjctfor 2 persons; 34 prtfor 3 persons; 41 pct for 4 or more persons.
Earnings disregard: 10pt of earnings per person.
Earned income tax credit (EITC); 10pzt pvr parson on earnings up to $1,000 with dollar for-dollar reduction above $4,000.
Individual with earnings entitled to greater of SUAB or EITC.
BENEFIT LEVELS-PERSONS WHOAREWORKING OR EXPECTED TO WORK
[in dollars)
Family size

Earnings

0 1,000

, 000

3,000 4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

person ....... Stipend....................... 1,872 1,872
1,872
1 872 .............................
Earnings above disregard ..............
-1,800 '-2:700.....................
Benefit.......................
1, 872
Food stamps ..................
254

972
308

'240
288

Total income ............. 2,126 2,280

2,528

2 persons ...... Stipend .......
.......... 2,808 2,80
Earnings above disregard ...........
-800

2 808
-1,:600

Benefit ......................
Food stamps .................

2,808 2,008
502
502

1,208
502

Total income ............. 3,310 3,510

3,110

1360

3 persons ...... Stipend
3,744 3,744
3.....................
3,744
Earnings above disregard .............. -700
-1,400
Benefit .......................
3, 744 3,044
701
671
Food stamps ..................

2,344
641

Total income ............. 4,445 4,715

4,985

4 persons ...... Stipend

4...................
4,
680 4,680 4,680

Earnings above disregard .............. -600

Bent fit ...................... 4,680 4,080
Food stamps .................
52
792
Total income ............. 5,532 5,872

1480

'360

'240

120

5,360

6,240 7,120

.......................................

-1,200

3,360 4,480

2,808 .............................
-2,400...
...................
1720 1960
1720
'480
1240
408
96 ......................
4,128 5,056

5,720

6,480 7,240

3,744 .............................
-2,100
......................
1,644 11,440 11,080
1720 1360
611 432
300
168
36
5,255 5,872

6,380

6,888 7,396

4,680 4,680 4,680..............
1,800 2:400 3,000 ..............

3,40
132

2,880 2,280
672
612

1,68)
552

6,212

6,552 6,892

7,232

1960
528

1480
432

7,488 7,912

' Benefit under EITC.
NOTES

Annual supplemental unemployment aslstance (SUAB) stipend: 20 pet of State averae wekly wagefor
I person; 30 pet for 2 persons; 40 get for 3 peoms; 50 pet for 4 or more persona.
Earnings dweard: 10 pet of anmins per person.
Earned income tax credit (EITC); 12 pct per person on earminp up to $4,000 with dollar.for-dollar reducton
above $4,000.
Individual with earnings titledd to girater of SUAB or EITC.
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Senator
Tkt tie ask you this. This is a question that
L).evonTt.
Senator Movnihan wanted to ask. If you had your choice between
no welfare reform and the proposals that have been made to date, what
wo,1hl vou do?
If your proposal turned out to be too expensive or, for one reason
or another just was unable to get support, would you rather have
nothing?

Mr. SI.F-r.\- .No, we would not rather have nothing. We would

rather have those elements of whatever bills they might be which
we would consider to be improvements in two respects. First of all,
in improving on benefit levels-well, in a number of respects-first
of all. in improving on benefit levels to the people covered. Second,
providing more jobs. Third, pwoviding fiscal relief.
Now, the extent to which this could be done would determine the
kind of legislation that would be enacted, but we would not favor
those hills in their present form because they contain, to our way of
thinking, some measures that we consider to be harmful, so we would
not want to be making a choice between comprehensive welfare reform and those particular bills.
If we had to-and we have not made any decision on this-we
would look very carefully at measures which are aimed at what we
would regard to be improvements provided that they did not include
what we would consider to be harmful features.

Senator

D.\-NFORTIT.

exists now?
Mr1'. SEIDMAN. Yes.

By harmful, do you mean worse than what

Senator D.%N.FORTH. What is worse than what exists now?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Well, we think that the whole idea, for example, of

requiring people to work at substandard wages is something that is
-wvorse than what exists now.
We think that subsidies and tax credits to employers is something
which exists only on a limited scale now and we certainly would not
want to see it expanded. It has been very-up until now, it has not
been effective. If it were effective, we think it would have harmful
effects.
So that there are some features of these bills which we actively
oppose. There are others which we do not think go far enough, and
T make a distinction between those two categories.

Senator

DANFORTIT.

But you think that the job voucher system

would be worse than-nothing, right?
Mr. SETDMAN. Yes. We think that it would be definitely harmful
in a number of respects.
Senator DAN.-FORTH. Do you think that when Congress increases
the minimum waze that that has an effect, on employment rates?
Mr. SEIDMAN. The Secretaries of Labor, going back to the earliest
(lays of the Fair Labor Standards Act have made studies of this
each time there has been an increase in the minimum wage, and this
means that this has been done perhaps six or seven times over a long
period of years, and never has a Secretary of Labor, Republican or
Democrat, found that there has been any significant reduction in
employment resulting from the increases in the minimum wage.
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Senator

).ANFORTHI.

IN your opinion, it does not have an effect ou

employment rates?
Mr'. SEiD.'. Yes. If anything, I think it increases employment
because it improves the purchasing power of people who speiid just

about every dollar that they receive.
Scnator l).\NFtRTIl. How about increasing social security taxes.

WVould that have an effect on unemployment rates?
Mr. SF..x.
I think increasing social security taxes may have a
negative impact on employment.
Senator I).ANFORTL. WI y?
Mr. SKIMM3AN. If you mean in the form of payroll taxes.
Senator DANFORTIT. Why?
Mr. SEIDTMAN. Because this is not money that gets back into the

economy the way the increase in the minimum wage does.
Senator DANIFORTH. What does it do? 'When we increase social
security taxes, what does it do?
Mr. SEm.r,\x. It is a question as to how we are going to pay for
social security benefits. If you use the social security tax, which is
slightly regressive, that means that the people who are likely to
spend every dollar are the ones who are going to be paying more
in proportion to their income in taxes for the social security and
therefore, it seems to me, it has a somewhat depressing effect on the
economy as compared, for example, with financing some good out of
general revenue.
Senator DANFORT11. Senator Moynihan had another question that
lie wanted to ask. lie says, how would you define which welfare
recipients should be expected to work. In view of the large numbers
of mothers with small children who are currently in the labor force,
is it fair to exempt AFDC mothers with preschool children from
the requirement for work?
Mr. SrIMAN. The mothers who are in the labor force are voluntarily in the labor force. They are not people who have been told

that they must work. We do nct think that mothers with preschool
children should be told that, they must go into the labor force and,
moreover, we do not think that mothers of elementary school children should be required to do so, and we are very skeptical of being
able to develop the kind of employment program which would meet
the needs of the children as well as provide part-time jobs for the
mothers involved.
Senator )A.NFORTIT. What is your experienceMr. Sr....
By the way, I say mothers, but I mean single parents. I (1o not mean-if there are single parents with children in
their care, I do not think that there should be any distinction made
on the basis of sex.
Which is not to say that there may not be many of these people
who would want jobs and should be given every opportunity to obtain
Jobs, but we do not think they should be required to go into employment. And part of what is involved here is having an adequateSenator DANFORTI. Whether they are a single parent or not?
Mr. SrID.MA.N-. No, I am talking about-you asked about single
parents.
Senator D.NFORTI. Is that all you are talking about?
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Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes. If there are two parents, then we think one
parent ought to be required to work. But when there is only a single
parent, then you have a different situation, and part of the problem
is that nobody is really talking about doing anything to improve
chill care opportunities or providing sufficient funds for child care.
The bills that we have here do not provide a sufficient amount for
even family (lay care for mothers of small children in large cities.
Senator DANFORTH. What is the degree of voluntary work by
single parents of preschool-age kids, do you know? Is it typical,
for example, members of your union, do you have a mother who is
divorced and has preschool-age kids or elementary school-age kids?
Do you have any information as to the percentage of those mothers?
Mr. SMDMAN. We think that the alternative ought to be available
to mothers of small children not to have to go to work. Now, if they
choose to go to work, that is something else again.
Senator DANFORTH1. I understand that. How manyMr. SF.TDMN. Now, when you say-the people who are at work
are voluntarily at work. Nobody has required them to go to work.
Their alternative is the same alternative as would exist if there
were no mandated work requirement for mothers of small children
in, let's say, AFDC or in a new welfare program.
Senator I)ANFORTII. Do you have any statistical information as to
how many mothers in that category avail themselves of their option
to work?
Mr. SE-DrAN. I do not have it offhand, no.
Senator DANFORTiI. Do you have access to it?
Mr. SEIDMIAN. We could try to get it from tEW or the Labor Department, if they have it, but I do not know whether they do.
Senator DANFORTH. You do not have any estimate'from your
people?
Mr. SED-rA.. No, we do not.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Mr. SEIDMA,. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Seidman follows:]
STATEMENT OF BFRT SEIDMAN, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
-I appreciate the opportunity to present to this Subcommittee the views of
the AFL-CIO on Welfare Reform. As you know, Mr. Chairman, this is an
issue of long standing concern to the AFL-CIO.
On February 24, 1978, the AFL-CIO Executive Council adopted a statement,
which we have attached to our testimony, calling on the Congress to reform
and strengthen the programs designed to help the nation's poor by enacting
legislation which will meet the needs of (1) those employed at jobs which do
not pay enough to keep them out of poverty, (2) those who could work outside
the home but are unable to find employment, and (3) those who are unable to
take Jobs out of the home, most of whom are existing on sub-poverty incomes.
This means first and foremost full employment with Jobs at adequate wages
in both private and public employment for all who are able to work outside
the home. Those who are unable to take such jobs because of age. disability or
family responsibilities, should be assured benefit payments sufficient to provide a decent living standard for themselves and their families.
The Council noted a number of improvements made by the Special House
Subcommittee in the Administration's proposal (S. 2084) which would bring
it closer to achieving the kind of reform which Is needed such as (1) focusing
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the benefits of the Earned Income Tax Credit to a greater extent on lowerincome workers; (2) taking a step in the direction of accepting the principle
of equal pay for equal work; (3) providing for a shortened period of time for
needy individuals and families to wait for assistance, and (4) indexing the
payment level to reflect increases in the cost-of-living.
However, because of a number of regressive actions taken by the Special
Subcommittee, as well as improvements left unmade, its bill (H.R. 10950) falls
far short of what is needed to provide decent jobs and income security for the
nation's poor.
Since early last year, weeks of hearings, exhaustive testimony and endless
public and private discussions around the subject of welfare have taken place.
Out of this appears to have emerged considerable support for the need for a
federal responsibility to provide a minimum cash benefit to the poor as well as
jobs for those able to work and assistance to the working poor. There also appears to be agreement that any such program have mnlform eligibility standards, simple and clear administrative procedures, extend coverage to all who
need assistance and provide fiscal relief to state and local governments.
The Administration bill, S. 2084, the Committee bill, M.R. 10950, the Ullman
bill, H.R. 10711, and the Baker-Bellmon bill, S. 2777, all purport to meet many
or all of these goals. Before we get to our comments on how well we feel they
achieve these objectives, I'd like to mention an additional goal against which
a Welfar'e Reform Plan should be measured.
As you so aptly stated, Mr. Chairman, In the Spring issue of the Institute
for Socioeconomic Studies, "The question that we must ask about an. Welfare
Reform Plan is what are apt to be its consequences on family stability? Does
it encourage us to believe that family units will be any more likely to remain
intact?" In that article you expressed serious doubt that the Administration's
claim that their program could keep families together by providing cash assistance to intact families is a valid one.
I would like to quote the conclusion of a study funded by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and completed sowe months ago by John
Bishop of the Institute for Poverty Research of the University of Wisconsin
that substantiates your doubts and our concern:
"For many years It was thought that one of the primary ways in which
public policy might be designed to strengthen families was to expand eligibility
for welfare benefits to include two-parent families. When this policy was Implemented experimentally, we discovered that exactly the opposite happened.
Two-parent families on a payment plan very similar to the administration's
cash assistance program experienced marital dissolution rates that were 70%
higher than the control group that was eligible for the current set of income
maintenance programs-AFDC and Food Stamps. These findings suggest that
if strengthening marriages is an objective of public policy, expansions of welfare coverage to include two-parent families should be approached with real
caution.
"Cashing-out Food Stamps is likely to substantially increase the participation
of two-parent families in that program. Since cashing-out Food Stamps makes
it very much like the NIT plans used in the experiments, this seemingly innocuous reform-may cause a substantial increase in rates of marital dissolution.
"11ow then can government improve the financial circumstances of low-income
two-parent families without stimulating marital breakups? The answer would
seem to be to focus on jobs rather than cash assistance. Reducing unemployment should get number one priority. Reflecting on why his marriage failed a
young man recently told a reporter 'she lost respect for me as a man because
I could not support us.' (New York Times, September 9. 1977). Nevertheless he
had turned down jobs saying 'I'm worth more than $2.90 an hour as a human
being.' A jobs strategy must simultaneously provide more jobs for the unskilled
and drive up the wage rates for these Jobs."
Mr. Chairman, we agree with the findings of this study and, in fact, feel that
Joibs of the kind it speaks of are equally necessary to many single-parent families (when decent child care arrangements are available) as well as single
individuals and childless couples. We are pleased that all of the major welfare
reform measures before the Congress stress the importance of Jobs. However,
none of the Jobs programs in the four major Welfare Reform bills will, in their
present form. result in jobs providing either real economic security or family
stability for the poor.

JOBS

S. 20S4 require that all those eligible for th" jabs pro ramn-rega-rdss of
their education or ability or the nature of the jo t.i which they are assiglnedbe put in a system which completely ignores the principle of the prevailinii waze
or equal pay for equal work. According to Labor Department estimates. 2.5
million people a year are to be moved into jobs, the overwhelming majority
paying only the minimum wage--.regardless of what other workers in the conimumi; y doing similar jobs are being paid.
Under this program some individuals who had been unemployed and 5--arching for work for five weeks might be required to accept a job weatheriz'nz
homes, for example. Their co-workers could be union carpenters receiving a
higher wage plus fringe benefits and these Individuals would be required to
accept the same job at the minimum wage and no fringe benefits. When they
are laid off, unlike their co-workers they would not receive unemployment insurance, but would instead be recycled through 5 weeks of job search activity
at incomes less than half the poverty level to demonstrate their interest in
employment. This is all postulated on the completely unproven assumption that
there will be lots of jobs in the private economy and workers in the jobs program must be given "incentives" to fill them. The fact is that private j1Ab
opportunities are declining, not expanding, in central cities and even a return
to much lower overall levels of joblessness may not change this very much.
One of the Justiflcations given for developing a program which would create
this kind of inequitable situation where those in the jobs program would get
substandard wage,- is that it would cost too much to pay the wage that others
doing the same job are getting. However, as Secretary Marshall explained in a
press release on September 23. 1977, "the wages of most workers would also 1'
supplemented by cash assistance for family size so that total income will lbe
equal to or greater than that currently provided by CETA. In a state supplementing the cash assistance benefit by 10 percent, the wage would be $0.m i3.
the cash assistance benefit would be $1.%4 and the total income $8.0."
One of the primary goals of a jobs and Income program should be to get
those people who are working off the welfare rolls. Rather than using pIblie
flnds in the form of a welfare payment to subsidize inadequate wages. these
funds should be used to insure that the workers are getting fair compensation
for their labor.
When Secretary 'Marshall testified before the Subcommittee or Employment.
Poverty and Migratory Labor of the Senate Human Resources (ommittee, he
stressed that the sub-standard wages are a desirable feature of the program
as they are necessary In order to make these jobs so unattractive that birge
numbers of people will not seek them and those who are required to take them
will not want to stay on them. We think this is a completely wrongheaded
approach to any decent jobs program in the context of welfare reform.
It is not clear just how many of these jobs the Administration plans to provide. If the unemployment rate does not go down to a level where the regular
('ETA slots will be phased out, there would have to be additional monev
budgeted to create the 1.4 million slots the Administration claims will be available. Under the best possible circumstances. It appears S. 2084 would require
at least 2.5 million people to engage in a six-week job search activity receiving
$40 a week for their family to live on after which they will be channeled
through 1.1 million jobs which are purposely designed to be too unattractive
for anyone to want.
Although the Special House Subcommittee Improved the situation somewhat
by accepting the principle of equal pay for equal vork in H.R. 10950. this
principle Nill apply only to a very small proportion of the workers. assigned
to the program. This is because there iq a provision limiting the average annual
rate of pay for full-time employment in any prime sponsors area to $7.70)0 In
19A1 (when the bill becomes effective) subject to an area wage adjustment, and
a ceiling on any individual's annual wages of $9.600 in 19.1. subject to an area
wage adjustment with a 10 percent upward ceiling. Further. the bill providZ
that not more than 15 percent of the individuals enrolled in the program could
receive annual wages in excess of the area average wage. Indeed there are
harsh penalties Impoqed on those employees that attempt to exceed these wace
levels.
The Vlllman Jobs popoal In H.R. 10711 fails far short of AFL-CIO rpeom.
mendations and is even worse than the Administration's proposal. It would cut
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in half the number of public service jobs to be mado available under S. '.101(4
aud require that all of the jobs pay only the mininum wage.
The lill places heavy reliance on the private sector through the use of an
expansion of the employer tax credit. We agree with the deFirability of Iaking to the private sector for Jobs but there is no evidence that the tax credit
under existing authority has resulted in substantial hiring of welfare recipients.
The AFL-C(IO has always opposed, as a general principle, the use of tax credits
-is incentives to hire additional workers. Such credits, for the most part. simply reward employers for doing what they would do anyway and there is no
evidenee that they indeed proxluce additional Jobs.
4. 2777 is even more objectionable from our point of view as it would provide,
only one-fourth the number of public service jobs as the Administratiom's program and these too would pay only the minimum wage. In addition to relying
on the private sector through the use of the tax credit, a job voucher progrant
is authorized. We strongly oppose the use of a voucher system to try to induce,
private employers to provide jobs or training for unemployed or underemployed
economically disadvantaged persons. Such a voucher system is inevitably open
to serious abuse and extremely difficult to enforce. it is contrary to the letter
and the spirit of Section 311 (b) of the CETA program which prohibits testing of subsidized or subminimum wages.
None of the proposals satisfactorily address the issue of training and placement of the unemployed. The Administration's proposal stigmatizes all of tle
needy as being -hard to place workers with little or no skills" and yet there is
no provision in S. 2084 for training programs. The Secretary of Labor ha.
stated that "many of the jobs created under welfare reform will involve a
training component so that relatively low wages will be appropriate even for ,
job requiring a somewhat higher skill level." And yet we understand that all of
the decisions regarding training-including who receives it, for how long. and
at what level of pay-will be left to the local prime sponsors and administrators
who under the CETA program have been markedly unsuccessful in developing.
training programs that lead to real jobs paying adequate wages.
Although S. 20S4 states that -the work projects will involve work that is
currently not being done by local and state governments." all of the jobs thus
far listed are currently heibig done in most areas of the country, and in some
cases at more than twice the minimum wage rate. Many of the workers on the
jobs listed are members of either a union of public employees or a building and
construction trade union. It is true that in many cases there is a need for mare
of these kinds of jobs. But it is wrong to completely ignore that there is an
existifig wage structure fur these jobs. It is unfair to those assigned to such jobs
and would undermine the hard-von standards of those now working il them.
There is no protection in S. 208W,-4
or H.R. 10950 against employers in b)th the,
)ublic and the private sector lowering the wages of their present employees
or firing them altogether. Indeed there is no assurance thet the public servicjobs under the proposal wouldn't simply replace jobs of wc rkers now employed
or who would otherwise be hired by state and local governments. Both the
employer tax credit and the voucher plan incorporated in II.R. 10711 and S.
2771 provide an inducement to replace current employees.
Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO believes the Congress should provide for the
creation of whatever number of public service jobs is necessary to fill the gap
in the private sector until implementation of national economic policies, such
as those in the IIuniphrey-Itawk Ins bill, result in an adequate number of private sector jobs. The Jobs in both the public and the private sector to which
people are assigned should pay the prevailing wage. A federal responsibility
should be required along with assistance to state and local governments in the
identifying of existing or development of new job placement and training pro.
grains leading to decent jobs at fair wages.
CASH

PROGRAM

The benefit level of the federal cash payment of $4.200 provided under S. 2 S4
is totally inadequate. It is less than two-thirds of the poverty level and less
than families in 38 states are currently receiving from AFDC and food stamps.
Although states are encouraged to supplement these below subsistence pay.
ments and Administration officials insist they will, the. are not required to do
so and a number of state welfare officials have admitted their opposition tck
supplement ing.
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There is no provision In S. 20M4 for cost-of-living increases and there Is no
attempt to insure that current recipients--other than SSI beneficiaries-will
not have their payments cut back. Indeed a recent Congressional Budget Office
report reveals that over 1.8 million families below the poverty level, nearly 26
percent of all current beneficiaries, would lose benefits under the Administration's proposal. In all, 4.7 million families would be losers.
Eligibility for cash assistance under S. 2084 would be based on the families'
Incmie over the previous six months rather than their immediate need for
assistance as is now the case in both AFDC and the food stamp program. This
would make many families ineligible for assistance for up to three months,
including families of needy strikers, seasonal workers and those who had been
earning over $S.400 a year but lost their income. As all other forms of assistance will be eliminated by this program, it is unclear what these people are
expected to do during this period.
In addition to the extraordinarily Involved and harmful six-month retrospective accounting period, S. 2084 requires a complex prior month budgeting
system. Such a system assumes that a family still has Income for two months
after that income has actually ceased. It is both unrealistic and Inappropriate
to expect that poor families who are forced to live on less than what they
need to meet their minimal needs can at the same time build up a savings
account for use when they have no money at ail.
The Special House Subcommittee bill, H.R. 10950, has made a number of
impr-vements in the cash portion of the Administration's bill which we support.
Although the subpoverty payment Itcel remains the same, we welcome the
addition of the provision which would raise the payment level as the cost-ofliving increases.
But the bill still has a number of critical deficiencies. Under H.R. 10950, the
states are not mandated to supplement inadequate payments. The Subcommittee
clearly recognized the danger to recipients of not doing so and will instruct tha
Secretary of HEW to Secure a report from each state by 1980 of its intention
in this regard. If states do not Indicate an intention to supplement, the law
could be amended at that time. Although this is a slight improvement over
S. 20S4, it does not provide a satisfactory guarantee against severe cutbacks
for millions of people.
We support the Subcommittee's action which eliminated the onerous sixmonth retrospective and continuing one-month prior budgeting requirements In
S. 20.-4.
The Ullman bill. H.R. 10711, provides a more acceptable level of benefits to
AFDC recipients than the other proposals. Providing a federal payment of the
higher of 30 percent of the median income or the current payment at least has
the advantage of assuring that current recipients do not get hurt. It also relates future payments to increases in the cost-of-living and wages. Such payments, however, are not related to family size leaving families with more than
four persons far worse off than they are now. In addition, although AFDC-UF
is mandated in all states, single individuals and childless couples are not included.
The benefit level in . 2777 of 60 percent of the poverty level apd requiring no
supplementation is also unacceptable. It, too, mandates AFDC-UF but excludes
single individuals and childless couples.
The AFL-CIO supports enacting a Welfare Reform program which will provide. to those unable to work at Jobs outside the home. a federal minimum paynment brought in stages to no less than the poverty level. We oppose abolishing
(he food stamp program as it is essential to supplement benefit payments which
fall below the poverty level. Moreover, it is the only means of relief for those
individuals and their families who are In short-term periods of deprivation
due to unemployment or other loss of income. From our pc-int of view, none of
the bills, in their present form, will adequately meet the needs of the nation's
poor.
FISCAL RELIEF

The AFL-CIO has repeatedly stressed the importance of effective and immediate measures to relieve the plight of the hard-pressed cities and states that
now bear an unfair share of the fiscal burden of welfare. Administration officials claim that S. 2084 would provide $2.1 billion in fiscal relief to state and
local governments, but not until 1981. Even then, it is feared that if states are
to realize this savings it will have to be at the expense of current recipients.
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In its present form, the proposal would leave large numbers of needy people
ineligible for assistance under the federal program. To meet the needs of these
people, states and local governments would have to expand their general assistane programs without the benefit of a federal contribution. It should be noted
that included in the estimated $2.1 billion fiscal relief is the $600 million Emergency Assistance Fund which is indeed no saving to the states since considerably more than this amount would be needed in most states to provide continued assistance to those hurt by the program. It is possible that the sixmonth accounting period, leavine many unemployed people without assistance
for up to three months, will not only deplete the Emergency. Assistance Fund
but require additional assistance from state and local governments.

H.R. 10950 improves on the amount of fiscal relief provided in S. 2084 by
allowing that in addition to the 75 percent federal match to $4,714 for a family
of four and 55 percent match to the poverty level as provided in S. 2084, in
tho-e states where current payment levels including AFDC and food stamps
exceed the poverty level, 25 percent reimbursement will be allowed on the
greater amount. The provision in II.R. 10950 which allows eligibility to be based
on current need rather than income during the previous six months will also

have an advantage in the amount of fiscal relief since states will not have to
use either the Emergency Assistance Fund or state and local assistance to meet
their needs. Nevertheless, HI.R. 10950 would still place far too heavy a fiscal
burden on states with higher payment levels which try to maintain or improve
on them.

lWth the Ullman bill, H.R. 10711, and S. 277 provide even less fiscal relief
to hard-pressed state and local governments, leaving all of the general assistance eligibles out of their program and paying only 50 percent instead of a 100
percent of administrative costs.
The AFL-CIO believes that acceptable Welfare Reform must insure that
(a) no recipient now receiving more than the federal minimum suffers an income loss. and (b) badly hit states and cities are substantially relieved of an
intolerable fiscal burden. Both goals can be achieved by mandating state supplements that gradually fade away as the federal payment increases toward
the level of the higher paying states.
DAY CAE

None of the major proposals have provisions which would affect the avail.
ability, organization or quality of day care. It appears--although it isn't absolutely clear in the legislation-that under S. 2084 and H.R. 10950 mothers of
school age children will only be required to accept jobs during the hours that
their children are in school so would need no day care at all. If this is true,
then the $150 a month per child up to a maximum of $300 a month for two
children which will be allowed as a credit against earnings is meant to cover
the cost of full-time day care for recipients. The Ullman and Baker-Bellmon
proposals allow only $100 a month per child with a maximum of $300 a month
per family.
It makes no sense to devise programs with the major emphasis on encouraging parents to work and then impose an arbitrary limitation on the allowance
provided for day care without regard to the actual cost of such care. Because
day care costs are not uniform across the country, this maximum of $100 or
$150 a month for one child may be sufficient in some areas but far too low in
the large urban centers. The average state-wide cost of all types of day care
is higher in such states as Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts and
New York. Since currently AFDC recipients are allowed to deduct the actual
cost of the day care as well as all other work-related expenses, in this aspect
many will be worse off under the new program.
We are not suggesting that the day care delivery system should be a part
of a Welfare Reform program. Quite the contrary. The AFL-CIO has long advocated the enactment of a comprehensive child care program available to all
children based on their need for care and not their income. We do think, however, in this long period of debate over Welfare Reform there has been a
shocking lack of public discussion of the needs of the childrefl involved. The
cost of child care arrangements should be guaranteed at whatever level is
necessary to insure quality care for each child.
32-926---78----9
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EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT

Modification of the existing Earned Income Tax Credit might be an effective
way to supplement the earnings of the working poor. If geared to family size,
EITC benefits could be targeted to working families in the lower brackets
thereby removing many working families from the welfare rolls. In S. 2084,
however, the Administration's use of EITC funds for families with incomes
up to $15,000 is not sufficiently concentrated in the lower income ranges. Instead, such funds should be used to improve both the income support and the
Job aspects of the welfare program. The House Welfare Reform Subcommittee
bill, H.R. 10950, made improvements on this provision somewhat by lowering
the income-cut-off to $12,600 and thereby targeting it to lower Income families.
Both H.R. 10711 and the Baker-Bellmon proposal would provide assistance to
unacceptable levels of $15,000 and $13,300, respectively.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

(SS1)

The Administration's provisions for the SSI program in S. 2084 are unsatisfactory. The maximum benefits payable to the aged, blind and disabled
are now too low-267 for a couple and $177 for a single person. One obvious
priority should be to raise SSI benefits to at least the poverty level--$4
per
couple and $262 per person. Yet, the Administration's proposed benefits, which
the House Welfare Reform Subcommittee adopted in H.R. 10950, when adjusted
for the elimination of food stamps and for other bill provisions such as the
earned income disregard and work-related expenses, do not represent a benefit
increase. Provisions for state supplementation protect the states, not recipieffts.
States would not be required to supplement benefits for the elderly at all,
although federal matching funds would be available at a 25 percent rate for
those states which raised benefits for individuals to $3,780 and for couples raising benefits up to $5,670.
The Ullman bill, H.R. 10711, and the Baker-Bellmon bill, S. 2777. would not
increase benefits except to cash out food stamps. If SSI benefits were adequate,
the aged, blind and disabled would not need food stamps.
The House Welfare Reform Subcommittee has retained an $800 reduction in
cases of shared households. No other policy so discourages participation of the
elderly In family life.
In addition, the SSI program in the Administration's proposal, is incorporated into an integrated cash assistance program in which recipients would
not receive automatic cost-of-living benefit adjustments as do present SSI beneficiaries. We urge retention of the indexing and administration presently in
the SSI program for all aged, blind and disabled beneficiaries as contained in
H.R. 10950.
CONCLUSION

The AFL-CIO supports the thrust of the Administration's proposal as well
as that of the Special House Subcommittee which broadens the scope of welfare reform to Include most of the disadvantaged-the working poor, as well
as the young, old, disabled and unemployed-in contrast to previous plans and
the Ullman and Baker-Bellmon bill which have classified certain categories of
needy Americans as being unworthy of assistance or incapable of working.
However, all of the proposals in their present form are unacceptable. The
jobs programs in these bilis do not provide real jobs at decent wages and the
cash assistance programs do not assure the poor of a decent Inecxme.
The AFL-CIO therefore urges this Subcommittee and the Congress to reject
the proposals in their present form and instead enact legislation which will:
(1) Establish a cash assistance program to provide Income support in a
direct, equitable and efficient manner to poor families and individuals who are
unable or cannot be expected to work outside the home. The benefit level should
be at no less than the poverty level (if necessary, to be achieved in stages as
rapidly as possible) and should be indexed to reflect increases in the cost-ofliving.
(2) Call for a massive effort to increase Jobs in the private as weli as public
sector; unify and restructure the employment and training system making them
vastly more responsive and accountable for providing assistance to persons who
with proper placement or training can be self-sufficient. In order to keep the
unemployed in the program directly related to the labor market, temporary in-
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come support should be provided outside of the welfare system until such time
as the person is placed in adequate employment at no less than the prevailing
wage.
(3) Expand the earned income tax credit so that those workers who have
large families or have suffered extraordinary circumstances will not have to
rely on welfare payments to keep their families out of poverty.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, the AFL-CIO has long
been committed to the goal of wiping out poverty In America. This will require,
first and foremost, effective measures for the achievement of full employment.
But it will also require specific and effective measures to meet the needs of all
the poor. We welcome the thrust of the President's proposal to deal with the
welfare problem but, as we have indicated, we find it inadequate. We stand
ready to cooperate with the Congress and the Administration in developing
effective welfare reform measures to provide genuine help to the poor and real
fiscal relief for states and cities. The aim must be decent Jobs and real income
security for all America's poor.
STATEMENT BY THE

AFL-CIO

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON WELFARE REFORM,

FEBRUARY 24, 1978; BAL HARBOR, FLA.

The recent AFL-CIO convention reaffirmed our long-standing commitment to
reforming and strengthening the programs designed to help the nation's poor by
enacting legislation which will meet the needs of (1) those employed at jobs
which do not pay enough to keep them out of poverty, (2) those who could
work outside the home but are unable to find employment, and (3) those who
are unable to take jobs out of the home and are existing on sub-poverty incomes.
This means first and foremost full employment with Jobs at adequate wages
in both private and public employment for all who are able to work outside
the home. Those who are unable to take such jobs because of age, disability or
family responsibilities, should be assured benefit payments sufficient to provide
a decent living standard for themselves and their families.
The convention recognized that the Administration's Welfare Reform proposal, 'The Better Jobs and Income Act" (H.R. 9030), although a step in the
right direction, contains numerous deficiencies.
The Special House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform has made some decisions which would make a number of improvements in the Administration
proposal. Most notable are: (1) focusing the benefits of the Earned Income Tax
Credit on lower-income workers; (2) a step in the direction of accepting the
principle of equal pay for equal work; (3) a shortened period of time for needy
individuals and families to wait for assistance, and (4) indexing the payment
level to reflect Increases in the cost of living.
If accepted by the Congress, these changes, while worthy of our support,
would still leave the bill far short of what is needed to insure that the program will provide decent Jobs and income security for the nation's poor. Moreover, the Special Subcommittee has taken a number of regressive actions we
strongly oppose. By abolishing the food stamp program when the new welfare
program takes effect and accepting the Administration's proposal of a $2,300a-year payment during the job search period and refusing to provide sufficient
federal funds to assure that workers receive'equal pay for equal work, the
Committee has counterbalanced whatever good it accomplished through arneidments.
The AFL-CIO therefore urges the Congress to further amend H.R. 9030 by:
1. Providing, to those unable to take jobs outside of the home. a Federal
minimum payment, brought in stages to no less than the poverty level.
2. Continuing the food stamp program.
3. Insuring that (a) no recipient now receiving more than the Federal
minimum, suffers an income loss, and (b) the badly hit states and cities are
substantially relieved of a fiscal burden that is intolerable. Both goals can be
achieved by a program of mandated state supplements that gradually fade
away as the federal minimum payment increases toward the level of the higher
payment states.
4. ProvIding a public service employment program to take care of Job needs
not met in private employment, for those welfare recipients who can work.
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5. Providing for payment of the level necessary in each locality to insure
quality care for each child whose parents become employed at wages insufficient
for them to afford such care.
6. Providing adequate stipends to those searching for work.
7. Insuring that the public and private sector jobs to which people are referred, pay the applicable minimum wage or the prevailing wage, whichever
is higher, as well as applicable fringe benefits being received by current employees. These individuals should be eligible for the earned income tax credit
on the same basis as all other low-income workers.
& Requiring a federal responsibility and assistance to state and local governments in the development of job placement and training programs which
will lead to decent Jobs at fair wages.
9. Guaranteeing the job security and employment benefits and rights of state
and local employees who would be affected by any new federal program.
The AFL-CIO will continue to work with the Congress in order to achieve
the additional improvements in H.R. 9030 needed to insure the enactment of a
program which will provide decent jobs and real income security for the
nation's poor, and to help relieve the financial plight of the cities and states.
Since elimination of poverty in the United States is a national responsibility,
the ultimate objective must be a national welfare program with a single national standard of payments, at a decent level, fully funded by the Federal
government and ,ith full pro-tection of the job security and employment benefits
and rights of state and local employees now administering welfare programs.
We will oppose onerous proposals such as requiring welfare recipients to
work off their welfare payments at substandard wages, as well as all other
proposals which fail to meet the needs of the poverty-striken and fall short of
the genuine welfare reform the nation needs.
Since H.R. 9030 would not take effect until 1981, we will also work for

prompt action to meet the immediate needs of the poor and relieve the serious
fiscal burdens of state and local governments.
Senator DA-.FOmRTH. The next four witnesses are. Drs. Nathan,

Morgan, Spiegelman and Anderson. The suggestion is that the four
of you appear as a panel and that each of you give your testimony,
10 minutes of testimony, either reading it or giving it extemporaneously, seriatum without any questions interrupting you and then
at the end of the four 10-minute presentations, be available for any
questions.
You are first on the list, if you would like to start, Dr. Nathan.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD P. NATHAN, SENIOR FELLOW, THE
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. NArnUX. The basic choice, Mr. Chairman, in welfare policy
today, I think, is between the so-called comprehensive and incremental approaches to welfare reform. But, like many other such
choices, the harder one studies it, the more elusive it becomes. Indeed,
the administration's better jobs and income program has incremental
features. Likewise, the Ullman bill in the House and the BellmonBaker-Ribicoff-Danforth incremental bill in the Senate, have comprehensive reform features.
Nevertheless, I would argue that the administration's better jobs
and income plan is essentially a comprehensive reform plan. It involves the establishment of a consolidated new, supersystem, for
providing welfare benefits to persons now covered under AF C, SSI,
and the food stamps program.
Not enough attention in this debate has been given to the sheer
magnitude of the task of establishing a single, nationally administered
system for these programs.
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The essential need currently is to untie the Gordian knot of welfare
reform on a basis that combines elements of the administration's plan
and the incremental bills offered in both the Senate and the House.
I believe there is a way to develop a single welfare reform plan which
includes those elements of the administration's bill- that can be enacted in the foreseeable future and, at the same time, draw support
from those who were sponsoring various incremental proposals for
welfare reform.
This would involve focusing on those features of the administration's bill which can be agreed upon now, combining some part of
the administration's program with other legislation, and putting
aside parts of the better jobs and income proposal, at least at the
present time.
Differences between the Carter plan and the Senate incremental
bill, which I think are appropriate to focus on today, are summarized
on page 4 of my testimony.
No. 1, the Carter plan opts for national administration and full
program consolidation. The Senate incremental bill retains State administration for AFDC and food stamps though it leaves the SSI
program where it is and where it, should be as a program component
of the Social Security Administrc.tion.
Second. the Carter plan eliminates food stamps, which creates, of
course, a medicaid problem that many have referred to. The Senate
incremental bill retains food stamps except for the SSI population
at State option.
Third, the Carter plan covers all singles and childless couples. The
Senate incremental plan does not go as far in this direction.
Fourth, the Carter plan has a larger aifid more separate welfare
jobs program at minimum wages. The Senate incremental bill ties
more closely to the existing CETA programs and requires paying
the prevailing wage with a guaranteed job to one adult in all twoparent welfare families, which I think is very important and, if time
permits, I would like to go into that later on.
There are, at the same time. Mr. Chairman, important areas of
agreement between the Senate incremental bill and the administration bill that constitute the basis, I believe, for developing what might
be called a welfare modernization bill that would have sufficient support to be enacted. Both approaches effectively set a national minimum
payment for AFDC and both adopt simplified national eligibility
standards for AFDC for disregards and asset tests. Both cover
two-parent, intact, poor families. Both extend additional fiscal relief
to State and local government. Both remove local governments from
administration and fiscal responsibility for welfare, though the
Senate incremental bill does this over 3 years and keeps the States
involved, which I think is right.
Both make changes in the accounting period, both permit cashing
out food stamps for SSI, both would provide additional jobs for
welfare eligibles and potentials.
On this final point, I would like to devote what time I have to
discus

some findings of research that we have been doing about

jobs. on the CETA public service employment program.
To summarize, there is evidence that'the PSE program is working,
to target on the disadvantaged-though I would add that there is
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still, at least in my opinion, too much creaming. A better job could
be done to reduce dependency by assisting the welfare-eligible population under the CETA public service employment program.
But the wages of CETA are high. There is a table in my prepared
testimony which indicates the wage rates for the sample cities we
studied. To me, these wage data, particularly for larger cities, indicate the great difficulty, if not the impossibility, of relying on the
public sector for minimum wage jobs for the disadvantaged.
In large cities which tend to have the strongest municipal unions,
the only way minimum wage jobs could be provided for welfare
family heads would be to set them up on a very artificial, highly
stigmatized basis, deadend jobs with a ticket to nowhere-that is,
with negligible or nonexistent opportunities for transition into permanent jobs in local government.
Unless we play by the rules of the State-local public sector-and
this is what the Barker-Bellmon bill does-and in my view this is
best done by merging the CETA countercyclical jobs with the CETA
structural jobs, unless we do that, we are not going to have a real
chance to transition people into permanent employment as part of a
welfare reform strategy.
The Senate incremental bill sets an ambitious, but reasonable, goala guaranteed job via WIN under the CETA program for at least
one parent in all two-parent welfare families. This guarantee would
apply in every case in which the recipient has searched unsuccessfully for a regular job for 90 days. This is a feasible and important
proposal. It would require maybe 100000 jobs, maybe more. but the
important point is this. Essentially what I see the Baker-BellmonRibicoff-Danforth bill as doing is that, first, it universalizes the UF
program for two-parent families, and then it abolishes the program
for this group by requiring that this group be a priority group with
a guaranteed job for one parent in.each family under the CETA
program.
I think this is feasible. We should focus CETA jobs on adult
workers and particularly on welfare two-parent families. The idea of
a guarantee should have wide support in the considerations of welfare
policy.
Mr. Chairman, I would also like to put into the record a point that
I did not have in my testimony. I think as a second priority, consideration should be given to having jobs provided for AFDC families with one child where the parent in a single-parent AFDC family
is a new entrant into the AFDC program. One of the things we need
to be concerned about is the intergenerational problem in the AFDC
program. Tf it was required, as a second priority, that wherever there
was a single child and a single parent in a new case under AFDC.
those parents should be the next priority, that would be feasible and
helpful from the point of view of welfare policy. This should be
done even if the child is a preschool child, as long as child care is
available. There should be a work requirement for single parents-be
they mothers or fathers, perhaps with some kind of a State waiver
where the State could except up to a certain percent, say 20 percent,
of these people in this group.
The next section of my testimony, which I will just mention briefly,
makes the point that there are not enough jobs and we have to set
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priorities in welfare and employment policy. It also makes the point
that-we need to put heavy emphasis on job creation in the private
sector, because there are limits to what we can do in the public sector
to create jobs, and we are approaching those limits.
,Jobs and welfare go together, but that -does not mean that job
programs and welfare programs go together. It is my opinion that
welfare modernization, as has been discussed for the AFDC program, coordinated with job and tax legislation can be achieved
better in three bills, or in more bills, than in a single superbill. We
have got to get away from wanting to do everything all at once. It
is something like eating pizza. A small pizza on Friday and another
one on Sunday is much more digestible than a large pizza with everything on Saturday night.
Senator DANFORTH. Well said.

Dr. Morgan, you are next on my list.
STATEMENT OF 1AMES N. MORGAN, INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL
RESEARCH, ANN ARBOR, MICH.
Mr. MORGAN. I do not have any proposals to make, only some bare
facts and some issues for your consideration.
It is useful to distinguish two goals of public policy toward the
currently dependent members of society-the hopefully short-run
income maintenance programs to eliminate poverty and longer run
programs to reduce dependency. We keep talking about jobs, but
there are other things involved.
Both purposes have led to policies which allocate funds to geographic areas which differ according to the nature and extent of
poverty in those areas. These allocation policies are based on data
on the geographic distribution of problem cases.
The programs for the reduction of dependency also require a
theory about what it takes, usually in the form of changed behavior
or investments in training, to bring about lasting improvement. I
want to report some findings from our studies on both of these
issues-individual behavior as it affects economic status, and the
importance of distinguishing long-run-from short-run problems in the
allocation of poverty program funds.
An unexpected finding from our examination of the economic fortunes of thousands of families over many years-we are currently
collecting the 11th annual wave of data-was that literally nothing
we could measure of people's attitudes and behavior patterns was
sufficiently related to their subsequent change in economic condition
to suggest that altering people's behavior or beliefs would help them
help themselves. It may have been the historic period, or that other
changes drowned out the Horatio Alger syndrome, but we cannot.
on the basis of our data. recommend that the Government attempt to
change individual behavior or attitudes to remedy economic deprivation and distress.
Not that the poverty population remained unchanged-during the
past decade, there was a great deal of change. And a substantial
amount of the change was associated with changes not in wages or
hours but in family composition-who lives with and shares with
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whom. We concluded that policies that affect the cohesion and functioning of the family are crucial. A focus on policies to increase work
incentives or policies that are efficient in the use of Government funds
may at the'same time have perverse effects on family functioning.
The whole issue of the tax treatment and the income maintenance
treatment of the family is what-I am talking about.
The apparent effects cited last week by Bishop and shortly by Mr.
Spiegelman of income maintenance programs on family splitups may
have resulted not from the level of benefits, but from the way in
which the family is treated under those programs. The Government
is essentially trying to recapture the economies of scale from living
together which means that you pay people to split iip. In all of the
attention to work incentives, we ignore what these definitions of the
family and levels of benefit for families of different sizes are doing
to the incentives to stay together.
But the most crucial findings for public - policy today may be
neither the turnover in change of economic status nor the lack of
any apparent capacity of people to affect their own hours and earnings, but in the different groups affected by temporary and by more
persistent adversity. A chapter in the sixth volume of findings from
our study, which will soon be out, spells out the importance of how
one defines income and needs and particularly how crucial it is
whether one measures short- or long-run poverty.
I will submit two chapters from this study for your record.
What we found, really, was that poverty is a great deal more pervasive and a great deal less persistent than most people think. To
simplify, there are such substantial differences between the characteristics of those who are temporarily poor on the one hand and
those who remain persistently poor on the other, that the allocation
of Federal funds on the basis of estimates of current, short-run, 1year poverty, can be quite unfair to the persistently poor.
Only if the funds were for the alleviation of temporary poverty
problems, not the tackling of long-run dependency problems, woull
the present criteria be proper. Worse still, we are spending larger and
larger sums to improve the precision of our estimates, local area by
local area, of the wrong criterion.
I hesitate to cite numbers, since they depend heavily on the definitions and measurement methods, but 'using reasonable definitions of
all the other aspects and defining two groups, the temporarily poor
and the persistently poor-meaning they are poor for 9 years in a
row-we have such dramatic differences as estimates that blacks comprise 34 percent of the temporarily poor, but 77 percent of the persistently poor.
Since it is really difficult and expensive to measure local area
needs properly by counting people properly characterized as poor,
the solution to this problem mav well be the development of feedback
methods which continually adjust allocations of funds on the basis
of proof that the funds ha've been well-used for the benefit of eligible
recipients.
If that is not done effectively, the present allocation formulas are
unfair to the persistently poor parts of the country.
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Finally, I might mention our most recent findings on sex and race
differences in earnings, relevant here since many of those in need are
femniale or black or both. We found we could not explain away most
of the differences in earnings by improving the measures of the
qualifications and qualities that people bring to the job. It was
apparent that people get sorted into bad jobs the first 10 years of
their working life, the good jobs being those with more on-the-job
training and better chances for advancement.
We are thrown back to the prior question of how that sorting process takes place, whether it is partly self-selection or results from
lack of information and unwitting discrimination, or whether influence patterns and genuine discrimination exists in the getting of jobs,
particularly first jobs, since the first job seems to set the pattern for
the subsequent ones.
In the 11th wave of this panel study that OEO and then HEW
have funded we are currently asking people some never-before-asked
questions about whether someone actually helped them get their job
so we can sort out whether the good jobs really go through a personal
influence pattern or do not.
I will submit for the record both the chapters by Rick Coe on
"Dependency and Poverty in the Short and Long Run" and a summary chapter on race and sex discrimination by Mary Corcoran and
Greg Duncan, both coming out sometime thiis year in the sixth
volume of findings from this study.
These studies, as I say, have been funded by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare with the assistance of the Labor
Department.
Thank you.
[The material referred to follows:]
(From a forthcoming book, Volume VI of Five Thousand American Families, Patterns
of Economic Progress, Greg Duncan and James Morgan, Editors, Institute for Social
Research, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1978)
CHAPTER 8.-DEPENDENCY AND POVERTY IN THE SHORT AND LONG RuN
(By Richard Coe)
INTRODUCTION

Since the War on Poverty was announced, there have been reports about how
many people are poor, whether poverty Is being eliminated, and how successful
government anti-poverty programs are in pushing people above the poverty line.
Repeated counting of the poor requires agreement on how we measure poverty,
but periodically we should look behind these accepted numbers in order to assure ourselves that we aren't being misled concerning the nature and extent of
poverty in the United States.
We intend to examine two aspects of the nature of poverty. The first involves
determining what sources of income are responsible for lifting people above
the poverty line. The official poverty definition used by the Census Bureau
counts money received from all sources equally as income. However, it is of
interest to know how many people are dependent, but not poor, because some
form of welfare kept them out of poverty. Our society has numerous mechanisms by which we attempt to provide individuals with the resources necessary
for their existence. Foremost among these are the labor and capital markets
in which people exchange, the use of their labor services or the usq of money or
physical assets for a monetary return in the form of wages, salaries, rent, Interest, or dividends. An increasingly important mechanism of support, however,
is the transfer system in which people receive money without a direct exchange
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of services or use of capital. There are numerous types of transfer payments.
There are contributory transfers, both private and public, where people contribute money at one stage in their life or when they are employed and are
thus entitled to payments at some other time in their life or when they are
unemployed. Private contributory transfer programs include lPrivate pension
plans and injury-related income replacement plans. Public contributory transfer
programs include the Social Security program, workmen's compensation, and
unemployment benefits.' There are also noncontributory transfers, both private
and public, where individuals are not necessarily required to make any monetary contribution in order to receive payments. No doubt the largest of the
private noncontributory transfers are those occuring within the household,
particularly between parents and children. (This type of transfer is the subJect of Chapter 11, and will not be discusped in this chapter.) Other private
noncontributory transfers occur between households, as when elderly parents
are supported by an adult offspring or a wife by a former spouse." Finally,
there are public noncontributory transfers, which include Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, General Assistance, and Supplemental Security Income,
as well as a host of inkind programs, such as public housing and food stamp
subsidies.
In evaluating the nature and extent of poverty it might be argued that we
should be concerned not only with whether a family is above the poverty line,
but with the mechanism of support on which it relies. Our concern may not be
restricted to eliminating poverty per se, but may also encompass eliminating
dependency on noncontributory transfers. If so, then the source of income becomes as crucial as the amount, and it is this issue which we wish to address
first.
Our second concern is with the time period over which po,,erty is measured.
The official poverty counts are based on annual incomes of families, a time span
which fails to distinguish between those families which have an occasional bad
year and those which are persistently in straitened circumstances. This distinction would seem crucial for our understanding of the nature of poverty, and
how we devise programs to combat it. For example, a short-run emergency
insurance program (such as unemployment InSurance) would seem most appropriate for families suffering an atypical hard year, while longer run educational opportunity or job training programs may be most appropriate to eliminate persistent dependency.
Data available from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics enable us to examine the effect of different sources of transfer income and different time horizons on the measurement of poverty. The second part of this chapter defines
the various measures used In the analysis. Then it analyzes the sources of
transfer income and the incidence of poverty in a one-year time perspective. It
is followed by an examination of different time horizons and the measurement
of poverty, and a look at the sources of income over a nine-year time horizon.

ANALYSIS

Definitions of different measures of income
The analysis which follows will employ five measures of income, defined as
follows:
Tasable Income of the Family (Inoome I).-Taxable Income of the Family
consists of all wages, salaries, bonuses, overtime, commissions, income from
1 The rising Importance of transfer payments in our economy has recently received

Increased attention from economists, most notably from members of the Association for
the Study of the Grants Economy.
compensation

2Although workers do not make direct cash payments to the workmen'sFUnd, economic
Trust
or unemployment benefits funds, as they do to the Soeal.Seearity via
reduced wages. The
funds
theory leads us to believe that workers contribute to these the
Social Security tax.
same line of reasoning applies to the employer's share of
example of alithe
and
degree,
a
to
arbitrary
course,
$These classifications are, of
mony perhaps best Illustrates this. We classlfy alimony as a noncontributoryIn transfer,
a moral
"noncontributory"
not
are
transfers
but one could certainly argue that such
Is that the time and
or even economic sense. The rationale behind alimony payments
success
the
to
essential
were
energy devoted by one spouse to efforts around the home who expended such efforts of
is
the other spouse and to the family, and tlat the spouse
where prior
entitled to some return. Our distinction. however, is between situations
other
versus
benefits
subsequent
to
entitlements
legal
in
result
monetary contributions
situations.
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professional practice or trade, net income from farming or from owning a
business, income from market gardening, roomers and boarders, and dividends,
interest, rent, trust funds, or royalties received by all members of the household. It is meant to measure the income received by the family front exchanging the use of their labor and/or money and physical assets in the labor and
.apital markets. This measure corresponds closely, but not exactly, to the
definition of adjusted gross income used by the Internal Revenue Service.'
Taxable Income Plus Private Contributory Transfers (Income II).-This
measure consists of Income I plus other retirement pay, pensions, and annuities. It does not include Social Security payments.
Taxable Income Plus Private and Public Contributory Transfers (Income
I1I).-This measure consists of Income II plus Social Security payments, unemployment benefits, and workmen's compensation payments.
Taxable Income, Private and Public Contributory Transfers, Plus Private
Noncontributory Transfers (Income IV).-This measure equals Income III plus
alimony, child support, and money received from friends and relatives who
were not members of the household.
Taxtable Income, Private and Public Contributory Transfers, Plus Private
and Public Noncontributory Transfers (Income V).-This measure consists of
Income IV plus AFDC payments, other welfare, and Supplemental Security
Income payments.' As a measure of total family monetary resources, it is virtually equivalent to the income measure used by the Census Bureau to determine the number of people in poverty. Benefits from in-kind public noncontributory transfer programs (e.g., food stamps, public housing) are not included
In this measure.
Sources of income and the extent of poverty
Impact on the poverty poverty population of the different types of inconi.Table 8.1 relates the sources of income to the percentage of various subgroups
of the population who were in poverty. The first page is for a one-year period,
1975. The first row shows the percentage of individuals who would be in
poverty if income Included only what the family received through the labor
and capital markets (e.g., wages, salaries, rents, dividends, and Interest).'
As shown in the final column of row one, these sources of income maintain 80
percent of the population above the poverty line. Those individuals left behind
are disproportionately in families where the head is either 65 years or older,
black, disabled, unmarried with children, or female. (These groups are not
mutually exclusive.)
When private contributory transfer income (i.e., pensions, annuities, and
other retirement pay, not including Social Security income) is added to taxable income, an additional 2.5 percent of the population is lifted above the
poverty line. Individuals living in families headed by an elderly or disabled
person were particularly aided by this source of support. For example, 12A
percent of the individuals living in a family with a head aged 65 or more were
moved above the poverty line as a result of such income. Individuals who were
in families headed by a black person, an unmarried person with children in
the household, or by a head who worked at least 1,500 hours were virtually
unaffected by this type of income.
'Perhaps the most notable difference from the Internal Revenue Service definition of

adjusted gross income is the omission of capital gains income. Also omitted are alimony
payments received and the taxable portion of private retirement payments.
' This definition of Income V (and, for that matter, of Incomes II, I1, and IV) is
not entirely correct for all years. Only in years 1974 and 1975 was the transfer income
of other household members besides the head and wife divided into its separate components. For the years 1967 through 1973, the total transfer income of others was
added to Income IV to form Income V, In addition to the public'noncontributory transfer
Income of the head and wife. This no doubt resulted in an overstatement of the amount
of public noncontributory transfers received by the family. Appendix Table A8.Ia shows
the potential effect of this overstatement on the results reported in this chapter.
* It should be emphasized at this point that the indiddual is the unit of analysis In
this chapter, but the economic well-being of the Individual is measured by the resources
of the family to which he belongs.
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Public contributory transfer payments had a substantial impact on the extent of poverty, as shown in the third row of Table 8.1. Approximately 6 percent of the population Is moved out of poverty when Social Security payments,
workmen's compensation, and unemployment benefits are added to family income. As might be expected, the elderly and the disabled are most aided by
these mechanisms of support, as 31 percent of the elderly and 23 percent of
the disabled are pulled above the poverty line. Again, the working poor, blacks,
and unmarried parents are least affected by these types of transfers.
Private noncontributory transfers lifted 1.1 percent of the population out of
poverty. The major beneficiaries of this type of transfer were Individuals In
families headed by an unmarried parent and/or by a female, whose Income
undoubtedly increased as a result bf the inclusloi of alimony and child support payments. Other transfers between families, as when children help support an elderly parent, are also included in this category, although their effects
are surprisingly small.
Adding public noncontributory transfer payments (i.e., payments from Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, Supplemental Security Income, and general
assistance programs) to form total family money income resulted in an additional 2.1 percent of individuals being moved out of poverty. The benefits from
such transfers flowed most noticeably to individuals in families where the head
was either an unmarried parent, female, or black. (Again, these groups are not
mutually exclusive.) The working poor are little affected by these types of
transfers.
Even after all sources of monetary income are counted, however, 8.9 percent
of all individuals remain in poverty,' indicating that the various support mechanisms adopted by our society are not completely fulfilling the purpose of proriding Individuals with the necessary resources to meet basic needs. Although
the exchange sector of our economy provides the basic resources for the vast
majority of members of our society, certain subgroups of our population rely
heavily on the various transfer systems. While the elderly and the disabled receive substantial support from contributory transfer payments, presumably
built up over their working lifetimes, other segments of our society-primarily
the blacks and individuals in a family headed by an unmarried parent-are
dependent on noncontributory transfers to lift them out of poverty. Despite
the aid these groups do receive, they are still disproportionately poor. These
figures also illustrate the fact that the working poor are aided very little by
the various transfer systems. Although most people who work are not poor,
fewer than one-third of those who work but do not earn enough to raise themselves above the poverty line receive sufficient transfer income to enable them
t6climb out of-poverty.
Composition of the poverty population.-The first page of Table 8.2 presents a similar story by showing the composition of the poverty population
when different measures of income are counted. When only the taxable income
of the family is counted, Individuals in families headed by a person aged 65
or more comprise 35.5 percent of the poverty population. When total family
money income is used, however, such Individuals comprise only 18.1 percent of
the poverty population, indicating that they are benefitted disproportionately
(in terms of being lifted out Of poverty) compared to those individuals living
in families headed by a person under the age of 65.0 Public contributory transTThe Panel Study has consistently yielded lower counts of the poverty population
than the Census Bureau estimates. The year 1975 is no exception. While the Panel Study
shows 8.9 percent of all Individuals were In poverty in 1975. the Census Bureau estimates that 12.N percent of all Individuals were in families where income wag not ,ufficient to provide for basic needs. The source of discrepancy has not been pinpointed.
Minarik concluded that the Panel Study requires better income reporting from its re.
spondents than does the Census Bureau, and this could result In fewer poor persons.
McClelland concluded that the Panel Study slightly underrepresents lower socioeconomic
Rtatus families, which would also result in a lower count of poor persona. It should also
be noted that children born into the panel since 1972 are not included In this analysis,
which may result In a downward estimate of the aggregate poverty population.
See J. Minarik, "New Evidence on the Poverty Count" working paper (Washington,
D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1978), and McClelland. K., "Why Different Surveys
Yield Different Results: Education and Earnings In the Census and the Panel Study of
Income Dynamics," In Effect* of Family Backround, Test Score., Peroo li't Traile and
Schooling on Economic Sucoes., edited by Christopher Jencks and Lee Rainwater. Report 'No. DLMA-NI,-O.74-007-1, (Washington, D.C.: U.. Department of IAbor, 1977).
$If both groups had benefitted relatively equally by the various transfers tn terms of
being lifted above the official poverty line, then individuals In families headed by a person aged 65 or more would have comprised 35.5 percent of the poverty population no
matter what Income measure was used.
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fer payments provided the biggest relative gain for this group. In contrast,
individuals In families headed by a black person comprised 27.2 percent of the
population when only income from the exchange sector of the economy was
counted. This percentage rose to 41.3, however, when money Income from all
sources was included in the income measure, indicating that blacks benefitted
relatively less than nonblacks from the aggregate of transfer systems. A similar situation existed for the working poor, who accounted for only 16 percent
of all those individuals whose taxable income failed to meet their minimal needs
but accounted for one-quarter of the poverty population after all money Income
was counted.
TABLE .2.-.-OMPOSFTION OF THE POVERTY POPULATION BY VARIOUS KINDS OF TRANStM INCOME AND BY
DIFFERENTT
TIME HORIZONS
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Average amount of different types of Income.-Examining the percentage of
Individuals who are brought above the poverty line by various types of transfer
payments Ignores the fact that many individuals may benefit by the different
types of income, bul not suffcently to Uft them out of poverty. An alternative way
of evaluating the different types of transfer systems is to measure the average
amount of various transfers received by the entire recipient population tTable
8.3) and by those groups in poverty under the different definitions of income
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(Table 8.4). Table 8.3 reemphasizes the fact that the exchange sector of our
economy is by far the most important mechanism by which people acquire their
command over resources. Almost 94 percent of the population were in families
with some connection with the labor or capital markets, and the average amount
acquired from these sources by those families was $15,499, clearly the largest
source of income. But some segments of the population have much less connection
to these exchange markets, most notably the aged and the disabled. Public noncontributory transfers reached the fewest members of the population; only 8.5
percent of the population were in families which received any income of this
type In 1975. Again, however, certain segments of the population were much more
dependent than others on this source of income-individuals in families headed
by a black person, a disabled person, a female, or an unmarried person with
children in the household. It should also be noted that private noncontributory
transfers reached more individuals than either public noncontributory transfers
or private noncontributory transfers, this difforentlal being especially pronounced
when one looks at the nine-year figures. The average amount of private noncontributory transfers received by recipient families was relatively low, however.
Table 8.4, instead of looking at the entire population, focuses only on those
individuals who were In families which were poor under the different definitions
of income. It shows the percentage of individuals who were in part In poor
families (by the different definitions) who received any of the various types of
transfers, and the average amount they received. For example, of all those individuals who were in families headed by an individual age 65 or older and whose
taxable income was not sufficient to raise the family above the poverty line,
62.8 percent were In families which received some taxable income. Their average
taxable income was $1,222.

0

t

r0

TABLE 8.3.-NDIVIDUALS WHO WEREIN FAMILIES WHICH RECEIVED DIFFERENT TYPES OF INCOME, AND THE AVERAGE AMOUNTS OF THAT INCOME
JAIlsample individuals in 1976, N- 15.702)
Household head in 1976 wasAge 65 or older

Type of income
1975
Tex~ble income -------------------------Private contributory transfers --------------Public contributory transfers ---------------Private noncontributory transfers -----------Public noncontributory transfers ------------9-YR AVERAGE, 1967-75
Taxable income ------------------------Private contributory transfers --------------Publc contributory transfers --------------Private noncontributory transfers-----------Public noncontributory transfers .--------Percentage distribution of sample individuals.
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The figures presented in Table 8.4 enable us to distinguish between two distinct aspects of the effect of the different transfer systems on the poverty
population, namely, the amount of income received by those persons who are
coine;cted to the various systems, and the percentage of poor individuals who
are connected at all with the various systems. For example, of those individuals
in families whose income exclusive of any public noncontributory transfers
was insufficient to raise them above poverty, only 57 percent were in families
which received any public noncontributory transfers. From Table 8.1, however,
we know that public noncontributory transfers lifted only 19.1 percent of the
Income IV poor above the poverty line (2.1 percent + 11.0 percent). Therefore,
of the 57 percent of the Income IV poor who received public noncontributory
transfers, only one-third (19.1 percent + 57.0 percent) received such transfers
in an amount sufficient to raise them above the poverty line. The implication
for public policy is that higher payment levels for noncontributory transfer
programs would significantly reduce the fraction of individuals who were In
poverty as officially defined. It seems clear, however, that such an increase In
payments would still leave many individuals in poverty, since 43 percent of the
Income IV poor are not connected at all to the public noncontributory transfer
system. (It deserves reemphasis here that not all such programs are included
in this analysis.) For public.policy purposes, this would indicate that any program which has as its goal the elimination of poverty would have to reach a
substantial number of individuals who are not currently participants In the
public noncontributory transfer system. Existing public noncontributory transfer programs, of course, are not intended to cover the entire poverty population,
so part of this nonparticipation can be attributed to explicit decisions made by
policy makers. Aid to Families of Dependent Children, for example, restricts
eligibility primarily to single parent families with dependent children in the
household and imposes a work requirement If no child in the household is under
the age of six.0 But even though 80 percent of the Income IV poor individuals
who are in households headed by a single parent with children under 18 in the
family unit receive some public noncontributory transfers, there remains onefifth of such Individuals who may be eligible for such transfers but are not
receiving any.1 Thus it would appear that nonparticipation in the transfer
systems by eligible families may be hindering efforts to alleviate poverty.
The results In Table 8.4 confirm the findings presented in Table 8.1 with
respect to which subgroups of the population benefit the most from the different
transfer systems.- The elderly and the disabled are the most likely recipients of
contributory transfer payments, both public and private. Individuals in families
headed by a black person or by an unmarried person with children in the household are not likely to be recipients of contributory transfer payments, but are
aided by public noncontributory transfers. Finally, the working poor are not
aided much by any of the various transfer systems.
Different time horizons and the extent of poverty
The above discussion was based on poverty measured during a single year,
in accordance with the official definition of poverty employed by the Census
Bureau. This section takes a longer run view of the nature of poverty. We focus
both on the persistence of poverty by looking at the fraction of individuals in
various subgroups of the population who were In families whose income fell
below their minimum needs level In every one of the nine years between 1967
and 1975 (inclusively) and on the transitory nature of poverty by looking at
those individuals who were In families which were in poverty in any one of
the nine years between 1967 and 1975.
The most startling result from the figures presented in Table 8.1 Is that
poverty is much less persistent but much more pervasive than might be thought
by looking at single year poverty statistics. While 8.9 percent of all Individuals
were poor In 1975, only 12 percent of these were poor in every one of the nine
years (1.1 percent of the entire population)." While this is still a significant
'In certain cases, two-parent families are also eligible for AFDC payments. Examples
would be where one of the parents is incapacitated or unemployed.
10It Is possible that some of these families are ineligible for nonincome reasons, such
as having excess assets.
It The arbitrariness of the official poverty line should be noted at this point. A family
could be moved above the poverty Hue in one year by the addition of a small amount of
money to family Income. Although it would remain poor in the other eight years, it
would still be classified as moving out of persistent poverty. It could be argued quite
forcibly that a family which was poor in eight out of nine years was persistently poor.
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number of people to face such severe hardship, It does indicate that many of
the one-year poor may be only temporarily below the line. But coupled with this
heartening finding is the discovery of the pervasiveness of temporary poverty.
Although only 8.9 percent of the population was poor in the single yet.- 1975,
one-quarter of the population (25.1 percent) was In poverty in at least one out
of the nine years between 1967 and 1975. It would seem that despite the fact
that many families are able to escape the continual confines of poverty, a substautial portion of our population Is faced with the threat of falling from their
precarious position ebove the poverty line.
Changing the time horizon also has a dramatic impact on the composition
of the poverty population, as shown by Table 8.2. Those subgroups of the population which are disproportionately in poverty on an annual basis are generally
in a much worse situation when poverty is viewed over a nine-year period. For
example, blacks accounted for 41.3 percent of the poor individuals In 1975, but
an astonishing 77.0 percent of the persistently poor individuals. Individuals in
families headed by an unmarried person with children in the household and/or
lby a female also accounted for a much larger percentage of the persistently
poor than of the one-year poor. On the other hand, these groups comprise a
smaller percentage of the transitory poor than of the one-year poor. For example, blacks comprise 33.8 percent of the individuals who were poor in at least
one of the nine years, as compared to 41.3 percent of the 1975 single year poor.
These results indicate that the more favored groups of our society-such as
whites, and male-headed families--although not free from the threat of poverty,
are likely to be poor for only a limited time. The more disadvantaged groups
of individuals, however, are much more likely to be in continual poverty, as
well as in one-year poverty. The policy Implications of these findings are important. If policy makers use one-year poverty statistics to allocate the funds
for programs aimed at eliminating persistent poverty, they may under-allocate
funds to blacks, to unmarried parents with children, and to female-headed
families. On the other hand, funds for programs aimed at providing emergency
aid to families who are temporarily in difficult circumstances may be over
allocated to such groups, and under allocated to whites and other groups who,
although not usually poor on an annual basis, are likely to fall intermittently
below the poverty line.

Pcrmancnt and transitory poverty and different sources of income

a

We now turn to the effects the different sources of income have on permanent
and transitory poverty. Table 8.1 shows again that the exchan.,: sector of the
economy is the primary vehicle for keeping the vast majority of individuals
out of persistent poverty. Only 5.9 percent of the individuals are In families
whose taxable income was lower than their minimum needs level in every one
of the nine years from 1967 through 1975. At the same time, the labor and
capital markets were not particularly efficient in preventing transitory poverty;
almost 40 percent of the sample individuals were in families whose taxable Income failed to meet minimum needs in at least one of the nine years. For certain subgroups of the population-the elderly, the blacks, the disabled, the unmarried parents with children in the household, and the female-headed families-this failure was particularly pronounced. Over 70 percent of those In
families headed by such individuals were unable in at least one year to meet
their minimum needs with income derived from the labor and capital markets.
Of the other types of income, public contributory transfer payments continued
to have the largest absolute impact on poverty. Such payments lifted 1.8 percent of the individuals out of persistent poverty, and 6.2 percent out of transitory poverty. The elderly and the disabled were the main beneficiaries of such
transfers, as was found for the one-year period 1975. Public noncontributory
transfers also had a major impact, lifting 1.6 percent of the population out of
persistent poverty. This represents 59.3 percent of those individuals whose income exclusive of public noncontributory transfers was not sufficient to bring
them above the poverty line in any of the nine years. In absolute terms, the
major beneficiaries of such transfers were individuals in families headed by a
black person, a disabled person, or an unmarried person with children in the
household. Over 7 percent of the individuals in each of these groups were
brought out of persistent poverty by such payments. In relative terms, however,
these groups were not aided by such transfers as much as were the individuals
who were not in such families. This can be seen from the figures In Table 8.2,
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which show the composition of the population of persistently poor Individuals.
with and without public noncontributory transfers included in family income.
Without the Inclusion of such transfers, blacks, for example, comprised 67.0
percent of the persistently poor population; with the inclusion,- 77.0 percent.
This increase in the percentage of the poverty population accounted for by black
individuals indicates that on a relative basis blacks benefitted less than nonblacks from public noncontributory tliansfer payments. This happens despite the
fact that on an absolute basis blacks benefitted more than nonblacks. This
occurs because among the blacks and nonblacks who were persistently poor
without the inclusion of public noncontributory transfers, a smaller percentage
of blacks than nonblacks were lifted out of persistent poverty by the Inclusion
of such transfers. Specifically, although 7.8 percent of the black individuals
were lifted out of poverty by public noncontributory transfers, this accounted
for only 53 percent of the 14.8 percent of black Individuals who were in per.
sistent poverty without the Inclusion of such transfers. As mentioned above,
for the entire population, such transfers lifted 59 percent of the persistently
poor out of poverty, thus indicating that a higher relative percentage of nonblacks than blacks were lifted out of persistent poverty by public noncontributory transfers.
Although public noncontributory transfers are relatively efficient in eliminating persistent poverty, they are one of the most ineffective in eliminating transitory poverty. Such transfers lifted only 2 percent of the entire population out of
transitory poverty, which represents less than 10 percent of the transitory poor
when public noncontributory transfers were excluded from income. This result
is tempered somewhat by the figures presented in Table 8.4, which indicate that
the average annual amount of public noncontributory transfers received by the
Income IV poor over the nine-year period compares favorably to the average
annual amounts of other types of transfers received by families who were poor
under alternative definitions of income. These payments apparently are not
sufficient to prevent these families from occasionally falling below the poverty
line.

Summary and conclusions
This chapter has attempted to examine how our perception of the nature and
extent of poverty is affected if we place poverty in a long-run perspective and
if we examine the sources of income Which push individuals above the poverty
line. Perhaps the most important finding of the study is that poverty, as officially defined with respect to a family's minimum level of needs, is much less
persistent but more pervasive than might be thought from a look at the official
one-year poverty figbires. Of the individuals who were poor in the one-year
period 1975, only 12 percent were in poverty in evlery one of the nine years
between 1967 and' 1975. On the other hand, while only 8.9 percent of the population was poor In 1975, fully one-quarter of the sample individuals were In
poverty In at least one of the nine years between 1967 and 1975. Viewing poverty over a longer time horizon than one yedr also dramatically alters the composition of the poverty population. Individuals In families headed by a black
person, a female, or an unmarried person with children in the household, while
disproportionately poor on a one-year basis, comprise an even larger fractionof the persistently poor. For example, blacks comprised 41.3 percent of. the
poverty population in 1975, but they accounted for a shocking 77.0 percent of
the individuals who were in families which were poor in every one of the nine
years between 1967 and 1975. The implication for public policy is that decision
makers should be cautious in using the official annual poverty figures to allocate
the resources earmarked for public anti-poverty programs depending on the
precise goal of the individual program. If, for example, the program is aimed
at eliminating long-run poverty, the use of one-year poverty figures to allocate
the program's funds would result in an under-allocation of such resources to
black families.

APPENDIX 8.1
The different types of transfer payments were added to taxable income to
evaluate their effect on poverty in an arbitrary order. The rationale for adding
contributory transfers before noncontributory transfers was that the receipt
of contributory transfers is more a product of an individual's own actlops than

4
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Is the receipt of noncontributory transfers, which depend much more on the
action of other individuals. Thus persons who must rely on noncontributory
transfers in order to climb above the poverty line are arguably more dependent
than individuals who do not need such transfers in order to meet their minimum needs. The rationale for adding public transfers after private transfers
was that the receipt of public transfers is conditioned on the actions of the
community. as a whole, while the receipt of private transfers does not require
such concerted agreement. Thus, persons who must rely on public transfers
to provide for minimum needs are dependent on the agreement of a larger number of people than are those who rely on private transfers.
Given the political importance of public noncontributory transfer payments,
it is interesting to determine whether the conclusions presented in this chapter
concerning such transfers are dependent on the choice of ordering. As in Table
A8.1a, adding public noncontributory transfers to taxable income before adding
in any other transfers does not significantly alter any of the conclusions in this
chapter concerning the effect of public noncontributory transfers on the extent
of poverty. Changing the order in such a manner somewhat decreases the effect
of public noncontributory transfers on one-year poverty, increases its already
relatively large effect on persistent poverty, and greatly decreases its minor
effect on transitory poverty.
It also should be mentioned in relation to Footnote 5 of the text, that including the entire transfer income of others In years 1967 through 1973 as
public noncontributory transfer income does not alter the effect of such transfers on persistent or transitory poverty.

TABLE A8. IA.-INDIVIDUALS BROUGHT ABOVE THE POVERTY LINE BY ADDING IN PUBLIC NONCONTRIBUTORY TRANSFERS FIRST
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Families, Patterns of
(From a forthcoming book, Volume VI of Five Thousand American
Economic Progress, Greg Duncan and Jamn5 Morgan, Editors, Institute for Social
Research, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Micb. 1978)
CHAPTER

1. A SUMMARY OF PArr I FINDINGS

(By Mary Corcoran and Greg J. Duncan)
INTRODUCTION

In 1075, white men, on average, earned $6.67 per hour. This was 36 percent
higher than the average hourly wage of black men, 00 percent higher than for
white women, and fully 78 percent higher than for black women.' These wage
gaps are not well understood, and indeed, the two leading explanations of them
have radically different implications for understanding discrimination and
planning public policy. The first, a skill explanation, centers on alleged differences in qualifications: white men earn more than the other three groups because they have more valuable job-related skills. The second, a treatment
explanation, claims that a wage gap begins because employers Initially treat
workers differently according to the employee's sex or race, independent of
skills-ha bias which usually works to the advantage of white males. This differential treatment might in turn generate the group differences in work skills.
If the first theory were true, then pay differentials would fall as skills became
more equally distributed through, say, job training programs for the less skilled.
If the second theory were true, then job training programs for minorities and
women would be less successful in reducing wage differences .than programs
directed at the institutional causes of discrimination.
Past empirical work has largely focused on the skill explanation and has
tried to show how differences in the work skills and hence, the productivity of
individual workers lead to the pay differences. (See Mincer and Polachek, 1974;
Suter and Miller, 1973.) Thus, since black workers usually have completed less
formal education than white workers, they are said to be less qualified than
white workers. Supposedly it is rational for employers to pay blacks less
because they have fewer skills; the only irrational, or discriminatory pay differential is the wage gap not accounted for by these skills differences.
It differences in skills account in part for the wage gap, discovering how
these differences come about becomes important. For example, the black-white
differences in educational quality or attainment, are in part a result of past
discrimination in the school system. Or a black may be more likely to drop out
of school at age 16 because his family needs his earnings. To the extent that
black/white skill differences derive from such causes, it may be misleading to
label the resulting wage gap nondiscriminatory--even if this wage gap is not
the result of direct employer discrimination.
In the case of sex as opposed to race, it is considerably more difficult to
identify a source of differences in skills which could lead to the wage gap.
Many economists (e.g., Mincer and Polachek, 1974) say that women's qualifications are lower than men's because women assume the bulk of child care
and home care responsibilities. This has several implications regarding jobrelated skills. First, the majority of women do not work continuously after
leaving school but, instead, to fulfill family and child care responsibilities, they
intersperse periods of employment with periods of nonmarket work. If women
expect to have a less regular lifetime pattern of labor force participation, they
m'y have a shorter work horizon than men and, thus, have clear economic
incentives to acquire fewer Job skills. In addition, the skills they do acquire
may become rusty (and, hence, less valuable) during the time they are out of
the labor force to have and raise children. Also, even when women work, they
must balance the demands of work and family. Family responsibilities may
force women to accept lower paying jobs that are closer to home, to have cormpatible work schedules, or to have high absenteeism rates in order to care
for their children when they are ill.
Some argue that skill differences between men and women which lead to the
sex-based wage gap are not really the result of employer discrimination because
women choose to place child and home demands above job demands. Many ques'Throughout this volume, we use the term white to include all racial categories
other than black.
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tion the assumption that the sex division of labor within the home should be
taken as given. They argue that It is important to identify the social institutions and conditions that enforce this sex division of labor. Certainly employer
discrimination may also play a role In this if pay differences reinforce the sex
division of labor within the home by making it more costly In foregone earnings for men to assume family responsibilities.
On the other hand, proponents of the treatment explanations argue that skill
differences, voluntary or not, are not at Issue since employers treat equally
qualified men and women (or blacks and whites) quite differently. Becker
(1957). for instance, has argued that employers may prefer one group of
workers to another (men to women or whites to blacks), and that they would
be willing to pay a premium to indulge their preferences. Others have argued
that employers may treat individual workers on the basis of the characteristics of the group to which they belong (see Aigner and Cain, 1977, for a summary of these arguments). If, for example, the average future labor market
attachment of women is less than that of men, then employers with imperfect
information about attachment may treat all women as though they had a lower
level of attachment.
Bergmann (1971) suggests another possibility. She argues that women
workers are "crowded" Into a relatively narrow range of occupations, resulting
in an oversupply of workers to these "female" Jobs and artifically reducing the
supply of workers to "male" jobs. According to Bergmann and Adelman (1975)
female Jobs offer fewer promotions and on-the-job training opportunities than
do other Jobs, and this produces skill differences between men and women. This
argument Is a variant of what have been called "segmented labor market"
theories. Proponents of these theories (see Cain, 1976) argue that jobs in the
labor market fall into one of two sectors, the secondary sector or the primary
sector. The secondary sector is composed of relatively small, unprofitable, and
unstable firms, and its jobs tend to offer few opportunities for promotion and
on-the-job training. Large, stable firms comprise the primary sector and its Jobs
provide both promotion and training opportunities. Women and blacks tend to
be disproportionately restricted to the secondary sector because of hiring discrimination In the primary sector. Discrimination may also exist within the
primary sector, as when minorities are relegated to job ladders with lower pay
and fewer opportunities for advancement.!
Efforts to investigate empirically the sources of the race and sex wage gaps
have been hampered by inadequate information on work histories and family
responsibilities. Instead, past studies have relied on data sarces designed for
other purposes. The best of these sources contain measures of years of formal
education, verbal ablity, and life cycle work patterns. Beyond this, the correspondence between available empirical measures and various theoretical concepts becomes quite remote. The empirical effects of marital status on the relative earnings of men and women, for example, are interpreted as the effect
of work commitment. It Is impossible to tell, however, if a marital status
effect may he a result of discriminatory actions on the part of employers rather
than of individual or even average skill differences.
In response to t'ie data deficiencies of past studies, the staff of the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics designed a questionnaire which was administered
in 1976 to household heads and some 3,500 spouses who were part of a national,
representative sample of almost 6,000 families that have been followed since
1968. The analysis reported In the first part of this volume focuses on the 5,225
household heads and spouses who were In the labor force in 1975. Of this total,
2.250 were white men, 895 were black men, 1,326 were white women and 741
were black women."
2 Both the "skills" and the "segmented labor market" explanolions take current job
structures as given. A third, radical perspective argues that Job structures evolved at
least in part as a means of worker control and that policies aimed at ending sex and
race-wage Inequality should focus on changing present job structures (Gordon, 1976).
$ Note that the two groups of women are composed of both wives and unmarried femalp houshold heads while both married and unmarried men are Included In the two
groups of men.
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The questionnaire was designed to address four hypotheses regarding pay
differentials by race and sex. The first is that white men are paid more than
black men and white and black women because white men receive more on-thejob training. While this hypothesis is widely believed, evidence to test it has
been indirect. The Panel Study data, in contrast, contains responses to a set
of direct questions on the training content of jobs.
The last three hypotheses relate to differences in earnings between men and
women. They are that women earn less than men because they (1) lose skills
when they withdraw from the labor force to have and raise children, (2) have
higher absenteeism because of illness of other family members (especially children), and (3) restrict Job locations and work hours to those compatible with
their household responsibilities. Direct questions on each of these topics were
included in the questionnaire. Furthermore, both men and women were asked
these questions to see if the men with such limitations suffer the same wage
penalties as women with corresponding limitations. Both men and women can
restrict job location or work hours either because of family responsibilities or
because of personal preferences. Regardless of the reason, similar restrictions
should, in the absence of discrimination, bring similar wage penalties to both
men and women. Also. some men may drop out of the civilian labor force for a
period of years without acquiring additional job skills-perhaps for military
service. All respondents who dropped out of the labor force were asked whether.
during their period of withdrawal, they had acquired any training or skills that
wNould be useful on a job. If labor markets are efficient, then the wage penalty
suffered by men who do not acquire useful job skills while in military service
should be similar to that of women who withdraw from the labor force to
raise children.
In sum, the Panel Study data contain direct measures of on-the-job training,
interrupted work experience, absenteeism, and self-imposed restrictions on job
location and work hours. In the analysis presented in the first five chapters,
we have described the extent to which these measures differ by race and sex,
and estimated the extent to which these differences accounted for differences
in pay. We also investigated the extent to which differences in training
measures resulted from voluntary choice.
Our data permit us to test the skills explanation to a much greater extent
than has been possible with other data sets. We cannot, however, also test the
treatment explanation, so we do not include its major explanatory variableoccupation-among our empirical measures. Although differences In occupational distributions explain much of the pay differences between the races and
sexes, it is unclear whether the occupational differencess result from employer
discrimination or voluntary choice. To what extent do women, for example,
choose to work in lower paying, female-dominated occupations because they
allow flexibility in setting work hours or because they don't penalize those
with prolonged work interruptions? An understanding of occupational decisions
is obviously crucial for a test of the treatment explanations, and our data tell
us very little about this. In this book, we do not control for differences in occupational distributions in attempting to account for pay differences by race and
sex. This permits us to estimate the maximum impact of skills on earnings
differences.
ANALYSIS
What we found

Our conclusions can be summarized as follows:
White men differed from black men and from white and black women In
ways predicted by the conventional wisdom of stereotypes. White men had comjileted more formal education than either black men or black women. White
men reported training periods on their current jobs which averaged more than
twice as long as the training periods of black men or white and black women.
White and black women spent less time overall in the labor force than white
men, with fewer of their working years being fulltime. Also, women were considerably more likely than white men to report being absent from work because of the illness of other family members, to have placed restrictions on
hours or Job location when looking for work, and to expect to stop work in the
near future.
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Even after adjusting wages' for these large average differences in qualifications, white men still earned substantially more than black men, white women,
or black women. Average qualification differences explained less than one-third
of the wage gap between white men and black women, less than half of the
wage gap between white men and white women, and less than two-thirds of
the wage gap between white and black men--substantial but hardly overwhelming amounts given the extensive number of qualification measures Ineluded in our data. The earnings advantages enjoyed by white men cannot be
entirely or even primarily attributed to the superiority of their skills.
Table 1.1 shows the extent to which different factors accounted for wage
differences between white men and the other three groups. Differences in training accounted for between 8 and 15 percent of the wage differentials between
white men and other workers. Differences in formal education accounted for
almost 40 percent of the wage gap between white men and black men and for
11 percent of the wage gap between white men and black women. Differences
in work history accounted for 28 percent of the wage gap between white men
and white women and about 14 percent of the wage gap between white men
and black women.
The most striking finding of the study was that the indicators of labor force
attachment explain virtually none of the earnings differences between men and
women. Individuals of either sex with lower attachment earned no less than
otherwise similar individuals with greater attachment. So while women, on the
average, lost more time from work, placed more restrictions on job hours and
job location, and more often planned to quit work in the near future, these
characteristics were unrelated to wages within each group and hence explained
none of the total wage gap between men and women.
GAP BETWEEN WHITE MEN ABO OTHER GROUPS OFWORKERS
"EXPLAI NED"
TABLE I.I.-PERCENTAGE OF THE WAGE
BY VARIOUS FACTORS

JAl working household heads and spouses
aged 18-641
Black men White omen
Formal education .................................................
Work history
--...........................................
Years of training completed on current Job --------------------------Indicators of labor force attachment .................................

Unexplained ......................................................
Total ......................................................

39
3
15

-2

45
too

2
28
10
2

58
100

Back women
11
14
8

-2

69
100

Differences in training time on the current job accounted for between 8 and
15 percent of the earnings differences between white men and the other groups.
While some of these training differences seemed to be influenced by economic
incentives, most were produced by what appeared to be institutional barriers
in hiring and promoting blacks and women into the Jobs with training.
How we found it
The remainder of this chapter and the other chapters in the first part of this
volume detail our procedures and findings. The next section of this chapter
describes each set of qualification measures and the extent to which differences
in the measures account for both individual wage differences and average wage
differences by race and sex. In the concluding section, we discuss the implications of our results. The two appendices to this chapter describe the statistical
procedures used to arrive at estimates of the effects of worker characteristics
on individual and on group differences in wages.
' Wage rates are calculated by dividing total annual labor income by the total annual
work hours. Race- and sex-based differences in axpewl earnings are even larger than
differences In horJy earnings because white men work more hours per year than the
other groups of workers. Some of these differences in work hours result from larger
amounts of Involuntary unemployment (and underemployment) incurred by black men
and white and black women.
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The remaining chapters In Part I of this volume treat different sets of quallfications separately and in great detail. Chapter 2 examines the set of work history measures. Since on-the-Job training is a central part of most explanations
of earnings differences, the entire third chapter is devoted to it. The fourth
and fifth chapters focus on self-imposed restrictions and absenteeism, respectively.
Indicators of attachment to the labor force
We used the following five measures of attachment to the labor force in our
analyses: absenteeism because of own illness, absenteeism because of illness of
others, self-imposed restrictions on work hours and location, self-imposed limits
on geographic mobility, and plans to quit work.'
The questions used to obtain these measures and the distribution of responses
by race and sex are detailed in Figures 1.1 to 1.5. Table 1.2 reports the amount
of the wage gap between white men and the other race/sex groups that can be
explained by race/sex differences in attachment.
The average time lost from work in 1975 was small for all race/sex groups,
but women and black men did lose more time than white men. On the average,
white men missed 4 hours from work in 1975 because someone else in the family was sick, compared to 8 hours for black men, 12 hours for white women,
and 26 hours for black women. White men lost 36 hours from work because of
their own illness compared to 43 for white women, 58 for black women, and
50 for black men. Women were much more likely than men to have imposed
limitations on the location of their Jobs or hours they would work; only about
14 percent of men reported placing such limitations compared to 34 percent of
white women and 22 percent for black women. Surprisingly, the sexes did not
differ in the limits they placed on geographic mobility. In each race/sex group,
nhout one-third reported that they could get a better Job if they were willing
to move. Fewer than one-tenth of all workers planned to quit work in the near-future, but most of them were women.
'We originally used one other measure of labor force attachment, voluntary part-time

work, since previous research had suggested lower wages for part-time workers. While
women were more likely to be part-time workers, we found that this variable had a
large positive effect on the wages of black mv.u that was generated by a very small
number of cases, and that it had no significant efect on the wages of white men or
white women.
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Figure 1.1. ABSEITEISM BECAUSE OF THE ILLNESS OF OTrERS
.When asked "Did you miss 'any work in 1975 because
someone in the family was sickY". omen,

and es-

pecially black women, were much more likely than
men to respond affirmatively. When expressed as
a fraction of a full time, 2000 hour year, however,
the amount of absenteeism for all groups is quite

small.
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Figure 1.2. ABSENTEEISM BECAUSE OF OWN. ILLNESS
Women and black men lost more title from work because

they themselves were sick.
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Figure 1.3. SELF-IPOSED RESTRICTIONS ON LOCATION OR WORK HOURS
Many more women than men gave an affirmative response
to the question "Thinking back to when you started
your present job, were there some limitations on where
you could work or what hours you could work that were
factors in taking this job?"
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Figure 1.4. SELF-IMPOSED LIMITS ON GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY
The question "Are there better jobs you could get if
you were willing to move and live somewhere else?"
showed few differences in affirmative responses across
the race/sex subgroups, and blacks were somewhat more
likely than whites to say that
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PLANS TO QUIT WORK
Although feVer than one-tenth of any of the four
groups said they planned to quit work in the next
ftv years for reasons other than to get training,
those who do say so are predominately women.

These differences in attachment explained almost none of the sex-based wage
gap, largely because attachment, as measured in this study, had a negligible
impact on wages." For instance, workers who were frequently absent from
work or who had imposed limitat'ans on work hours or Job location earned
no less or only slightly less than did similarly qualified workers who attended
work regularly and imposed no such limitations. Imposing geographic limitations did lower a worker's expected wages, but had almost no effect on race
or sex differences in wages since all race/sex groups were equally.likely, on
average, to impose such restrictions.' Workers who planned to quit work in the
6We used the standard statistical procedure of multiple regression to relate wages
In calculating the results for one particular set of predictor variables (such as attachment), the effects of all other sets of predictors have been taken into account. For more
details, see the Appendix to this chapter.
7 As explained in Chapter 4, responses to the question on self-imposed limits on geo.
graphic mobility may be confounded by differences in information about jobs in other
locations. Additional analysis in that chapter used the longitudinal aspect of the Panel
Study data to test for differences in wage rate changes between husbands and wives
who moved as opposed to couples who did not move. In general, these wage differences
were minimal although it was found that a greater proportion of wives who moved
dropped out of the labor force than did wives who didn't move. Thus, mobility may
have an indirect effect on wages by reducing labor force experience.

to our measure of labor force attachment, work history, training, and formal education.
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near future earned less than did workers with no such plans, but so few
workers of either sex planned to quit work that male/female differences in
such plans explained, at most, 2 percent of the wage gap between white men
and women. Not only did employers fall to reward more reliable workers
within the four race/sex subgroups we also found no evidence of reward even
to long-term reliable employees for whom information on reliability is readily
available and inexpensive.
It may be surprising to learn that differences in attachment explained virtually none of the wage gap between men and women and indeed, had very
little effect on individual worker's wages. Of course, we cannot rule out the
possibility that attachment is inadequately measured. But, using a variety of
measures, we found that women typically showed less attachment than men
with these measures. To the extent that these are valid measures of attachment, these findings suggest that there is little rational economic Justification
for employers to treat men and women differently on the assumption that it is
difficult to sort employees individually and that women as a group are less
reliable and less committed than men.
TABLE 1.2.-PROPORTION CF WAGEDIFFERENCES BETWEEN WHITE MEN AND BLACK MEN, WHITE WOMEN AND
BLACK WOMEN EXPLAINED BYVARIOUS LABOR FORCE
ATTACHMENT MEASURES
(Ailworking household heads and spouses aged 1t-4]

--

Black men White women
Hours of work missed because of illness of others In 1975------------Hours of work missed because of own illness in 1975
.................
Placed limits on job hours or location ................................
Knows that there are better jobs elsewhere ..........................
Doesn't know whether there are better jobs elsewhere----------------Plans to stop working for nontraining reasons ---------------------Total ......................................................

-1

- -1

0
-2
3
- -1
-2

Black women

-1

-2

-1
0
2
2

-2
1
1
-2

0
2

-1
1

Work history and training measures
We split an individual's work history since leaving school into four segments:
years out of the labor force since leaving school, years of work experience
prior to working for present employer, tenure with present employer prior to
present position, and tenure in present position. Tenure in present position was
further subdivided into two segments: training completed in present position
and post-training tenure. A sixth variable measured the proportion of all years
that were full time work.' Figures 1.6 to 1.11 show how these measures differed across the four subgroups defined by race and sex. Table 1.3 gives the
percentage of the wage gaps between white men and the three other groups that
can be accounted for by race/sex differences in work history and training.
As expected, men and women differed considerably both in the amount of
time they worked and In the continuity of their work experience. Compared to
white men, the average white woman hn" three years less pre-present employer
'The definition of "part" and "full" time work was left up to the respondent for this
measure, and there is reason to suspect that part-year workers, such as school teachers
considered their work as full time.
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YEARS OUTSIDE THE LABOR FORCE SINCE COMPLETING SCHOOL
With respect to work history after finishing their
schooling, women spent a mucb longer time out of the
labor force than men.
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YEARS OF WORK EXPERIENCE BEFORE CURRENT EMPLOYER
Women spent somewhat less time in the labor force
prior to taking a job with their current employers.
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YEARS WITH CURRENT. EMPLOYER PRIOR TO CURRENT POSITION
Once joining their current employer, women still

had

fewer years of tenure prior to ta~ing their 'current
position.
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ON-,hE-JOB TRAINING
In response 'o the question "How long would it take
the average. new person to b~tome-fully trained altd
qualified for your job?" white men reported.training
periods that were more than twice as long as those of
the three other groups of workers.
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Figure 1.10, YEARS OF POST-TRAINING TENURE ON CURRENT JOB
Women spent about the same amount of time as men
in their current position after finishing the
training period.
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Figure 1.11. PROPORTION OF YEARS WORKED FULL -TIME
In addition -to vorkinS

fewer total years, women are

also somewhat less likely to work full-time.
experience, three years less present employer tenure, spent five more years out
of the labor force, and was much more likely to work part-time. Differences are
similar but smaller when we compare white men to black women. In addition,
white men have completed more than twice as much training as black men,
white women, or black women.
R~st Investigations of pay differences by race and sex have indicated that
white men's wages rise much more sharply with work experience than do the
wages of black men and of women. In contrast with this previous analysis, we
broke up work experience into the different segments just described. We found
that time spent in a given work segment was equally valuable to all race/sex
groups, but that time spent in different segments was not equally valuable. A
year ot completed training, for instance, raised wages by 5 to 8 percent while
a year of pre-employer experience only raised wages 1 to 3 percent. White men
had spent relativ-ely more time In the more valuable work segments, espeially
the training segment, than had the other three groups, and so benefitted more
from overall-work experience than the rest.
TABLE 1.3.- -PERCENTAGE OF WAGEDIFFERENCES BETWEEN
WHITE MENAND BLACK MEN,WHITE WOMEN AND
BLACK WOMEN EXPLAINED BYVARIOUS WORKHISTORY MEASURES
[Ali working household heads and spouses
aged
1"-64
Black men White women
Years outside the labor force since completing school ..................
Years of work experience before present employer ....................
Years with current employer prior to current position ..................
Years of training completed on current job ...........................
Years of post-taining tenure on current job ..........................
Proportion of total working years that were full time ..................
Toal-------------------------------------------------18..

Black women

0
2
5
15
-4

6
3
12
10
-I
8

3
1
7
1
-I
4

I

38

22
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Differences In work history patterns and in training accounted for a considerable portion of the wage gape between white men and white and black
women, largely because women acquired less tenure, completed less training, and
were more likely to work parttime. Differences in the proportion of full-time
work accounted for 8 percent of the wage gap between white men and white
women and 4 percent of the wage gap between white men and black women.
Differences In training completed explained 10 percent of the wage gap between
white men and white women, 8 percent of the wage gap between white men
and black women, and 15 percent of the wage gap between white men and
black men. Differences in other tenure components accounted for 11 and 6
percent of the wage gaps between white men and white and black women,
respectively.
Surprisingly, the large average differences in years spent out of the labor
force since school completion (ranging from 3.5 to 5.2 years) explained very
little of the average wage gaps between white men and white and black women.
It appears thaLtwomen are paid less than white men for some reason other
than obsolescence of skills because of prolonged periods of labor force withdrawal. Indeed, labor force withdrawals had very small effects on wages even
within race/sex groups and even when these withdrawals involved no skill
acquisition.' Nor did differences in -work experience prior to working for one's
current employer explain much of the average wage gap between men and
women.
Our results (see Chapter 4) show that among white men, married workers
earn considerably more than do similarly qualified single workers but that this
is not true for women. Some have argued on the basis of similar results that
marriage increases men's earnings more than those of women because marriage
affects the labor force behavior of men and women quite differently. That is,
marital status serves as a proxy for differences In labor market commitment
between men and women. 0 In Chapter 4 we find however, that among whites,
sex differences in the wage benefits associated with marriage were unchanged
even after we adjusted for differences in work commitment, work orientation,
and work history.
Black and white men had very similar work history patterns-with one exception. White men had completed twice as much training in their current positions as had black .men, and this difference alone accounted for 15 percent of
the wage gap between white and black men.
Both the skills and treatment explanations of sex/race wage differentials
predict that training accounts for a considerable proportion of the wage gaps
between white men and the other three groups. The crucial question is whether
race/sex differences in training result from voluntary choice by workers or from
the discriminatory hiring and promotion practices of employers. If women and
minority workers are crowded into jobs with little opportunity for training it
is more appropriate to attribute training-based wage differences to discrimination. In Chapter 3, these issues are explored in some detail. It is concluded
that while an individual's chances of engaging in training responded to economic incentives, the most important factors may be involuntary, Institutional
ones. Women and blacks with similar work horizons and labor force attachments as white men ended up in Jobs with less training largely because their
prior work experience did not pay off in training opportunities as it did for
white men. That is, it appears that employers and firms, when hiring and promoting, may treat women and black men differently than otherwise similarly
qualified white men.
9Note that labor force withdrawal does reduce wages because work experience is not
being accumulated. We find that there is no additional penalty resulting from depreciation or obsolescence of skills. Chapter 2 tests whether withdrawals which involved
neither schooling nor training had any effects on worker wages. Such withdrawals had

negligible effects on wages for all groups except black men.
'0Another possible explanation for the higher wages of married mon reverses the
marrage-wage line of causation. i.e.. higher wage men are more attractive marriage
prospects and are therefore more likely to marry.
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Figure 1.12. FORMAL EDUCATION
Whites have a well-documented.advantage in completed
education over. blacks.
Educoational attainment
As Figure 1.12 shows, differences in formal education were greatest between

white and black men. White women were most similar to white men, while
black women had completed somewhat less education than white women.u

Because education has a very strong effect on wages, differences in educational
attainment accounted for a substantial fraction of the pay differences between
white men and blacks-especially black men. Differences in formal education
accounted for 39 percent of the wage gap between white and black men and
11 percent of the wage gap betwen white men and black women.
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

We find that the wage advantages enjoyed by white men cannot be explained
solely or even primarily by superior qualifications or more attachment to the
labor force." Even after adjusting the wage gaps between white men, white and
U Educational distributions do, of course, differ by sex. Women are more likely than
men to finish high school, but are less likely to finish college. We investigated possible
nonlinear effects of schooling, but found no consistent patterns.
"This finding Is not unique to us. Most studies which try to adjust the male/female
wage gap (Sawhill. 1973: Gaxaca. 1973; Malklel
and
1973; Mincer and
Polachek, 1974) or the black/white wage gap (Smith andMalklel.
Welch, 1977) for "skills"
differences still leave white men earning considerably more than
any
other group. Our
study generalizes these findings somewhat by including a set of additional
skill variables
unavailabe to past researchers.
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'black women, and black men for differences on an extensive list of qualification
and attachment measures, white men earned substantially more than did the
other groups--particularly women." Given this, we suspect that future investigations of the skills explanation will only confirm these results. That is, those
who claim the labor market treats workers fairly in the sense that equally
productive workers are paid equally are likely to be wrong. Furthermore, skill
augmenting education and training programs alone will probably not eliminate
the earnings advantage enjoyed by white men. These results suggest that social
scientists should focus more on the treatment explanations of the male/female
and black/white wage gaps and less on the skills explanation. Some investigators, for instance might explore the processes by which workers decide to enter
certain fields, search for jobs, and acquire jobs. Others might focus on employers' hiring, training, and promotion decisions.
Perhaps our most surprising findings were that virtually none of the indicators of labor force attachment could account for much of the earnings differences between men and women-largely because our indicators of attachment had only trivial effects on wages. Some might argue that we have not
included all relevant measures of attachment. This is probably true. But relevant excluded factors are apt to be correlated with our included attachment
measures. Since included measures account for none of the gap between white
men and the other three groups, it is unlikely that excluded measures will explain very much of the earnings differences. Others may argue that our measures are too imprecise. It is impossible to rule this out entirely. Nevertheless,
we used many different kinds of measures, and we did find substantial differences in the average values of these measures across the four race/sex groups.
with women, as expected, consistently scoring lower than men on attachment.
Moreover, we also found that employers do not consistently penalize longer term
employees with higher rates of absenteeism, even though the employers have
had ample opportunity to gather such information. Thus there appears to be
no economic reason for employers to discriminate against women in hiring,
promotion, or pay on the basis that women are, on the average, less attached to
the labor force than men. If employers Justify differential treatment between
men and women on the basis of average 'ex differences in labor force attachment they are clearly behaving unfairly toward many women."
White men's current jobs provided at least twice as much training as did the
Jobs of women and blacks, and these differences explained a substantial proportion of the wage gaps. By itself, this finding does little to help us understand the extent or operation of discrimination. Do women and black men
acquire less skills than white men because they choose to do so or because they
are systematically excluded from jobs with good training opportunities? Our
evidence (detailed in Chapter 3) indicates that women and black men do not
receive the same training opportunities as do similarly qualified white men-a
result which suggests that employers treat workers differently on the basis of
race and sex. If they do, any wage differences among the four race/sex subgroups which are caused by training differences can also be attributed to disI It should be noted that the procedure we used to adjust wage gaps tends to overstate the Importance of differences in measured qualification.
16In addition to the Inequity that results from categorizing whole groups of workers
without distinguishing among them, there is an inefficiency in resource allocation that
can"Under
be costly to society. Arthur Okun commented recently :
conditions of perfect job discrimination, blacks and women (and other victims of prejudice) would get exactly the same jobs they would obtain if not disadvantaged but would merely receive less pay for them. In fact. however, the prevalence
of exclusions from good jobs (rather than exploitation involving lower wages) as the
technique of (iicrimination makes substantial Inefficiency a by-product of inequality.
"Okun, Arthur. *'urther Thoughts on Equality and Efficiency.' In Income Redltribution, Colin D. Campbell, ed. American Enterprise Institute for Public Pollcy Researcb,
Washington. D.C. 1977."
In other words, treatment of women as a group without distinction is not only unfair
to some of them, but ineffielentlI assigns then to jobs where they cannot fully use
their abilitl.
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crimination, albeit Indirect. This suggests a need for policies (such as affirmative action programs) which ensure equal treatment of these groups in the
hiring, promotion, and training decisions, and a need for study of that process.
Women typically have less work experience and are more likely to have
worked parttime than white men; these differences in turn affect the wage
gap between white men and women. Differences in the average years of experience of men and women are likely to result in large part from the sex
division of labor within the home which may be in turn reinforced by sex discrimination in the labor market. Labor market policies could be designed to
enable women and men to combine their family and work roles more efficiently.
Such policies might include parental leaves for both sexes, more flexibility In
work hours, increasing the availability of part-time work in the more prestigious occupations, or shareil jobs."' The flexible timing policies would seem
especially useful since most of the women (and men) who restrict their Job
search do so because of concern for the timing of hours, rather than the volume
of hours or job location.
It is beyond our expertise to propose a portfolio of specific policies for dealing
with unjustified sex and race differences in earnings. But the kinds of policies
that might have an effect do become clear from our data. Particularly for
blacks, policies which improve the access to and the quality of education could
be expected to narrow the wage gaps between the races. Anything that alters
the division of labor in the home and the family sex roles toward more equality
might well allow women to accumulate more labor force experience, do more
full-time work, and hence earn more. But the greatest benefit to those firmly
attached to the labor force may derive from policies that equalize access to a
Job with training and a chance for advancement.
APPENDIX 1.1
INTRODUCT'ION
In the text of Chapter 1, we summarized the results of our attempts to account for wage differences among white men, black men, white women, and
black women. This Appendix details our procedures and findings.
Three steps were involved in the attempt to account for wage differences
using the skill and attachment measures available in the Panel Study data.
First, we calculated the average values of the measures separately by race and
sex. These averages, presented in graphs in the text, are tabulated In Table
AL.L Next we related all of these measures to wages to determine if individuals
with different amounts of these measures are paid accordingly. Third, we combined the information on differences in average skill and commitment measures
with information on how these characteristics affect wages in order to calcu'
late the fraction of the wage differences between white men and the other three
groups that are "explained" by differences in these characteristics. In addition,
we examine the stability of the results by changing the wage rate measure and
by using coefficients from a regression in which all four race/sex subgroups are
pooled together.
All of the empirical results were obtained from the set of household heads
and wives in the Panel who (1) were employed at the time of the spring 1976
interview, (2) had worked at least 500 hours in 1975, and (3) were between
the ages of 18 and 64. Note that the women consisted of both wives and female
household heads, and also that individuals who were children in families were
excluded."
5 Some policies might even provide incentives to break up the sex division of labor
in the home. For example, In Sweden parents are guaranteed six paid months of

maternity leave for either parent. If parents choose to share maternity leave, they are

given seven months, three to one parent and four months to the other.
I The effects of marital status on earnings are examined in some detail in Chapter 4.
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TABLE AKI.I.-Mt

VALUES Of INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN WAGE EQUATION, BY RACE/SEX SUBGROUPS
[Ailworking household heads and spouses aled 18-4
White men

12.85
Formal education (in years) ..........................
WORK HISTORY
Years out of labor force since completing school........
.51
11.27
Years of work experience before present employer ......
Preemployer work experience squared I................
225.0
Years with current employer prior to current position ....
4.58
1.686
Years of training comented on current job..............
2.51
Years of post-training tenure on current job ............
Proportion of total working years that were ful time
....
0.990
INDICATORS OFLABOR FORCE
ATTACHMENT
Hours of work missed for others' illness in 1975 --------- 4.01
36.5
Hours of work missed for own ilness in 1975 ...........
.145
United job hours or location .........................
.399
Knows there are better Jobs elsewhere .................
there
are
better
jobs
elsewhere_
.159
Doesn't know whether
Plans to stop work for nontraining reasons .............
. 030

Black men White women

-

Black women

10.96

12.73

11.75

.63
10.44
212.9
3.96
.791
3.31
.913

5.75
. 05
129.9
2.33
.722
2.74
.790

4.03
9.27
161.9
2.86
.704
2.91

8 05
50.4
.122
.340
.281
.017

12.45
43.0
.342
.369
.193
.086

25.68
58.0
.216
.295
.252
.068

5.494

4.079

.8

DEMOGRAPHIC CONTROL VARIABLES

Sie of largest city inarea (inhundreds of thousands)..

Wther south.....................................
In 1975 .ourly wage
.................................
1975 hourly wage (geometric mean) I..................
Number of observations..............................

3.90

.266
1.722
5.60
2,250

.542
1.461
4.31
895

.261
1.284
3.611,326

5.261

.568
1.154
3.17
741

1The square of preemployer work experience was included in the regressions to allow for a parabolic relationship between experience and wages.
2These average wgfiures differ from those presented in the opening paragraph of the text because these are geometric means and the others are arithmetic means.

How the measures relate to wages
Although the four groups of workers differed considerably in a number of
ways that may affect productivity, it does not necessarily follow that these differences "explain" all of the earnings advantages enjoyed by white men. Differential work experience and attachment will explain the gap only if they
have substantial effects on earnings. If, for example, workers who lost time
from work to care for other family members are not paid less than workers
who miss no work, then the fact that women, on average, tend to miss somewhat more work for this reason will not explain why they earn less than men.
We used multiple regression to estimate the effects of the varions measures
of education, training, work history, and labor force attachment on wages.
Regressions were run separately for the four different groups of workers, and
the results are detailed in Table A1.2.' We used the natural logarithm form
of the hourly wage rate as the dependent variable so that the coefficients can
be interpreted as the estimated effects of a one-unit change in an independent
variable on the percentage change in wage rate.' Thus, the ".00" entry In the
upper left-hand corner of the table shows that for white men, an additional
year of education was associated with a 6.0 percent Increase in hourly earnings.
Two striking results emerge from Table A1.2. First, the relationships between the various independent variables and wages were remarkably uniform
across the four subgroups defined by race and sex. Second, differences in attachment did not lead to appreciable differences in pay.
Previous work on pay differences between the sexes and races has found considerable differences in the sizes of the coefficients. For example, the payoff
on an additional year of work experience was found to be higher for white
men than for any of the other groups. In contrast, our data allowed us to
'Numerous

alternatives to the regression model of Table A1.1 were estimated for

the four race/sex subgroups and are described In subsequent chapters. The results of
Table A1.2 are representative of most of the results from alternative formulations. The

data have been weighted for differential sampling and nonresponse rates.
"Note that equal perceenfage ehanres in wagn imply unequal abeolvte change. In
wages. A 10 percent increase from $3.00 per hour is 1.30 but in $.60 from fe.00 per
hour.

#I
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classify work experience Into different segments. White men and women spend
different amounts of time in the various segments. The coefficients shown In
Table A1.2 indicate that the proportional payoff on an additional year spent
In any particular segment is quite similar for the four groups. Of the 48
coefficients on the variables for the three minority groups, only 10 are signif.cantly different from the corresponding white male coefficients-two at the 1
percent level of significance and eight in the 5 percent level. Of the 10 differing
coefficients, only three were smaller (in absolute value) than the coefficients for
white men.'
EQUATION, BY RACE/SEX SUBGROUPS
TABLE Al.2-REGRESSION RESULTS FORSUMMARY WAGE
(All workin household heads and spouses aged
18-64]
White
men

Black
men

White
women

Black
women

0.060
(.004)

10.062
(. 006)

10.076
(.006)

10.079
(.008)

-. 800
Years out of labor force since completing school ............... -. 005
(.007)
(.010)
Years of work experience before present employer .............
.013
1.026
(.003)
(.005)
Premloerwokexprinc
suaed................
'.-.0003'-001-00
Prempoye wrksIpriecesqare..............(.0001)
(.0001)
1.024
1.019
Years with current employer prior to current position ............

'-.005
(.002)
1:011

.005
(.003)
.011
(.006)
-. 0004

Formal education (inyears) ..................................
WORK HISTORY

Years of training on current job ........................
Years of post-training tenure on current job ....................
Proportion of total working years that were full time ............
ATTACHMENT
INDICATORS OFLABOR FORCE
Hours of work missed for others' illness in 1975 ...............

.

.002)
048
(.006)

1.021

(.006)
1:551

(.005)
1(:262

-. 012
(.001)
(:.125

-. 0001
(.0002)

003
(0002)

(.0001)
-. 018

(. 001)
-. 008

-. 112
(.028)
1 (.145

-. 148
(039)
.:031

I.014

.0006
(.0005)

-. 0003
(.0003)

Hours of work missed for own illness in1975.................. 1.0002
(.0001)
Limited job hours or location.....
....................-. 041
(.030)

.0001
(.0001)
2 102
(.048)

-. 105
(.024)
-. 071

-. 124
(.037)
-. 0'78

Plans to stop work for nontraining reasons .....................

-. 169

-. 222

.027
(.003)

s.018
(.004)

(.025)
334
.303
2,250

(.035)
-. 046
.291
895

DEMOGRAPHIC CONTROL VARIABLES
Size of largest city in the area (in hundreds of thousands) ........

Whethersouth..............................................
Constant ...................................................
R3 .............. .........................................
Number of observations......................................

(.063)

060

(.003)
1.:065
(.013)0
1.022

(.094)

Knows there are better jobs elsewhere .........................
Doesn't know whether there are better jobs elsewhere ...........

(.031)

(.0002)

(003)
(.014)

1.014
(.004)
( .307

(.060)

(.004)

(.0001)

_.03)

(.120)

_:095

(.044)
:-0002

3

(.026)
(.034)

-.

056

(.044)

1.017

(.003)
(.016)

1.076

(.057)

0000
(.039)

(.039)

1 -. 285

(.068)

I .018

(.003)

-.034

(.029)
-033
.328
1,326

.-022
(.004)

-.089

(.035)
-.009
.346
741

Significantly different from zero at 0.01 level.
Significantly different from zero at 0.05 level.
NOTL-The numbers on the table are raw sore regression coef.ients with standard errors In parenthoelse
1

While the education and work history measures generally had significant
effects on wages, the attachment measures usually did not. Absenteeism because of the illness of others in the family and self-imposed limits on job
choice or location had virtually no effect on the wages of any of the four subgroups of workers. Workers who knew of better jobs in other localities but had
4Some readers may be surprised to see that white men and black men have similar
coefficients on formal education. This is inconsistent with some past research, but is
consistent with a study conducted on several large sets of microdata. Schwartz (1977)
found no significant race differences in the effects of education on the national logarithm
of annual earnings for men 25 to 64 years with positive earnings in three different
national surveys: the 1902 Occupational Changes in a Generation Survey, the 1970
Census, and the 1972 wave of The Panel Study of Income Dynamics.
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not moved to take them earned about 10 percent less than those who said no
such better jobs existed. Those who did not know whether better jobs were
available suffered a somewhat smaller penalty. Those planning to stop work
in the next few yeas also earned less, with the amount varying somewhat
across the four subgroups. In general, however, attachment measures did not
explain wage differences very well.
Accounting for wage differences bettreen white men and other workers
Next we combined the information on differences in the amounts of education, work experience, and work commitment across the race/sex subgroups
with the estimated effects of these factors on earnings to see how well they
accounted for earnings differences between white men and the other groups of
workers. We multiplied the difference between white men and each of the other
groups in the average values for each independent variable by its estimated
effect (which comes from the wage rate regression equation for white men),
and then expressed the product as a fraction of the total difference in wages.
As an example, it was shown earlier that white men average nearly 13 years
of formal education while the mean for black men is about 11 years. The regression results for white men showed that this two year difference Is "worth"
6 percent per year, or about 12 percent altogether. Since the (geometric) mean
wages of white men are about 30.percent higher than black men, the differences in educational attainment account for 12/30, or about 40 percent of the
total earnings gap between black and white men.'
--

61

TABLE A1.3.-ACCOUNTING FOR WAGE
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WHITE MEN AND OTHER RACE/SEX SUBGROUPS
(Ali working household heads and spouses aged 18-64]
Percentage of wage gap between white men
and minority groups accounted
Not adjusted for
south and city size

Adjusted for south
and city size

Black White Black
men women women
Formal education (inyears) ---------------------------------

43

2

12

6
3
12

3
1
7

WORK HISTORY
Years out of labor force since completing school -------------- 0
Years of work experience before present employer -----3
"
Preemployer work experience squared ----------------------Years with current employer prior to current position ------------6
Yeai s of training completed on current job -------------------16
Years of post-training tenure on current job -------------------4
Proportion of total working years that were full time ------------ 0

-!
8

ATTACHMENT
INDICATORS OF LABOR FORCE
Hours of work missed for others' illness in 1975 --------------Hours of work missed for own illness in 1975 -----------------Limited job hours or location -------------------------------Knows there are better jobs elsewhere ----------------------Doesn't know whether there are better jobs elsewhere ..........
Plans to stop work for nontraining reasons --------------------

-I
-1
0
-2
3
-1

DEMOGRAPHIC CONTROL VARIABLES
Size of largest city In the area (in hundreds of thousands) .......
Whether south -------------------------------------------Total explained -------------------------------------Unexplained .........................................
Total ................................................

-17
6
51
49
100

Black White
men women
39

2

0
6
2--3--1

Black
women
11
3

2

3

-1
4

8

5
15
-4
0

12
10
-1
8

-1
4

-1
0
2
-1
0
2

-2
-1
1
-2
1
1

-1
-1
0
-2
3
-1

-1
0
2
-1
0
2

-2
-1
1
-2
1
1

-1
0
42
58
100

-7 -----------------------3 -----------------------28
55
42
31
45
58
69
72
100
100
100
100

II

7

8

IV

'The statistical basis for this procedure Is described In Appendix 1.2.
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The results of calculating this ratio for each predictor variable are summarized in Table A1.3. The first entry in the table, 43 percent, comes from the
calculation on educational differences between white and black men, as outlined above. The final rows of the table show the fraction of the wage differences that can and cannot be accounted for by our set of 13 explanatory
variables.' In sum, Table A1.3 shows that differences in educational attainment
are most important for black men; differences in work history matter most for
women; and training differences are somewhat important for all groups. An
equally important finding is that a very large part of wage differences cannot
be explained by our long list of productivity-related factors.
Education.-We have Just seen both that the educational attainment level of
white men exceeds that of black men and that education has a strong, positive
effect on earnings. So It should- not be surprising that the differences in the
quantity of education account for a substantial fraction of the wage gap be.
tween white and black men. Differences in the quality of education have not
been measured in our data and would no doubt increase the explanatory power
of education even more. Black women have somewhat more-education, on average, than black men, and differences in attainment account for 11 percent of
the wage differential between white men and black women.
Work history.-A unique aspect of the panel data is that the total work
histories of all respondents can be broken down into comparable segments. For
black men, the training time on the current job segment is especially important,
accounting for 15 percent of the wage gap between white and black men. For
both groups of women, the other tenure segments make important contributions
as well. Differences between white men and white and black women in the two
other segments of employer tenure also explain a substantial part of the wage
gaps between white men and white and black women.
Women are also paid less because they spend more time out of the labor force
and are less likely to be working full-time when in the labor force. These two
factors account for 6 and 8 percent of the wage gap for white women and
exactly half that amount for black women.
Labor force attachment.-Contrayjto our initial expectations, the group-of
attachment variables explain very little of the earnings differences between
white men, blacks, and women. None of the measures accounts for as much as
4 percent of the wage gap, and two of them actually operate in an unexpected
direction. White men report less absenteeism because of illness of others in the
family, for example, but because absenteeism had a small positive effect on
wages It appears that reduced absenteeism among blacks and women would
actually increase the wage differences. A more reasonable conclusion would be
that this kind of absenteeism produces virtually none of the wage differences.
Differences in the extent to which the four group& of respondents have not
moved to get better Jobs also produces an anomalous result, but this is because
white men are more likely to know of better Jobs elsewhere. Thus, we may be
measuring the amount of Job-related information acquired rather than voluntary limits to mobility. Although the remaining measures operate in the expected direction, their contribution to the explanation of wage differences is
minimal.
6
Two of the independent variables, Size of Largest City in the Area and Whether
South, were included in the regressions to adjust for cost of living and other differences
between urban and rural areas and among regions of the country. Because wages are
higher in urban areas and because blacks are more likely to be living in urban areas,
our treatment of the City Size variable makes a substantial difference in the calculation
of how much of the wage differences can be "explained" by the independent variables.
In Table AI.3, these two variables are treated in two different ways. In the first three
columns, they are included along with the other independent variables. In the last
tbree columns, the wage differences explained by these two variables have been subtracted from the total wage gap and the explanatory power of the other independent
variables is expressed as a fraction of this "adjusted" wage gap. The calculations presented in the text of this chapter are based on "adjusted" wage gap.
32-926--78------12
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EQUATION, WITH ALL RACE/SEX SUBGROUPS COMBINED
TABLE AI.4.-REGRESSION RESULTS FORWAGE
[AIIworking household heads end spouses aged18-641
Computed
waeo rate
Formal education (i, years) ............... .(....................................
WORK HISTORY
Years out of labor force since completing school ----------------------------------employer .................................
Years of work experience before present
Pre.employer work expedence squared ............................................

R noted
wen rats

0.066
(.003)

0.052
(.003)

-.005

1 -. 006

(.001)

b'

(.002)

1.011
2.011
-. 004
-.00)
(.0001) (.0001)
'.022
1.025
Years with current employer prior to current position ................................
.055
'031
Years of training completed on current job ........................................
(. oo5)
(.006)
-. 001
( .016
Years of post-training tenure on current job ......................................
.291
: 193
Proportion of total working years that were full time ..............................
(.00)
(.030)
ATTACHMENT
INDICATORS OF LABOR FORCE

(.001)

Hours of work missed for others' illness in 1975 ----------------------------------Hours of work missed for own illness In 1975-------------------------------------Limited job hours or location ----------------------------------------------------Knows there are better jobs elsewhere ............ "................................
Doesn't know whether there are better jobs elsewhere ----------------------------Plans to stop work for nontraiping reasons ---------------------------------------

.002)

.0000
-. 0002
(.0002)
(.0002)
-. 0001
.0000
(.00o1l (.0001)
-. 046
.023
(.017)
(.022)
-. 111
-. 03s
(.015)
(.020)
-. 068
.094
)
1 -. 092
-. 104

(.019)

(.031)
DEMOGRAPHIC CONTROL VARIABLES
.023
Size of largest city in the area (inhundreds of thousands) -------------------------(.002)
--- .056
Whether south --------------------------------------------------------------(.016)
Black male----------------------- -------------------------- -. 101
(.031)
' -. 255
White female ..................................................................

(.017)
-. 337

(.025)
(.041)

1.022

C.00w)
1-. 063
(.021)
-. 077

(.041)

96
(.023)
-. 280
-.1

Black female ..................................................................
(.034)
OR05)
307
Constant ...................................................................
R 3----------------------------------------------------------------------.---.
3992.218
I Sinificantly different from zero at 0.01 level.
s Significantly different from zero at 0.05 level.
NOTE.-The numbers on the table are raw score regression coefficients with standard errors In parentheses. The total
number of observations Is5,212.
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TABLE Al.5.-ACCOU'NTING FORWAGE
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WHITE MEN AND OTHER RACE/SEX SUBGROUPS
FOR2 ALTERNATIVE WAGE RATE MEASURES
|All working household heads and spouses aged
1I-641

0

Percentage usinl
pooled coofficlenfs
and calculated
wage
rate
Black White Black
men women women
Formal education (in years) ..................................

Percentage using
pooled coefikent
and reported
wagerate
Black White
Black
men women women

44

2

13

42

2

12

WORK HISTORY
Years out of labor force since completing school ----------------0
Years of work experience before present employer; preemployer
work experience squared----------.---------------------3
Years with current employer prior to current position .............
5
Years of training completed on current job_ -.----------_
17
Years of post-training tenure on current job -------------------5
Proportion of total working years that were full time ------------ 0

6
2
11
12
-I
8

3
1
7
9
-1
4

0
2
6
12
0
0

9
0
16
a
0
6

5
0
9
6
0
3

INDICATORS OFLABOR FORCE
ATTACHMENT
Hours of work missed for others'illness in 19-5 ..................
Hours of work missed for own illness in 1975 ...................
Limited 'obs hours or location ................................
Knows there arebetter jobs elsehwhere .......................
Doesn't know whether there are better jobs elsewhere ...........
Plans to stop work for nontreining reasons.....................
Total explained.......................................

0
0
1
-1
1
1
42

0
0
0
-3
2
1

0
0
0
-1
3
0

1
0
3
0
1
2

36

64

48

0
0
0
-2
4
0
66

1---0
1
-1
1
1
38

The effects of combining the eubsamples and changing the wage rate measure
Two crucial parts of our analysis are the estimated effects (coefficients) of
the independent variables on wages and the portion of the wage gap between
white men and the other groups that can be explained by the various independent variables. Our discussion thus far has implicitly assumed a single, correct set of estimates for these two parts, although any data analyst knows that
changes in the definition or functional form of variables or additions to the set
of independent variables often cause the coefficients to change somewhat. The
stability of the coefficients of many of the variables are investigated in later
chapters. In this final section of Appendix 1.1, we investigate the sensitivity of
the results by first using the average coefficients obtained by pooling the four
race/sex subgroups together and second, by using an alternative measure of
wage rate.
In our accounting procedure, we had taken differences In average amounts.
of the various characteristics and valued them with coefficients from the wage
equation for white men. Since there were some differences between the coefficients of white men and the other three groups, we also chose to see if differences would arise from valuing characteristics with "average" coefficients
obtained by pooling all four groups together rather than the white coefficients.
The resulting coefficients, shown in the first column of numbers in Table A1.4,
entitled "Computed Wage Rate" are generally similar to those of white men.
The coefficients on the education and training variables are somewhat higher
while the coefficients on several of the attachment measures are slightly lower.
Using pooled coefficients changes the accounting fractions very little, as shown
in the first three columns in Table A1.5. Educational differences are still very
important in explaining wage differences between white and black men, while
work history differences play a role in explaining the male/female wage gaps.
The conclusion about the unimportance of the attachment measures remains
unaltered.
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The wage rate measure used in our analysis was calculated by dividing the
total 1975 labor income by total 1975 work hours. For wives, the husbands report the income while the wives themselves report their annual work hours.
The alternative wage rate measure was a direct report of current rate of salary
or hourly wage rate. All employed respondents were asked the question
sequences:
D55.

Are you salaried, paid by the hour, or what?

I1. SAiARIED
D56. How much is your salary?

per_

_

D57. If you were to work more
hours than usual during
some week, would you get
paid for those extra
hours of work?
-NO-01. YES] i 5.

3. PAID BY HOUR

7

D59. What is your hourly
age rate for your
regular work time?

D61. How is that?

$_

(PER HOUR).
D60. What is your hourly
wage rate for
overtime?

(GO TO D63)
D58. About how much
would you make per hour
for that overtime?
(PER HOUR)
(GO TO D63)

D62. If you worked
an extra hour,

much would

$how

(PER HOUR)

(GO TO D63)

you earn for
that hour?

(GO TO D63)

The salary reports were converted into hourly earnings by assuming a 40-hour
work week. The straight-time hourly rate was used for those paid by the hour.
For those who were neither salaried nor hourly, the marginal wage rate reported in question number D62 was used. For 16.7 percent of the respondents,
an hourly wage rate was not ascertained.' For those cases, we substituted the
original hourly earnings measure.
To establish further comparability with the original wage measure, the range
of this reported hourly earnings measure was truncated at $.50 and $25.00 and
converted to natural logarithms. The simple correlation (r) between these
two wage variables is .67. The coefficients from the regression of this alternative wage measure on the same set of Independent variables is given in the
second column of numbers of Table A1.4. Although the fraction of variance
explained in the reported wage equation is only about half as large as in the
calculated wage regression, most of the coefficients are similar. Two variables,
"Years of Post-training Tenure on Current Job" and "Knows there Are Better
Jobs Elsewhere" become insignificant. Changes in the ability of these variables
to account for pay differences between the races and sexes, however, are small,
as shown in the final three columns of numbers in Table A1.5. There are some
offsetting changes in the explanatory power of some of the work history measures, but our basic conclusions are not affected.
APPENDIX 1.2

The statistical basis of our procedures for accounting for pay differences
between the races and sexes has been worked out by Oaxaca (1973) and is
summarized in Conte (1976). In this appendix, we describe the procedure, using
the group of white men and white women as examples. It applies equally well
to accounting for pay differences betwen white men and the groups of black men
and women.
7 This Includes cases where the reported hourly rate was above $9.98 per hour. Unfortunately, these cases were all coded as $9.98.

0
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Let:

(1)

07-

--

where:
* .. is the average hourly wage of white men, and W,.. is the average
hourly wage of white women.
0, then, is the proportionate average wage advantage of white men relative to
white women.
Now:

(2)
so
(3)

In (G+ 1) =In WTV.-ln W...

From the property of least squares estimation,

(4)

In lr,,=z,.h,

and
(5)

In

.=

.

where:
Zw,, and Zww are vectors of mean values on the-independent variables for
white men and women, respectively, and 4., and P,,, are vectors of estimate
coefficients for these two groups.
Substituting (4) and (5) into (3),
(6)

In (0± 1)=

-

Now let

(7)

Az=g..-g..

and

(8)
then the wage differential between white men and women can be written either as
(9)

In (G+ 1)=azA.._-Z..A

or
(10)

In (G 1) =.I-Z.w

Z..Ah.

In words, equation (9) says that the total wage differential can be decomposed into a part resulting from differences In amounts of the independent
variables "valued" at the white, male coefficients and a part resulting from
differences in coefficients "valued" at the white, female means., since we find
very few differences in coefficients, we ignore the second part of the econmposition. The numbers In Table Al.3 show, for each Independent variable i,
(AZI X 01Wm) + In (0 + 1).

Note that equation (10) represents an alternative method for decomposing
the wage differences. In contrast to (9), equation (10) values differences In the
mean amounts of the Independent variables with the white, female coefficients.
since there were few differences in coefficients across the four race/sex subgroups, this alternative method does not change our conclusions based on use of
the white, male coefficients.
$ Note that there Is no covariance term In this expresslon.
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AppziDIx

II

A TEST MODEL

One way to see the problem of designing a tax-and-income-maintenance system that is reasonably neutral with respect to decisions about working, having
children, and sharing housing and child care, is to look at the implications of
an apparently reasonable system. Let me .describe one and we can see.
Suppose we have a tax-or-subsidy system that uses a uniform 50 percent rate,
that is, if a unit has an income less than its threshold standard, half the difference is paid them in a "negative income tax," and if they have more half
the excess is taxed away.
We thus focus on the definition of threshold "income," and we propose to
define it so as to set a level of family well-being that takes account not only
of the family's money income but also of needs and of the time they bave left
to enjoy it-that is, how hard they worked to get it. And we shall include in
that work a credit for housework and child care.
Threshold income is where well-being Is - 1.0 = 100 percent
where

whee
..e.W

g

($money income*Y
$family needs.

/' Free time per adult

Y2

Free time if each
adult vWorks full time
(2,000 hr per year)

By simple algebra, then, the target or threshold income is
Target $income = ($needs)
(7
6760
\,8760-work hours per adult)
The tax-subsidy rule is that the subsidy should be half of (the target minus actual
mony income), a tax if it is negative.
Subsidy=%(($needs)
6760
-$actual income).
(%8,760-work hours per adult)J
We now have only to define needs standards, and the work hour allowance for
housework and child care.
The well-being function is, of course, aiialogous to the usual production function-linear, homogenous.
One could argue about the exponents, and develop more complex measures.
And one can deduct sleep time from the base and make the measure much more
icnsitive to work hours (too sensitive, I think). But let's proceed to fix the needs
standards and work allowances and see the results.
We define needs with no economy of scale adjustments, purposely to encourage
living together and sharing:
Needs:
Each
Each
Each
Each

adult 18 or older-----------------------------------child 12-17----------------------------------------Child 6-11------------------------------------------child under 6---------------------------------------

$3, 000
2, 000
1, 500
,000

But we allow for some economies in caring for children:
Work credit for housework and child care:
Household management (each dwelling) 1,000 hours
plus 500 hours for each child under 1i,.plus
another 500 if any child is under 6.
Maximum= 3,500 hours
One could easily argue with these standards but it is useful to think of them as
a point of departure and see their implications for people's decisions about working,
having children, or doubling up. And we can ask whether the results seem equitable
particularly as between families with two, one or no earners.
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AMOUNT OFSUBSIDY (ORTAX), DISPOSABLE INCOME, AND WELL-BEING INDEX FORFAMILIES OF DIFFERENT
COMPOSITION, WORK, AND EARNED INCOME UNDER A PROGRAM TO MAINTAIN WELL-BEING (NOT JUST
INCOME)
Family composition

2 adult

I adult
Children
2, 4
I-chrild
No
andi
children under 6

children

under 6

I child

children

2
under 6

Children
2,4
and

No

Dollar income needs ---------------- 3, 000

$4,000

$6,500

$6,000

$7,000

$8,000

$9,500

1 ,000

2,000

3,000

1,000

2,000

2,500

3,500

3,048
1,755
500

3,6361,846
1,153

4,418
3,250
2,130

Hours credit for housework and child
care ------------------------------

Market work hours and earnings
Hours

Subsidy or tax

Earnings

None---------------------....
1,0002,000 -------------------3,000 -------------------'.000 -------------------None -------------------1,000 -------------------2,000 -----------------3,000 ....................4,000--------------

None
$3,000
6,000
9,000
12,000
None
3,000
6,000
9,(0o
12,C00

None
None -------------------3,000
1,000 -------------------6,000
2,000 -------------------9,000
3,000 -----------------------. 12,000
4,000 --------------

1,305
0

-1,245
-2,370
-3,303

2,000
840

, -162
-904

'-1,102

2,454
3,802
? 112 1,113
-210
2,850
13,459 -1,500
16,433 -2,760

-720

-1,905

0

'-1,092

11,058

-104

Net disposable income
4,418
3,636
3,048
2,454
3,802
2,000
1,305
6,250
4.846
4,755
4,113
6,112
3,140
3,000
8,130
7,153
6,500
5,790
8,850
5,838
4,755
9,C4o0 10,095
8,280
7,500
8,0T6 '12,459
6,630
11,896
9,240 , 10,095 '10,908
18,697 110,88 118,433
Well-being measure
.71
1.00
1.16
1.25
11.27

.71
.so
1.01
2 1.C6
'1,05

.71
.81
.87
1.88
'.86

.71
.88
1.02
1.12
1.19

.70
.85
.96
1.05
11.11

.71
.79
.93
1.00
11.05

.71
.81
.89
1.95
$.So

' Would probably require paying for housework andor child care, so net income after that, andwell-being. would be
smaller.

A set of illustrative cases Is given, skipping over the algebra and giving the
net subsidy or tax. and the after-tax, after-subsidy__disposable income, and the
well-being measure. One can see the effects of decisions about market work by
moving down the columns, of marrying by looking three columns to the right,
of having children (and usually working less in the market) by moving diagonally up to the right.
To keep things as simple as we can, we assume a fixed $3 per hour for
market work.
A single adult with one child ends up with $2,000, all subsidy, without doing
any markett work, $3,840 after earning $3,000 working half time, or $5,838
working full time. The marginal tax rates on money earnings are 41 percent and
33 percent because of the allowance for work effort and the well-being measure
goes from .71 to .90 to 1.01, meaning that the person is better off working.
There might have to be some floor or separate child care allowance-I'll come
lack to that issue.
A couple with one preschool child ends up with $6,500 if they do only 2,000
hours of market work-both half-time or only one working and the other minding the house and child. Increasing market work by 1,000 hours raises earnings
by $3,000, after subsidy-tax income by $1,780 ($6,500 to $8,280) Implying a
marginal tax rate of 41 percent. Another 1,000 hours, meaning both parents
work full time, would mean $12,000 in earnings, $10,095 after taxes. In terms
of our well-being index a couple with one child going from one full-time equivalent market worker to 11/2 to 2, has a well-being measure that goes from .96
to 1.05 and 1.11, a reasonable incentive compared with a straight 50 percent
tax or subsidy of differences from the need standard of $7,000, ignoring work
effort which would produce well-being measures of .95, 1.01, and 1.06.

Vu
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More Important than work decisions which have been overstressed anyway,
are decisions about who lives with whom and pools resources-and decisions
about having children. More children always means a lower level of economic
well-being even after the subsidies-taxes, and even If the parent or parents
manage to keep working for money. Presumably we want it that way, even
though we want to be sure children are properly cared for we don't want it
to be economically profitable to parents to have them.
The case where society would most like to encourage combining families is
that of two single parents. Suppose they each have one preschool child. Separately they might each work half time, end up with $3,840 disposable income
and a well-being ratio of .90. Together, even without working more than before in the market, the pooled family would have $7,153 in disposable income
and R well-being ratio of .93. The total subsidy would fall from twice $840 or
$1.680 to $1,153. And if there are economies in living together not incorporated
in the needs standard and hence not recaptured by the government, the Incentive to double up is still greater. For instance, it might easily be possible
leause of shared responsibility for the children, for the parents to do more
market work.
A more usual situation Is a woman with several children and a man with
none he is taking any direct responsibility for. A woman with three children
2. 4, and 6, not working in the market, would get a subsidy of $3,802 and be
in difficult shape (well-being = .71). A single man working full time would end
up with $4,755 after taxes, well-being = 1,16. Marriage would produce a family
with a disposable income of $8,130, $2,130 of it subsidy, and well-being of .89.
The government has reduced the cost to the man of acquiring a family. Separately the government collected $1,245 in taxes from the pian, gave $3,802 to
the mother, net cost $2,557. Together, the government provides a subsidy of
$2,130, recapturing almost none of the gains from doubling up. Additional childsupport subsidies would help.
In general, as you can see from the tables, marrying is not discouraged, hayIng additional children is discouraged, and you are always better off in terms
of a sensible measure of well-being, if you work more. Most important of all,
there is credit given for work, and the working poor are treated a little better.
This may be all it takes to improve public acceptance of adequate income
maintenance programs. Put another way, the marginal tax rate on income from
from work is lower than that on other income, and the needs standard on which
subsidies or taxes are based Is set higher the more work people do.
These figures, and this set of definitions and subsidies and taxes, are merely
illustrative. The important issue is how to design a system that does not distort in antisocial directions decisions about having children, sharing households
and child raising, or about working. And the crucial point is that If the standard of well-being the program uses as a goal takes account of work/leisure as
well as money income and family needs, it is more likely to be balanced in these
three~dimensions, The result should be a greater sense of equity as between the
working and nonworking (for money) poor, and as between parents who devote more or less time to children, and as between men and women.
There is, as we have said, also a concern for proper care of children, and the
problem that income maintenance floors sufficient to assure that care, might put
a money p;tmium on having children, while inadequate support might punish
children for the indiscretion of their parents. I have suggested elsewhere the
possibility that there could be separate child care subsidies, paid for by longterm surtaxes on all parents for each child they produced. Instead of trying to
squeeze the full current cost out of parents, Including divorced ones, we proposed a surtax for 40 years on each parent for each child. For nornal families,
this amounts to an Installment plan method of paying for child-raising costs.
But it puts "women's work" in the market place, gives her free choice whether
to work In the market or raise children, allows the setting of national standards
for child care separately from the taxes which imply a population policy or
national fertility policy. Child care is expensive in both time and money, and
It would take something like a 5 percent surtax per child to make the system
generally self-financed. Remember that the subsidies come during the first 18
years, the payments spread over 40, and even at 3 percent (real rate) the present value of 40 annual surtax payments is only 23 times the annual payment
while the 18-year cost has a present value of over 14 times the annual cost.
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Such schemes are easy to invent, but their popular understanding and acceptance, and their actual effects on behavior require some advanced research, and
I mean more than speculating about the possible effects. There Is a variety of
research eliciting responses from representative samples of the population, that
should be done. Are the need standards and the housework-child care allowances realistic, and fair as between different family sizes so they will not
distort people's choices about living arrangements?
Our present panel study data could be used to make estimates of the impact
of any proposed scheme, though only before any effects it might have on behavior. Such impact studies are most useful if a scheme is not expected to alter

behavior very much. But a change to a system that was more nearly neutral

with respect to individual choices would produce changes by getting rid of past

distortions of behavior.

Senator DAN-FORTH. Mr. Spiegelman I
STATEMENT OF ROBERT G, SPI GELMAN, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF WELFARE POLICY, MENLO PARK, CALIF.
Mr. SPrEGELMAN . I am project leader on the Seattle-Denver income
maintenance experiments which I am going to talk to you about
today. With me are two colleagues from SRI International, Philip
Robbins on my right and Lyle Groeneveld on his right.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to present to you findings
from the Seattle-Denver experiments. These experiments are the
product of 10 years of effort by HEW, the States of Washington
and Colorado, SRI and Mathematica. I am hopeful that the information that we are providing in these experiments will help in your
deliberations on welfare reform.
The Seattle-Denver experiments were testing 11 different variations of the negative income tax programs. These are very similar to
the tier 1 cash assistance portions of the program for better jobs and
income.
The experimental plans of support levels range from 90 to 140 percent of the poverty level and tax rates that range from 30 to 80
percent. The experiment has no job component or work requirement,
but it does provide training subsidies to many of the families.
Because the negative income tax provides unearned income to
families and taxes earned income at relatively high rates, it should be
no surprise that such a program causes a reduction in work effort. On
the average, we found that the experiments caused a reduction in
annual hours of work of about 5 percent for the male heads of
families, about-22 percent for wives and 11 percent for female heads
of families.
Some workers reduced their time in the labor force, somgreduced
their overtime work. It was a variation of methods of reducing work,
but on theaverage, the experiment caused the probability of being
employed to drop by only 2 percentage points for husbands and 7
percentage points for wives and female heads.
The Seattle-Denver experiments are the first experiments among
those, that have been tested to demonstrate that work effort response
is very sensitive to changes in the support level, and to the tax rates.
This is an important finding because it can guide policymakers in
setting these parameters in a national program.
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For persons who were initially below the break-even level and
who worked during the experiment, we found that a $1,000 increase in
disposable income per annum caused a reduction in hours of work
of 2 percent for husbands, 12 percent for wives, and 6 percent for
female heads.
A $1 per hour decrease in the net wage rate, which is caused by the
NIT tax, resulted in a reduction of hours of 4 percent for husbands,
14 percent for wives, and 8 percent for female heads.
A $1 an hour reduction in net wage rate is a very large reduction
since we are dealing with a mean of around $3.
These experimental results were extrapolated to the national population using a microsimulation model called Math. The simulations
were run assuming that the NIT would replace the existing AFDC
and food stamp program but there would be no State supplementation.
The results of the simulations were very revealing. They indicate
the importance of considering both the response of individuals participating in the program and the number of families who will be
participating. Participation essentially means receiving benefits from
the program.
For example, we found that at a program of 75 percent of the
poverty level and a tax rate of 50 percent, the husbands would. reduce
their work effort by 6 percent. If you increased that tax rate to 70
percent, the husbands in the program decreased their work effort by
11 percent.
Wives and female heads have similar kinds of reactions.
While this increase in the tax rate leads to a reduction in work
effort among those participating in the program, it very much lowers
the break-even levels of the program-that is, the income at which a
family would no longer receive benefits--and, by doing so, drastically
reduces the number of participating families.
As a result, a high tax program tends to be less expensive than a
low tax program. The 70-percent program was considerably less expensive than a 50-percent program at the same support level. But
this savings has an undesirable side effect of causing greater work
effort reductions on the part of those who do remain as participants
in the program.
Therefore, in setting any kind of tax rate as part of a subsidy
program, these tradeoffs must be kept in mind.
A second set of results from the experiment I know are of interest
to this committee relate to the impact of the negative income tax on
the rate of marital dissolution. Contrary to our prior expectations, we
found that black and white families on the negative income tax have
significantly higher rates of marital dissolution than do control families. This finding was not borne out in our study of the Chicano
families, however.
The. dissolution rate for white families on the experiment exceeded
that for control families by 61 percent; for black families, the difference was 58 percent: for Chicanos, essentially 0.
The findings further perplexed us because we found that the impact
was greatest for families on the lowest support levels and it was
least for families on the highest support levels.
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These findings led to hypotheses that, in retrospect, do appear to
be reasonable and have been, in fact, accepted by others in the profession. The hypothesis implied that the negative income tax creates
two opposing forces acting on a family. One force encourages the
members to stay together-we call that an income effect.. Another
encourages dissolution-we call that the independence effect.
The income effect decreases marital dissolution rates by increasing
the family's well-being. This is the money they receive from the
program, or the support that they receive from it directly.
At the same time, the independence effect increases the dissolution
rate by reducing the financial dependence on the marriage of the more
dependent partner, usually the wife. This is a result of the income she
can receive outside of the marriage.
We also found that the existing welfare systems in Washington
and Colorado (to not provide as acceptable alternative to marriage as
the NIT program, the negative income tax program.
BecauFe of the stigma that is attached to the receipt of such welfare
benefits and the apparent uncertainty with regard to the ability to
obtain these benefits, these benefits are essentially discounted by their
potential recipients relative to those available from a negative income
tax program with the same support level.
Our model of income and independence effects with the welfare
discount accounts for the pattern of impacts by support level that we
have observed. For low support levels, the destabilizing independence
effects dominates the income effect. At the high support levels, the
income effect is stronger and offsets this effect.
Thus. the dissolution effect dissipates at the higher levels of
support.
It is worth noting that the negative income tax increases marital
dissolution mainly in families in which the wife does not work. We
found that in families in which the wife has substantial earnings
herself. the experimental effects are essentially neutral.
In conclusion, then, the result so far from the Seattle-Denver
experiments demonstrate that there is a strong work effort response
and that heads of families are sensitive to both support levels and the
tax rates. One implication is that the work effort response is, indeed,
an important element in cost.
In simulating the Seattle-Denver program, work effort response
accounted for as much as 50 percent of the total cost for some of the
programs simulated. It was lower in others.
There is also an effect of the experiment on marital status. Black
and white families both showed a tendency to separate under the
imnact of the experiment..
We hope that these results will prove to be useful to your deliberations. Thank you.

Senator DAFoWrif. Very interesting.

Let me ask vou this-let me ask each of you this-if you were
deigning a welfare program-there is one more? I am sorry.
Dr. Anderson, please proceed.
Mr. AN-DrSONo-. Thank you. T will try to make it brief.
Senator DAxFror. Do not let me rush you. I was just jumping the
gun.

Mr.

ANDER3soN.

Thank you.

Ik
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STATEMENT OF MARTIN ANDERSON, SENIOR FELLOW, HOOVER
INSTITUTION, PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Mr. A-,nERSO'. These hearings on welfare reform are important and
timely and I am happy to have the invitation to appear before you.
In the last 15 years or so, welfare reform has been a major issue on
the political agenda of the United States. An enormous amount of
effort, time, and thought of some of the most dedicated and intelligent
people in this country have been devoted to the task of changing and
improving our welfare system.

-

Many detailed comprehensive plans have been developed, but, so
far, all of these attempts to radically reform our welfare system have
failed. The problem is still with us. seemingly as intractable as ever,
and perhaps the most important question we can ask at this time is
why. Why have all the attempts failed? What should be done; what
can be done?
The whole subject of welfare reform is a difficult and sometimes
incredibly complex issue. There are members of this committee who
have been deeply and intimately involved in the welfare reform
effort for perhaps over a decade now and I would suspect that they
would agree that there are few public policy problems that are as
difficult to understand. In fact, sometimes the problem is so complex
that unless we are able to step back from the dense thicket of the
specifics of welfare it is very easy to lose sight of what the main
issues are.
When we approach the problem of welfare reform we usually do
so with a set of beliefs and convictions about how our welfare system
works, about how people would behave under certain conditions as
well as some ethical judgments about what welfare should do.
And those sets of beliefs can greatly influence what our conclusions
will be.
Today, I would just like to assume that we can approach welfare
reform with either one of two alternative sets of beliefs-for sake of
discussion. let's call the first set A, the second set B. These are set
forth in table 1 of my testimony.
This greatly oversimplifies matters, but let us also assume that
welfare reformers could be divided into two groups. Those in group
A would accept the statements in set A; those in B would accept the
statements in set B.
So, for example, if you are a type A welfare reformer you would
believe: one, the current welfare system is a bankrupt., dismal failure.
It fails to provide help to many who need help. The help that is
provided is, in many cases, isinadequate.
Two, you would believe that the problem of poverty is not being
alleviated by current efforts. To the contrary, the percent of Americans who are poor may even be increasing.
Third, you would believe that the American public ranks welfare
reform high on their list of priorities and has no really strong
objections to the idea of a guaranteed income.
Fourth, you would believe that guaranteed welfare incomes and
high effective marginal tax rates on earned income have little or no
impact on the work effort of low-income workers.
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Fifth, you would believe that the structure of existing welfare
programs maintains a fairly strong financial incentive for those
on welfare to go to work. It is always more profitable to work than
to go on welfare.
And finally, you would believe that with enough study and effort,
it is possible to develop a comprehensive welfare reform plan that
will simultaneously yield satisfactory levels of welfare benefits, a
strong financial incentive to work and a relatively low cost to the
taxpayers.
On the other hand, if you are a type B welfare reformer, you would
believe:
One, judged by two key criteria, extent of coverage, and the adequacy of support, that our current welfare system has been extraordinarily successful, that there are few people in the United States in
serious need of help who are not eligible for some form of Government aid.
Second, you would believe that poverty is being rapidly and surely
eliminated by the twin forces of a growing economy and massive
welfare expenses and poverty has now declined to perhaps less than
3 percent of the population.
Third, you would believe that the American public ranks welfare
reform relatively low on their list of issue priorities. They do favor
large cuts in welfare spending based on their conviction that many
welfare recipients can support themselves. They flatly oppose, by a
large margin, the idea of a guaranteed income.
Fourth, you would believe that guaranteed welfare incomes and
high effective marginal tax rates on earned income do cause a substantial reduction in the work effort of 16W-income workers.
Fifth, the. interaction of many, separately created programsAFDC, food stamps, SSI, public housing, medicaid, et cetera-has
created such high effective tax rates on earned income that there is
little, if anv. financial incentive for many of those on welfare.
And finally, you would believe that radical welfare reform is
politically impossible. No such plan could be devised that would
simultaneously yield minimum levels to welfare benefits, financial
incentives to work, at an overall cost to the taxpayers that would be
politically acceptable.
A welfare reformer with type A beliefs will almost certainly recommend that the current welfare system be scrapped and it be
replaced by a single comprehensive plan, one that incorporates the
essentials of a guaranteed income, provides strong financial incentives to work, has uniform national standards and is run by the.
Federal Government.
On the other hand, someone who accepts the statements listed in
set B will probably recommend that the essential structure of thecurrent welfare system be maintained, that welfare aid be limited
to the needy only; that there be increased efforts to limit fraud and
abuse: that fair, clear, work requirements be established and enforced, inappropriate beneficiaries be removed from the welfare rolls;
the administration of welfare made far more efficient and more effective; that more responsibility for welfare be shifted from the Federal'
Government to the State and local governments, private institutionsand individuals.

#
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The basic problem with the statements in set A is that they are not
true, and yet it seems that a great many of those who are involved in
the process of welfare reform have come to accept most, if not all,
of them. I would guess that this is especially true of the intellectuals.
I have not made any survey to confirm or disprove this hypothesis,
but I would not be surprised to find that upward of 70 to 80 percent
of the intellectuals in this country would accept most of the A statements.
No matter how well we reason from these type A premises we are
destined to fail in the quest for a comprehensive welfare reform
package. Not because the reasoning is wrong, or because we have
not- worked hard enough or long enough, but simply because the
premises are wrong.
I would argue that a large part of the difficulty that this country
is having with the issue of welfare reform comes from believing a
few, fundamental things about welfare that are not true and from
not knowing a few things that are true. I just briefly summarized
some of the main ones here: The physical data, the experimental
results. The reasons behind them are spelled out in substantial detail
in my recently published book on welfare.
This does not mean that if we all suddenly became type B welfare
reformers that the welfare reform controversy would disappear.
There are still deep differences in philosophical views that even total
agreement on the facts would not dispell, but I do think the discussions would be clearer and that agreement on what should be done
could probably be reached a lot more quickly.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much for an excellent series
of statements.
In fashioning a modification in our existing welfare system, how
much emphasis do you think we should give to the old political slogan
that we should try to get people off of welfare rolls and onto payrolls?
How much of the problem is one which can be solved by jobs
programs? It seems that even under the President's program you
would have something like 1.4 million CETA jobs, as opposed to what
we have now-what is that, half a million? 750,000.
So he would be going up less than three-quarters of a million.
Yet, presently we have--what is the present unemployment figure,
about 7 million, roughly 7. So it would be maybe about 10 percent
of the total number of people who are unemployed.
Mr. NATHAN. Some of the current 700,000 would be continued
under the Carter new CETA bill, about 100,000. So we are talking
about a million and a half jobs now under the administration's
proposal.
The unemployment figure for-the latest figure is 6.73 now.
Senator DANFORTH. So we have a large--we have got 63/ million
who are now unemployed.

6

Do you think that we-do we overemphasize the jobs program? Is
this a relatively small part of the problem?
Mr. NATHAN. Both Martin and I are type B welfare reformers, but
probably with very different notions of what ought to be done.
On the critical question of jobs and how far we can go, the fact of
the matter, from my experience, is that jobs are very popular. Every-
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body would like to guarantee a job. But when you look at the economics of it, they are not even remotely feasible.
We cannot, provide enough jobs, because the figures understate the
real facts. If you wanted to guarantee a job to everyone who was
willing to work and wanted to work, you would draw a lot of
people into the labor force who are not in the labor force currently.
You would also bring to the queue persons who want these presumably better, governmental jobs, lots of people wbo are working
currently at very low wages or in unattractive kinds, of work. I
worked up figures once that if you wanted to have a guaranteed job
approach, which again the Gallup or Harris poll would show is 99
percent popular, you would need to create as many as 12 or 15 million
jobs.
The work we have been doing at Brookings on the CETA program
suggests to me that we are coming up against the limit of what the
iniblie sector can do in both the State and local area to create jobs
for disadvantaged persons. In fact. we need to press harder to make
sure that CETA jobs are additional jobs for disadvantaged persons.
But I would say that a million and a half jobs in total is very near
as far as you could go without all kinds of inefficiencies and administrative prol)lems. plus building up the public sector beyond what I
think one would really want. That is a tenth of all the jobs you might
need if you wanted to provide a job for everybody. So that means
that it is also necessary to mount vigorous efforts to create jobs for
disadvantaged persons, for low-skilled people, in the private sector.
When you look at how difficult that has been, if you look at the
whole history of programs to stimulate jobs in the private sector,
and when you listen to the argminnts-against the various different
ways of doing that, you come down to a twofold conclusion. One is
that we have got to have public assistance programs. We cannot go
completely to a jobs strategy on a comprehensive basis.-Second, we
need to push jobs strategies, but there are limitations to what can
be done.
Senator DANFORTIT. Does anyone else want to comment on thatI
Mr. MORGAN. I think, in a sense, it is a dodging of the issue to focus
on jobs. There are a lot of people in this country who cannot work,
and the difficulty of defining who cannot work has never been solved.
I cited our studies as indicating that if a lot of those people put
out a lot of effort and tried to find jobs, nothing happens anyway and
has not for years. If you go out and ask people, do you have a disability so you cannot work, you would find a substantial number of
people in this country who will say I am nervous, I cannot work,
Now, I submit that as a public policy issue, you have to decide
whether you want to take them at their word and provide them with
some kind of decent assistance or whether you want to pick on them.
And I think I would submit that the evidence from psychology and
elsewhere is that they are probably telling the truth, they cannot
work. And to insist that they find 'a subsidized job and force them
into working is not only a waste of time, it is probably disfunctional.
But, in a sense, what we are doing is dealing with two problems
at once, the problem of eliminating dependency on the one hand and
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the problems of eliminating poverty on the other and to mix the
two up leads to bad thinking, on the most part. There is a dependency
problem that is not going to be solved by jobs programs alone. It has
been a long-term problem and some of it will never be solved.
We are always going to have dependent members in society and
if you induce the family in America to split up you are going to
increase it a great deal more. We made some estimates, and we reestimated them recently, how much of a dependency problem in
America is being handled inside the family and it is orders of magnitude larger than anything the whole welfare program handles.
You would have to have 5 times the welfare program you have
today if you let the family split up the rest of the way. I simply
submit that it is absurd to spend all of our time worrying about work
incentives when the facts are that we have all kinds of programs that
are disfunctional from the point of view of family functioning and
togetherness and encouraging people to live and share with each
other and live with their own families.
I do not want to compel that, either. I. simply say that we ought
to have programs that are at least neutral with respect to people's
decisions about whom they live and share things with.
Mr. SPIEGELMAN. I do not really have any proposal here, but some
information is interesting as to the relative merits of the Carter
proposal versus the extent of the problem.
_..._If you look at the husband and wife families in the United States,
which is the main group that is being swept in under a negative
income tax, or cash grant program, only 3 percent, less than 3 percent
of those families had incomes that would be under the roughly
$3.800 cutoff for the tier 2 part of the cash program. So roughly, you
are talking about 1 million families which would have sufficiently
low incomes that the jobs component would be an important part
of their support program. That is not terribly out of line with the
kinds of numbers that are being proposed.
I know there are lots of people who could use jobs, but in terms of
the main new component being talked about in the Carter proposals, I think the relationships do not seem that bad.
Senator DAN FOrrH. The relationship?
Mr. SPEGELMAN. Between the number of jobs that are being proposed for the jobs component of the program and the number of
people that would be new into the welfare program that would need
such jobs.
Senator DANFORTH. You. are saying that, regardless of the expan.sion of CETA, it is a part of the total welfare program. The other
side of your state iaient is that there are an awful lot of people who
would not, for one reason or another, take advantage of any ex-

pansion of CETA.
Mr. SPMoELMAN. Yes. What I am saying, really, is that there is a
tier 1 program and there is a tier 2 program and really, the jobs
component, is aimed at this tier 2 group, the ones that would presumably then by the jobs be brought, above that $3,800 minimum.
I am saying right now the number of two-parent families in that
condition is roughly a million, which is not out of line with the
kinds of numbers of jobs that we-are talking about.
32-926---78i----1
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Mr. AnEnsox. I would like to comment on some of these things.
It seems to be assumed that you can only reduce the welfare rolls by
creating public service jobs, and I would just like to refer to one
example that has always fascinated me, and this is an example that
happened in California a few years ago.
From March 1971 to June 1973, the actual number of peop -: on
welfare in California was reduced by something on the order of a
third of a million and this was primarily done, not by taking people
off of the welfare rolls, but by simply tightening up the screening
process, the investigation process of people applying for welfare.
I think sometimes we lose sight of the fact that there is enormous
turnover in the welfare rolls.
During that 2-year period-and I was living out there at that
time-they said something on the order of a third of a million
people left the welfare rolls. This was not a reduction in the rate of
increase, but an absolute reduction of a third of a million people.
As far as I know, there was no significant decrease in the unemployment rate in California and these people seem to have been absorbed
fairly rapidly into the work force.
I think it might be very interesting to go back and look at that
experience and see what exactly did happen to those people.
Senator DANFORTE. This was accounted for just by tightening up
the process?
Mr. ANDERSoN. Primarily, as I understand it. They did not go and
say look, so many people have to get off the welfare rolls. They
simply tightened up the investigation and the screening of people
coming on to make sure that they were eligible and they qualified
under the law.
I am sure that there were other things that were done but, as I
understand it, the primary reason for the reduction was the tighten-

2.

a

ing ii of the screening process.

It is also estimated that it was a net reduction of 785,000 compared
to what it would have been without the particular changes being
brought into effect, and that was just one State.
Senator DANFORTH. Well, I take it that Dr. Morgan, your No. 1
objective would be to keep the family together?
Mr. MORGAN.. Well, I do not want to force them to stay together. I
think some of the marital dissolution we are finding here may easily
be impact effects rather than long-tern results. You may remember
when OEO was first started and set up the legal aid program most
of the original money in the OEO legal aid program went to pay for
divorces that the poor had not been able to afford up until then. You
have to be careful of what is an equilibrium answer and what is a
short-run impact of a new program.
What I am saying is that we have lots of programs which, in
defining the standards relative to family size, are trying to recapture, for the Federal Government, the economies of scale that
come from living together and, in the process of course, make it
advantageous to split up.
In the same way, if you start playing with the income tax law, if
you are not careful, you might make it disadvantageous to get married
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and file a joint return. Now, I am arguing for some kind of reasonable
neutrality so that people can do what they want to.
I think if we followed these people in California who were kept
off the welfare rolls, we might find they were absorbed into other
fairly poor families, and I am not sure that is a good solution necessarily. I do not want to force people to take care of relatives at their
own disadvantage if they do not want to, but I think that we ought
to be careful about the impact of the way programs wete set up.
And in all of the discussion of income maintenance programs, you
will find almost no discussion of the relationship between the benefit
side and the family structure. All the discussion has to do is the
benefit relative to other earnings. There is a structure in there, there
is an adjustment for family size, but it has never been discussed.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Curtis has some questions which he
would like me to read for him.
For Dr. Nathan, he asks, you state on page 3 of your testimony, in
discussing the tactics of welfare reform:
There Is also the fact that welfare, at least the liberalization of welfare is

not a popular issue. Why go through a difficult, controverted struggle over income redistribution if many of the same goals can be achieved in less divisive
ways.
Basically here, are you espousing the Baker-Bellmon-bill I Are you
saying that we can get to the same place-that is, greater income
redistribution, through gradual steps by the kind of things that are
in Baker-Bellmon?
Mr. NATHAN. Basically, yes. I think that the Baker-Belimon bill,
which you are a cosponsor of, is a very important proposal. It contains within it a number of the kinds of features that, as a type B
welfare reformer, would move in the direction that seems right to me.
The point that I was making that Senator Curtis picked up on is
best illustrated by some figures that I ought to briefly cite.
There is a great ambivalence in this country about welfare, as has
lmen alluded to earlier. When people are asked this question, do you
think that most people who receive money from welfare could get
along without it if they tried,-or do you think they really need it, the
figures show that 54 Percent said they could get along without it,
15 percent had no opinion, and only 31 percent said they needed the
money.
Do you approve of most government-sponsored welfare programs
is another question. The answer-58 percent "no," 10 percent "no
opinion," only 32 percent approve.
But then, if you flip the questions over and you ask the questions
in a different form, and you ask, do you approve of food stamps for
the poor? Eighty-one percent: "yes.
Do you approve of aid to poor families with dependent children?
Eighty-one percent say "yes."
Do you approve of health care for the poor? Eighty-two percent
say "yes.")
So even within individuals there is this ambivalence of not liking
welfare programs, but wanting to help the poor. Add to that the fact
that there are many*different groups that regard welfare reform in
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many different ways. To some, welfare reform is getting the chiselers
off the rolls. To others, welfare reform is reducing the burden on
State and local taxpayers. To still others, welfare reform is helping
people in a more appropriate way recognizing that, in a rich Nation,
we should help the poor in an adequate way.
With all of these conflicting attitudes and this great emotionalism,
it seems to me that the essential question that we have to ask ourselves is, is this trip necessary? This is the fifth, sixth, seventh or
27th comprehensive welfare reform plan that has come along. Martin
and I worked on this subject together. It sems to me that the answer
today is that this trip is not necessary. We are moving now towards
a consnsus on the incremental approach. The New York Times recently endorsed this position editorially, which is a shift for them.
The idea of an incremental strategy is to integrate programs better,
to rationalize them, to deal with inadequacies, to tighten up on
administration, to tie into jobs better. I think this consensus is
getting stronger. The bill which you are a cosponsor of is moving
in a way that is beyond what I would have expected a year ago. I
see improving prospects for what I would consider good legislation.
The type A assumptions that Martin has pointed out and others have
pointed out are beginning to he challenged.
Things are moving in a good direction. I am glad to see that.
Senator DAwFo,-rir Dr. Spiegelman, Senator Cnrtis has the following question for you.
You have stated that the experiment extrapolation were run assuming that the NIT would replace the existing AFDC and food
stamp programs and that there would be no State supplementation.
What, in your judgment, would the extrapolations have shown had
you assumed that there would be State supplements, say at the ratios
or benefit levels now present in AFDC and/or SSI?
Mr. SPIEOFJMAN. I do not really think I can answer that without
really looking at the statistics that we have and doing some computational work. I am afraid, offhand, that I could not do that.
I would be happy to take that home with me and report back to
you c-n it.
Senator DANFoRTIr. If you could do that for the record I think
Senator Curtis would appreciate it.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
S11

Senator D)ANIE.L PATRICK M|OYNTIHA,
F.R. Renate, Committee on Finane,
Washingfon, D.C.
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Menlo Park, Calif., May 24, 1978.

Reference: Robert G. Splegelman testimony of May 1, 1978.
DP.Fa SENATOR MOYNIHAN: Senator Karl Curtis requested that I provide an
estimate o.1 the effect of State supplementation of the SIME/DIME simulations

(see page 62 of my testimony). The term "State supplementation" In the ques-

tion is not precisely defined as to the level of supplementation. I interpret it to
imply a hold-harmless principle in which the State supplements would reimburse
all families whose structure was such as to qualify them for an NIT, but would
los payments by the elimination of the AFDC and food stamp program&
The version of the simulation model used for this comparison Is slightly dif-

ferent from that presented in my written testimony presented to the Senate Fi-

nance Subcommittee, and therefore the results without State supplementation
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under this model will differ slightly from those in the original presentation. The
model is the same as that used by DHEW in the preparation of its cost estimates
for the administration's welfare reform proposal.
The enclosed table compares the labor supply response and cost with and
without State supplementation for a program having support at 75 percent of
the poverty line and a 50 percent tax rate. This program was selected because it
Is the NIT program most like the tier 1 cash component of the administration's
proposal. Two results of this comparison are of interest. First, the hold-harmless
provision does not significantly change the cost due to the labor supply response;
second, the hold-harmless provision adds approximately $3 billion to costs, representing a 38 percent addition to the total cost of the program.
Sincerely,
RoBERT G. SPIEGELMAN,
Director,Center for fhe Study of Welfare PoUcy.
Enclosure.
NIT PROGRAM
fCost in 1974 dollars]
Average
hours
chance per
participant
per year
No state supplement:
Husband$ ......................
Wives ..........................
Husband/wife families ...........
Female heads ..................

-100

-113
-213
-44

Percent
charge
-5.6

Net cost
before
response
(billions)

-96
-109
-205
- -48

Net cost Number of
after participating
response
families
(billions)
(millions)

................................................

-23.5 ................................................
-9.4
$5.4
$1.9
$7.3
7.5
-6.3
.2
.2
.4
3.0
5.6

State supplement, hold harmless:
Husbands ......................
Wives ..........................
Husband/wife families ...........
Female heads ...................

Net cost
due to
response
(billions)

2.1

7.7

10.6

-5.4 ..........................................
-22.2 .
................................
-9.0
6.5
2.1
9.6
7.9
-6.7
1.8
.2
2.0
3.2
8.3

2.3

10.6

11.1

Note: Support equals 75pt. of poverty line (54,250 In 1974); tax equals 50pot.
Source: Simulations performed by Mathematica Policy Research, Washington, using MATH model; runs dated Apr. 20,
1977.

Senator DANFORTii. Dr. Anderson, his question for you is do you

think-what do you think we should do? Would you testify specifically about your recommendations on cash assistance, jobs, and work
requirements and the earned income tax credit?
Mr. AN.-DERSO.;. I would just like to first briefly comment on one of
the things that Mr. Nathan was pointing out about the ambivalence
of the American public. I think this is only an apparent ambivalence.
I think that they are actually quite consistent and quite rational. If
you take a look at the polls, it seems to me what they are really saying
is that the public has no objection to helping people who cannot help
themselves. But at the same time they have a firm conviction that
many people who are on welfare rolls should not be there and therefore they want to cut the welfare rolls because they would like to see
those people removed.
I think that if you look at these two aspects of the polls, they are
not ambivalent at all.
I do not have a comprehensive plan of my own to put forth today.
I have laid down some principles in the book about general guidelines which I think should guide us in any major reform of the
welfare system.
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T might address myself specifically to one point, though, which I
think is getting increasing attention, and that is the earned income
tax credit. I have recently been looking into that and the thing that
really bothers me most about it is the way we are using the normal
tax system to achieve welfare objectives. I think that in our haste to
do something about welfare, using the tax system, we have not taken
a careful look at what some of the secondary effects have been.
The current earned income tax credit, in my judgment, has already
caused some very serious distortions in the existing Federal income
tax system. If you look at a typical taxpayer in the United States,
the head of a four-person family, and examine the three major taxes
on that person's income-Federal income tax, State income tax and
social security tax-you discover marginal rates of taxation which are
running close to 30 percent for fairly low-income people. We have
a crazy situation where the marginal income tax rate goes up and
down repeatedly. The marginal income tax rate is lower for a family
making $17,000 a year than it is for someone making $7,000 or $8,000
a year and that, to me, just does not make any sense.
I might comment further on one point. I have not studied the
details of the Baker-Bellmon bill but the one section that I have
looked at is the question of the earned income tax credit. It is recommended that this be expanded, going tLrom 10 to 15 percent up to the
poverty level; I think they used the number of $6,300. The only
problem with that is that there is no way that you can have a larger
earned income tax credit at the low end without simultaneously increasing the effective tax rate at the higher end. The net result of
using the 20 percent reduction rate that is implied in the bill for
people making over $6,300 a year, is to subject them to marginal
income tax rates that will exceed 40 percent. And I think that you
should take a very serious look at the effect the earned income tax
credit is having on the rest of the workers in this country.
This is the part, that gives me the most concern at this time.
Senator Da,,FORT. I am very apologetic that I am the only person
here for this galaxy of stars to shine on, but I am told that Senator
Moynihan and Senator Curtis at least have written questions that
they would like to submit to you, if that is all right with you, if you
could answer those questions for the record.
Mr. MOROAiJ. I might make one fairly radical suggestion that you
consider the issue of the work effort problem in distinguishing the
working poor and the nonworking poor. The earned income credit is
a sloppy way to do it, in a sense, because it is based on earnings rather
than work.
It is not at all inconceivable to define a level of well-being that takes
into account how much work people are putting out, too, and to base
both taxation and maintenance scheme on a function that includes both
hours of work and earnings.
If you do this, you could obviously work out a scheme that supports
the working poor at a higher level than the nonworking poor, does
not discourage work effort and, if you imbed the proper family relations in a scheme like this, you could invent schemes that really an)
neutral with respect to all of these decisions.
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The real problem is, you want a scheme of taxation and income
maintenance which is not distorting with respect to whole sequences
of decisions about who lives with whom, about how much work
people are going to do, about whether they work for money or stay
home and take care of children, about how many children they have.
Now, I gave your staff person an appendix to a lecture I gave last
fall, if you want to put that in the record, too, which works out an
example of this, or you may just want to look at it and decide what
you want, to do with it. It is speculation, and it is much too radical for
the present nitty-gritty reforms that are arguing fibout grubby details. But, in fact, the basic problem of most of the welfare programs
is that they do not try to maintain people's well-being. They are trying
to maintain their money income andthey are ignoring how mnuch
work they are putting out to get there.
If you want to assume that people's well-being is a function that
includes their leisure time, you obviously have a whole different way
of looking at the world, but I do not think it will sell, so I am not
really trying to propose it.
Senator DAN.FORTr. Do you have a response to thatI
Mr. NATHAN. One of the things that I have felt. throughout this
fairly long experience we have had following these issues is that often
granl designs, like a negative income tax, assumes too much and
observes too little, too little in terms of how welfare problems look on
-he ground and in the cities. If I had to choose between grand designs
and nitty-gritty grubbing in details, I am for nitty-gritty grubbing in
details. The important thing is that we have come a very long way on
welfare policies.-Another important point is that the question just
asked, and the point that you were just making about the. extent to
which we perhaps should relate assistance to a period of work, is
exactly the concept embodied in the Baker-Bellnion-Danforth bill in
two ways-in the voucher proposal and in the proposal for an employment tax credit which would be based on the hourly rate and
hours worked. We know that there is a lot of resistance to this approach for reasons that are strong and understandable, principally
by the labor movement..
Altogether, I think it is important to note that a lot has happened
in this field. We are moving in a good direction.
I would like to make one other-comment for the record if I could,
Senator. Mr. Spiegelman and I were identifying a difference of
opinion. He was saying that there are not that many jobs that we
need, that if you want to go with a jobs strategy, maybe a million
jobs is what would be needed.
I think it is important to note that we both agree and disagree. I
agree that if you set priorities for a jobs strategy, you can go for a
smaller number of jobs. In my testimony I particularly emphasized
the desirability of having priority one, as in the Baker-Belimon1)anforth bill, be two-parent welfare families. That would be popular;
I think this is the way we should go with CETA, and we could do
that with 200,000 jobs, maybe more, but it is manageable.
Second, I sai4 in my testimony and I would like to underline it if
1 could, that I have come around to the view that, as a second prior-
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ity-and I would even be willing to see this be obligatory-we ought
to get at the intergenerational welfare problem. We ought to say that
one-parent welfare families, which are mostly women with a small
child, or with one child who are just coming onto the welfare rolls,
who have never been on the rolls before, that they should be the
second priority. To the extent we can, we ought to try to break this
<.ycle of dependency.
And so, if we set priorities, indeed, with 1 million or 2 million
jobs in the public sector and innovations in the private sector, such
as the Baker-Bellmon bill seeks to do, we can tie jobs and welfare
together.
But make no mistake about it, there is always going to be a dependency problem. If you really want to provide jobs you have to
think about all of the people who need jobs and all ot the peoplee
would want better jobs. That is a very large number of people.
Senator DANFORTH. Iet me ask you this, just as an estimate, if you
could give it. We now have about 63/4 million people on welfare. Let's
assume the best CETA program that you can design in your own
mind the best job voucher type program, the best antifraud or
screening program that you can design in your mind.
Assuming all of that, how many people would be on welfare when
that sort of scheme was fully in place?
Mr. NATrHAN-. Well, the AFDC population is now just a shade
under 11 million, of which 8 million are children. The food stamp
population is about 15 million.
I would say, having a certain caution from observing these issues
develop over a period of time, that in the private sector, it would take
a long time to set up a voucher program that would be widely accepted. I just do not think that is in the cards in the short run.
I would say that you are talking about somewhere in the range of
15 to 20 percent of the people who are in the welfare population
'being absorbed by a somewhat expanded CETA program and by
better antifraud and quality control techniques. These processes now
are being significantly improved. It is nice, once in a while, to say something good about HEW and in this area, HEW has done a good job.
My assumption of 15 to 20 percent is based on a frankly pretty
pessimistic view as to how much could be achieved in this Congress
and the next in the way of private sector voucher-type incentives.
Vhen you finally get down to the nitty-gritty grubby details of
negotiating out a welfare bill, this year or next, you are probably
going to have to settle for experimental vouchers and not a full
voucher program.
A full voucher program could go further but even that, I think, is
limited, because we tend to overestimate the wokability of new ideas.
Congress adopted the WIN tax credit a couple of years ago and the
takeup was very small. These things are very hard to do. For any kind
of a credit or voucher that is tied to hourly rates, the administrative
problems are very large. It would take a long time to do. It would
take a long time to get accepted. It would be very complicated.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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STATEMENT OF RiCHARD P. NATHAN
The basic choice on welfare policy is between the comprehensive and Incremental approaches to welfare reform. But, like many other such choices, the
harder one studies it the more elusive it becomes.
Indeed, the Carter administration's "Better Jobs and Income" program has
incremental features. Likewise, the Ullman and Beilmon-Baker-Rbicoff bills
have comprehensive reform features.
Nevertheless, I woul argue that the Administration's BJIP plan is essentially
a comprehensive reform plan. It involves the establishment of a single new
supersystem for providing welfare benefits to persons now covered under
AFDC, 9S1, and the food stamp programs. Not enough attention in the debate
has been given to the sheer magnitude of the task of establishing a nationally
administered system for these programs.1
Proponents of more limited incremental approaches to welfare reform have
in numerous forums outlined their reasons for favoring such a strategy. I
would just summarize some of the more prominent ones:
(1) The growth of wclfarc prdgram.-In the last decade, there has been
tremendous growth in many income-support programs. An essential factor often
overlooked in evaluating this growth is that Census Bureau personal-income
data do not Include the value of the in-kind assistance programs, such as
Medicaid, food stamps, and housing; yet, it Is precisely these programs that
have grown the fastest. The point simply is that this growth has made comprehensive replacement reform less important insofar as "need" is being met
to a greater degree than it was when the idea of a negative income tax first
surfaced.
(2) Pluralism in socity.-The second set of reasons for rejecting the comprehensive replacement approach to financing welfare relates to comparative
politics. To the best of my knowledge, all of the Industrial democracies of
Europe have multiple welfare programs which have evolved in a manner similar to that in the United States. One could argue that in a pluralistic society
there are bound to be multiple and even conflicting welfare goals and therefore
that only a multiple system or incremental approach to welfare policy is
suitable.
(3) The conundrum of NIT.-Without going into detail, if we stipulate that
we want an "adequate" income-support level for all families, with a tax rate or
welfare reduction rate of no more than 50 percent, the arithmetic of the negative income tax is inexorable. For example, if we assume a $6,000 poverty line
for a family of four, putting a single income-support system into effect with
these characteristics would require either a one-time increase In welfare spending on the order of $20 billion, or compromises on the basic features of an NIT.
This does not include any additional funds for a jobs component of welfare
reform or for fiscal relief to states and localities.
(A) Exaggeration of the "Welfare Mcss."-The so-called welfare mess has
been overstated. Welfare programs In many instances fit together surprisingly
well. We have one cash-grant program for the aged and disabled and one for
poor families. There is also an overlay of the food stamp program, which, in
effect, is a mint-negative income tax that supplements both low welfare benefits and the low earnings of the working poor. There is clearly a limit to how
much we can achieve in the way of integration. No matter how much welfare
reforming we do, there will, undoubtedly, always be, in addition to cash
assistance, a separate program for health, one for school lunches, and another
for financial assistance to low-income college students. Unemployment assist.
ance and social security (contributory and not means-tested) are not proposed
to be eliminated as separate programs and included In any comprehensive reform scheme. Basically, this leaves two cash transfers which are needs-tested
and aimed at different groups (AFDC and SSI) and the food stamp supplement as, in effect, a generalized program of income support. Modifying and
I I commend to the Committee's attention the work done on this subject by former

HEW Assistant Secretary, Rufus E. Miles, Jr., a Senior Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and International Alairs. Princeton University. The citation is, "The
Carter Reform Plan: An Administrative Critique," An Occasional Paper of the National
Academy of Public Administration, Washington. January 1978. The House Committee
bill, it should be noted, provides for state administration.
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integrating these programs to deal with the remaining gaps and deficiencies
and to enhance efficiency is the essence of the incremental position.
(5) Doubtful gains in administrative reform.-In considering the tradeoffs
between the comprehensive and incremental positions, a word of strong caution
needs to be indicated as regards the assumption of smooth, efficient administration of a new, reformed supersystem for welfare. Recent experience with SSI
is instructive. I have serious doubts about the assumption that a single, computerized administrative structure for all welfare payments could be set up
easily and would work well. As a nation, we tend to be too confident that centralized bureaucracies can perform exceedingly complex tasks.
(6) Tactics of welfare rcform.-The arguments cited so far are substantive.
There is also the fact that welfare, at least the liberalization of welfare, is not
a popular issue. Why go through a difficult, controverted struggle over income
redistribution if many of the same goals can be achieved in less divisive ways?
The essential need currently is to untie the Gordian knot of welfare reform
on a basis that combines elements of the Administration's plan and the incremental bills offered in the Senate and the House.
I believe there is a way to develop a single welfare bill which would include
those elements of the Administration's plan that can be enacted in the reasonably foreseeable future and at the same time draw support from those who are
sponsoring various incremental proposals for welfare reform. This would involve focusing on those features of the Administration bill which can be agreed
upon now, combining some parts of the Administration program with other
legislation, and putting aside parts of BJIP, at least for the present time. To be
specific, legislation Involving the jobs component of welfare reform could be
included in the reauthorization of the CETA program; similarly legislation
effecting the earned income tax credit (EITC) could be considered in connection with tax reform legislation, also now pending.
There are conditions under which smaller steps are better than great leaps.
What is involved is "welfare modernization"-not a complete overhaul of the
system, but at the same tme a bill that would constitute much more than
tinkering at the edges. My experience in the cauldron of welfare reform leads
me to the conclusion that such a basically incremental strategy would be faster,
easier, and more suited to the political conditions and attitudes of the moment
than the broader, comprehensive-reform approach.
The differences between the Carter plan and the Senate incremental bill, In
essence, Involve:
1. The Carter plan opts for national administration and full program consolidation; the Senate incremental bill retains state administration for AFDC
and food stamps, though it leaves SSI where it is (and should be) as a program
component of the Social Security Administration.
2. The Carter plan eliminates food stamps; the Senate incremental bill retains them, except for SSI recipients at state option.
3. The Carter plan covers all singles and childless couples; the Senate incremental plan does not go as far in this direction.
4. The Carter plan has a larger and more separate welfare jobs program at
minimum wages; the Senate incremental bill ties more closely to the existing
CETA program and requires paying the prevailing wage with a guaranteed
Job to one adult in all 2-parent welfare families.
There are other Important differences regarding the accounting period and
incentives for private employment in the private sector, although these differences are less basic to the choice indicated at the beginning of this testimony
between the incremental and comprehensive routes to a welfare reform.
But this is only part of the picture. There are at the same time important
areas of agreement that constitute the basis for developing a welfare modernization bill. Both approaches (BJIP and the Senate incremental bill) effectively
set a national minimum payment level for AFDC and adopt simplified national
eligibility standards for this program. Both cover two-parent (so called, intact)
poor families on the same basis as broken families, which have tended In the
past to receive preference in the topsy-turvy world of welfare policy. Both
plans extend additional fiscal relief to state and local governments. Both romove local governments from administrative and fiscal responsibility for wel.
fare, though the Senate incremental plan would-and I would say, wisely-.
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keep the states involved. Both make changes in the accounting period. Both
permit cashing out food stamps for SS1 recipients. Both would provide additional jobs for welfare-eligibles and potentials.
On this final point-Jobs-I would like to discuss the significance for welfare
reform of the findings of the current Brookings monitoring study of the CETAPublic Service Employment (PSE) program. (Brookings is conducting a national monitoring study in 42 Jurisdictions of the CETA-PSE program for the
National Commission for Manpower Policy. A preliminary report on this study
was submitted last month. Attached to this testimony is a summary of the
principal findings presented in this report.)
To summarize, there is evidence that the PSE program is working to target
on the disadvantaged, although I would add that there is still, at least in iny
opinion, too much "creaming". A better Job could be done to reduce dependency
by assisting the welfare-eligible population under the CETA-PSE program.
But the wages of CETA are high. Our data are still preliminary. They show
that the average hourly wage in cities for service workers (the lowest paid
Job classification) is $5.28 in distressed cities and $4.61 in the other large cities
in the sample, as of mid-July 1977. It should be noted that for the latter group
(PSE workers in other large cities), the lowest hourly rates are for clerical
workers. It should also be noted that the rates for rural areas ($3.03 overall)
and small cities and suburban areas ($3.82 overall) are much lower than for
large cities. Likewise, PSE hourly rates for the project component of PSE tend
to be lower than those for the sustainment portion of the program. Table 1
attached to this testimony summarizes the field data on wages.
To me, these data indicate the great difficulty, if not impossibility, of relying
on the public sector for minimum-iage jobs for the disadvantaged. In large
cities which tend to have the strongest municipal unions (no value judgment
implied here), the only way minimum-wage jobs that could be provided for
welfare family heads would have to be to set up on a very artificial, highly
stigmatized basis, dead-end jobs with a ticket to nowhere, that is, with
negligible or nonexistent opportunities for transition to permanent jobs in local
government.
From my field-site visits, I have come away with the conclusion that the
only way minimum-wage jobs could be created in the public sector In many
large cities (especially older and declining cities) would be for these jobs to be
so separate and non-competitive with regular Jobs as to be acceptable in the
context of local labor relations processes. Such Jobs would involve putting
people in very separate categories, with identifying uniforms and/or transportation to go to Jobs that clearly do not compete with city (or for that matter
urban county) employment-for example, sorting out aluminum cans at the
city dump, doing a survey of attitudes on social service needs, distributing
pamphlets about city services.
Unless we play by the rules of the state-local public sector, and in my view
this can be done best by a full merger of welfare-Jobs into the current CETA
system, we are not going to get at welfare dependency through jobs on a longterm and cost-effect basis--that is, cost-effective because there is a real chance
for transition to permanent employment.'
The Senate incremental bill sets an ambitious, but reasonable, goal-a
guaranteed job via WIN under the CETA-PSE program for at least one parent
in all two-parent welfare families. This guarantee would apply in every case
In which the recipient has searched unsuccessfully for a regular Job for 90
days. This is a feasible and important proposal. Judging from October 1977
AFDC-UF caseload, such a guarantee would require approximately 100,000
positions currently, if we assume the universalization of the AFDC-UF program and that one-half of all AFDC-UF families find positions through other
channels (either public or private-sector positions), hence the other half is
subject to this CETA-public service job guarantee.
* For a fuller discussion of this point, see chapter 7, "Policy Implications," In Mon
ftorng the Public Serv4ce Employ meant Program, Richard P. Nathan, Robert F. Cook,
Janet XL Galchick. Richard W. Long and Associates, National Commission for Manpower Policy, Washington, 1978, pp. 144-145. This section of the report is entitled,
'The Limits of Social Policy for PSE?'
s Even if the new definition of unemployed status In the Senate Incremental bill were
adopted for the AFDC-UF program, there is every reason to conclude that an AFDC-UF
Job guarantee is a workable one.
-"
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It needs to be remembered that the CETA-PSE program has other goals toofor example, providing useful service and aiding the recently unemployed.
It is also important to note, as the figure below Indicate, that lower skilled jobs
appropriate for welfare-eligible adults are decreasing, not increasing, as a proportion of total available jobs. Using new detailed occupational data for 1972,
the proportion of the employed population accounted for by farm laborers,
laborers, and service workers (excluding protective services and health services) has declined from 17.7 to 16.6 percent of total employment. A more
exhaustive examination of detailed occupational data probably would reveal a
larger decline.
To absorb the growing youth population (which will not peak until 1980)
and at the same time to reduce family dependency requires three things: (1)
new programs, like the new youth job-entitlement programs; (2) a willingness
to set realistic priorities for employing welfare family heads, as under the
Bellmon-Baker-Riblcoff bill, and (3) a commitment to creating jobs for the
hard-to-employ in both the public and the private sectors.
The latter objective, developing job programs for the disadvantaged in the
private sector, is as difficult a policy objective to achieve as energy conservation
or curbing pornography. But the point must be made: Greater efforts to provide Jobs for welfare family heads must be pursued in both the private and
public sector. And both present formidable obstacles.
Jobs and welfare go together, but that doesn't mean job programs and welfare programs go together. I believe the separation of job and welfare programs enhances the acceptability and feasibility of social targeting objectives
under programs like the CETA-PSE program (now operating at 725,000 positions).

In order to achieve social targeting and job-transition objectives under a
decentralized CETA-PSE program which cannot work without the active cooperation of local governments and private employers, there is a point beyond
which such social policy requirements under CETA-PSE can be counterproductive. One can argue that adopting as one aim of CETA-PSE, a countercyclical
rationale (with its emphasis on relieving short-term unemployment), facilitates
efforts also to relieve structural unemployment under the CETA format by making the program more attractive to local governments and by making participants more acceptable to private employers. From an operational and practical point of view, there are significant advantages of having a single CETAPSE program which includes both structural and cyclical components and does
not make a sharp internal distinction between participants on the basis of their
degree of social and economic disadvantage.
This conclusion reinforces the point made earlier that everything social
doesn't have to be in one bill or one system. Welfare modernization, coordinated
with job and tax legislation, can be achieved better in three bills (or more bills)
than in one bill. It's something like eating pizza; a small plain pizza on Friday
and another one on Sunday is much more digestible than a large one "with
everything" on Saturday night.

TABLE 1.-AVERAGE HOURLY WAGESPAID TO PSEPARTICIPANTS BY OCCUPATION, TYPE OF GOVERNMENT, AND TITLE
Large, distressed cities
Sustainment

$9.86 (45)
Managerial ----------------------------------------..
8.06 (849)
Profession ial----------------------------------------T echnical ------------------------------------------..
7.58 231
5.83 407)
Clefical .............................................
7.55 (66
Craft ------------------------------------------7.25 (175).
Operative ........................... .................
6. 26 (369)
Laborer --------------------------------------------S ervice
----------- -- - -- ---------- -------- .--.-.--5.28 (645)
Total average
hourly sagee----------------------

6.78(2,785)

Other large cities
Sustainment

Project

$4.50

(20)

$4. 12

(501)
(561)
4.30 (66)

4.61 (280)
4.03(2,112)
5.63 (91)
5.61 (172)
4.96(1,681)
4.61(2,431)

45)
3.85
98)
4.02
61)
3.34 (120)
(63)
3.63 (455)
4.82
4.33 (679)
3.90 (431)

4. 84(1,276)

4.85(7, 760)

4. 23(1, 951)

4.85
3.98
4.20

(10)
(0
(28)

~5.15
4.81

i Prcentages are affected by the snl numbers.

Not.-Figums in parentheses indicate the number of participants for whom data are available.
Source: Ficld research data.

$5.03 (85)
4.78 (909)

Project

Small cities and suburban areas
Sustainment
$3. 44 (23)
3.99
68)
3. 84
46)
3.44 (246)
4.85
114)
3.71 (30)
3.64 (209)
4.04 (131)
3.71

(774)

$4.56
4.53
4.48

Rural areas I

I

Project

Susta;nment

SI

Project
(9).----------

(32)
(80)
(134)
3.67
4.00
3. 46
4.04 (235)
3.46 (134)

3.92

3.94 (707)

3.02 (361)

3.41 (31)
13. C9 (6)
3.19 (5)
2. 79 (111)
3.52
(611-- - - - - 3.22
2.91 (92)
3.19 (26)
2.87 (67) ..............
3.14 (37)

0
0
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-PRELMINAIRY REPORT ON THE BROOKING8 INSTITUTION
MONITORING STUDY OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
(By Richard P. Nathan, Robert F. Cook, Janet M. Galchick, Richard W. Long,
and Associates)
Under contract with the National Commission for Manpower Policy, the
Brookings Institution in mid-1977 initiated a national monitoring study of the
public service employment program (PSE) under titles II and VI of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). The preliminary report
submitted February 15, 1978, consists of an analysis of field data as of midJuly 1977 and includes a conference transcript which reflects additional field
research through December 1977. The final report, to be submitted in December
1978, will include analysis of the July 1977 data plus field data collected as of
December 31, 1977.
The study Is based on a sample of forty-two jurisdictions which represent
l various prime sponsor arrangements, geographic areas, and population levels.
includes sixteen large cities, nine smaller cities, fifteen counties, and two
school districts. Within these jurisdictions numerous subgovernments and nonprofit organizations are also represented.
The monitoring research for these jurisdictions has been conducted by
twenty-six research associates selected for their knowledge of public policy and
federal programs. Most are economists or political scientists and many are
recognized experts in the field of employment and training. All are residents
of the area they are studying. The sample represents over twenty thousand
positions, or approximately 5 percent of the PSE positions filled nationwide as
of midsummer 1977. The draft preliminary report focuses on the displacement
issue and also includes analyses of the fiscal, programmatic, and social effects
of the PSE program.
1. EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS

One of the most critical issues of public employment programs--job displacement-is also one of the most difficult to assess. The rate of displacement refers
to the extent to which local governments use CETA funds to support employment which would have been supported by other sources in the absence of the
program. The determination of displacement for this analysis was based on a
set of categories of job creation and displacement which are discussed, with
examples, in chapter 3 of the report. Table I summarizes the first-round findings.
TABLE 1.-PSE POSITIONS CLASSIFIED BY TYPE OF JOBCREATION ORDISPLACEMENT, ALL TITLES
Title VI pRoject

Title i and VI

total
Number Percent

sustainment total
Number Percent

New programs --------------.---------------Eapasion -------------------------------------

SpeIa projects --------------------------------

Program maintenance .-----------------------Total job creation -----------------------Transfers -------------------------------------

Rehires

---------------------

-----------------

Potential hires. ---------------------------Contract reduction ----------------------------Other ----------------------------------------Total displacement ----------------------Total positions ............................

Total for

all titles
Number
Percent

395
1,881

8
36

1,339
4,435

9
29

1,734
6,316

347

7

5,927

39

6,274

92

11,948

79

16,763

1

1.378

9

1,407

1

1,234
110

1

1,556
157

2,192

4,815
29

42

3

(11

10
411

(1)
8

322
47
5,266

26

247

23

2

(1

415
3,160

3
21

15,108

74

2 439

1
93

31
12

82
7

26

(11

425
3,571

2
18

20,334

100

1

Less than 0.5 percent
Source: Field research data.

The rate of displacement was found to be substantially higher for title II
and VI sustainment positions (21 percent) than for title VI project positions
(8 percent) as shown in table 1.
Figures also varied depending on the employing organization. Displacement
was highest among positions retained by the sample governments (21 percent)

ILI
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and lowest for the positions used by nonprofit organizations (3 percent). A
comparison by title within the sample governments showed displacement to be
higher in sustainment positions (24 percent) than in project positions (7 percent).
The overall rate of displacement for the full sample was 18 percent-20 percent adjusted for the relative weights nationally of CETA prime sponsor types.
Differences between the displacement findings of this study and those of previous studies are discussed in the report In relation to the changed fiscal setting
and eligibility requirements of current PSE legislation and differences In
methodology, particularly for the program maintenance category of employment
effects. For 31 percent of the positions studied (85 percent of which were in
four distressed large cities) associates determined that, although the positions
were in existing programs, they would not have been filled In the absence of
PSE funding. Some of these positions may be reclassified as displacement in the
second round of the field research (for December 31, 1977) in cases in which
associates determine that the fiscal position of the jurisdiction has improved
to the point where the positions involved would have been funded in December
in the absence of PSE.
The fact that the program maintenance category is potentially more fluid
than the others In the first set of observations suggests that for purposes of
comparing research findings on PSE employment effects a three-part framework for the findings of this study should be used, consisting of new services
and activities (51 percent), program maintenance (31 percent), and displacement (18 percent).
2. FISCAL EFFECTS

The analysis of fiscal effects in chapter 4 is an adjunct to the employment
effects analysis. The key concept is substitution. If a jurisdiction uses funds
to displace a worker who otherwise would have been employed by that government, this substitutes federal funds for resources which can then be used for
other purposes. This can result In a reduction or stabilization of taxes, an increase in the general fund balance, or an expenditure on additional employment
or capital. Among the fiscal effects of PSE funds used for substitution purposes, tax stabilization was by far the largest category, accounting for twothirds of funds released by displacement. In this case the economic impact of
PSE is shifted from the public sector to the private sector and from the point
of view of macroeconomic policy the program's impact is analogous to a federal
tax cut.
3. PROGRAMMATIC E 'ECTS

To study PSE programmatic effects, data were collected on the functional activities and occupations of PSE participants in the sample governments (chapter 5). A number of summary points can be made:
1. "Primary services" were predominant in both sustainment and project
PSE, although less so for the projects."
2. Within primary services, PSE participants in sustainment positions were
more likely to be in protective services and general administration. Project
participants tended to be in public works, utilities, and sanitation, which are
more amenable to the project approach.
3. The proportion of PSE participants in education was relatively small, but
this may be explained by the midsummer observation date.
4. Nonprofit organizations tended to concentrate PSE positions in social and
cultural services. This could affect the overall functional distribution as the
role of these organizations expands under PSE.
5. Large cities and fiscally hard-pressed jurisdictions tended to devote the
largest proportions of their PSE positions to primary services (especially protective services and public works). Small cities and suburban jurisdictions tend
to have a higher concentration of PSE] participants in social services.
6. PSE participants were more likely to be in lower skilled occupations than
other workers. The proportion of lower skilled positions was greater in the
project portion of the program than in sustainment PSE.
In sum, PSE participants tended to be working in basic service areas and In
relatively low skilled positions, although there was a sizable proportion in professional and technical capacities. Little evidence was found by associates that

IPrimary servicei include protective services, public works, utilities and sanitation,
and general ad in istration.
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PSE is a "make work" program. This is not surprising in light of the dominance of primary services observed in this study. However, both the functional
area distribution and skill levels may change as the role of nonprofit and other
employing organizations grows and full operational levels are reached in both
titles.
4. SOCIAL EFFECTS

The question of the degree of social targeting of PSE has been a maJor
policy issue. Chapter 5 of the Brookings study provides midsummer 1977 data
on the characteristics of over nineteen thousand participants in sustainment-and project PSE. The most notable conclusion is that for persons with the
characteristics that are specifically targeted in the legislation-jobless for
fifteen out of the prior twenty weeks, economically disadvantaged, and members
of AFDC families-the percentage being served under the new title VI projects
was higher than under the sustainment portion of the program. It must be remembered that title VI projects were still in the buildup stage when these data
were gathered; the results should be considered preliminary. The data also
showed that, for all types of governments in the sample, the percentage of PSE
participants from minority groups was considerably higher than the minority
percentage in the general population. The large proportion of PSE participants
with a high school education and the still relatively low levels of AFDC participants suggest that some creaming may be taking place.
Also presented in chapter 5 are a discussion of wage supplementation and
findings on wages for a sample of nearly 16,000 PSE participants. When the
wages paid to PSE participants exceed the $10,000 annual maximum, the
difference must be paid out of local revenues. Such wage supplementation was
found to be concentrated in large distressed cities, where nearly three-quarters
of all PSE positions involved supplementation; in other large cities the proportion was 15 percent.
Considerable variation was found in the wages paid to PSE participants.
Participants in higher skilled occupations generally earned higher hourly
wages; overall wage rates were higher in large cities--particularly large distressed cities-than in other types of governments. These differences reflect
the generally higher wage levels for unsubsidized employment in urban areas
and may also reflect local labor market conditions, which will be examined in
the final report. In large cities-both distressed and other-PSE participants
in sustainment positions tended to earn higher wages than those in project PSE.
This finding was reversed in small cities and suburban and rural areas.
5. POLITICAL EFFECTS

The PSE program is characterized by decentralization and a high degree of
flexibility which permit recipient jurisdictions to translate the national objectives into a local program that reflects their particular policy preferences
and fiscal conditions. Chapter 6 describes the sponsorship arrangements under
which local governments participate in the PSE program and gives preliminary
observations on intergovernmental relations under the program and the administration of the PSE program by large city governments. Relations between
the Department of Labor and participating Jurisdictions were generally smooth,
though DOL pressure to speed up hiring rates was almost ul,:versally reported
for the sample. DOL also made specific charges of Irregularities--including displacement and patronage-in several large cities. Preliminary data on local
PSE administration suggest that there is a tendency for large distressed cities
to assign major administrative responsibility for their PSE program to a unit
of the mayor's office rather than to a line agency, and that such cities retain a
higher percentage of their positions than do other types of governments.
6. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

As discussed in chapter 7, the PSE program has a broad range of objectives,
including:
Job Creation to stimulate the economy and reduce unemployment in a
recession.
Service Provision to supply needed additional services in the public sector.
Social Targeting to aid disadvantaged persons through employment.
Transition to relieve dependency through permanent employment.
Training to upgrade the skill levels of the labor force through work experience.

I
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I(Y)mie MainIcnance to redistribute Income to needy families and individuals.

EeOiriniic )erclopmcnt to assist distressed areas.
Fixcoil Rclif-' to assist state and local governments.

These objectives can be grouped into three major categories: counter-cyclical,
social, and fiscal relief. Planning for the future of the PSE program should be
based on a consideration of the effectiveness of PSE in achieving each of the
program's objectives and the trade-offs between them. One important trade-off
concern-t the characteristics of participants. The more the program Is targeted
on the disadvantaged. the harder it may be to adjust the program level its reqnired for countercyclical reasons. There are also trade-offs between goals
within the category of social objectives. For example, an emphasis on tratsition to pernmnent unsubsidized employment may make "creaming" more likely
and social targeting more difficult. To the extent that fiscal relief is considered
a goal of the I'E program, the question must be asked whether this relief is
goiig to the right places.
TMiii:

VORK EFFORT AND MARITA.

l)lsoI,.'TION EFi,'FECTS OF TIME NIATTI,: AN

DENVER INCOME; MAINTFNANCE

EXPERIMENTSS

Spiegelman. Lyle P. Groeneveld. and Philip K. Robins)
'Te research reported herein was performed lrsuant to contracts with the
,Si: ts of Washington and Colorado, prime contractors for the Department of
I {iilth, FAlucation. and Welfare under contract numbers SRS-70-53 and
liIWV l10(-7,84004 respectively. The opinions expressed in the paper are those
of the authors and should not be construed as representing the opinions or
isdivies of the States of Washington or Colorado or any agency of the United
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(Ois, of the primary purposes of conducting the Seattle and Denver Income
Maintenance Experiments tSIME/DIME) is to provide information for the
design of a iiational welfare program. Knowledge of the work effort and marital
status effects of the experiments and the ability to extrapolate the site-specific
res ults to the national population represent critical Inputs into the overall progrills design. The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the research findings from SIME/DIME with respect to marital status and work
effort, and to describe how the experimental results are being used to draw
inferenices about the likely work effort effects of a national program.
I.

%

II aIPCION oV SI I/ItIni

t

:

The Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments are test~ilg eleven,
variants of a negative irome tax (NIT), which is similar In structure to the
(ash assistance portion of the Program for Better Jobs and Income (UB, I.
The experimental plans combine three support (or guarantee) levels with two
tax (benefit reduction) rate systems. The three support levels (normalized for
a family of four In 1971 dollars) are $3,800, $4,800, and $5,600.' One of the tax
rate systems has constant average (and marginal) tax rates of .1 and .7. The
other tax rate system has average (and marginal) tax rates that decline with
income. Under the declining system the average tax rate decreases from Initial
values of either .7 or .8 at the rate of .025 per thousand dollars of annual in(come
(the rate of decline of the marginal tax rate is .05 per thousand dollars
of income). The experimental plans have no work requirements associated with
receipt of benefits.

I n order to eliminate the Influence of other tax and transfer programs, S1 ME/
DlIME fully taxes public transfers and reimburses positive Income taxes. A
national program would presumably operate in a similar fashion. Because positive taxes are reimbursed, the payment a person receives depends on gross incomne and both experimental and non-experimental tax rates.
in Figure 1, the interrelationship between an experimental plan with a conslant tax rate and the positive income tax system is depicted graphically. The
I Adjustments are made to thle ,-ujliiwrt level for fsartly siz~e and for vost of living
enp Ie. the .ut ir; lper--" , the t'enver
changes over timp. In February I 7. for
experiment for a family of four were $5,755, $7,255. and $5.405. T.uve support levels
are substantially above the support levels of the PBJJ.
::2 !12G -7,-- 14
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horizontal axis shows gross income (income before taxes or transfer payjtelits) aitd the vertical axis shows disl)osable income (income after taxes are
subtracted and transfers are added). Two breakeven levels are distinguished.
Point B Is the tax breakeven level, where disposable income Is equal before and
after imposition of the experimental plan. All persons to the left of BI (with
gross income initially less than B') are better off with the program. Point O
is the grant breakeven level, the point at which the grant (payment less posi11%e tax reimbursement) is zero. At point G an Individual does not receive n
gmant. but also does not pay positive taxes. Table 1 presents the grant and tax

() Il

ibreakeveti levels for the eleven programs tested In SIME/DIME. As this table
indicates, families not receiving grants are still eligible to receive benefits
in the form of tax relief) at fairly high levels of income.
About 4.800 families were originally enrolled in the experiments during 19711972. Roughly 55% of the families are experimental families and 45% are
control families. About two-thirds of the experimental families are enrolled
for three years while the remainder are enrolled for five years.' SIME/DIME
also has three manpower treatments which combine Job counseling with edu.
(.atifon and training subsidies.

45° Line

C

0

E
1

0
C
6

,

NIT Budget
Line

Grant
Breakeven
GA

8

Gross Income
Less Positive
Income Taxes
Tax Breakeven

Gross Income
FIGURE I
A NEGATIVE INCOME TAX PROGRAM
WITH POSITIVE TAX REIMBURSEMENT
Note: Figure assumes no income outside of earnings and a lincar positvc income tIx system.
SI.\[IuMIHE is also to-sting a 20-year program, which began about two years after
the three %nd five year programs. About 170 families In -Denver were assigned to
treatments under this program. The work effort response of 20-year families ba not yet
beej nmnlyz(4l.

4
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TABLE 1.-PLAN BREAKEVEN LEVELS FORTHE SEATTLE AND DENVER INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS
Key :
11971
Dollars|
S=NIT annual support level; t.=initial NIT tax rate; r=rate of decline of the
average NIT tax rate per thousand
dollars of income (rate of decline of the marginal tax rate is2r).
Grant breakeven
level

Plan

Tax breakeven
level

FI (S=3800, t=.5, r=O) .......................
.........................
$7 600
$10,250
F2 (S=3800, t.=.7, r =0) .....................
5..............................
:429
6,350
F3 (S=3800, te=.7 r =.025) ........ .........................................
7 367
10,850
F4 S = 3800,t =.8, r =.025) ............--------------- _----------------5,802
7 800
5 =4800,43, r=0)------------------------9,600
13,150
6 (s =4800, t.=.7, r=O) ------------------------------------------------6,867
8,520
F7 (S=4800, t,=.7, r025)-------------------------------------12000
19,700
F8 (S=4800, t.=.8 r=.025) ------------.--------------------------------8,000
11,510
F9 (S=5600 t=.5,r=0) ....................................................
11,200
15,070
Fi0 (S=5600 t.=.7, r=O) .........-----------------------------------8,000"9,780
li S=5600t=.8 r =.025)--------------------------------------10,360
16,230
NOTE. These figures are for a family of 4with only 1earner and no income outside of earnings. Positive tax reimbursements include the Federal income tax and Social Security taxes. The Federal income tax assumes the family takes the
standard deduction. State income taxes, which are relevant only for the Denver experiment (there is no State Income tax
In Washington), are ignored in calculating the tax breakeven levels. The tax breakeven levels are thus slightly higher for
the Denver experiment
All important feature of SIME/DIMI (and the other experiments as well)
is, a stratified allocation of families to experimental treatments on the basis
of four assignment variables: family type (one or two family heads), ethnicity
( Black, White, or Mexican-American), site (Seattle or Denver), and normal
income (seven levels of "typical" pretransfer family income adjusted for
family size).' The work effort results presented In this paper, cover only the
Black and White family heads. Subsequent analysis has indicated that the work
effort response of Mexican-American families is slightly larger than that of the
other groups. The marital status results cover originally enrolled families in
d

three ethnic groups.

Table 2 presents a selected number of characteristics of the Black and White
families studied at enrollment. The typical sample member has Income and
education levels that are above the levels associated with most families In
poverty. There is fairly strong attachment to the labor force among primary
varliels and about two-fifths of the secondary earners are employed. The sample
eolsists primarily of young families with two children and the average Initial
benefit received from the experiment was about $1,300 per year which is suhstantially less than the average support level of $4,800 per year (the benetit
received by families with no working members). Approximately 14% of the
husband-wife families and 54% of feiale-headed families receved welfare
AFI)C) benefits prior to the experiment. Generally speaking, the sample may
bie characterized as representing what is commonly referred to as the "working loor".
"T. UTFEOTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ON WORK EFFORT

III eslinmating the work effort response to SIME/DIME, we have adopted anl
appro-ach that enables us to distinguish the effects of changing guarantee levels
and tax rates. Referring again to Figure 1, it is seen that the experiment illcreases the disposable income of all families with gross incomes below the tax
breakeven level.' Economic theory predicts that an increase in Income that Is
not work related will Induce an individual to reduce the amo,i it of time spent
Nv4rkilg because leisure becomes more attractive. For purposes of analyzing the
effects of the income maintenance experiments, we term the change In work
effort a.Nociated with an increase in income the guarfntec effect.
aTo be eligible for SIMI.iI)IMF, normal income had to lie less tlhan $!1,O00) ir y'a
in a family of four with one working head, and less than $11,000 ler y,"nr fit a fuaiily
of four with t(o working heads.
4Famlltes with gross Income bWlow the tax breakeven level are eallv.d lIr
imii
pa rticlpants.
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TABLE 2.-SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF BLACK AND WHITE FAMILIES AT ENROLLMENT
Husbands
Average normal income per year ----------------------------------$6,660
Average hours worked per year -----------------------------------1,719
Average hourly wage rate among workers --------------------------$3.30
Percent employed- ------------80
Percent previously receiving welfare benefits (AFOC) ..................
14
Percent In Denver -----------------------------------------------49
Average age -------------------------------------------.
------34
Average years of education ---------------------------------------11.6
Percent black
------------- ----------------------------40
Average number of family members -----.-------------------------- 4.3
Percent control families -----------------------------------47
Average initial payment per year for families below the breakeven level*..
$1,330

WIves

Female huds

$6,600
559
$2.21
41
14
49
31
11.5
40
4.3
47
-$1,330

$3,950
1 101
$.42

56
54
49
34
11.5
56
3.5
39
$1,160

U

'This amount excludes AFDC benefits received prior to enrollment that are reimbursed by the experiment.

'The experiment also increases the tax rate an individual faces.' Again, economic theory predicts that an increase in the tax rate (holding disposable
-itconie constant) induces an individual to reduce the amount of time spent
working because a higher tax rate Implies a lower economic return to working.
We term the change in work effort associated with an increase in the tax rate,
holding disposable income constant, the compensated tax effect.
By adopting an approach that identifies guarantee and tax effects, alternative
income support programs can be compared with respect to the two program
parameters that are set independently by public policy. Thus, it is possible to
estimate the disincentive effects of several competing programs; information
that is useful in designing an optimal program.
Table 3 presents estimated compensated tax and guarantee effects on annual
hours of work for participants in the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance
Experiments. These estimates apply to heads of families who were employed
prior to the experiments and who remain employed during the experiments.'
The figures in Table 3 indicate a modest disincentive effect for husbands and
a substantial disincentive for wives and female heads of families. Percentagewise. the effects are -5% for husbands, -22%
for wives, and -11%
for
fniale heads. For men, the total response is about equally divided between
guarantee and tax effects; while for women, most of the effect is due to the
guarantee. It is important to recognize, however, that these experimental effects
are based on guarantee levels and tax rates resulting from the set of programs
being tested in SIME/DIME, and not from any single income maintenance programn. Furthermore, because the distribution of income in the experimental
sample is considerably different from the distribution of income in the U.8.
l)oiulatlot, the same set of programs tested at the national level may have a
substantially different effect.
in addition to causing a reduction in annual hours of work for persons
employed, the experiment also reduces the probability of employment. The problility of employment can be reduced either by lengthening the period of time
between Jobs or by shortening the period of time spent on a given job. Table 4
pl'es-ents estimates of the effects of the experiment on the probability of emIloyinent. For husbands, there is a very small reduction in the probability of
employment which stems about equally from shortening periods of time on a
given jolb and lengthening periods of time between jobs. Thus, husbands in the
experimental group tend to remain unemployed for slightly longer periods of
time and tend to hold jobs for slightly shorter periods of time than husbands
in the control group.
Wives and female heads of families exhibit a somewhat larger reduction in
the probability of employment than husbands. The reduction for women stems
almost entirely from lengthening each period of time spent not employed. An
itiplication of these results is that women In the experimental group who were
1:0t employed prior to the experiment were less likely to seek employment during the experiment than women In the control group; while women in the experintental group who were employed prior to the experiment were only slightly
snore likely to leave employment than women in the control group. We have not
OFor persons who received public transfers (such as AFI)C and Food Stamps) prior
to the experiment, the tax rate mary actually be lower under the experiment.
" We performed tests to ,vtermine whether the estimated responses differed by race,
site, and experimental duration. The test results suggested that they do not.
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yet analyzed how women spent this additional time. Because most women in
SIME/DIME have young children, it is likely that a large part of the additional
time was spent in productive activities in the house (such as child rearing),
rather than in active job search.
TABLE 3.-TAX AND GUARANTEE EFFECTS ON ANNUAL HOURS OF WORK FOR THE AVERAGE WORKING
INDIVIDUAL BELOW THE BREAKEVEN LEVEL
Husbands
Tax effect -------------------------------------------------------Guarantee effect ..........------------------------------------Total effect .................................................
Percentage effect -------------------------.----------------------

Wives

Female heads

-56
-47
-103

-64
-199
-263

-59
-117
-176

-5

-22

-11

Source: Michael C.Keeley, Philip K. Robins, Robert G.Splegelman, Richard W.West, "The Labor Supply Effects and
Costs of Alternative Negative Income Tax Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments: Pt. I, The Labor Supply Response Function," Research Memorandum 38, Center for the Study of Welfare Policy,
:Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif., May 1977.
TABLE 4.-EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ON THE PROBABILITY OF WORKING AND ON THE LENGTH OF
TIME SPENT WORKING AND NOT WORKING
Husbands
Probability of working In the absence of the experiment --------------. 79
Experimental effect -----------------------------------------------. 02
Source of experimental effect:
Percent change in the length of time spent working ---------------7
Percent change In the length of time spent not working -------....
7

Wives
0.40
-. 07
7
55

Female heads
0.55
-. 07
-3
48

Source: Philip K.Robins and Nancy Brandon Tuma, "Changes in Rates of Entering and Leaving Employment Under a
Negative Income Tax Prolram: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments," Research
Memorandum 48, Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Mario Park, Calif., March 1977,

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE WORK EFFORT RESULTS FOR A NATIONAL PROGRAM
In order to make use of the information provided by the experiments in the
,design of a national program, it is necessary to extrapolate the experimental
results to the national population. We have used the technique of microsimulation to generalize the experimental results.
Microsimulation consists of applying social program regulations and behavioral assumptions to a data base containing disaggregated information about
individuals or groups in order to project program costs and caseloads under
varying conditions. To generalize the SIME/DIME results, we use the Micro
Analysis of Transfer to Households (MATH) model to assess the effects of a
variety of nationwide negative income tax programs. The MATH model repro-duces program eligibility requirements and benefit determination schedules. It
.also estimates behavior of low-income families regarding welfare participation
and work effort.
The tax liability, transfer payment, and amount of employment are determined for each family both before and after the NIT is implemented, and the
results are summed to derive the total change in costs, caseloads, and work
-effort under alternative plans. The different effects on various family types
are also determined. Six NIT plans with varying tax rates and levels of support are simulated using the March 1975 Current Population Survey (CPS).
The income data from the March 1975 CPS are annual data for the year
1974. Thus, the calculations represent what the effects of an NIT would have
been in 1974. No attempt is made to update the responses or cost estimates to
later years.
The six programs for which predictions are made have constant tax rates of
.50% and 70% on earnings, and support (guarantee) levels of 50%, 75%, and
100% of the poverty level ($5,000 for a family of four in 1974). Because the
poverty level increases with family size, the support level also increases with
family size. The nominal support level is assumed to be constant across regions.
*The NIT replaces the existing AFDC and Food Stamps programs, taxes all
-other nonlabor income at the rate of 100%, and reimburses positive Income
32-926--7 8-15
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taxes below the tax breakeven level. All families that are eligible to receive
benefits are assumed to participate.!
Work effort responses to a nationtide program.
The average work effort responses to the six nationwide NIT programs are
presented in Tiable 5. The results are reported in two ways: first, the average
responses for all participating families, i.e., families receiving benefits from
the program; and second, the average responses for the U.S. population. The
average responses for the U.S. population include non-responders, as well as
responses of participants and nonparticipants. The nonparticipants who respond
are families that previously received welfare benefits and are above the breakeven level of the NIT program. These families increase their work effort when
the welfare programs are replaced by the NIT program.
In interpreting the results, it is important to keep in mind that the responses
vary not only because of changing guarantee levels and tax rates, but also
because of a changing pool of participants. For example, as the tax rate increases (for a given guarantee), the pool of participants decreases. The manner in which the pool changes depends on the distribution of income within
the relevant population subgroup. For the programs simulated, the number of
participating families (e.g., those who receive benefits) ranges from 3.3 million
to 19.3 million.
For participating husband-wife families, the magnitudes of the average responses are positively associated with both the guarantee and the tax rate, For
participating female-headed families, the responses are positively associated
with the guarantee, but do not vary with the tax rate. For both groups, the
results indicate fairly sizeable reductions in work effort, ranging from between
10% and 21% for husband-wife families and between 0% and 15% for
female-headed families.
The average responses of the U.S. population are quite small relative to the
average responses of participating families because most families in the United
States do not participate in the program. Wrile the magnitude of the average
responses increases with the guarantee, it decreases with the tax rate for both
groups. This inverse relationship between the average U.S. response and the
tax rate is an interesting and perhaps unexpected result that is a consequence
of the fact that the number of participants decreases by an amount large
enough to offset the effect of a larger response among participants. Thus, the
total disincentive effect of a nationwide NIT program is smaller under higher
tax rate programs, despite the fact that the response of participating families
is larger.
Cost8 of a nationwide program
Estimated annual program costs are presented in Table 6. Program costs are
defined to be net of the current costs of the AFDC, AFDC-UP, and Food Stamps
programs, which are replaced by the NIT.
The costs of a nationwide NIT vary widely with the parameters of the program. The most expensive program (support level equal to 100% of the poverty
level and tax rate equal to 50%) costs $30 billion more than the current welfare system, and has approximately 39% of all husband-wife families and 73%
of all female-headed families participating in the program. The least expensive
program (support level equal to 50% of the poverty level and tax rate equal to
70%) costs $4 billion less than the current welfare system (which represents a
41% savings in welfare program costs) and has approximately 3% of all
husband-wife families and 41% of all female-headed families participating In
the program.
The NIT program with a support level equal to 75% of the poverty level and a tax
rate equal to 50% is the program most comparable to the cash assistance portion of
the PBJI, with several Important exceptions. First, the support level of the PBJI ts
only 65% of the poverty level, Second. under the PIJI, families receive lower benefits
if their earnings are under $3.800 per year and the primary earner is expected to work.
(In our simulations we do not impos- a work requirement.) Third, the PBJI taxe&
most nonlabor Income at the rate of 805 (Federal assistance is taxed at the same
rate of 100 percent. Fourth, the tax reimbursement provisions of the PBJI are somewhat less generous than the tax reimbursement procedure used In the simulations (only
Federal income taxes are reimbursed under the I1BJI). Fifth, the PBJI contains an
extension of the Farned Income Tax Credit (EITC) which tends to reduce program
tax rates. Sixth. the simulations do not assume that welfare families made worse off
by the NIT are given supplemental benefits. Because of these and other differences
between the simulated programs and the l'BJI. the figures presented in this paper
should not be Interpreted as representing estimates of the work effort effects and costs
of the 1BJI. The figures are presented primarily to compare the work effort effects and
costs of alternative Income maintenance programs.
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TABLE 5.-AVERAGE LABOR-SUPPLY RESPONSES FORALL PARTICIPATING FAMILIES AND FORALL FAMILIES IN THE UNITED STATES
NIT tax rate 50 pct.
Participating families
All U.S.families
Number of
Change in
partiClchangein
annual
paying
annual
hours
Percent
families
hours
Percent
of work
change (millions)
of work
change

NIT support level
50 pct. of poverty level:
Husbands-----------------------------.
Wives _.. . . .... ... .... .... .... .... .... ....

--104
- - 92

..

Total -------------------------------------------------

-196

Female heads ------------------------------------------0
75 pct. of poverty level: i
Husbands --------------------------------------------- -106
Wives----------.-------------------------------------- -110
Total ----------------------------------------------

--- -216

7.0 ------------- 23.3
-10.3
0.0

Change in
annual
hours
of work

Percent
change

-136
- 111

-10.8
-29.9

Changs in
annual
hours
of work

Percent
change

------------ -2
------------- 0

-0.1
.0

-6

-. 2

-247

-15.1

1.3

-2

-. 1

2.3

+16

+1.6

-10

-2.7

2.G

+20

+2.0

19
-19

-1. U
-2.4

-157
-126

-11.2
-32.5

-5.9 ------------22.8 ...........

--

------------ -9
------------- -5

-. 5
-. 6

-9.5

7.6

-38

-1.4

-283

-15.8

2.8

-14

-6.7

3.0

-23

-2.4

-47

-9.3

2.5

-12

-1.2

-2.4
-6.3

-164
-144

-10.1 ------------32.0 ------------

-23
18

-1.2
-2.3

-97

-3.5

-308

-20.6

5.8

-41

-1.5

-69

-7.1

-95

-14.9

3.0

-52

-5.3

-119
-130

-6.2 ------------22.7 ------------

Total ..----------------.------------------------------

-249

-10.0

15.7

-99

-12.0

3.6

Female heads --------------------------------------------

-0.2
- .3

All U.S. families

Number of
partipating
families
(millions)

2.4

Female heads ----------------------------------------100 pct of poverty level:I
Husbands ----------------------------------------------Wives --------------------------------------------------

-47

-4
-- Z

NIT tax rate 70 pL.
Participating families

---

47
50

--

-. 5

Poverty level is $5,000 per year for a family of 4 in 1974.
NOTE.-Average hours of work per year before response, all husbands in the United States equals 1,999. Average houis of work per year before response, all wives in the United States equals 793. Total
number of husband-wife families in the United States equals 39.8 million. Average hours of work per year before response, female heads in the United States equals 974. Total number of female-headed
families in the United States equals 4.9 million.
Source: Michael C.Keeley, Philip K. Robins, Richard W.West, "The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Negative Income Tax Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments: PL II, National Predictigns Using the Labor Supply Response Function," Research Memor#,qdqm 39, Center for the Stqdy of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park,
Calif., May 1977.
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TABLE 6.-POGRAM COSTS BEFORE
AND AFTER RESPONSE, HUSBAND-WIFE AND FEMALE-HEADED FAMILIES
NIT tax rate 50 pct

MIT support level
50 pct of poverty level: Husband-wife families -----------------------

Program
costs before
response
(billions)
-- $0.1

Change in
program
costs due
to response
(billions)
$0.3

NIT tax rate 70 pct

Program
costs after
response
(billions)
$0.2

Number of
participating
families
(millions)
2.4

Program
costs before
response
(billions)
-$0.8

Change in
program
costs due
to response
(billions)
$0.2

Program
costs after
response
(billions)
-$0.6

Number of
participating
families
(millions)
i.3

Female-headed families -----------------------------------------------

-2.9

-. 1

-3.0

2.3

-3.3

.0

-3.3

2.0

Total -----------------------------------------------------------

-3.0

.2

-2.8

4.7

-4.1

.2

-3.9

3.3

2.7
-. 5
2.2
9.6
3.0
12.6

2.8
2.5
5.3
5.8
3.0
8.8

75 pct of poverty level:I Husband-wife families ------------------------Female-headed families ----------------------------------------------Total
------------------------------------------100 pt of poverty level:I Husband-wife families----------------..
Female-heded families
-----------------------------------------Total -----------------------------------------------------------

5.4
.2
5.6

2.2
.2
2.4

7.6
.4
8.0

7.6
3.0
10.6

1.6
-. 6
1.0

1.1
.1
1.2

19.0
4.0
23.0

6.5
.5
7.0

25.5
4.5
30.0

15.7
3.6
19.3

6.5
2.6
9.1

3.1
.4
3.5

I Poverty level Is $5,000 per year for a family of 4 in 1974.

NOTE.--Total number of husband-wife families in the United States equals 392 million. Total number of female-headed families in the United States equals 4.9 million.
Source: Michael C.Keeley Philip K.Robins, Richard W.West. "The labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Negative Income Tax Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance
Experiments:
Pt. I!, 1ational Predictions Using the Labor Supply Response Function," Research Memorandum 39, Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif., May
1977.1
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For programs with positive costs, the proportion due to the work effort response
varies between 23% and 55%. The magnitude of these additional costs demonstrates the importance of accounting for work effort adjustments when designing
a national program. Failure to take work effort adjustments Into account can
lead to a serious underestimate of total program costs.
-Effects on the welfare population
Since the simulations assume that certain welfare programs (AFDC, AFDCUP, Food Stamps) are replaced by the NIT, and that there is no state supplementation of lost welfare benefits, it is likely that some families are made worse off
by the program (i.e., their disposable income is reduced). Table 7 presents a
tabulation of the number and percentage of welfare families that are made worse
off by the NIT, assuming no state supplementation. As this tables indicates, the
percentages are quite large, even for the more generous NIT programs. For example, under an NIT program with a support level equal to the poverty level and
a tax rate equal to 50%, one quarter of the welfare families are made worse
off. To compensate families made worse off by the NIT would likely result in a
substantial increase In program costs.
The reason why so many families are made worse off by the NIT may be due to
the faet that there are loopholes in the existing welfare system that enable
families to face very low benefit reduction rates5 These low benefit reduction
rates imply that welfare grants remain high even when family members work a
substantial number of hours. Thus, even though the support level of the NIT
may be higher than the support level of welfare, the higher NIT tax rate makes
many working welfare families worse off.
TABLE 7.-NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WELFARE FAMILIES MADE WORSE
OFF BY THE NIT, NO STATE
SUPPLEMENTATION
NIT tax rate 50 pct
Number
Percent
worse
made
off
worse
(millions)
off

NIT support level
50 pct of poverty level I
Husband-wife families ---------------------------------Female-headed families -----------------------------Total

-------------

-------------------

75 pct of poverty level I
Husband-wife families ---------------------------------Female-headed families --------------------------------Total ----------------------------------------------100 pct of poverty level I
Husband-wife families .............--------------------Female-headed families ------------.------------------Total

----------------------------------------.

NIT tax rate 70 pct
Number
Percent
worse
nade
off
worse
(millions)
ol

1.2
1.8

79
93

1.4
1.9

89
95

3.0

87

3.3

92

.7
1.4

43
67

1.2
1.6

71
75

2.1

59

2.8

73

.4
.5

23
25

.7
.7

41
33

9

24

1.4

37

I AFDC, AFDC-UP, food stamps.
I Poverty level is $5,000 per year for a family of 4 In 1974.
Source: Simulation runs prepared for SRI International by Mathematics Policy Research and the Hendrickson Corp.
V. EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ON MARITAL STATUS

SIME/DIME has provided an opportunity to study the effects of an NIT on
marital dissolution. We begin by reviewirg the reasons for suspecting that an
NIT will affect rates of marital disruption.
First, an NIT would remove the incentives to marital dissolution inherent in
the current system. Under certain circumstances, the income available to a
family can increase if the husband is not present in the home. There have been
no empirical studies that demonstrate that these Incentives have any effect
'The main loophole arises from generous provisions regarding the deduction of work
related Expetaaes from Income.
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upon dissolution rates. However, such incentives would not be present in an
NIT program in which eligibility and benefit levels are not dependent upon
family composition. Thus, in any effect these incentives would not be present
In an NIT.
A second reason for expecting an NIT to alter dissolution rates rests on
the observed association between family income and marital dissolution rates.
Many studies have shown that the probability of marital dissolution is highest
for the lowest income families. If poor families have high rates of marital dissolution not because they lack material resources, but because they lack
appropriate values and personality traits, then altering income levels will not
greatly affect marital stability in this population.
On the other hand, many argue that income levels affect the ability of the
families to cope with a variety of problems and dissatisfactions. Further, it is
argued that male heads of families who cannot provide certain consumption
standards for their families are viewed as failures by themselves and others.
One response to such failure is flight from marriage relationship. Income supplement programs that substantially improve living standards might reduce
the pressures towards dissolution. We refer to effects of this sort as income
effects. We expect that the Income effects of an NIT would lower the rate of
marital d" solution.
But there is another effect of an NIT that has been overlooked in most
policy discussion. Early in our research we suggested that an NIT would alter
the structure of dependence in marriages (Hannan, Beaver, and Tuma, 1974).
An NIT guarantees support to unmarried as well as married. As a result, an
NIT will alter the level of resources available outside of marriage and thereby
alter the dependence of the members on marriage. We refer to this effect as
the independence effect. Since the NIT increases the level of resources outside
of marriage, the independence effect will raise the probability of marital dissolution.
A final issue to consider is welfare discounting. If participation in the current system is degrading, both its income and independence effects are muted.
Families receiving payments would not experience the full income effect due
to the strain Induced by stigma. Likewise, dependent spouses would not experience the full independence effect of the welfare system If it is viewed as
degrading. This suggests that a payment from an NIT program will have a
.stronger income and independence effect than a payment of the same amount
from welfare. Another way of putting this is to say that welfare is "dis-counted" in its effects on marriage relative to an NIT.
There are other nonpecunlary differences between welfare and NIT pro-grams that may result in welfare being discounted. Particlpatipn in the NIT
involves less effort than going on welfare. Our experimental NIT program
has a simpler and presumably less alienating bureaucracy. The rules of the
NIT are carefully explained the the participants. Information about eligibility
rules and support levels of welfare may not be as well known. Any of these
three factors (stigma, transaction costs, or lack of information) suggest that
the effects of welfare may be discounted.
What, then can be said about the expected impact of an NIT on marital
dissolution rates? For an NIT that is more generous than the present welfare
system, as is the case with the Seattle-Denver experiment, it is not possible
to predict the direction of the impact a priori. If the income effects dominate,
the NIT will lower the dissolution rate. If the independence effects are stronger
the reverse will hold. Even a less generous program may have both income and
independence effects if the changes in the program affect the rate at which
welfare is discounted.
Basic experimental findings
Our findings show that the NIT program destabilize marriage. Controlling for
the variables used in assigning families to treatments and several other variables that may affect dissolution, we found that the experiment significantly
increases the dissolution rate for both Whites and Blacks. The differences between the experimental and the control groups are statistically significant for
both races indicating that we can with some confidence rule out the possibility
that the experimental-control difference Is due merely to chance.
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This finding Is consistent with a model In which the Independence effects
dominate the income effects for the programs tested. But does it imply that all
NIT schemes will increase dissolution rates in populations like those we
studied? To answer this question we must consider some more complex analyses.
Our most provocative findings concern the patterns of impacts by level of income
support. The lowest support level holds particular interest since it differs little
in financial terms from the existing level of support available from the AFDC
and Food Stamps. If welfare is not discounted, this program should have no
independence effect. But the dissolution rate for families on this treatment
greatly exceeds that of the control groups-by 96% for Whites, by 67% for
Blacks, and by 60% for Chicanos (see Table 8).' So we conclude that the Independence effects of welfare are indeed discounted relative to those of an NIT.
A curious result shown in Table 8 is that, for each race-ethnic group, the plan
that guarantees income at the highest level, 140% of the poverty line, has the
smallest impact. These findings make plain the need to understand the stigma
and information content of NIT schemes in order to compare their effects
with the existing system.
The basic results of the experimental analysis are robust. We found no
technical problem that explains away the findings. One problem deserves mention: attrition. We lost track of some families, and others refused to participate after a time. We suspected that a family's decision to remain In the study
was affected both by the benefits they receive from the experiment and by
marital events. If control families were more likely to leave the experiment
at the time of a marital dissolution, our records would undercount dissolutions
for this group. This bias would inflate experimental-control differences. Luckily,
the attrition rates in this experiment are low, about 10% over two years. But
in studies of rare events such as marital disruptions, even small attrition rates
may give misleading results. So we investigated the sensitivity of our results
to attrition (Hannan, Tuma and Groeneveld, 1976). They are not very sensitive. Even if all the controls who left the experiment had an unrecorded marital
dissolution, the experimental-control difference would still be positive and
significant for Whites and Blacks. The difference between the low support treatment group and the controls is the most robust of all the basic findings.
TABLE 8.-PERCENT CHANGE INMARITAL DISSOLUTION RATE BY LEVEL OFINCOME GUARANTEE
Race-ethnic group
Guarantee level
9Opercentof poverty line -----------------------------------------3' percent of poverty line ---------------------------------------140 percent of poverty line --------------------------------------Average of SIMEDIME program ---------------------------------Number of cases ----------------------------------------------

Black
2

67
93
21
61
939

White
96
55
12
58
1,297
2
1

Chicano
60
-28
-. 35
-4
518

Signifrant at the 0.05 level.
"Significant at the 0.01 level.
1

The income and independence effecfs of an NIT
To probe the mechanism creating these experimental effects, we attempted
to parameterize the income and Independence effects. Recall that the 90% of
poverty level support has a larger impact on dissolution than that of the 140%
level. Moreover, the former is statistically significant while the latter Is not.
Why does a small financial change from the control environment have a strong
Impact when a bigger change does not?
We sought to explain this pattern of experimental-control difference with a
model of the Income and Independence effects of the NIT program. Our model
and the evidence supporting It are discussed at length elsewhere (see Hannan,
Tuma, and Groeneveld [1977a, 1977b]). Briefly, our model assumes that the
income and independence effects are nonlinear functions of income.
3

' Throughout this paper, we report impacts estimated over the first 2 years of the
experiment for 5-year experimental families. The effects for 3-year families are approximately 80% of the 5-year effects.
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We address the problem by using our model for the income and independence
effects of NIT payments. Our analysis reveals that the impact of any NIT
program differs according to the race-ethnicity of the family, the number of
children, and a variety of other demographic and background characteristics.
So we must calculate impacts separately for each combination of characteristics. We cannot be exhaustive here but will illustrate the impacts of various
NIT programs on rates of marital dissolution for white families with two children in which each spouse is aged 25, has 12 years of education, and the couple
has been married for 5 years. We will vary both family income prior to the
NIT and wife's pre-NIT independence. As will become clear, the latter plays a
crucial role in determining the NIT Impact on dissolution rates. We consider
two cases typical of those we studied: (1) wives 'ho would not be employed
upon becoming single; (2) wives who would earn $3000 per year as a single
woman. In each case we assume, in line with the discussion earlier and our
empirical findings, that welfare is "discounted". In particular, we assume that
each dollar of welfare guarantee has an independence effect half as large as
that of a dollar of earnings or a dollar from the NIT program."
Figures 1 and 2 plot the dissolution rate under various programs by levels
of pre-NIT family disposable income. Figure 1 contains the predicted curve for
families in which the wives would have no earnings after leaving the marriage.
Consider the most generous NIT program depicted in Figure 1, the 150%
of poverty level support with 50% tax, denoted 150/50. It is below the control
curve almost everywhere. For most families, the stabilizing effect of the program outweighs the independence effect. Only for the poorest families is this
not so. For them the income effect curve is quite fiat. Even large changes in
Figure I
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Figure 2
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family income have relatively small stabilizing effects; consequently, the independence effect dominates in the low range of family incomes.
Next, examine the 100% of poverty level, 70% tax program, denoted 100/70.
The curve for this plan is above the control curve at all levels of pre-NIT
family income. In other words, the plan does not raise family income sufficiently to induce income effects strong enough to offset the independence effect
of the program.
Finally, consider the 100% of poverty level, 50% tax program (100/50). It
has a dissolution curve that falls between those of the other two
NIT
grams. It gives higher dissolution rates than a program with the same prorate but a higher support level. This outcome reflects the curvature of tax
the
Income and independence effects. Both effects are increased when one increases
the support level from 100% to 150%. However, the income effect of such an
increase dominates the increase in the independence effect.
The 100% of poverty level, 50% program (100/50) gives lower dissolution
rates than a program with the same support level but a high tax rate.
Ing the tax rate reduces the Income effect of the program because Increasfamilies
receive smaller payments at any level of pre-NIT family income. It does not,
however, lessen the independence effect for women who have no earnings. Thus,
according to our model the 100/70 program has the same independence effect
as the 100/50 program, but it has a smaller income effect.
Above we mentioned that wife's independence before the NIT Is important
in determining the NIT impact. We see this in Figure 2, which plots curves
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for the same programs as in Figure 1, but for families in which the wife
would earn $3000 per year after leaving the marriage. Now the various NIT
programs mainly decrease the dissolution rate; that is, the increase in independence that they induce is small relative to their effects on improved family
well-being. Curves for both the 150/50 and 100/50 plans are below the control
curve for the range of pre-NIT family incomes plotted. The NIT increases the
rate of dissolution only for the 100/70 plan, and then only for families with
pre-NIT income above $6,500. Furthermore, the increase due to the NIT is
rather modest.
Several general tendencies emerge from these and other figures not reported
here. First, the NIT impact is mainly concentrated in those families with the
most dependent wives. For working women, introduction of an NIT changes
only slightly the quality of financial alternatives to an existing marriage, and
thereby has less impact on decisions to end a marriage. Second, the high support and low tax programs yield the lowest dissolution rates, and, at least for
Whites, these are normally below the pre-NIT rates. Plans with lower support
levels and higher tax rates tend either to be closer to the control curve or to
increase the dissolution rate.----VT.

CONCLUSIONS

The following summarizes the major conclusions of this paper.
A. Within the SIME/DIME sample, there is a modest decline in work effort
among male heads of families (5%) and a substantial decline among spouses
(22%) and single female heads (11%).
B. A large proportion of the reduction in work effort among women represents time out of the labor force.
C. The work effort response to a nationwide e NIT program is very sensitive
to the program support level and tax rate.
D. Failure to take work effort response into account when designing a
national program can lead to a serious underestimate of total program costs.
E. The total work effort response to a nationwide NIT program is smaller
under higher tax rate programs, despite the fact that the work effort response
among participating families is larger.
F. The total costs of a nationwide NIT program are very sensitive to the
support level and the tax rate.
G. Compensation of welfare families made worse off by a nationwide NIT
program is likely to result in a substantial increase in program costs.
11. The NIT plans tested in SIME/DIME tend to substantially increase the
rate of marital dissolution among Black and White families.
I. The greatest increase in marital dissolution occurred at the lowest support
levels and the smallest increase occurred at the highest support level.
J. The experimental impact on marital dissolution appears to be operating
through offsetting income and independence effects. The dominance of the
independence effect at low support levels, plus the tendency for married women
to partially discount the potential benefits from the existing welfare system,
could explain the high impat-of thlo NIT support levels.
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Senator DANFORTH. Anybody else want to venture a guess?

Thank you very much and, as I indicated earlier, I am told that

some members of the committee who are not here would like to sub-

mit written questions to you for the record.
Thank you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
lIon. DANIEL PATRICK M[OYNIHAN,

HooVER INSTITUTION
ON WAR, REVOLUTION AND PEACE,
Stanford, Calif., May 16, 1978.

Dirkscn Scnate Offce Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR PAT: I am sorry that I did not get a chance to see you at the hearings
on May 1st, but I fully appreciate the kinds of scheduling demands that you
have to cope with these days.
In regard to the questions you raised in your letter I have the following
comments:
(1) The impact of income support on family stability.-In retrospect, I'm
afraid that the findings of the Seattle-Denvcr guaranteed Income experiment
which show a sharp increase in the number of broken marriages for the lowincome families who took part in the experiment are not altogether that surprising. Evidently economic considerations Co enter, to some degree, into the
decision to become married or to stay married, and perhaps what the experiments are showing is that, given a substantial degree of economic independence
for a guaranteed period of three to five years, some people will elect to take
that opportunity to get out of a marriage that is no longer appealing to then.
I am sure this phenomenon is not restricted to low-income families, but that
does not dispel the problem: namely, that a guarantee of economic independence
will cause low-income families to break up. In fact, if the guarantee were for
a lifetime, rather thim Just for three to five years, I suspect that the results
would be even more pronounced.
(2) The impact of welfare on the incentive to work.-I'm afraid the pessimistic conclusions of Secretary Marshall in regard to the results of a negative
income tax with a benefit set at 75 percent of the poverty-line and a benefitreduction rate of 70 percent are correct. Virtually all the experimental evidence
and theoretical reasoning that we have available today indicates that the
intuitive conclusion reached by the mythical New York taxicab driver is right:
(1) the greater the degree to which incomes are guaranteed and independent of
work effort, the less most people will work, and (2) the higher the marginal
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tax imposed on additional earnings, the less most people will work in the long
run .
I believe the only way to approach this problem, given the current situation,
is to restrict welfare payments to only those who cannot truly care for themselves. The problems of administration, as many have pointed out, will be difficult-but the alternative is disastrous.
(3) peenhatnland.-The effects of the Speenhamland Plan In early nineteenth century England cannot be validly compared with either the current
Food Stamp program, or with the Earned Income Tax Credit-both of which
are small parts ot our overall welfare/income redistribution system. One could
inake some tenuous comparisons between the results of Speenhamland, which
according to Karl Polanyi, the noted liberal historian, "eventually ruined the
people whom it was ostensibly designed to succor," and the results that could
well flow from the establishment of a comprehensive guaranteed income program
in the United States. There are enough similarities between the Speenhamland
Law and a guaranteed income plan of the 1970's to cause us to be, shall we say,
disquieted.
(4) Distinction between the "Needy Only" and the "Guaranteed Inoome"
philosophical approaches to wel/are.-The "needy only" approach holds that
persons who, through no fault of their own, are unable to care for themselves
or their families should receive help from the government. The role of the
government is seen as a limited one. If someone is able to work, welfare should
be denied. Welfare payments should go only to needy people, and the amount
of that payment should be in proportion to their need. The "guaranteed income"
approach holds that people have a right to a certain level of income completely
independent of their ability to earn. It assumes that everyone has a right to
some basic minimum level of income, regardless of their ability to care for
themselves.
The sum of our welfare programs does not, in any sense, constitute a guaranteed income. A work requirement, In principle, is embodied in each and
every one of them. The revolutionary aspect of the guaranteed income idea is
to have the federal government proclaim that it is morally right for everyone
to have a minimum income, regardless of whether or not one is capable of self
support. It may be true that under today's complex system of welfare some
individuals, fully capable of self support, are receiving welfare income. But
that does not mean we have a guaranteed income in effect.
If I can be of any further assistance please don't hesitate to contact me.
With best regards,
MARTIN ANDERSON,

Senior Fellow.
MAY 11, 1978.
Senator DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR 8ENATOR MOYNIJIAN: My testimony, and the material I submitted for
the record, answers many of the questions of your letter of May 3, but a brief
systematic
response may help:
1. Both Bishop
and Spiegelinan provided data indicating that income maintenance experiments induced splitting up of families, but neither of them provide the details on how the experimental groups were treated if they splitthat is whether both new households received income supplements, and of
what size. Any maintenance program that takes account of economies of scale
in setting amounts may save money, but it encourages the formation of smaller
units by splitting. Also, breaking up is a one-time thing not a continuous
process, and there may well be impact effects, as when the OEO provision of
legal services led to divorces people had previously been unable to afford. The
result was not necessarily bad.
2. 1 have seen no convincing evidence that taxes (or benefit-reductions) as
high as 70% of income at the margin reduce work effort, and our panel study
data indicate that many people have very little control over how much they
work. Our data seem to indicate that at the very lowest wage levels, an increase
in family Income may allow reduction in hours from very high levels, through
an income effect, but that higher marginal net wages are not associated with
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working more. A work requirement would be expensive and difficult to adminIster, whereas a public jobs program can be Justified on Its own merits.
3. The chapter by Richard Coe which I submitted for the record has better
and more recent data from our Panel Study on short-run and long-run poverty,
and Indicates not only the relatively small proportion who are persistently
poor, but the fact that they are quite different from the temporarily poor.
But the relative numbers do not really tell us the reasons families get off
and stay off welfare: We have been unable to find in our studies any motivational or attitudinal differences that account for people's ability to climb out
of poverty. Aside from changes in family composition, most of the other changes
appear to be random, environmental changes, commonly called luck.
4. Some changes in family composition are the usual and expected changes
over a family life cycle as people marry, have children, and send the children
off to form new households. The timing of such changes does matter of course,
particularly starting families too early. Other changes, particularly divorce
or separation, or doubling up of unmarried adults, have large effects on the
economic status of those involved, and are presumably even more under their
own control. At least we can find some relation between relative contributions
of family members, and their propensities to stay together.
5. Designing taxation and income maintenance programs that are reasonably
neutral simultaneously with respect to decisions people make about working
for money, doing unpaid work, having children, and living and sharing with
others, requires a systematic attack on the problem, starting with some theoretical work with alternative approaches, some attitude surveys particularly about
economies of living together, and perhaps some experiments like those that
focused only on the treatments expected to affect work effort. The basic approach, however, should probably define some measure of well-being that included money and non money income and some leisure left over after work to
enjoy it. Setting taxes and income maintenance payments on such a criterion
automatically helps the working poor more than the non-working, and taxes the
working affluent less than the non-working. I submitted an appendix to the
Woytinsky lecture giving an example, which you may want to include in the
record.
Sincerely,
JAMES N. MORGAN,
Research Solentist.
SRI INTERNATIONAL,
Menlo Park, Calif., June 7, 1978.

Senator DANIEL

PATRICK MOYNIHAN,

U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance,
WashingSon, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MOYNIHAN: My staff and I have prepared responses to your
letter of May 3, which are enclosed herein. This enclosure replaces that sent
to you in my earlier letter of June 2nd. I hope these responses will help in your
deliberation.
Please call on me if you have further questions.
Sincerely,
ROBERT G. SPIEGELMAN,
Director,Centerfor the Study of Welfare Policy.
Enclosure.

FINANCE COMMITTEE QUESTIONS ON JoiuN BisHop's TESTIMONY

)

"1. lAst week we heard some startling testimony from John Bishop, of the
University of Wisconsin Institute for Poverty Research, about the impact of
income support on family stability. His basic points were these:
1. There is little conclusive evidence that AFDC is instrumental in breaking
up families;"
Resposse :-Ve agree with John Bishop's conclusion that there is little empirical
evidence that AFDO is instrumental In breaking up families.
"2. There is some evidence that AFDC-U has a greater effect in creating femaleheaded families than AFDC alone does ;"

"
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Response: The evidence cited by John Bishop regarding the effect of AFDC-U
on marital stability does not support the conclusion that AFDC-U has any effect
on marital dissolution, nor does it support his generalization of the results to the
population of low-income, two-parent families. First, there Is no evidence that
the reported dissolution rate is high. Second, the AFDC-U population is not
representative of the population of low-income, two-parent families that would
be affected by welfare reform.
The Alameda County AFDC-U study (Wiseman, 1976) referred to by Bishop
found an annual dissolution rate of about 20%. Bishop contrasts this finding
to the lower dissolution rates found in the income maintenance experiments
and Panel Study on Income Dynamics (PSID). However, this comparison fails
to recognize previous research findings that indicate higher dissolution rates
should be expected in an AFDC-U sample than In these other low.income samples. First, the AFDC-U families are much poorer than the families in these
other samples. The mean family income for two-parent families in the New Jersey
Experiment - as $4,200 (1968 dollars) ; in the Seattle/Denver Experlments the
raean family income was $6,200 (1971 dollars). The "poor and near poor" families in the PSID include many families whose Income would disqualify them
for AFDC-U. To be eligible to enroll in the AFDC-U program, families must have
Incomes below their state's needs standards, which are generally at or below
the poverty level. Therefore, it is unlikely that the average income of two-parent
families on AFDC-U is as high as the average income of families on the experlments. Empirical research on marital stability has consistently shown highest
dissolution rates among very low-income families (see Hannan, Tuma and Groeneveld, 1976, for a review of this literature).
The second important difference between the AFDC-U sample and the income
malntenanco samples is the employment status of the husbands. To be eligible
for AFDC-IT. the male head cannot work more than 100 hours per month. Thus,
AFDC-T husbands will be either unemployed or employed in part-time or shortterm jobs. In the SIME/DIME sample, on the other hand, approximately 80
percent of the husbands averaged more than 100 hours per month in the year
before the experiment Bishop and others have argued that the husband's work
experience is an important determinant of the marital dissolution rate. If unemployment or marginal employment of the husband Increases the dissolution
rate, then it is not surprising that the dissolution rate in the AFDC-U sample is
high.
Thus, the AFDC-U sample in the Alameda County study is substantially
poorer and the husbands are less employed than the low-income families studied
In the income maintenance experiments or the PSID. Both of these differences are
factors that have been demonstrated to affect marital dissolution rates. Therefore, we dispute Bishop's conclslon that dissolution rates are "high" smong
AFDC-U families. We believe that the rates reported in the Alameda County
study are no higher than would be found among a sample of non-AFDC-U
families of comparable income and husband's labor supply.
Bishop also cites as evidence of a positive effect of AFDC-U on marital dissolution three studies of female headship rates (Ross and Sawhill, 1975: Minarik
and Goldfarb, 1976; and Honig, 1976). He notes that Minarik and Goldfarb find
a positive but statistically insignificant effect of the presence of an AFDC-U program on the female headship rate of the states they studied. He does not note
that Ross and Sawhill find an insignificant negative effect of the presence of an
AFDC-U program on the 1970 female headship rates on 41 U.S. cities. Only
Honig finds a significant positive effect, but only for blacks. These results, are, as
Bishop states, not conclusive.
If one were to accept Honig's finding as conclusive, the direction of causality
is unclear. An alternative explanation suggests that states with high female
headship rates introduce AFDC-U programs in the hope of reducing marital
instability. Using the aggregate cross-sectional data employed by these three
studies, it is impossible to determine which of these alternative explanations is
correct.
Neither these studies of female headship rates nor the Alameda County
AFDC-U study provide evidence that AFDC-U has any affect on marital dissolution rates. This is not to argue that there is no AFDC-U effect, but only
that none of the studies referred to, nor any others of which we are aware,
provide evidence of such an effect.

(
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"3. Based on the income maintenance experiments, cash assistance plans like
those tested In Seattle and Denver are likely to have the greatest effect on
family composition, with family splitting apt to be significantly greater among
those who receive such aid than among recipients of AFDC or among fanpilles
receiving no other assistance."
Response: We found this third point somewhat unclear. We interpret the stateInent as having two parts. First, would the implementation of a national cash
assistance program similar to the plans tested in Seattle and Denver increase
the rate of mfrltal dissolution? Second, would the response be different among
families who had previously received AFDC benefits than among families who
did not? If we have misunderstood the issue being raised, we will be happy
to respond to a restatement of No. 3.
Our analyses indicate that the introduction of a cash assistance program
similar to the plans tested in SIME/DIME would increase the rate of marital
dissolution among low-income families. The effect would depend upon the level of
benefits provided and upon the nonpecuniary changes in the program that might
be introduced. The latter may be particularly important. Our findings indicate
that any effort to reform the welfare system by reducing stigma, disseminating
information about benefit levels and eligibility rules, or simplifying enrollment
procedures may increase the dissolution rate independently of any change in
benefit levels. Our findings also show that the effect on dissolution rates will
be greatest among women who are most economically dependent upon their
present marriage (such as mothers who are unemployed).
Our theory leads us to expect that the impact of a cash assistance program on
marital dissolution would be less among families with AFDC experience than
among those without such experience. Presumably, families who were receiving
benefits would have more information about benefit levels and eligibility requirements and would feel less stigmatized by AFDC. Therefore, the income maintenance treatment is less of a change for AFDC families than for non-AFDC
families. However, in our analyses we have found no significant differences in
the response of AFDC and non-AFDC families. The lack of difference may be
due to the small number of families reporting recent AFDC experience. Less than
one-fifth of the two-parent families reported receiving any income from AFDO
in the year before the experiment. We do not know wl' ether those reporting benefits received them under AFDC-U provisions, or for some other reason.
It should be noted that only a small proportion of the two-parent, low-income
families who would be eligible for benefits under a cash assistance program are
currently receiving AFDC benefits. An Institute for Reasearch on Poverty study
of the national AFDC-U population (Lidman, 1975) estimated that in 1971 more
thau one-half of the two-parent families with incomes below their state AFDC
needs standard are ineligible for AFDC-U. The ineligibility resulted either
because the husband worked more than the maximum allowed hours of work or
because he was receiving unemployment insurance benefits. Also, participation in
the AFDC-U program has been low among those eligible. Therefore, most of the
two-parent families affected by a national NIT program will not have AFDC
experience.
FINANCE COMMITTEE QUESTIONS ON LABOR SUPPLY
Question. "2. Another issue that has been of great concern to this Committee
is the impact of welfare on the Incentive to work. Secretary Marshall has testified that a negative income tax with a benefit set at 75 percent of the poverty-line
and a benefit-reduction rate of 70 percent could have so great an effect on the
incentive to work that 55 percent of the Incremental costs of the plan would
essentially offset money that would otherwise have been earned."
Answer. The facts, as stated by Secretary Marshall, are correct. The NIT plan
with a support level at 75 percent of the poverty line, and a benefit reduction
rate of 70 percent doe§ result in 55 percent of the incremental costs being associated with a change in work effort (see Table A, enclosed). It should be noted,
however, that the high percent is a reflection of the low total cost of the program.
Only 5 million families participate in this program, the total cost of which is
only $2.2 billion above the cost of the supplanted AFDC and Food Stamp programs. As shown in the table, the actual costs due' to labor supply effects in the
70 percent tax rate program are half of that of the 50 percent tax rate program
because fewer families participate in the higher tax rate program. However, In
comparing high and low tax rate programs with the same support level, we find
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that for those who participate in both programs, the high tax rate program has
a greater effect on work effort. In addition, two programs with similar total cotone with low support level and low tax rate, and the other with high support
level and high tax rate-appear to have costs due to work effort response that are
similar as a percent of total cost.
Question. Other questions under No. 2, "...
do you feel that effects-of this
magnitude are likely to occur if AFDC were replaced by a consolidated cash
assistance program?"
Answer. If replacement includes universal extension of the program to twoparent families and substitution of eligibility requirements like those of the
NIT, the effects should be as predicted in Table A.
Question. "Would this reduction in work effort be greater or less than that
which occurs under the current welfare system ?"
Answer. The work effort responses predicted in Table A are adjustments from
the status quo, which include work effort adjustments that people have already
made to the present system. Thus, even for an NIT with support as low as 50
percett of the poverty line (and no state supplementation), there would be some
reduction in work effort by participating two-parent families, but there would
be an increase in work effort by participating one-parent families whose benefits
would be lower under the NIT.
Question. "is it reasonable to expect that a work requirement, or a public jobs
program would mitigate this effect ?"
Ausw(r. Work requirement and a public jobs program would have different
effects on work effort. A jobs program would affect realized hours of work only
If there 14 involuntary unemployment or the jobs program offers Jobs at wage
rates above those available In the private market for the same population. Since
there is undoubtfdly some involuntary unemployment among the population eligible for the jobs program, and the wage rates will be higher than the minimum
acceptable wage for some persons eligible for public service jobs, I expect that
a jobs program would offset some of the negative work effort effects, but I cannot say by how much.
The work requirement in the Administration's Welfare Reform proposal, however, fits more directly into the NIT fraonework. It essentially acts to lower the
support level from $4,200 to $2,300 per year for a family of four, and it also lowers
the marginal tax rate on incomes under $3,800 from 46 percent to -4 percent
(see fig. 1, enclosed). Without a significant computational effort, I cannot say
what the effect of the introduction of the lower tier budget line has on total work
effort, but I can provide some examples that will illustrate the order of magnitude
of the effect.
For a husband in a two-parent family working almost zero hours and having
a wage rate of $2.50 per hour, our model would predict that introducing the second tier budget line (i.e., a work requirement) will induce him to work approximately 113 hours per year more than if only the upper tier program were Inpleinented' If this same person had an expected wage rate of $3.00 per hour, the>
increase in hours of work would be approximately 127 hours per year. If the individual would have -worked some hours without the work requirement, than the
effect would be-smaller. These examples substantiate the contention that the work
requirement should have a positive effect on the work effort of persons whose
earned income would have been less than $3,800 per year in a program without
the work requirement and with only the upper tier cash program.
The computation Is as follows:
Support Effect at Zero Hours of Work:
Change In support due to second tier. $4.200 minus $2,300 equals $1,900.
Cost of living adjustment 1971/1978, $1,900/1.5 equals $1.267.
Support effect equals change In support times change In annual hours of work per dollar
of support (SIME/DIME estimate), $1,267 times .0344 equals 43.8 brs./yr.
Compensated Tax Effect:
Change In tax rate for second tier, 50 percent.

Cost of living adjusted wage rate, $2.50/1.5 equal $1.67.
Change In net wage rate, $1.67 times .5 equals $.835.
Compensated tax effect equals change In net wage rate times change in annual hours Af

work per dollar change In net wage rate (SIME/DIME estimate), $.835 times .0832 equals
69.5 brs./yr.
Total effect : 43.0 plus 69.5 equals 113.1 bra./yr.
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Qicetion. "3. To what extent are the results of the Seattle and Denver Income
Maintenance experiments applicable to evaluating the likely effects of le Carter
Administration's program for Better Jobs and Income?"
Answer. The enclosed Table B and Figures 1 and 4. compare the SIME/DIME
low support program ($5,800 in 1978 dollars and a 5(% ax rate) wit& the upper
tier cash component of the Administration proposal. The i"g.r'' indicate that thie
general structure of the two programs are similar, both being ,ased on a negative income tax. To make specific comparisons requires extrapolation of SIME/
DIIME results to the somewhat lower support levels of the Administration proposal. Roughly speaking, the SIME/DIME low support progrin and the cash
assistance component of the Administration proposal (with state supplements)
are quite similar. Thus, the SIME/DIME results are directly applicable to evaluation of the cash assistance component of the Program for Better Jobs and
Income.
Qicstion. "Of the bill submitted by Senators Baker, Bellnon, Danforth, and
Rilicoff?"
Answer. An added difficulty of using the SIME/DIME results to estimate the
effect of this bill Is that the AFDC system has asset tests and eligibility requirements that create notches in the system. The effects on work effort of these
notches have not yet been estimated. Aside from the eligibility requirements, the
cash component of a combined AFDC and earned income tax credit program are
sufficiently similar in structure to both the Administration proposal and SIME/
DIME that the SIME/DIME parameters can be used to estimate the effects of the
Baker-Bellmon proposal. We have not made such estimates, however.
Question. "4. 1 believe I am correct in saying that the Seattle and Denver experiments show that for a constant basic benefit-level, the higher the benefitreduction rate, the greater the reduction In work effort. But Is it not also true
that the high benefit-reduction rate produces a lower breakeven point, hence.
fewer families are eligible for benefits and the aggregate reduction in work
effort is less?"
Auswer.:Your conclusion with regard to the effects of the high tax rates is
precisely correct and demonstrates the trade-off between program costs and tax
rates that exist in designing an optimal program.
TABLE A.-PROGRAM COSTS BEFORE
AND AFTER RESPONSE, HUSBAND-WIFE AND FEMALE-HEAD FAMILIES
(Dollar amounts In billions; participating families In millions

NIT support level

NIT tax rate 50 percent
NIT tax rate 70 percent
Change in
Change in
Program program Program Number Program program Program Number
costs
costs
costs of parcosts
costs
costs
of Parbefore
due to
after ticip ng
before
due to
after ticipating
response response response families response response response
families

50 peneent ot-overty level 1:
Husband-wife families...
Female-headed families..
Total ................
75 percent of poverty level 1:
Husband-wife families..
Female-headed families..
Total ................
100 percent of poverty level':
Husband-wife families.
Femalo-headed families..
Total ................

-$0.1
-2.9
-3.0

$0.3
-.
.2

$0.2.
-3.0
-2.8

2.4
2.3
4.7

5.4
.2
5.6

2.2
.2
2.4

7.6
.4
8.0

7.6
3.0
10.6

1.6
-. 6
1.0

1.1
.1
1.2

2.7
-. 5
2.2

2.8
2.5
5.3

19.0
4.0
23.0

6.5
.5
7.0

25.54.5
30.0

15.7
3.6
19.3

6.5
2.6
9.1

3.1
.4
3.5

9.6
3.0
12.6

5.8
3.0
8.

aSO $0.2
-3.3
0
-4.1
.2

-$0.6
-3.
-3.9

,

1.3,
2.0
3.3

i Poverty level Is$5,000 for family of 4 In 1974.
Note: Total number of husband-wife families In the United States equals 39,800,000. Total number of femae-headed
families in the United States equals 4,900,000.
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TABLE B.-PROGRAM BENEFITS FORUPPER TIER OF PBJI AND FORSIME LOWSUPPORT PROGRAM
11978dollars)
Upper tier of PBJA
Income

Grant

$4,200
$1.000 ---------------------3,700
$2,000
..............
3,200
_
_
_
-_.._
$3,00 0---------2, 700
$4,000 ---------------------2,200
$5,000
1, 700
$6.000 ----------------...
. . . . . .:. .
1,200
$7,000 ---------------------- 700
$ .000 ---------------------- 200
$9,000 ..................... .
0
0
$11,000------- --$12,000 ..................
0
$13,000 ----------- 0
0
$14,.000--- - - - - 0
-s15
000
-------------------0
16,00o ----------;--------0
-------------0
18000 --------------------0
0 -- -- -- -------------- -- ----

I17.000

Earned
income
tax credit
0
$100
200
300
400
450
500
550
600
650
565
465
365
265
165
65
0
0
0

SIME low support program

-Tax reimbursement

Total
benefits

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$160
60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$4,200

Total taxes
paid

3,11DO
3,400
3,000
2,600
2,150
1,700
1,250

710
565
465
365
265
165
65
0
0
0

0
$61
121
182
242
303
363
424
448
767
1,055
1,303
1,553
1,804
2,037
2,293
2,570
2,851
3,113

Marginal
tax rate I

Grant

$046
.46
.46
.46
.51
.51
.51
.51
.51
.51
.36
.36
.36
.36
.36
.36
.26
.26
.20

$5,800
5,300
4, 80
4,300
3,300
3, 00
2,800
2, 300
1,800
1,300
800
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tax reimbursement
0
$61
121
182
242
303
363
424
608
827
1,055
1, 303
1, 353
1,104
837
593
370
151
0

Total
benefits
$5,am
5,361
4,921
4,482
4,042
3,603
4,163
2,724
2,284
2, 127
1 855
1,353
1,104
$37
593
370
151
0

Total taxes
paid

Marginal
tax rate'

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$M0
700
1,200
1, 700
2,200

Z 700

3,113
Mangnal tax rate is equal to 1 minus the change in disposable income associated with a$1 change in gross income. It is assumed that the smcial security marginal tax rate is 0.06 up
to an income
lM of $17,700 and thatIth Fede marginal income tax rate is 0.20 over all income levels above $7,200.

0.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.70
.70
.20
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FAOM SENATOR -MOYNHIAN ON WELFARE POLICY
ISSUES TO RICHARD P. NATHAN

Following a hearing on welfare reform May 1. 1978 before the Subcommittee
on Public Assistance of the Senate Finance Committee, Senator Moynihan, chairman of the Subcommittee, sent a letter raislnga number of penetrating and multifaceted questions. The text of Senator Moynihan's letter is attached (Attachment
I).

Question 1. Last week we heard some startling testimony from John Bishop, of
the University of Wisconsin Institute for Poverty Research, about the impact of
income support on family stability. His basic points were these:
(1) There is little conclusive evidence that AFDC is instrumental in breaking up families;
(2) There Is some evidence that AFDC-U has a greater effect in creating
female-headed families than AFDC alone does;
(3) Based on the income maintenance experimehts, cash assistance plans
like those tested in Seattle and Denver are likely to have the greatest effect
on family composition, with family splitting apt to be significantly greater
among those who receive such aid than among recipients of AFDC or among
familUes'reiving no other assistance.
Would you care to comment on these findings? Are they in accord with your
own conclusions or those generally accepted by researchers in this area? How
would you explain these counter-intuitive results? What implications should we
draw in trying to design a welfare reform?
Answer. The social science research community, almost to a man, has predicted'
for a long time that comprehensive welfare-reform plans would reduce family
break-up. The results are in, and this assumption is called into question. Yet It
seems to me that this is precisely what research is for. Such results, while surprising, are needed to improve social policy decisionmaking.
Following are responses on the three sub-parts of question No. 1:
(1) Heather L. Ross and Isabel V. Sawhill have written on the question of
whether research done through mid-1975 showed any link between AFDC and
family break-up. They conclude that welfaree does indeed have an impact on
family -structere." Their analysiN states that. this is "not so much because it
encourages separation, but rather because it inhibits remarriage."
Richard P. Nathan i a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution ; the views expressed"
here are his alone and do not represent the views of the officers, trustees, or other rtaff mnern.
ber, of Brookings.
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"We could find nio evidence that welfare has a measurable influence on separation rates, but the remarriage rates of women on AFDC are much lower than
the remarriage rates of other women in similar circumstances, including other
poor women.""
(2) Your second question under No. 1 refers to John Bishop's statement In his
testimony that APDC-U may have "a greater effect in creating female-headed
families than AFI)C does alone." Bishop's testimony refers specifically to research done on Aluneda County, California under tue direction of Professor
Michael Wiseman of the Department of Economics at the University of California, Berkeley. I talked to Professor Wiseman and he has since written to me;
his letter is attached to this paper. (Attachment II). In short, Wiseman says
his data cannot be used to draw such a conclusion. Yes, family fragmentation
is "substantial" under AFDC-U, but lie did not have a control group and is not
in a position to draw conclusions indicating that family fragmentation under
AFI)C-U is greater than it would have been in its absence.
Overall, the AFDC-U program Is so small and caseloads fluctuate so much
because of changes in rules and their interpretation that it Is unwise to draw
conclusions from available program data, i.e., by comparing family structure in
states with and without AFDC-U programs. More rigorous research would be
needed to compare carefully selected counties in states with amid without the
program, and even that would involve formidable research problems because of
policy differences, constant policy shifts, and changes in processes and the interpretation of regulations.
(3) The third sub-part of No. 1 deals with the Seattle-Denver findings and
suggests that a generalized cash assistance plan could cause family break-up.
Perhaps so. The testimony of Robert G. Splegeinan of the Stanford Research
Institute on May 1, 1978 offers a basis for such a conclusion. Other parts of the
literature do not show this (both the experimental and non-experimental work),
and there are characteristics of the Seattle-Denver experiment and the way the
data fall out that suggest more interpretation is needed. In particular, more work
needs to be done to determine which aspects of the experiment cause the dissolution effect observed (not all groups show it).
But the main point Is this: As emphasized in the material which follows, an
incremental welfare reform strategy involves important differences from a comprehensive plan along Seattle-Denver lines. For example, the link between welfare and work proposed in the Baker-Bellznon-Ribicoff-Danforth bill, which guarantees a job to each intact welfare family, could turn out to be exactly the right
approach in terms of reinforcing family ties. This group-intact familieswould receive top priority for jobs, and would be guaranteed a CETA job after
a 90-day waiting period. It is not only possible to envision families staying together to take advantage of this opportunity, but even re-grouping to do so. More
study needs to be given to this proposal, but it is appealing for many reasons,
including this one. A number of related and general points about the link between
welfare and job programs are made In this paper, drawing on the results of
,our monitoring study of the CETA program for public service employment 8
Question 2. Another issue that has been of great concern to this Committee is
the impact of welfare on the incentive to work. Secretary Marshall has testified
that a negative income tax with a benefit set at 75 percent of the poverty-line and
a benefit-reduction rate of 70 percent could have so great an effect on the incentive to work that 55 percent of the incremental costs of the plan would essentially
offset money that would otherw-ise have been earned.
Based on your work on this topic, do you feel that effects of this magnitude are
likely to oculr if AFDC were replaced by a consolidated cash assistance program?
Would this reduction in work effort be greater or less than that which occurs
under the current welfare system? Is it reasonahle to expect that a work requireineit, or a public jobs program would mitigate this effect?
Answer. Your second question focuses on incentives to work, and suggests
that a consolidated cash assistance program with a high benefit-reduction rate
would present serious design problems. I agree. This is the conundrum of the
negative income tax (NIT). The comhination of a "reasonably high" benefit (i.e.
close to the poverty line) and a benefit-reduction rate of 50 percent or less would
2leather L. Ross and Isabel V. Sawihll. Time of Transition: The Growth of Families
Hraded by. Women (The Urban Institute. 1975). p. 162.
SJo1 Creation Through Pu blic Service Employment, vol. 2, Monitoring the Public Bertfce
Employsticumt Program, An Interim Report to the Congress, report 6 (National Commlsslon
,for Matipower Policy, March 1978).
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be prohibitively expensive under a comprehensive plan. The inexorable arithmetric of a NIT forces one to more complex and, if you will, incremental approaches to welfare reform.
In essence the incremental position says it is okay to have a reasonably high
benefit (again, at or close to the pov-rty line) plus a higher benefit-reduction
rate than 5-percent-say 75-80 percent-for single-parent families.
For working-age single persons, childless couples, and two-parent welfare.
families, there is strong resistance to such high benefit levels and reduction rates.
These groups are treated on a different basis from the AFDC population. Witness, for example, the imposition of the 100-hour test for the AFDC--U and the
limitation of food stamps for needy adults of working age who do not have children and are not disabled. The later program has a low benefit-reduction rate (30
percent at the margin).
In essence what is needed is to preserve (pardon the expression) the "categorical" approach to welfare policy. Almost all reform plans (including the Administration's) in various ways keep the distinction between one- and two-parent
welfare families. We need to preserve this flexibility to have different approaches
for different groups, precisely because there are different values in the society
as to how various groups should be treated under transfer programs.
Whatever Is done to expand and generalize AFDC-U, it will be necessary, at
least in my opinion, to treat this group differently from the basic AFDC program
on such matters as supplementation, eligibility, and the jobs component of welfare. I recently learned that Administration officials have in mind proposing
a lower supplement for the AFDC-U group if it is decided to mandate this pro-gram. The Alministration's current thinking, as I understand it, involves limiting
federal matching of supplementation to 80 percent of the poverty line for
AFDC-U, as compared to 100 percent under a reformed AFDC program.
I suggest that your excellent staff take a look at a new paper by Frank Levy
of the Urban InsUtute, appropriately titled, "The Harried Staffers Guide to
Current Welfare Reform Proposals," (May, 1978). Levy, in his final chapter,
puts together what he calls a "representative" welfare reform plan which also
includes differential treatment for the AFDC-U group. (He recommends limiting
AFDC-U supplementation to 80 percent of the poverty line.)
Levy would-and. I agree-leave the food stamp program for the moment as
the only generalized transfer program for singles and childless couples.
The Ullman and Baker-Bellmon bills also treat two-parent welfare families
differently, with the Baker-Bellmon bill embodying what to me is the most promising approach of guaranteeing a CETA job after a 90-day waiting period to one
parent in all such families. Combining the lower benefit (the 80 percent supplementation ceiling referred to earlier) with the Baker-Bellmon idea of a guaranteed job to one parent in all two-parent families would, it seems to me, deal
with a number of issues intelligently. It would mean a lower benefit in most
cases for intact families and hence a stronger work incentive for this group.
(The literature-including the Seattle-Denver results--clearly indicates that thelower the benefit. the stronger will be the work incentive.)
The Baker-Bellmon approach -would, in effect, universalize AFDC-U and thenabolish it through CETA. Such a strong job-strategy for this group would, I
believe, have broad public acceptance. It would In addition be an effective lever
for having CETA target on social needs. The current and, to me, troublesometrend in CETA-PSE is to dilute the social-targeting capability of the programby weakening or loosening its eligibility requirements. CETA, in essence, reflects
a bargain between local governments and the feds. The locals icceive funding
which can in part be used for people they want in jobs they want. In exchange,
there needs to be an assurance for Washington that some portion of CETA-PSE
funds will be used to employ people for social or welfare policy reasons, i.e.,
fulfilling the program's structural or targeting objective. It Is the old drugstoretechnique of the "two-for". Sponsors receive one "free" (or reasonably free)
position for job creation in exchange for their participation in the fulfillment
of national social policies. Lnking job and welfare policy has been one of the
most trmnipeted purposes of welfare reform. The riaker-Bellmon bill, I believe,
represents a breakthrough on this issue.
The l'llman bill contains another feature that has similar potential, the idea
of assigning Job funds to WIN to be used to buy-in to the CETA system for spec' Except during job search periods. See also p. 14.
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ifled target groups, such as the top priority for intact families under BakerBellmon. As my paper suggests later on, I believe that, as a way of getting at
the intergenerational problem under AFDC, second priority (perhaps under
such a buy-in) should be assigned to new single-parent entrants to AFDC with
one child.
The next to last part of question No. 2 suggests that one might challenge an
implicit assumption of Secretary 'Marshall's about the effects of welfare reform.
Iis statement, as quoted, implies that the lower the benefit reduction rate, the
greater will be the work incentive effect of a comprehensive welfare reform
plan. We know now-thanks to the Seattle-Denver and New Jersey experimentsthat this is not true in one sense. The lower the reduction rate, the greater will
be the total reduction In work effort for the economy, i.e., because of the higher
break-even thus produced. Your question asks: "Would this reduction in work
effort (viz. under a 70 percent reduction rate) be greater or less than that which
occurs under the current welfare system?" The answer is that the total or aggregate work reduction could be greater under such a plan, because the reduction
rate posited-TO percent-could be lower than the combined reduction rate
under current programs (AFDC, food stamps, and in some cases, housing programs). This would certainly be the case-i.e., a greater total work reductioncomparing BJIP (with a 52-percent reduction rate) to current programs. Dr.
Steven Director, a Brookings Fellow in Employment Policy this year, Is presenily working on precisely this issue; a copy of a qhort paper describing his
research is enclosed with this response. (Attachment III).
As regards the final item in question No. 2 about a work requirement, I have
always felt that a work requirement Is both good and necessary social policy.
But I don't think It can be administered currently in a manner that would offset
the negative effects of a comprehensive welfare reform plan with a low (below 54
percent) reduction rate on the nation's total labor supply.
Q estion 3. You have made a strong case for retaining multiple welfare programs instead of adopting a consolidated one. as the Carter Administration
has proposed. However. doesn't the approach you favor preserve the problem (of
cumulative marginal benefit-reduction rate, which may easily approach or
exceed 100 percent? Also, isn't It costly and inefficient to operate several different programs that serve basically the same population?
Answer. Your third question deals with the other side of the proposition just
discussed-namely, the problem of cumulative tax rates under multiple transfer
progra num.
I don't think this problem Is insoluble. In fact, as Leonard J. Hausman's
work demonstrates, it is dealt with quite well in the real world. Hausman's
examination of the way existing programs work led him to write in 1974. "For
families receiving AFDC, tax rates under AFDC alone and cumulatively are
surprisingly low." 5 (Underlining added.) He further stated that cumulative rates
with food stamls and public housing taken into account are below "80 or 90
percent" because these benefits are conditioned to total income. His investigation of how AFDC rules work, with less systenatic attention to the way they
are Implemented by caseworkers, suggests that careful design work can deal
with this issue in a multiple program world. As stipulated in No. 2. the problem
is reduced by virtue of the important premise of incrementalism that there can
be higher reduction rates under AFDC, while at the same time benefit levels
and reduction rates for other groups (e.g. singles, childless couples, and tvoparent families) are at a lower level.
The second part of question No. 3 deals with the administrative costs of mniltiple programs, the proposition being that it may be costly and inefficient to
operate several different programs. Quite to the contrary. I have strong reservations about the often-easy assumption that a single national computerized
system for all welfare populations would work well and efficiently. In this
area, I can think of no more stirring work than that of former HEW Assistant
Secretary. Rufus Miles. whose recent paper published by the National Academy
of Public Administration is in the form of an administrative critique of the
Carter welfare reform plan.' The main points in his analysis are as follows:
5111tegrating Income 3faintentanre Programs. ed. Irene Lurie. chapter 2, Cumulative Tax
Rates in Alternative Income Maintenance Systems, Leonard J. Ilausman (Academic Press,
1975 . p. 53.,
6 The Corter Welfare Reform Plan: An Administrative Critique, Rufus E. Miles.
(National Academy of Public Administration, 197S)
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1. "Federal administration would cost much more than state operation.
2. A federally operated electronic data processing operation would be subject
to numerous hazards and Is not needed to minimize fraud.
3. Transition to federal operation would be disruptive, costly, and require
three years or more to complete.
4. Federal administration would proliferate the offices dealing with the poor,
confuse them, and reduce the possibility of moving toward integrated access to
social services for low income people."
Miles. the author of Miles Law, who now sits in Princeton, concludes:
"The more thoroughly one examines the total set of issues, the stronger seems
to become the case for continuing and strengthening the administrative role
of the states in the management and operation of the cash assistance program
and its coordination with all other essential aspects of service to needy people
at the community level:"
Qucstinn 4. 1 am curious why you seem to wish to treat AFDC recipients differently from those who receive SSI. Why do Nou feel 551 should be run by the
Social Security Administration, but a reformed program for families should d
not be? Why do you think it is desirable to cash out food stamps for the elderly,
blind and disabled, but not for mothers with children?
Answer. The first part of the question is covered earlier-namely, the argument for treating AFDC families on a separate basis and administering this
program at the state level. An important reason is the work test and desired
job connection for working-age recipients. Employment services are primarily.
a state responsibility, with most public job programs locally run, with referrals
through the state employment service. Work done by the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation shows that AFDC mothers respond very well
to employment programs, in this case, the supported work approach.7
"The report is for a sample of .303 members of the RFDC research sample,*
of whom 147 are experimentals and 156 are controls, and is based on the results
of an interview administered to the entire sample nine months after enrollment.
Analysis of the research findings shows a number of significant differences between AFDC experimentals and controls, reflecting the early positive effect
supported work has had on this group of participants.
"The report also comnares the AFDC experimental-control differentials with
the differentials for the other three target groups in supported work (Masters,
et al, 1977), and with selected other samples of AFDC recipients, on such Issues
as earnings and income. Such comparisons show both that the differentials
between AFDC experimentals and controls are greater than the differentials
between experimentals and controls in other target groups and that the relative
success of AFDC experimentals was greater than the success of participants in
other manpower programs.
"The importance of these findings, although they are preliminary, should not
be underestimated. They are for a group whose pre-enrollment characteristics
would not have promised great success."
At the hearing before the Subcommittee on May 1, 1 proposed that new entrants to AFDC with one child be made the second priority group (second to
intact families) for job programs that serve the disadvantaged, and that the
work test be applied to this group, regardless of the age of the child-assuming,
of course, that adequate child care is available.
On the second part of question No. 4 as to the separation of AFDO and 981,
I definitely fel that SSI (now that it is reasonably de-bugged) should continue
to be administered by the Social Security Administration. It would be disruptive to change and hard on the elderly, A high proportion of SSI aged recipients ni o receive Social Security retirement benefits-upwards of 90 percent as
I recall. It makes eminently good sense to have one-stop service for this group.
A ix)ssible mistake made last time around was the decision not to keep the disability component of SS1 with AFDC at the state level. Nevertheless, I wouldn't
propose (.hanging that now.
Rufus ,Miles' paper deals in a knowledgeable way with the reasons why AFDC
should be administered at the state level. I would urge, and this point is em4,nalyai of Nine-Month Interfews for Supported Work; Results of an Farly AFDO
Sample. Rebecca 'Maynard. et el. (Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation, Novem)er 1977)

9The sample Is f rom six of the ten sites where AFDC participants are enrolled. Atlanta,

Chicago, Hartford, Newark, Oakland. and Wisconsin.
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bodied in both the Ullman and Baker-Bellmon bills, that eventually full state
administration be required-i.e. getting local governments (mainly counties)
out of the picture.
Turning next to the cash out of food stamps and the question of why this should
be done for the aged SSI population but not the AFDC population, I believe a
case can be made for a full cash out of both groups. But in this area, my testimony reflected not so much my own preference, as my previous experience working on welfare policy issues. In short, I don't think the time is -right for the cash
out of food stamps for the AFDC population. We are on the verge of absorbing
a dramatic change in the food stamp program-the elimination of the purchase
requirement-which will make this program more flexible for all groups. Furthermore, it is my Impression that there is considerablesentiment among the people
interested in welfare legislation who could form a concensus, that for children,
food stamps should be retained because, at least in some marginal way, they
encourage parents to skew their consumption patterns towards food.
Question 5. What do you think would be an appropriate national minimum paymeut level for AFDC? Are you suggesting in your testimony that the same aiaount
and standards should be used for computing eligibility and benefits for intact
families, including the working poor? Would this not create a guaranteed income
for all families with children, hardly an incremental step?
Answer. Here, I would simply repeat the point made earlier that the idea of
incrementalism is to treat different groups differently. The AFDC-U population
is a case in point. All of the major welfare proposals currently extant treat this
group differently for purposes of determining the benefit level. Personally, I
would hope a way could be found to mandate the AFDC-U program and revise
or eliminate the 100-hour rule, while at the same time tieing this group into
CETA.
As suggested earlier, the idea in the Baker-Bellmon bill of a job guarantee for
this group might be linked with the proposal in the Ullman bill for a WIN
buy-in to CETA. Such an approach strikes me as reflecting a growing concensus
among that small but gritty fraternity of welfare Incrementalists.
Question 6. You say that it is difficult, if not impossible, to provide public sorvice jobs for the disadvantaged, which pay the minimum wage. I am a little disturbed by this conclusion. Are you suggesting that any public jobs program will
necessarily pay higher wages, and thus be more attractive, than private-sector
jobs which do pay the minimum wage?
Answer. As regards the difficulty of paying the minimum wage for PSE positions, my testimony on page 7 indicated that there are problems with doing this
"in many large cities." Your question suggests that this statement applied gemerally, which I did not mean to say, and, in fact, I did qualify my comments on
this point. The problem referred to here is especially serious in older cities with
strong municipal unions and generally high wage scales.
Overall, the data from our monitoring study of the CETA-PSE program indicate
that the tendency towards relatively high wages in the public sector clearly
impedes the transition of PSE participants to private employment. This roblein
makes it essential that there be a limit (which is not the case currently) on the
length of time a participant can stay In the PSE program. (Eighteen months is
proposed in the pending legislation.) Such a limit is needed to improve the capability of the PSE program to move participants into unsubsidized jobs in both
the public and private sectors. If the Baker-Belmol job guarantee were to be
adopted for intact families, it would be necessary for this group to face a second
90-day (or longer) period of job search at the end of an 18-month period in PSE.
Question 7. Could you tell the Committee a little more about your evaluation
of the CETA program? In particular, how does the definition of displacement
that you are using differ from those used In most other studies? Is it not the
effect of this definition to make it impossible to find a pattern of displacement in
any city that is financially hard-pressed?
Do you have any information about the longer-term consequences of CEI A?
To what extent do holders of CETA jobs move into the private sector? To what
extent do they go back on unemployment or welfare?
Are CETA workers as productive as regular public employees? Have you tfPnd
any serious difficulties in matching the skills of people eligible for CETA with
the jobs that prime sponsors feel need to be done?
Answer. Other studies that have been done to date of the PSE program do not
have a cyclical component. Therefore, everything that we classify as "program
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maintenance" would in their context be classified as displacement. In answer to
the first part of this question, displacement might be lower in distressed cities
for this reason. Our evidence, in fact, suggests this. However, it is possible for it
to occur. If a distressed jurisdiction uses PSE funds to make a tax cut, we
would classify that as displacement. If, on the other hand, its revenues were
reduced for other reasons (e.g. a declining tax base), the use of PSE would more
likely be classified by us as job creation. With the exception of one large, distressed city in our sample, a split was made between job creation and displaceinient-that is, the field Associate decided that some PSE positions were "program
maintenance" and some would have been locally funded anyway and hence are
displacement.
As regards CETA post-program experience, the data we have seen suggest
that 30-35 percent of the terminations are placed in employment, either by themselves or through referral by the sponsor. Terminations are small in relation to
enrollment at any point In time. Of the people terminated and placed, by far the
majority (around 90 percent) are placed in public employment or nonprofit
employment. A portion of those not placed enter another training program or
the military. But most of those persons who are not placed are returned to
imemploniyment. These data are from the Labor Department's Quarterly Progress
Reports.
Questions to which we do not have answers are; among those placed in jobs
how many are in those jobs 60 days, 90 days, one year after placement? What is
the welfare status of those not placed? How many of those unemployed after
termination find Jobs in 60 days. 90 days, one year? The "Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey" known in the trade as CLMS, is a veritable gold mine of
information on what happens to the people who are in CETA programs; the
Department of Labor deserves credit for investing in this systematic Censuscollected data source. Soon we will have data from the CLMS on post-programn
experience. I hope the Department will use this information to provide good
answers to the questions you pose about what happens to people In various CETA
programs and how their experience compares with their peer group in the labor
force.
On your final question about the productivity of CETA workers, our evidence
suggests that CETA employees are as productive as regular workers. However,
this data is mainly for entry-level positions, and there is considerable skimming
within the eligible population. Your final question also asks about matching
people and skills under CETA-PSE and whether this presents difficulties to sponsors. For some jobs (namely countercyclical jobs), sponsors have quite a lot
of altitude and can fit the person to the job. For other CETA--PSE jobs (namely
those provided on the structural rationale), the Idea is that the sponsors should
fit jobs to the people. For sponsors who resist the latter, yes, there will be problems, but my feeling is that a deal is a deal. Federal decision makers should
insist on a structural component to CETA. Some currently pending legislative
provisions (particularly those emanating from the House) ease up too much
and would shift the terms of trade in a way that could seriously undermine the
structural aims of CETA.
I hope these answers are helpful. A number of known and close Incrementalists have helped me to obtain needed data and citations. I am taking the
liberty of sending them copies of this response and your original letter.

ATTACHMENT I

U.S. SENATE,

CoMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C., Momy 3, 1978.

Dr. RICHARD NATHAN,
Brookings Institution,
1775 Massachusetts Avenue, NW.,
Washington, D.C.
DEAr DICK: I do so regret my inability to take part in what I understand was
a splendid hearing on welfare reform Monday. A series of personal matters quite
unexpectedly detained me in New York City the entire day. This was particularly
distresing as I had especially looked forward to this particular bearing.
As Senator Danforth may have mentioned, I had intended to put several
questions to you in person, and would now like to take the opportunity to submit
them In writing, with the hope that you may be willing to take a few minutes
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to answer them. When you reply, kindly send a copy also to Michael Stern, Staff
lDirector of the Senate Finance Committee, so that your comments can be incorporated into the official hearing record.
1. Last week we heard some startling testimony from John Bishop, of the
University of Wisconsin Institute for Poverty Research, about the Impact of
income support on family stability. His basic points were these:
1. There is little conclusive evidence that AFDC is instrumental in breaking up
families;
2. There is some evidence that AFDC-U has a greater effect in creating femaleheaded families than AFDC alone does;
3. Based on the income maintenance experiments, cash assistance plans like
those tested in Seattle and Denver are likely to have the greatest effect on
family composition, with family splitting apt to be significantly greater among
those who receive such aid than among recipients of AFDC of-among families
receiving no other assistance. Would you care to comment on these findings?
Are they in accord with your own conclusions or those generally accepted by
researchers in this area? How would you explain these counter-intuitive results?
What implications should we draw in trying to design a welfare reform?
2. Another issue that has been of great concern to this Committee is the
impact of welfare on the incentive to work. Secretary Marshall has testified
that a negative income tax with a benefit set at 75 percent of the poverty-line
and a benefit-reduction rate of 70 percent could have so great an effect on the
incentive to work that 55 percent of the incremental costs of the plan would
essentially offset money that would otherwise have been earned.
Based on your own work on this topic, do you feel that effects of this magnitude are likely to occur if AFDC were replaced by a consolidated cash assistance
program? Would this reduction in work effort be greater or less than that which
,occurs under the current welfare system? Is it reasonable to expect that a work
requirement, or a public jobs program would mitigate this effect?
3. You have made a strong case for Tetaining multiple welfare programs in.stead of adopting a consolidated one, as the Carter Administration has proposed.
However, doesn't the approach you favor preserve the problem of cumulative
marginal benefit-reduction rates, which may easily approach or exceed 100 percent? Also, isn't it costly and inefficient to operate several different programs
that serve basically the same population?
4. I am curious why you seem to wish to treat AFDC recipients differently
from those who receive SSI. Why do you feel SSI should be run by the Social
:Security Administration, but a reformed program for families should not be?
Why do you think it is desirable to cash out food stamps for the elderly, blind,
.and disabled, but not for mothers with children?
5. What do you think would be an appropriate national minimum payment
level for AFDC? Are you suggesting In your testimony that the same amount
ald standards should be used for computing eligibility and benefits for intact
'families, including the working poor? Would this not create a guaranteed income for all families with children, hardly an incremental step?
6. You say that it is difficult, if not impossible, to provide public service Jobs
for the disadvantaged, which pay the minimum wage. I am a little disturbed
by this conclusion. Are you suggesting that any public jobs program will necessarily pay higher wages, and thus be more attractive, than private-sector Jobs
which do pay the minimum wage?
7. Could you tell the Committee a little more about your evaluation of the
('ETA program? In particular, how does the definition of displacement that you
are using differ from those used in most other studies? Is it not the effect of this
-definition to make it impossible to find a pattern of displacement in any city that
is financially hard-pressed?
Do you have any information about the longer-term consequences of CETA?
'To what extent do holders of CETA jobs move into the private sector? To what
extent do they go back on unemployment or welfare?
Are CETA workers as productive es regular public employees? Have you
found any serious difficulties in matching the skills of people eligible for CETA
with the jobs that prime sponsors feel need to be done?
Let me say once again how much I appreciate your willingness to help us
understand the complex issues of welfare reform.
Cordially,
DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN.
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ATTACHMENT II
Dr. RICHARD NATHAN,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,
Berkeley, Calif., May 24, 1978.

The Brookings In8titution, 1775 Massachusetts Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C.
DEAR DICK: The following two statements summarize the results of our studies
in Alameda County with respect to the family fragmentation question.
(1) Fragmentation is substantial among AFDC-V families. The odds are about
one chance in five that a mother in an AFDC-U family at any point in time will
be in an AFDC-FG family within one year. Most, but not all, of these transitions
are due to the father's separation from the family.
(2) The ACSW cannot be used to support the contention that this Instability
is the result of the availability of welfare itself. We have no corresponding
"control" group of families in similar circumstances which are not receiving
assistance. The ACWS data do not reveal any change in the probability of family
dissolution In the county as the "hours rule" for defining AFDC-U eligibility was
made more stringent, but this may be due to the correlation of these developments with other offsetting system changes.
This Isn't much, but recall that the sample was not intended as a source of
information on instability among welfare families. As you know, I was amazed'
by the amount we found. The essential point is that it is a mistake to view
the population of two-parent families and the population of one-parent families
within this stratum as distinct. Rather, there is a great deal of movement from,
one group to the other. This to me suggests that a unified approach to welfare
administration is essential and that arbitrary stratification of the population
between those nominally the responsibility of the Department -of Labor and
those expected to be wards of HEW is likely to be an administrative nightmare.
With highest regard,
MICHAEL WISEMAN,
Assistant Professor.
ATTACHMENT III

.

DiscusSIoN OF 'MARGINAL TAX RATES AND WELFARE REFORM
(Prepared by Steven Director)
Two major parameters of any welfare program are the guarantee level and,
the marginal tax rate. The guarantee level is the amount of benefits received
by a household with no other income. The tax rate is the rate at which benefits
are reduced as earnings rise. Together these two parameters imply a breakeven,
level above which individuals are no longer eligible for assistance payments. (The
guarantee level divided by the tax rate is the breakeven level.) Views as to the
appropriate levels for these parameters vary widely. The House Subcommittee on
Welfare Reform seems to prefer higher tax rates than those contained in the
Administration's welfare reform plan (H.R. 9030). For example, Subcommittee
revisions of H.R. 9030 would permit states that supplement federal assistance
payments to reduce these benefits up to 70 cents (instead of 52 cents) per earned
dollar.
Surprisingly, both those favoring high tax rates and those favoring low rates
seem to view the issue within the same tradeoff framework. A typical statement
of this tradeoff can be found in recent Congressional testimony by Lawrence N.
Woodworth. Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Tax Policy. He explains that,
"The rate at which a welfare program phases out Is usually quite high in
order to keep the cost of the program within reason and to concentrate benefits
on those recipients most in need. Yet these rates of phaseout are equivalent to
rates of tax on additional dollars of earnings. When a household faces a combination of these rates from more than one assistance program or from positive taxes
such as the income tax and the social security tax. the household is given a
• powerful disincentive to increase earnings from work." I
Policymakers are told that the benefits from high tax rates must be weighed*
against the work disincentive they create. The assumption that raising tax rates

"Statement by Lawrence N. Woodworth before the Welfare Reform Subcommittees ofthe Committees on Agriculture, Education and Labor, and Ways and Means, September
20, 1977. _
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lowers work incentives is so frequently made by both academics and policynakers that it warrants a careful analysis. This note argues that this assumption is incorrect and that, therefore, much of the debate on welfare reform has
-been misdirected.
_

LABOR SUPPLY EFFECTS

Consider the case of a sharp decrease in tax rates. Two opposing shifts would
be observed. Since the change in their total income from an additional hour of
work is now greater, some current welfare recipients will increase their hours
of work. However, others may respond by decreasing their work effort. For
example, the lower benefit reduction rates would allow a household that previously had a combined (welfare plus earnings) inccme of $5,000 to reduce their
earnings somewhat and still maintain their previous Income level. Other reductions in work effort may come from individuals who move onto the welfare
rolls for the first time. For such individuals, the welfare option Is now more
attractive since the lower tax rate raises the maximum one can earn and still
receive welfare payments (i.e., the breakeven level).
Since a change in benefit reduction rates causes some people to work more
and others to work less, the relative magnitudes of these opposing shifts is
critical. The relevant empirical studies' suggest that changes in the number
of recipients has a far greater impact upon total hours worked than do changes
in average hours worked per welfare recipient. Estimates based on the Seattle
and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments' show that under a national
negative income tax program with a guarantee equal to 75% of the poverty
level and a .5 tax rate, 7.6 million husband-wife families would participate in
the program and on average reduce their annual hours of work by 216. With a
.7 tax rate the average reduction in hours would rise to 283, but the number of
recipient families would fall to 2.8 million. The net effect of these opposing shifts
is that the reduction in total hours under the .5 tax rate (7.6 million families
x 216 hours) is twice what It would be under the .7 tax rate (2.8 million families
X 283 hours).
E FICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS

A second argument that has been made in favor of low benefit reduction rates
is that they are a more efficient device for increasing recipient incomes. Referring
again to estimates based on the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experimeats ' we see that with a guarantee equal to 75% of the poverty line and a .5
tax rate, total benefits paid would be 8.0 billion dollars greater than the current
AFDC and Food Stamp system.
Of this amount, 2.4 billion dollars (or 30%) would be offset by reductions in
earnings due to reduced work effort. The remaining 5.6 billion is the net Increase
in recipient incomes. With the same guarantee level and a .7 tax rate, total
program cost would be 2.2 billion dollars above the present system, with 1.2
billion dollars (or 55%) being offset by the reduced earnings of recipients. Thus
it does appear that low tax rates are more efficient if efficiency is defined as the
increase in recipient incomes per dollar of welfare costs. This ocurs because
low tax rates increase total benefits paid more rapidly than they increase earnings reductions.
It is not clear, however, that our policy objective should b'5e to maximize
efficiency as defined above. While low tax rates decrease the percentage of
welfare payments offset by reduced earnings (55% versus 30%), they increase
2 Studies which have found a positive correlation between tax rates and total labor supply
include :
Barr, N, A. and Hall, R. E., "The Probability of Dependence on Public Assistance," M.I.T.,
mimeo dated July 1973.
Levy, Frank, "AFDC Work Incentives," Urban Institute Working Paper No. 70, June
1977.
Keeley Michael C. et al., "An Interim Report on the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments," Stanford Research Institute Research Memorandum 41, June 1977.
Greenberg. David H. and Hosek, James R., "Regional Labor Supply Response to Negative
Income Tax Programs," Rand Corporation Report R-1785-EDA, February 1976.
Studies such as Garfinkel, I. and Orr, L., "Employment Rate of AFDC Mothers," 27 "National Tax Journal" (No. 2),pp. 275-284 and Bendt, D.LA, "AFDC Benefit Reduction Rates
and the Probability of Working." Mathematic Policy Research. August 1975. have found
negative correlations between AFDC tax rates and labor supply among welfare recipients.
However since these studies do not consider the effect of tax rates on changes in the size of
The recipient pool, they provide no information on total labor supply effects.
'Keeley, table S2, p. 9.
Keeley, table 83, p. 12.
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the absolute amount of such payments (1.2 versus 2.4 billion). Increases fit
earnings reductions are undesirable for beveral reasons. First, such work reductions mean fewer goods and services are being produced. Second, since aggregate
demand is unchanged the reduction in goods and services available will increase
inflationary pressures. Third, and very important, the prime concern of many
taxpayers is to reduce the amount (not percentage) of welfare payments that
go to those who could have and would have worked more under a system with
a higher benefit reduction rate. Finally, if one were to measure efficiency as
the percentage of welfare dollars which go to the poorest families, the policy
preference would be for high tax rates. Low tax rates, by raising breakeven
levels, allow households with relatively high levels of earnings to continue to
receive welfare benefits.
TAX RATES AND

GUARANTEE LEVELS

The above discussions have compared programs with the same guarantee and
different tax rates. We know that either reducing tax rates or increasing guarantee levels raises program costs. One might argue, therefore, that from a budgetary perspective the comparison should be between a high guarantee-high tax
program and a low guarantee-low tax prograli of the same total cost. Constraining the choice in this manner can, however, be misleading. While a low guarantee-low tax program may reduce work disincentives, these reductions result not
from the lower tax rate, but from the lower guarantee. Whether the low guarantee creates undue hardship is an important but separate issue. If low guarantees
can themselves be Justified, there is no reason not to further reduce costs and
work disincentives by combining them with high tax rates. Anyone with earnings subject to the tax rate would be receiving a net income above the guarantee
level.
CONCLUSIONS

The empirical data suggest that one need not prefer low benefit reduction
rates in order to maintain work incentives. In fact, the reverse is true. Holding
the guarantee level constant, the reduction in total hours worked under a .5 tax
rate would probably be twice what it would be under a .7 tax rate. Though low
tax rates are to be preferred on certain efficiency grounds, other equally important considerations seem to outweigh, or at least counterbalance, these efficiency arguments. What is clear is that high benefit reduction rates drastically
reduce program costs. These savings could be used either to reduce the burden
on taxpayers or increase the generosity of the program by raising guarantee
levels.

[Thereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at, the call of the Chair.]
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